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ABSTRACT
,

This report of the Science and Technology
Telecommunications Task Force consists"of analyses cf diverse issues,
along with recommended actions. The project h4d two objectives: (1)
to identify actions that will pave the iay for the application of a
few promising technoldgies to the benefit,ofusers of,
telecommunications, and (2) to suggest actions as a basis for
Gnvernment.program.development, for industry initiatives, and flit
joint government and industry activities. Four major technologies are
addressed:'.(1) direct satellite communications, (2) rand mobile
radio, (3) broadband communications networks, and (4) fiiSr optic

communications. Eath is discussed relativerto its current status, the
issues affecting its growth, actions designed toaddress these

-issues, and the impact of the proposed actions. The discussion is
organized under four general categories: (1) needs and the market,
(2) system developments and performance, (3) policy and regulation,
and (4) ''spectrum management. Conclusions, recommendations, and
suggestion's retating to the process of formulating a rational draft
agenda ar4.presentedvin a final chapter. (DAG)-
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE -
OFFICE OF,TELECOMMUNICATIONS

STATEMENT OF MISSION . .

.....)1"' mission of the Office of Telecommun ications in the Department
... r . of Commerce is to assist the Department in fostering, servings and

promoting the nation's economic development and technological
b advancement'by improving man's comprehension of telecommuni-

cation science and by assuring effective use and growth of the
nation's telecommunication' resources. -.,

4

In carrying out this mission,,the Office
. i .

.

Conducts research needed in the evaluation and 'development
of policy as required by the Department or,,Commerce. 1

. s

Assists other government 'agencies 4-1 the use of telecommuni-
cations

Conducts research, engineering, and .analysis in the general
field of telecommunication science to meet gOvernment needs

Acquires, analyies, synthesizes, and disseminates information
for the efficient use 64 the nation's telecommunicatioo re-

.
sources.

Pe orms' analysis, engineering, and related adMinistiati'ie
functions responsive to,the needs of the 6i.recfor of the /Office
of Telecommunications Policy, Executive ,Office of the Presi-
dent, in the performance of his responsibilities for the manage-

, ment of the radio spectium

nducts research needed' in the evaluation -and-devLlopment
of lecomMunication policy as required by the. Office of Tele)
cOmmunicatios Pplicy, pursuant to Executive Order 11556

,/



PREFACE

This report contains, the findings and recommendatiCms of the
Science and TechholOgy Telecommuniations'Task Force of the
U. S. Department of Commerce. The Task Force was formed to
explore how barrie're to the application of telecotmunicatfon
technology might be lowered so that new dpmestic products
and services would become more widely'and more rapidly.
available.

To begin their work, and to give it direct/ion; the Task
Force members undertook a thorough research ofthe recent
literature. Over 100 pueAcations were reviewed. Along
with this, they consultea with industr§,and association
officer -- '17 industrial firms took part -- to isdlate
salient industry problemstand opportunities..

Task Force me4pers visited 39 companies, which were selected
to provide a blend,of-a number of varied elements: 'large
and small companies; equipment Manufacturers and Service
providers; and'exporters and companies srving the domestic
market. Taken as a whole, the interviews and visits covered
the major elements of the U. S. telecommunicationindustry.

In the fall of 1975, upon completidn of the visits, a draft
report was submitted to many of the participating firms,
selected Goxternment agencies, and other intere§.t.ed parties.
A substantial body of comment was collected/on the .draft.
These views were considered during the preparation of this
final report, which is believed.to'be'up-to-date as of
July 1976.

This report has also benefitted from the criticism offered 4

by several industrial organizations of intermediate drafts ,'..,

of the chapters dealing with specific .technologies.

r.
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- EXECUTIVE'SUMMARY

. .

. , .

This report is baseC
..

ofn the work of a Telecommunibations
jTask Force formed in August 1975 under the direction of the,
Assistant Secretaryof Commerce for Science and Technology,
Dr. Betsy Ancker-Johnson.,

/

The objective of the report is twofold;

o To identify actions that will pave the way for ,

the application of a few promising technologies
to the benefit of users 'of telecommunications:

o To suggest any such actions s a basis fok Government
program development, for dustry initiatives, and
for joint Government and A dustry activities.

. _

The heart of this report consists of analyses of diverse
telecommunication, fSsued, along with recommended actions.'
These analyses and recommendationtIshould be read as a
contribution to the drafting of an agenda of national
telecommunication concerns. Such a national agenda would.
presumably serve first as a vehicle for, discussion and 4

ultimately as a basis for,action. The, process of 'writing
it, moreover, 'should heTi6,us establiSh priorities for this
vital field. To be an effective instrument,,,Iloweveri the
agenda will have to_ epresent far mors-j016 just Government
thinking; it will, 4,therr have_ to'reflect a common 'efOrt
by all the institutions of our national telecommunication
community.'

N.

Although there is no-question that U. S. telecommunicatibt
systems as a whOle are the most pervasive and reliable in

/'Ee worldr it is possible to discern some barriers that are
imppding the long -term, growth of the field. An effort to ,

lower theSS-barriers would surely be a desirable national
goal. Two major rbasons support this 'view:

. t

o First, the United States is increasingly :engaging ,

in.infelkmation-relatpd activities --.to the point
where productivity gains in many parts of our_
services sector may come to depend on improved...j-
access to and management of information. CleaIY,
these information activities relj heay.ily.on
communications; furthermore, dvance in information .

handling will'require a s ady infusion of new .

telecommunication techn9 ogy.

'7

,
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o Second, With present national d cisionmaking..:
proceises,ye may not be derivi g. the fullest

°possible benefit frdm a variety of attractive
technological choices. Prime examples of such
choices are satellites,,, solid state technology,
lightwave communications, and new regions of the
electromagnetic spectruh"for dxpanded communica7
tions use.

..
,

. . 14
The long-range importance of terecommuniaations as well'as

rcomplexity ,,thecomplexity of the issues may well bring increased
Government Participatio,in communications affairs. 'Sp
tar some ofthe results of this participation have been

./ less than encouraging: convict aver new policies, confusVon
over the question of appropriate Government and industry
roles, and delay'in national decisionmaking.

Such delays on the pjart of. Government may cause --,'or 1pe
causing -- similar delays in the developments of new:
services or prOducts."Mben such a commercial delay
occurs -- especially when it affects a technology or a
service that reduces costs -- the publia is depriveld of
the bengfits during the period of the delay. he public
interest, therefore, calls' for corrective actiohh

It is understood that any such corrective action will
require cooperation among three' parties:, Government,
industry, and users. Government activities must be -,

'evaluated in terms of six oche roles it,may. play: policy-
mak, regulator, spectrum manager, User and purchaser,,
coordinator of Nxiblic sector requirements, and supporter
of key technological development. Industry's role,
however, is vital: assembling the factors-of production
and bringing the,product or service to the marketplace.
Users, or customers, have to make known what they need.
In many cases this is done it cooperation with industry;
tie result, is "market pull." In other cases, such as the
specifying of public sector requirements, much has to be -

,,done,to'identify user communication-needs, to, consolidate '

them, and to.translate them Into system requireMents.

,
In setting about its assignment', the Task Force tried't6
identify those technologies-and services holding the most
promise for future applicatioi while, at the same time,
seeming to be most inhibited by current barriers.

,.'
. . --.

Y
a

More Specifically, the Task FokCe asked five questior-;$,,
about each technology and service it considered,: H mtich
will it benefit the. publl.c? How significant is technology
as a barrier to its growth? How detrimental to, its

A 82
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.application''vould be the effects of no action? Has it .

reached a relatively advanced level of maturation? And,
how appropriatewould.Federal involvement be?

After screening ,a long list of` ';candidates" according to
these criteria, the Ta Force,deci.ded td concentrate
on four majo4k...technolo es: Direct Satellite Commuhications,
Land NobileLAadio, Bros and Communications Networks, and
Fiber Optic Communications. This report accords each a"
separate section.

A

With each technology; the report discusses its currant tta-.

tusv the issues'affecting its growth, actions designed to
'address' these issues, and the'mpact.of the. pxoposed action&
The discussipn,is organised under four general categories as
follows: needs and the market, system development and,per-
formancepolicy and regulation, and spectrum management.

'Those issues and actions we' lieve to be most urgent and
feasible are restated in r conclusj.o4s and recommendations',,
the final chapter of the keport. At the end of that chapter
,and at the end of this Executive SuMMary -- will be found a
' suggestion relating to the process of formurating,a national

' 'dr:aft agenda.
' G e a

V

NEEDS ANDAND THE MARKET

. ' ,

, ,

Here we must consider the choices for providing new services
and the relativecost of-the choices. An'additional'con-

'tideration is the services' poteritial for increasing national .c.

'..\
J

productivity. , _...,
, - ,

.

.The use of satellites for the' transmission of public sector
services may,hold great promise. This possibility; as well .

as concern abbut future U. S. plans for he employment of .
.this band and others,'generate the following recommenda-

tion:
,-

. . , .

.

o. Government and user organizations should accelerate
the process-by which the basi,,communication needs

. to be met by public 'service :J tellits will be
defined, They should also determine the most
economic way of using such satellites c\ nd who win-,..

_pay for them. .
-
1r

Because of the growing pressure cal the radio spectrum to
-- provide different Cervices, ell of which can claim appre-

ciab ebbnaic'value: ,

,-
4 s;

1.----
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1
. ,

o .-SpectrUM administrators should encourage .further
A ,

research on the economic-and social valuesof
services th.4at are4rovided;thrqUgh the use Of the'
spectrum 4n order to achieve optimum.aZZOcation'of
'this. resoikce in the eight of the associated neegs
'and markets.

,I

' 4
. .

With respect to nonentertainnient bro&aband communication .

Eervices, we recommend that: o .
t

\--,. e

. o- Industry should establish a groUp'6omposed of
.

-industrly, :institutional- users, and providers of
public sector services to plain and finance a
demonstration .desig'ned to reduce the present

.uncertainties aboutmarket demand for and economic
viability of aggregated broadband nonentertainment
services.

. -

Fiber optic communications promises a great deal in. the,
way of lowered costs and'expanded.capacity. The challenge .

isto accelerate its nonmilitary applications.. To do
this, we should identify those aPplications'for which it

4 will be most' competitive.

In addition4 a demonsti.ation of fiber optia communication
capabilities would 'do mush to increase the market for its
systems and components; a demonstration of,sufficient size
would also reduce the cost of these sy§tems and'increase
their availability.

. .

1

()Ur recommendations are two:

.4

o OTP I
shauld estdbZish a Federal interagency gr;oup

to identify a significant broadband communications .

need, the satisfaction, of which.will advance the .

solution t6 an important public service problem
(e.;., health care deliverp). The grbup shoyld

_then Compose a satement of the necessary cOmmunica--
'tio4 requireMents as a basis' for a..tiber Optic -
deMonstrati:on project, , t

, . . .

o' The Department of Qommerce should establish an,
aavisory committee .on,commercial-implications of
fiber optics. !-

'SYSTEM bEVEZOPMENT AND PERFORMANCE
. .

4.,*

This category focuses on systems planning And researdh,,per-
formance criteria .and measurement, and standards of

. practice and of eciliipment operation. The elelDents that

4
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compose this,category play important roles in determining
whether new-services or equipment.can be provided
economically and without'foreclosing future opportunities
for ki!etter'resource use.'

Are additional standardq ar performance*criteria needed
fdr smail_earth terMinal'Oatellite,systeMs in 6rder to ,

foster their early application and to ensure their orderly,
development? This question is,of particular importance.

.The evolution of satellite systems at frequencies
above'14.5'Oliz is making slow progress, partly:due to
technology limitations. At the same.time,,however, demands
for orbit/spectrum space belows14.5 GH4 are growing
significantly. These demands could be eased if the higher
frequencies could be used as reliably as the lower
frequencies-

The;recommendations are that:,

takeo Industry should take the initiative, in cooperation
with users and Governmer'4, to explore the need ft,r
.criteria and standards for small earth terminn",
satellite systems' operating in the 2,5; 4, 6, Z2,

, and Z4 GHz bands. It should also assess the-effect
of these standards on future technological develop-
ment, and, if apropriate, define and re,commend

. pe-rformance criteria o,r standards for FCC adoption.0

o NASA should ,undertake, in conjunction with industry,
to idenify,the hardware dnd otke4 reliability
barriers that limit the use of frelcuencies above
Z4.5,'GHz for satellite communications and to '

recommend'a program for lowering these barriers.

Land mobileiradio'systems are totally dependent on the
spectrum. Already, the spectruM allocated to these
systems is being used intensively. Subs.tantial.growth in
the demand for their'-services is.expected. Td ensure that
the spectrum will be used in the most efficient way,, it is
desirable .6a have better quantitative inforMation,about ,Ao
the performance,speotrum utilization, and capacity of
and mobile systems.

./
In addition, 4everal Federal agencies support the deyelop-
ment of better land mobile--and other communioation:systems
for -use by-pugic safety services. HowevAr, the.ob9ectives
of Government support `often differ,,a situation that, can
lead'to inefficient employment of the spectrum and -

insufficient long-range planning. .

5
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.To meet these land mobil-e.-radio issues, we have ,three
recommendations:

o 'Telecommunication authorities should roster 'research
to develop better criteria for describing and
measuring land 'mobi-le seryice performunce,

o TelecomnPunicaton authorities shoUld foster research
to develop better methods for describing and
measuring spectrum.capacity and utilization foilt
land mobile radio systems.

o OneGovernment agency should Ye responsibte for
coordinating Federal support of Zacal .land
radio programs. This Federal effort should
'lopta agency attempts to achieve bett6r spectrum
use and lower -costs through.the'developthent'of
integrated local c.othmunication systems serving
several functions or user groups.

The'design techniques of current CATV sy4stelts may affect
the potential growth of broa0and nonentertainment,services.
The question is: Are these techniques adequate to provide
gyAteMs that will 'be capable of handling addition41,
nonentertainMent services? :Therefore:

ndustry and users, should, seek ealgy--repolution'of
certain prob'lems of system _performance asSocipted- .4

with delivery o, broadband aammunication services.'
These problem areas include: (1). 'frequency manage-

. ment ifn broadband systems, a(2} interface standards,
or.specifications, (3) 'security and privacy, and ..

(41 terminal equipment characteristics.,
. .,

To help fiber optic communications fulfill its promise ,s '

. promptly as possible, the development of appropriate
standards should begin soo : It is'thereford recommended

_

that: ,
1

.
-,

o The informal-Optical Communications Task Force
initiated by the Office of,Telecbmmunicationg ''

loUld .iillentify what specifications (or voleuntary'
standards) and codes ar.e desirable -to 'ensure rapid.
and orderl ieplementation offiber, opti-cetich-

A nalogy iii-,the commercial and public sectors. -
. .

'

-

f I v.
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POLICY iiiND REGULATION
ro

o

A hough current re4ulati6ns restrict the permanent use ofsat llite small earth terminals, 'some users wish to
deve op systems with terminals as soon as possible. In aspit of the possible benefits to be derived from these
syst ss,, our future freedom of choice 'ought not to beprecl ed by premature approval of roposals for systems
that inordinately "consume`oavailab e spectrum and orbit

'positions.

Moreover, it. is Imperative that we better understand and,describe theresources that 'will determine how many '-- andin what form -- satellite services can be provided.

In view of these aoncerns, we recommend that:

o, government -- throug h- the OTP, FCC, and othe'r
agencies -- should reexamine its policy and
regulations with respect to use of domestic and
international small earth terminal satellite
systems. In the process, it should intensify

,--_its.,search for advice from interested partIcs.

o The, FCC and OTP should give priority to obtaining
addit'$'onal afzd more.comprehensive descriptions of
the spectrum/orbit and spectrum/geography resources

' .---"and the, dependence of these on technical parameters
of satellite systems. '

ti

Regulatory delay is a matter of widespread concern to the
telecommunications community. T8'reduce the delays incurred
by full,hearings, the FCC has from time to rime brought
interested parties together for informal, gatherings priorto formal proceedings.- Accordingly, we recommend that:,

o Considerate should be. given to the desirability-,,.
feasibility, and-legality of making greater use of
open; informal discussion between interested

-parties prior to the start of FCC formal proceedings,
particularly those that are to consider largely .

technical matters.
,

CATV regulat ion_may be a barrier to the implementation of
nonentertaihment broadband services. Partial deregulation
of CATV servic4§-is being'addresseeby the Domestic6CounciZ,
the FCC, and Congfess. The Dome tip Council regulatory
Jgroup, however, concluded shat_'f4t 'emough.data were&AvailabltOn the effects.,;a:fAeregu ation to support a

,
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decision, which might influence the.general
ofnonentertainment services. It is recommended that:

o The Domestic Cjuncil Workirig,Group should arrange
to obtain necessary research to establish the
probdble consequences of partial deregulation of CATV.

SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT

In the next threeyears, two World Administrative Radio
Conferences (WARC's) dealing with matters germane to this
report.will be held. The first,. in 1977, is primarily,
concerned with satellite broadcastirig in the 11/12 GHz
barid. The second, scheduled for 19.79, will review the
Radio Regulations, including the Table of Frequency
Allobations. These WARC's will establish the pattern of
worldwide spectrum use for many years to come. Moreover,
their decisions will affect the rules and regulations of
the United States, which are based on the international
agreements: It,is therefore important that the United
States meticulbusly prepare its conference positions in
gll areas./

The evolution o f public service satellite systems in the
2.5 GH'z band is likely to be inhibited by the limited
variety of services that can be provided in the narrow
bandwidth available. Expanding the bandwidth would
increase the number of setvices'that might employ it.
-This would distribute the cost of the satellite over a
greater number of users. -

It is recommended that:

os. U.S. preparation for the 19.79 World Administrative
Radio Conference should place emphasis on:

(Z) Provision o, spectrum space for sirial
earth terminal satelDipte systems.

(2)' Pptimizatiom of orbital spacing of
satellites sharing the same frequencies.

(3)', Imbalancerof spectrum /orbit utilizatiOn
above7and below '14.5 GHz. :

, ..

4 (4) Need for greater'bandwidthtallocations at
-.2.5 GHz for public service satellites'.

. Jr ,
. .

t1

t
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o Public service satellite users shciuld determine the
cost advantages thatcould result from increasing
the bandwidth available to them at 2.5 GHz an&use
the information as the basis for requestingsthe
FOC to negotiate for an increase in the available
bandwidth.'

For land mobile services, we recommend that:

o U. S. preparation for the:1979,World Administrlative
Radio Conference should emphasia.e the resolution ;of
differences between the planned use of tke 900 MHz
band by the United States for Zand mobile systems
and the international frequency allocations:

0

COMPOSING A:,NATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATISNS AGENDA

As was discus4ed above, the recommendations of this repbrts
should be thought of as a contribution to the composition
of .a national draft agenda. The final agenda, of course, _

. must be the product of an extensive dialogue among
Government, industry, and users. A question arises: What
is the best way to begih this process of joint discussion ?'
Possible answers abound: Congressional hearings," industry
and profesional association workshops, academic seminars,
and Federal-Executive Branch initiatives.

A

,However, all'the'best intentions will most -likely be
tendered ,futile if at the outset some agency does not assume
the responsibility of ±eceiving and processing the iceas and.

- proposals.regarding the agenda- Therefote:

c The, services of the Office of Telecommunications will,
be available for initial-coor.dination of reactions
to this report and by extensiion, of,aZZ suggestions
pertainingto the rmulation of a national telecom-
munication draft agen . This tenure wUl-last,only
'until a permanent "Keeper of the Agenda" isamed,

In conclusion, implementation o4all the tecommepdations
should foster the long-term grdyth of 'telecommunicatioh
technology'in the United States. _This groWth will benefit
not only s#-vice users but also industry, whfch will

profit from the creation of nevimarkett. --

4
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CHAPTERA.

INTRODUCTION

1. PURPQSE

Can the growth of telecommunication services be appreciably
enhanced by detecting and lowering the barra:ers,currently.*
impeding a robust demand andian innOvativee4PIY2

Stated in its simplest terms, the;purpose of this report isto explore that question.
. :

.

However, the scope of telecommunications is so great, the,
kinds of barriers so varied, and the intere's4ed parties so .

numerous that we must immediately refeiegi this general .purpose by formulating more pfecise "bjectives, namely:

o To identify actions that will pave way for
the application of a few partibularly promising
technologies to the bebefit of users of tele-
communications.

o To suggest any such actions as a basis for Government
program development, for industry initiatives, and
for,joint Government and industry activities -- in
short, to begin to 'compose a truly natibnal
"telecommunications agenda." .

the one hand, it should be easy enough to accept the
desirability of achieving a wider range ofservices and-of
pressing for their greater availability to the general
public. There is no lack of testimony from prominent public
officials about the central importance of these services to
the public interest. Typical -- and,as,relevant now as. n
1951 -- is the comment of President Harry S. Truman:

Communications ,services represent a vital resource in our modern",
society. They make possible the smooth functioningof our comp ei.
pconomy. They can assist inptomoting internatiopnal underst4ndi

4
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and goodwill; they constitute an important requirement for our
nationak SeCuritie There,is, adcOrdingly, a major public interest:

4- 'in asiuring the aolequacy and efficiency of these services. i/

On the'othe'r hand, it must be acknowledged that, the
-great credit'of American industry, existing telecommlinica-
tiolis services are in good order. Our telephone systemcis
alreSdy the most pervasive and reliable in the world. '

Television reaches fully 97 percent of American_homes. And,
more to the point,,no great crisis is in sight.

,

4

REASONS TO MOVE

Why, then, in view of this impressive record of telecommuni-
cation achievement; is any special effort needed? At last
two reasons bear examination.

First, this country is incre asingly engaging in information-
.

related activities. Recent'studies show that-today one
worker in two is occupied with the production of goods and
services that relate to the generation, 'proces'si'ng, and dis-
semination of Wormation. As this trend continues, pro-
ductivity gains inpany parts of the services sector of the.
economy -- such as retailing/ shipping, banking, education,

)nhealth management, and Government itself -- will depend on
:improved access to and,management and exchange of information.

4

Crucial to 'our 'discusion here are two closely related
realities:

o ,The progress of the "information sector" even now
.1' relies heavily on telecommUnication facilities.

o If in the fixture that sector is to continue its
advance; it will require a stegy infusion o£ new
telecommunication technology..

Second; with present national decisionMaking processes, we.
may 119,t be deriving the fullest possible benefit from a
variety of technological choices. The following are examples
of such choices:

o

1/ Telecommunications: A Program for Progress -- A Report by the
P'resident's Communications Policy Board, United ,Seates Government
Printing OfficeOlarch 1951, p. 1.

s
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o

o Satellites, which offer advantages in cost over
/ terrestrial facilities whenever 1.ong,distanceS-,

extended networks, wide bandwidths, or a combina-
tion of these are involved.

o Solid State technology, which, by virtue .Of its low,
energy consumption'andnigh degree of Miniaturize- -
tic:di Makes feasible the addition of memory,
switching, 'and computation power t6 :millions of
remote communications terminals, (See appendix F.)

o. Lightwave communications, which offer's an abundanCe
of capacity and\na manyfold reductioh°in cable size.

o, New regions of ipectrum use, which offer some relief?'
to presently congested services.

/1These sophisticated technologies assume an added signifi-/ A
cance When their developmdnt is placed'in the context:of a
rapidly- expanding international marketplace. Arthur D.
Little, Inc., has predicted an annual World telecommunication
equipment market totalling $40 to $80 billion by 1980, up
from a'$15 billion market in 1975. American inventive '

genius"deseTves to participate to the fullest extent in the
.markets it helped to

tm-
As this techno,logicaladvanceDosbe04aking place, overn-
ment has been greatly increasing its participation in com-
munication issues.::. Some of the results have been le than /
what-mighE'be hoped for: we refer to conflict over n w
polioies, confusion over the quesq.dh of appropriate Government
and 'industry roles, and delay in national dedisionm

One might contend, that, given the nature of the si atfbn
and the pane of the change, this conflict, confusi
delay were inevitable. But this line.of reasoning only
highlightsth-ewisdom of actively trying to impro e the 4.
situation.

gN

1

ONE WAY TO IMPROVE THE UCTURE: A DRAFT AGE;6A'

i

How, then, might we as a .nation go about syst
achieving thfs improvement? The central task, it-seems to
us; is to compose a broad "draft agenda" for t lecommuni7

-.cations. The agenda wolud'represent a'listing of the ,

portant,iesues of the day, together with a se ection of
alternative mactions., It could be employed i ediately as

°,.
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.
a Vehicle fOr discussion and ultimately as a basis far
action. Any'such action, to be effective, would have to
reflect a joint effort by all segments of the national
telecommunication' community.

In the end, the scope of a national draft agenda may be as .

broad as the field of telecohmunications itself. But it is
possible to specify some of the topics that the agenda will
have to consider. For example, three general subjects that.
no agenda should ignore are:

'o Numerous problems demand our attention.

o .InteraCtion between Government and industry is'
necessary if growth is to'be achieved in some
areas.

,

o There is a division of responsibility in
Government's own ranks.

What follows are fuller -- albeit admittedly brief -- dis-,
cussions of these three points.

4.

Pending Problems.

Current pioblem areas include the follding: crowding of
the electromagnetic spectrum in current land mobile, ter-
;*trial microwave, and communication satellite bands;
increased competitiveness of foreign industry; len4thening
of the time needed to get through the regulatory process in'
spite of the,best efforts of regulatory authorities; lag in
technology transfer; and difficulty in achieving cooperation
between GOvernment and industry Wien the demonstration of
combined public, and private sector services is involved.

All prf these problem areas will be discussed in detail isn .

the body of this report.

It might be worth noting that if, given economic demand, the
appearance of a cheaper item of equipment or anjnbovative
service is needlessly dolayed.by any of these problems, then
its benefits are denied to the public for that period, The
public interest, therefore,.calIs gdi. corrective action.

19
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,Governmen.e,and Industry: Their_Ineeraction

,.

.Even\if GOvernment sacceeds in Tow ering a barri*--.say,(by,deMonstrating the practicability of a new service or bir,removing a regulatory restraint this will not in ofitself automatically produce growth. a For economic ti thoccurs only whenl Supply or demand increases. int14rowthWill depend on whether that lowered.barrier dn turn stimulatesiharket forces; that is, creates products at lower cost of
motivates' customers to buy more.

Although market identification and stimulation are in large
.part the concern of industry, Government can occasionally
take part.' GoVernment might, for example, provide.a thresh-old market for a new product, thereby allowing manufacturersto attain economies of scale.

These considerations illustrate that actions taken to
enhance growth in'communications ef ten involve both Govern-ment and industry.

. .

And this is not the only justification for close-interaction
between the two sectors. Another Would be industry'S awn
conspicuous role in the research and developmentlpf, new
telecommunication technology. /

In truth, such Government and industry interaction would not',
/// represent anything all.that Vel,, It Would, 'rather be an

extension of the long7standi close relationship b tween
the two in telecommunications.

.i

However, no consensus exists on precise Government and
industry roles in attacking-these issues. A case in pOint:
it is still unclear whether Government needs to be involved,
in the research and development of, satellite technology to ,

be emp±oyed in nonmilitary applications., But Government
involvement is appropriate in certain'other Situations. As
an example, joint Government and industry activity may be in .

,.--order in demonstrating the use of various two-way, inter-
. active, broadband services, that li in both the commercial

and theipublic service sectors..
.

Also, e mustetkeep in mind the imPlidation oE the signifi-
cant Interaction that takes place arming th Government's
several telecommunication roles: policyMa e, regulator,
spectrum manager, user, coordinator, and supporter of
development-, With this interaction, activity

9 s
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in any one area may have serious impact
Well-as on nongovernmental institutions
undettaken to acCelerate an applidation
.overriding public interest, there is al
taking pains to elicit industry's views

Net
.

bn the others as.
.. If 6-e.eictivity is
in the, name of some_
1 the more 'reason for
about the probable

consequences. of a Governtent action.

o

Within the Government ;Itself
.

Finally, as was brought out by the
Subcommittee on Cotmuhidations in
,within titip Federal Government a di'
in Policyiresearch and formulation
still more forcibfyly for the deyel
communication agenda.

hearingsbof the House
ly 1975, there is
ersal' of responsibility
This situation argues

ment of a national tele-
" I

4
THIS RETORT, AND THE DRAFT AGENDA

. .

.

Already the Congress and Governmeat,agencies are pre- ,,
paring items that would quite likely .appear on a riation4k
draft agenda. For example, the 94th Cangtgss announced that
'the _next Congress will address two principal issues an . -,,-;

communications:# monopoly Ad competition' and updating the
Communications Act'of 1934.- Additionally,spectrum,managete
issue§ will be treated in a comprehensive way at three WARCe
scheduled within the next th3e.years. Governtent agencOs
are working together with'industry groups to define the
issues and to draw up our natiohal-positions..-oh-them.

This TaSk-iorceReport 'is --a further qtteppt to put some
items on just such a natipnal draft agenda. *Its writing
involved a number.of seeps. Above ally-it Was ecessary. to

unication
with Oils cafe a

that .would proviide

ew As made-of
ng from electronic .funds
Part of the review 0

enefits of a p'articialkar ser-
ings,,innov0ative,servises-, and

ribution to our Gross National
.entailed identifying unresolved

iers blacking.tfie,kful). real za-

'slim dawn to manageable size the number of
servA:pesto,be'considered. Simulisepeous
Sharning of focus on the technologie
the services.

,

To accomplish this "whittling down
,the status of many rvices, ran
transfer to the/au ted offic
involved 9stimping tehtial
-Vice'.in-areas such as cost s
the-extent of additional co
Product. The review futth
issues that constiteteaa

' 'tion of each service.

ra
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'Most 14ortantly,:the,review concluded with; first, a listing
OT the actions that -night-lower or remoxe thfr barriers and;
then, with an identification of who; am6ng,the many partibi-

0.
-pghts in U. S. tommunicatibn affairs, migdo what;

/
/ --#4-A.-

This itemization of.actions -- which in6+91.6 evaluation of,
pebbable 1?mpac4 =-= *ithsespect tg,a sel qt few of-our most

Isignificant services aid the tephnologi ,to-.provide them,
represents our contribution to a "di.af *ageAda."

- -.. ..
.° a'Finall ; we emphasi e that the &Pose of this rep rt is not

.to def ne a nation 1 program or, for that 'matt r, a
progr m for any one Government agency:- To the ntrary, its
objective is to stimul4te joint digcussion amon 11 relevant
institutions in 'Deis that
out of -this dis onal
coMmunication 1 and agree-
4W.e action.

overnment and industry: 'Our
ussion will emerge. a final nat

genda that will 1dad to'.fruitf

But swiththis call to action, e: How best can
these joint' discussions actually be made t happen? What
might be the next' step? Here, are some su gestion

//

o .'The re1ev.ant Congressional ;co might
/hearings on certaill Issuescl n tiorial scope;

- , .examples might be/,the public q rice uses of,.
satellites or 'cable servicegA.n.rural areas. 8uch
hearings serve ,aa an ideal forum for
of a variety of opinions and guarant
.national audience.' t r .

o Industry and Professional associa ons Whose inter-
ests'embrace telecommunications ght schedule _

topical workshops with representatives ofrGovernffient
and users in attendance. : % -,

t

. x eo Academic institutions mmgnt take 'the first.step, _

pospibly by sponsorpg semi g oh:thle topic of
e national draft agenda. ..had*-in mind Prima ilyseveral graduate schools-sped a z g-in'tbe

. study of telecommunication management and,Poli

o And of course the Executive Branch Of.the Fe ral A.,
Government could take the responsibility.,, P.and
CC suggest themselves as prime candidates nor the .

-"role of initiators, thanks to their centra policy -
making function. Ah4, as,the-Prospgrity of the .

U. S. businesg community is.so obviouslIVivolved
in the'successofa draft'agenda, theDepartment of
Commerce might start things ,mowing,

he voicing
e a truly
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It should be clear; then, that anything reasonable can be
done. But nothing at all will occur without the endorsement -

of all those who would be involved Government, industry,
and tisers. If these grOups Wish to express.this endorsement;
they must/make themselves heard. And the more specific the
recommendations, the-better. -Itmay be that each segment of
the whole of telecommunications, will. have to be taken up in
turn; this poses no special difficulty, so.long as at the
-end the Nation does indeed possess a comprehensive agenda to
which it can refer, and which results in action.

But/if there is to be action, there must ,be a definite point
of departure. The "good offices" of the Office of.Teie-
communications are available to serve as a focal point for
reactions to this report., We have accordingly included a
;Suggestion,to this effect in the report...,.' Our expectation is
/that& if the suggestions is acceptable, dit will stimulate
initial meetings along the lines suggested by the'reaction.

-OT would probably service this funCtiop until an official
"Keeper of the 'Agenda," is decided upon.

A.lesi attractive choice would 12e the formation of
yet Another Government committee -- or, still worse,
other committees -- to ponder the matter. We hope
that, in the end, it does not come down to this.

41%
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2. GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY ROLES

-

Any effort to:identify barriers to communicatiofi growth, to .

isolate the issues that are associated with those barriers,
and to suggest action to ameliorate them ought also to

contain a poineof view about the appropriate roles of
Government and industry in communications. This section
expresses that point of view. It will be helpful in stakIng
out the limits of Government responsibility and in judging
whether a given action Ialls in the Government sphere, the
`industry sphere, or somettegion,of ol)erlap."

Before turning to, specifics, we can say-in a very general
senge that complementary actions by the ExecUtive Branch and
industry are needed to support. the national and the public

. interest. Governmentand inddstry avoid policies
qwhich put them'n adversary roles which compromise those

interests. . J
,

-''GOVERNMENT ROLES

,In telecommunications, as in all other fields, the Govern-
.

dment's oyerall function is to provide for the national and
public interest. To carry out this complex responsibility,
Government must assume a number of subsidiary roles, among
them the six on which we shall-concentrate our attention:

o Pop.pymaker.

o Regulator.

o Spectrum manager..

User and purchaser.

-o Coordinator of public sector requirements, '

o Supplorter of.key technological developments.

These 'six roleg,are considered. below.'

Poicymaker

For understAndable reasons, framing nation'al'goals.and
priorities for an' field is far from easy. But it Seems to

o

4

',V
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be singularly difficult to discern and to agXee upon ;national,'
needs` inItelecommunications., Perhaps the.very pervasiveness
of telecommunications is at fault. BeCaus-0 it is ubiquitous,
paradoxically, it remains inconspicuous... Also, for decal s,
"t9lecommunicAions"-kormostAmeriCans.meant just the,
telephone and telegraph syst'ems, th4 affairs of which were ,'
ably handled by the regulated cotrm*arrierg without re-.
course to continual national'policy development.
. .

. - .

Although there have been relatively few forinal politcy
statements in telecommunicatio s, there are some legislative,
and executive signposts to mar the GovernMent'S goals:.. tlie .

Communications.Act of 1934, th Communications Satellite Act
of 1'962, the PUblic BXoadcasting Act of 1967, the Public
Broadcasting Financing Act of 1970,-and-the various Execu-
tiVe Orders delegating Presidential authprity vested by the
Communications Act. Other'actions -- such as the Federal
Communications Commissidn's "Carterfone" decision .4- also
represent important,' albeit de facto, poliCy statements.

-

Nevertheless, our national telecommunication policy,reillains
imperfctly crystallized: Some co?tend that it is made too
slowly'and is insufficiently responsive to public needs.
'Yet,-others criticize our major regulatory agency,' whic is .

perhaps trying' tofill this void, for usurping Congressional
prerogatives.

. .

Regulator 7

The regulatory function is intended to ensure.that the- ,

industry is performing in accordance- with national policy.
Government'xegulation.iz today a central characteristic of

.

the telecommunication industry. The amount Of, trade, the
degree of corftgatition allowed; and the rate at.which the
industry can apply new technology'all depayld upon regulatory
action.. The extent of the dependence, of course, varies
from sector to sector; in some, even industry structure and
revenues'are.regulated.

.

The regulatory apparatus functions to oversee:

o" Profits and rate - lases of so-called "natural"
monopoly common carriers.

o Licensing and use of the "airwaves ".,

. o Adjudication of conflicts, among private
interests.

f"
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r
In addition, 'the regulatory apparatus has Mound, it necessary
to , , -

f .

. .. ''
4

o Establish technical standards:
I. A

...,,

Ithas done this by promulgating some mandatbry standards
ana by encouraging the private (operating) sector to develop
voluntary standards, its ts/own: .

..
, .

`t' ,

,! 4 , 4

Thy telecommunication ind.tstry, as well ag other' industries, .

is affected by many general rpguiatIory, requirements' siich. as
those imposed by the Department of the Treasury,Equal
Ehpfoyment Opportunity Commlesion,'Occupational Safety and

1) Health.Administration,..:Environmental Protection Agendy; and
',

l' Federal EnergyAdministration. Regulation sfaecific tb
tele6oMmunicatiOns'is perforMedby'independent regulatory
.c6mmissions. At the Federal level this is done by the
Federal Commdnications Commission tFCC). -The,strength of
.Commisgion,regulation is its inclusion Of complex social and
political issues that are difficult to regblve inother . .

ways:. An indispensible Dbature of the 'process, is its ability
to serve as a control meohanism that substitutes for compe- ,

4
tition wherecompetition does not and,cannot, work. .

. ,,.- ,
. .._, . ..-,

An example of interaction between p$licy and regulation 1.4 . .

'President Ford's recently formed DomesticCouncil Review
Group for Regulatory Reform. 'The President'askedithe COm-r)
missioners of all the independent regulatdry commissions to,

Q, concentrate on four, areas: better representation.of,con-
suMer interests, elimination of outdated regulation, reduo-
titn of regulatory delays, and better,analysid orecOnomio
,costs and benefits of regulatqry actions. In addition, tivg-
Administration has sought to. restore partial competition
within the regulates sectors of the'etonomy.: Of these

.-topics, the reduction of regulatory delays and the,restora- --.4

tion or competition would lower some' barrierg to communica-.
,

tions growth. 'tk:. r '" 4.. .

.r........

1 , ,

4 ''P
I

t

v., .0 S..,

Spectrum Manager
i ,

,
.

Much of our limg7 and-short- distance communications trakreld
on radio waves using a lipited natural resource -- the
electromagnetic spectrum.. It falls to. Gbvernment to manage,
this resource in the national and public interest because
without orderly use /by all it dill be denied to 'all.

. - - .

Jo,

, Unljke other natural resources; the spectrum is not consumed
by use -- althodgh.use. by one may at that moment prevent use

.

J.
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by others. And spectrum use is free.- Thus the individual
useE.gains nothing by conserving it and, in fact; may.have
to pay ,more for conservation. '"Conserving" is omAlbfed-hete
in -;the sense of avoiding waste, not in the sense of fore-
going productive. use. As examples of waste_one can cite the
use of unnecessarily wide antenna beams in point-to-point
services or the use of signs ling methods that are unneces-
sarily susceptible to interference, but which,are required
by regulation.

Over the past couple of decades, owing to the application of
new technology, we have witnessed a dramatic intensification
of spectrum use. The numberof individual land-mobile '

channels in a given band has increased by a factor,of four,
'or five. And microwave channels that Carrie4,:2,-400 voice
signals in19504aowcan carry over 6 times that ,Miny. in the
same bandwidIE: But we should not confuse intensive
use with efficient use. Intenive use Of-the,..ipectruM\
results in increasing the amount of,communication which can
be achieved-by individual usexof radio channels. Efficient
use results in increasing the total, amount 44mmunication
by multiple users of the sameelAn conditionsyhere
mutual interference between-these user,ss can occur. The
distiriction comes critical-for the spectrum manager who
has to max ize.the number Cf independent users': Such
miximizat a-is important in both land mobile radio and in
services s tect to,\Rolicies' that encourage increased compe-
tition.

The foundation of Federal Government regulation of telecom-
munications -.- the Communicatisans.-Act of 1934 -- does not
explicitly consider wise and Mr management of the radip
spectrum or of the qeostationary orbit. (The latter became
a matter of concern with the advent of satellite communi- .

cations-.) However, this function,is clearly essential to
the public convenience, interest, or necessity.

User and- Purchaser

v-

The Federal Government is the biggest single user-of tele-
communication equipment and services in the United States;
at last estimate, its telecoMmunication inventory totaled.
$50 billion. Use, of course, implies procurement; and the
Government's annual bill for these purchases is about $10
billion. Naturally, all this accords the Government enor-
mous potential marketplace leverage. This levera50,44ght
be used to advance the state of the art and to reduce costs.
Furthermore, its use.might result in the development of
standards-ION/en if these standards turn out to be of the de
facto variety.
'
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O `Codrdinator of PublicSector Requirements

NBy its nature, government at all levels constitutes what is
called. the "public sector -- that is, those activities that
expend tax'dollars. It is only logical,:then, that when°
institutions that compose this sector -- public health,
public safety, and education are examples -- need to enter
the technology market with Federal funds, the Government
might aggregate needs, pull together similar,progrgmi, and
lend gomb unity to their requireMents.

,

Also, many public sector agencies cannot call upon'their own
staffs for the technical expertise necessary to judge or
define their teletommuniaation need. Federal agencies,,
therefore, that do possess such specialized knowledge, could
clearly provide invaluable help to them. This represents
yet another facet of the coordinating role.

Supporter of Key Technological Developments

The Government -- -;due to its central marketplace position
and.its need for the most sophisticated of equipment -- will
sometimes take steps to insure that the development of a key
item of technology will be hurried Along when the market is
not providing it. One technology that,was a direct bene-ir,(.
ficiary of Government interest wigthe satellite, the
evolution of which was immeasurably hastened by space and
defense funding. Another example of this role is funding of
basit'research by,the National Science Foundation.

INDUSTRY'S PERVASIVE ROLE

Al k discussion about Governmental activity.in telecommuni-
cations loses much of its meaning if it-lacks a recognition
of the prominence,of industry and the fundamental role of
the marketplace which drives most development. Indeed, no

'matter which way the observer turns towards civilian
research and develoPMent, product development, market idgpti-
fication, pursuit of overseas trade -- private industry's
contribution is:the major one It is industry's role to,
assemble the factors 'of production and to bring the product
to market:

O.



LOWERING BARRIERS FOR 'NEW APPItICATIONS

In the real world, the complexity'of t interaction among
the various governmental and industr telecommunication
roles that we have lust pigeonhol so neatly is well illus-
trated by the problems that may ccompanythe lowering of
barriers to the application of °- new technology,

g . . ,,
There maylkin fact, be many ways by which_the: path of a
promising application to the marketplace can be-cleared.

Industry Initiative

'If the purpose of an application is clear and useful and the
`market for it exists, there is no problem. Industry - -*on
,Its own -- will feel the "pull" of the market and respond
with appropriate vigor.

There are instances wheke the market is of t condary imp9r-
tance. This may be the-,case in a(service i ustky whiChhas
an imperative economic need to increase its pkoductivity
through application of technologies that reduce operating
costs. Development of. electronic switching equipment in the
telephone industry is one example.

Government Involvement

Other. situations involve Government action. 'Sometimes a
market demand will arise but the "establiEhed" industry! will
not react with sufficient zeal, possibly Bbcause the incentives
do not truly exist or'because the avallple solutions, or
products are inadequate. The easy connection of computer
terminals to telecommunication lines,, before the interconnec-
tion issue mas settled, was such a case. Some commentators,
insist that an application,lag is becomihg all too 'common7/
place in telecommunications nowadays. The following quota-
tion represents a forceful'-- perhaps too forceful --
pressionof this opinion: ,

.

Holding back the tide of technological advancement is
virtually impossiblb, as Bell,Laboratoriessdemonstratet
year after year with its myriad patents.

. . 24
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Holding back-, the useful applidat(pn, of 4, technology,
however, is something else., AT &T has demonstrated its
ability to do this many times:before. the. FCC.' In a sense,
the company has brought competition upon itself. And at the
Federal level, at least, AT&T cannot legislate that. away. 1/.

Although the quotationj.s certainly relevant to this point,
in general, we believe that this.particular statement is
overly ,critical of the telephone industry. It can be copn=
tered by remembering one fact of economic life: the colt, bf

- telephone and similar "established" services. is in,part
determined by the._rate at which the massive existing, plant
is replaced and extended. If new services were allowed to
force either hasty plant replacement or dgamatic addition of
a new plant,' then the cost to the consumer would increase.

Nonetheless, even after giving the established carriers the
substantial'credit due to them, there have been instances in

0 recent memory when they have not met new market needs as
perceived by some. Predictably, entrepreneurs proposing to
provide the new'and innovative services have appeared=
Telenet and Microwave Communitations Inc. (MCI) spring to

Whenever such a situation occurs, the challengers quickly
find themselves squared off4gainst their older competitors
in ways that inevitably demand that Government -- acting-
through its regulatory agencies and the couts assume the
task of moderator betweeh the'competiriq' parties.

.

2. ..,Another situation calls for Government intervention. On
occasion, concern fog the national or public interest re-
quires Government to take'adtions in the absence of market
forceW'or even in opposition to existing market forces. As
well knotan illustrations outside the field of telecommilni-.
cations, we point to research oh alternative energy sources,
actions to.prbtect the natural environment, and regulation
of highway safety. .0 .

Limitations on Government Action

When Government contemplates intervening in a forceful
manner, it faces a problem of,ecoriomic philosophy:

1/ Electronicl, March 18, 1976 pl.
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reconciling this Government action with our commitment to
cthe Operation of 'a mixed market*. (A "mixed" market is a
generally free market modified by 'some iegulation) Tde
theory of the mixed market dictates that-in most cases the
development of technolOgy and applicatibns should be left to
private firms, Government must weigh this option whenever
considerations of national need impel it toward guiding or
initiating selected applications.

The/difference between the telecommunicatio problem and the
examples of.firm Gollernment intervention cited above --
alternative energy research, environmental protection, and
highway safety -- is that actions in the latter areas are in
accordance with'clearly articulate legislation that estab-
lished national policy, In the telecommunicatiori field no
such clear legislative policy statements' exist. Thus,
actions by Government to direct telecommunication develop-
menf in the national or public interest may meet substantial
resistance if not mandated by-specific legislation.

If, nevertheless, Government concludes that it can appropri-
ately take action along these lines, then its activity may_
well draw from any or ,all the roles discussed above, namely:

As policymaker, Government would construct the
*larger framework of law and policy within which the-
application takes'shape. - - ,

- .

....
.

As regulator, Government would resolve whatever
conflicts,arise from the relationship' of-the appli-
cation

e,
to other services and establish performance*,

standards for it.

As spectrum manager, Government would assure.that, if 4

.need be, sufficient spectrum'is'allocated to new
applicants and that their frequency assignments are
-compatible With those of "neighboring" services. *

As user and purchaser, Government might provide the'
initial market demand for the applicationi'thereby

6

stimulating its general availability.

As coordinator of public sector requirements ;
Government might canvass the pertinent-public insti- -
tutions to determine their needs and their inte'res't as
well as the possibilities for theircooperatibn in -,
demonstration programs.:".

. t
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Finally, as supporter of key technological developments, .)"
Goirernment might subsidize demonstration.programs
Or finance additional reSeareh.

In the chapters that follow, addressing particular tech-
nologies; the reader will dlicern examples Of such actions.

..(

AND IV CONCLUSION.

'Anyone.who possesses even a'rudimeritary grasp of the realities
of,the American teleommunication marketplace Will under-
stand that the Federal Government is,surely.not going to
adopt an aggressive stance in'all theareas allowed.it on
all the issues that are placed before it. APrivate industry
ii-ready, willirfq, and able* to handle most7of the problems

'presented by telecominnications' billowing technology. But, \

spite-of this, it is equally true that on some issues,
Government,in one wator another( must have some voice. We
believe that the evereel roles stated at the beginni g of
this chapter and summarized. iminediately above, to together,
constitute the irreducible bise Onkwhich Governmen s interest
in teleCommunication reste.

A
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3. ORtsANizATIoN OF THE REPORT.

.

Chapter 2 dealg with the technical areas chosen Tor Congidoi--
ation. The basis for 'final selection of the4.technical
areas is discussed in"Section 2.1. The remaining sections
deal with each subject area in turn. For each technical
subject, the discussion addregses its current status, the
issues affecting its growth, actions designed to address
sole of the issues, and the impact 'of the proposed-actions.
It wiX1 be recognized by the reader that the discussion,of,
issues and actions can be put into fogr very general
categories:

0.. Needs and, the market.

o System developmdnt..and performanbe4

o 'Policy and regulation.,,

o Spectrum management..'

Chapter 3, Conclugions and'Recommendations, collects the
principal issues identified in Chapter 2 and the actions
proposed for' Government, industry, and user groups for
resolutiv of the issues:. These recommendations are organ-
ized under the generalcategoriesjdst mentioned.

.

.

Appendix'A summarizes external( reactions to the.draft version
of the xeport And the resolutionof these views. Appendix B
summarizes data obtained during the visits to industry on
international trade problems as seen. by industry. Appendix
C proVides further teohnical detail about worldwide activities
in direct satellite communicatj.oris. Appendix.D reproduces
tables,that list'possibleebroadband communications network

ed/dP

services. Appendix E g' is'additional technical detail on
the worldwide Status fiber optic communications; Appen-
dix F dealg with r ent developments' n,semiconductor
devices technology. Appendix G li'sts the companies' and
iorganizatthns interviewed during the 'initial activity of'ihe
/Task. orce. Finally, appendixli explains the abbreviations
and acronyms.used in the repOrt.

t .
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'CHAPTER 2
o

SELECTED TECHNOLOGIES

4 4,

1. CHOICE OF TECHNO*OGIES.

CRITERIA 14.

6-

.4,
From its incepti n, the Task Force membership founds no
shortage of can idate topics. Basedon the dozens, com-
panies that adNiised the Task Force in mid-1975 --.more than
50 interviews with industry across the united States Auring
that'fall -- and the members'

/ /
perceptions, the list,of.

candidate topics grew rapidly._.

Many of the early discussions deniered.on export ,and domestic
sales potential or on trade problems, factors which were
subsequently removed/as.prominent considerations.? / In
time, suitable seledtion criteria were developed. =These
resulted in' the choiCe of Direct Satellite Communications,
Land Mobile Radio, Broadband CommuniCations Networks, and
Fiber Optic communications'as key techhologies most worthy ,

,of national/focus. ' ' . .=

The criteria used for the selection process. were:

o Potential for Public Benefit -- There had to be
'cleat indications that, with lowered barriers,
significant public benefit6 would be realizable if-I:.
terms'of economic gains, improvement in the quality
of life, and conservation of scarce national.resources.

o. Significance of Technology as a Barrier to Progress --
The primary barriers had to include technological
factors believed to be significantly relediab e.

o Conseq9ences of Business-as-Usual -- There had te) be
evidence that the projectednormal course of events
would not 'enable full- application of the .technology.

1/ ' See appendix F for a brief discussion on solid state device technology.,

2/ See appendices A and.
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Or alternatively, there had to be &I, appreciable'
contrast in projected results between taking no .;

action and making an effort to surmotntbarriers.

p Timeliness -- The state of develOpment of the, teChnOtogy
and.public demand had to be sufficiently mature to
warrant attention.

o Appropriateness of Federal Involvement -- There had'.
to be good positive reason for Federal involvement,_

"Nowas it affects public interest, the use of limited
natdral resources,,and the efficacy of woperly. ,

targeted Federal R&D expenditures. -e

',COnoern over reasonable roles of the Federal.Government,apted
as a continual check on suggestions for Federal invplVement.
Considerable_ recognition was given to the heed for industrl,
participation as well SG the need for coalescing the Federal
viewpoint. R

6 1

TECHNOLOGIES THAT WERE

fi

A number of candidOes id not sur e test of the five
criteria. Among the unsuccessful can dates were r, the
automated'electronic office, electrOnic funds transfer sys-
tems, video teleconferencing, consumer electronics, and data
communications. Here are the reasons why these admittedly
important topics did not'qualify.

(1) The electronib office was removed from the list
because the telecommunications componOt invcved
is not very significant. Iiloreover,.tilere aO-no
,persuasive reasons at present for Govdrnthefit
involvement.

(2) Electronic funds transfer was .removed from the 4

list becau e major problemat present conceris
banking r ulations rather than telecomutunicfttion

. technology.
P

(3) Vided teleconferencing vas removed because it was
believed that it will, be sometime before signifi-
cant public demand arises, despite its pbtefttial
as a. substitute for travel and the many interest:
ing'technological prolop.ems which will heed to be
solved.

OT SELECTED
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(4) Consumer electtonics was removed becausgindustry
' has the technoldgic4 problems well',O.hand. In

addition, international trade quedtionsi which
appear to be the temainipg induatry,problem-,.fell

..: outside the scope of this report. 3/

(5) Data communications was not selected for a en-
tionbecauseitissa'servicewhichismangt 'd
strides, and most.of the technological pr
are being resolved Oy industry. - No 'great-batriers
to its growth were visible, despite growing/con-
fusion about the differences between-data communi-
cation and.data rocessing:

TPCHNOLPGIES"THAT QVALIFIkD
&%

The technologieS that survived did so' for diversereasons:All,, ofcourse,-satipfied the five basic criteria for selec-_

tion. 1Th:each-crate, however, there' were conaiderations'of
significance; these are stated beAow.

,

Direct satellite cbmmunications, especially for services-
involving small earth terminalb, was included because
of its potential public-benefit, the presence of
significant technical barriers li.e-.', hardware avaiTa-

, bility and criteria for spectrUm/orbit.atilizatior0,
timeliness and potential regulatory orpolicy barriers ,

to their early utilization. -This subject was included'
also because of the danger.that ear;.lyad-hoc decisioas _
might foreclose future opportunities for benefidial
Use of the spectrum/orbit resource.: --

.

'.
.,-

.
. .

.

Land mobile radio; a well establthed and. steadjiy ,'
growing service, was inclUded: becabse of_ its, importance
to business, public safety, and government oPerations
and because of the likelihood that there will not beo
sufficient, spectrum available to sustain "the growth of -

conventional privately owned syStemS4 _

,..

Broadband communication networks was chOsen as an
example ota.-Service "whose time is yet to come."
Despite many persuasiye arguments concerning the bene-.
-fits such services, they are not becoming available

.
.

See appendix B.
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because the necessary networks have nqt.been developed.
Moreover, techniques appropriate to satellite and fiber:
optic communication modes may play an important role

/ . iri'providing,such networks.

Fiber optic communications was included because it
represents a new communications mode, for the future,
because of'its potential for providing inexpensive high
capaCity communications, and'because of its potential
for development into a significantonew manufacturing
industry,

In mammary, every effort was made to assure careful selection
of those technologies that warrant Federal attention and to
solicit various viewpoints, regardless of probable support
or lack of it. Those technOlogies viewed as having high
potential for public and private benefit are accordingly
highlighted and proposed for,furher discussion.

4/.

,I,
, ,

:1:

3
7
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. DIRECT SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

, STATUS'OF TEE FIELD

The communication satellite is having a strong stimulative
effect on_ telecommunications groWth. And, as this'technolog
evolves, its maturation is marked by the emergence of dif-
feent satelll.tesystems. Diverse studies` -- in and out of .dovernment -- have Indicated that, among the satellite
Systems displaying impressive growth potential, the direct '

satellite communication More than holds'itS own.°

A direct satellite communication (DSC) system is characterized
by the' use of small, inexpensive earth station terminals; by
"small," we mean terminals whose antenna diameter migirt vary
from 0.5 to 3 meters: The terminals would be located on,.or

--close tO, the user's premises. 'DSC systems.also would have
satellites with high-powered transmitters and narrow antenna
beams.

These features are juSt_the opposite of those observab.e in
most of 'he Fixed-Satellite Service systemscurrently

/ Operation.

DSC-systems.could operate in either the Fixed-Satellite
Service or the Broadcasting-Satellite Service. The latter
includes both Commuriity and Indityidual Reception. Considerable
ambiguity exists -- both nationally and internationally --as
to the use of these terms. In this report, we refer to DSC
On the basis of technological characterigtics. The expression
DSC has no domestic/or international regUlatory service
definition. On the other hand, -the-ITU service definitions /
forthe"Fixed-Satellite and Broadcasting-Satellite Services /
-app-edi---iO7be ambiguous in technological clasSification based
on very broad interpretation of service characteristics. /

This ambiguity has beeri-intentionally-ag;eed upon inter-
nationally.

As an exaMple.,f,the ambiguity, the Fixed- Satellite Service
embraces' all. point -to -point transmission with both points
fixed. In television network relay, howeVer, such point-to-
pOint relay via satellite can be made to a local TV broad-
cast "station, which t1en rebroadcasterthe signal within a -

local area. The saMe point-to-point satellite relay with
terrestrial broadcast, might be Incpded under either the
Fixed-Satellfte,..Service or the Broadcasting-Satellite Ser-

. 'vice/Community Reception-d'efinitionsp .The final decision"'
about which definition'is correct rests,with each country.



\

rr
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In this section, we shall state some of the issues that are
raised by the evolution of DSC Systems. Our expectation is
that this issue definition will speed the process by'which
Government and industry -- acting sometimes individually and
sometimes in concert -- might identify and lower the tech-
nical, regulatory, and 'economic barriers'that.now -impede our
achieVing lower cost delivery of satellite telecommunication
services:

Ai' the reader will, appreciate, Government hai a stake in the
cost and availability of telecommunication services to
public service sector users. Thanks largely to sa-tllitie
communication costs being relatively independentbf ged-
graphic distance, all communication satellite systems poten-
tially offer these users services that terrestrial,comMuni-
cation facilities are not now -- and perhaps never will
be -- able to provide,, at least at realistic prices. _Owing
to their-potentially inexpensive earth stations, DSC syste
ought to be just that much more Useful tb the institutio4
of the public sector.

It is clear that the future of DSC systems wj.11 be Strongly
influenced.by future'develppments all the satellite
services, especially the Fixed-Satellite' serviice. To.comAr
prehend the DSC issues, therefore, it is helpful to Wer-
stand;first the status of the Fixed-Satellite Service. A more
complete discussion of this status is provideein appendix
C; certain aspects of the situation, however, are summarized
immediately below. :

4

Satellite Communicatiou Systems

Both satellites,and their earth stationt come in avvatiety
of sizes. To illustrate an extreme,, one proposed earth
station, which is studied from time to tirdef would be4the
size of a paging radio; it is /a receive-only, portable
severe storm- warning .receiver).

Earth station costs also vari considerably. For example;
the receive-only version of the *small Data collectioh Prat-
form Radib Set -- part of SMS/GOES weather satellite'
system -- costs about,$1;500. A large,INTELSAT earthsta-
tion, however,, falls in .the $2.5 to $5 million range.

4
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Satellites are now in orbit for a,mult ude,of services:
.international (the INTELSAT series); d es*c in, the United.

40
States (ffESTAR, SATCOM I, CONSTAR); d mestic in other coun-^ tries (ANIK, Symphonie); maritime (MARISAT).; and military
(FLTSATCOM). In addition, experimental communications are.

being investigated by the Applications Technalogy,Satellite-
6,(ATS-6) and the Communications tdchnology.Satellitd (CTS).

Domestic satellite ddveiopment is moving ahead swiftly in a
'number of other bowitries; fQr example, Japan, France,. ,

ndondsia, the Uhited Kingdom, Italy, Brazil, Iran, India,
and West-Germany. And the USSR continues to be active with
both geostationary and lqw altitude satellites.

Turning our attention to frequency bands, most of,ihe present
activity, worldwideiis concentrated in the 4/6 GHz band and
the government 7/8, GHz band. INTELSAT V will use both the
4/6 GHz and 11/14 GHz band. Satellite Business-Systems
(SBS) hasfiled with the FCC tp developa digital system '

for application in,the 12/14-GHz,band; but aside tram it and
rithe CTS, o'other plans exist".for that band. At'19/26'GHz,

the only activities in evidence in the United States are
test transmissions planned-by AT&T and COMSAT. Foreign .

-governments, however( are developing systems at 12/14 GHz
and 19/28 Gilt, with U. S. firms as active participants;

.

Frequency Resources

The presently all4ated frequency spectrum extends to 275
. gHz."-Satellite se vice's are allocated about 153 GHz --'or,
'55.6 percent -- of,the spectrum from 7 MHz to 275 GHz,'but

, must' shire all exqppt GHz oaf lt,with terrestrial ser- 4;*'

vices. °Only.l.percent of the allocated 153 GHz is set
aside exclusivelyaor the Fixed-Satellite Service,.

Of the453 GHz perMltted Fixed-Satellites, 51 GHz is re-
seryed for intersatellite activities, most of_which will
begin only in the futur00 This leaves 14)2 GHz for Fixed-
Satellita services Othdr than intersatellite. -It is on this '

- 102 ,GHz, that we S rhal,briefly concenttatg our Attention.
,

t. ,
Fully 95 percent 'of this 102 -GHz lies above 14.5 GHz. Yet,
most 6f the current, activity ih satellite commu a,ions
occurs below 14.5 GHzi Whic is to vy, in mere, y 5 percent

j the 102 GHz allocation. % _ ,,,,

4 U.
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Satellite communication use of frequencies above 14.5 GHz is
considered to be limited by technology, while corresponding
use of frequencies below 14.5 GHz is restricted more by
market and regulatory factors.,

Orithe subject of international frequency management, prepaya-
tions are well under way for the 1977 and 1979 World Admini-
strative Radio Conferences (WARCs) . These,.:w,iAlhave a major.
impact on the direction and development off- 'satellite communi-
sations, on both'national and international scenes. The
1977 WARC will deal with the 11.7 to 12.2 GHz downlink band
and the sharing between Fixed- (point-to-point) and Broad-
casting-Satellite Services. The 1979 WARC will review the
entire alloCated spectrum in the light of the needs of'19$()

. .

andipeyond.

Orbit Resources-

.N

,A geostationary satellite must_be positioned in orbit over
the equator in such a way that j.t does not cause radio,
interference with other satellites and with other telecom-
munication systems in general. At present it appears that.
the-United States will share with the other nations of North
and South America between 75 and 88 degrees of the orbital
arc. Jugt how,much of the arc will be available to the
United States is an issue that has not,yet been resolved by
.116 international-community. At-any rate, to apportion
whatever orbital space the United States will have at its
disposal,,Ne 'shall, have to reexamine our "open 'Skies" policy.

According to this policy, any U. S., organization with the
economic resources, technical Capabilities, and customer
mar,ket demand can apply to the FCC for use of the satellite 4t_

communications frequency and orbit resources. But to'insurej.
that the orbital arc remains as accessible as possible, fe,dch
satellite is allowed to use only a prescribed portign'of it.
Under prese. S. policy, the stipulation is 4 degrees of,,

-

arc'to,each Satellite at a given frequency; i.e., satellites
for the,4/6 GHz and'12/14 GHz bands must requite'no more ,

than 4to 5 degrees orbital separation for noninterfering
operdtion. Thip restriction forces a minimum ground antenna
size, sets a minimum earth station cost,, and influences the
'type -- as well as the 'cost -- of services that can be
offered. These requirements appear to repredent a "minimum
entry constraint." -

V
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Owing to the 4 degree orbital arc-limitation, minimum earth
station antenna diameters are restricted to about 10 meters
for the 4/6 GHz band, Furthermore, the same policy applied
to the 12/14 GHz band would limit earth station antenna
diameters for that band to no less than 5' meters. However,
it should be recognized that a precise calculatjpn of orbital
spacing and antenna size must include details of the relative
equivalent isotropic radiated power in each direction from
all satellites sharing the band, as well as'the modulation
and-bandwidth they .use. It should also take into account
the corresponding parameters of the earth stations and their
locations.

Geographic Resources

Earth stations must be iodated so that no intertetence
results to or from other systems using the same frequency
band. Finding an acceptable site .for operation in'the 4/6
GHz band-is more involved than for the 12 GHz band, since
the latter band 'is shared only by the Fixed- and Broad-
,castingrSatellite Services. Coordination rules exist for
the 4/6 GHz band, and are being developed for the 12 GHz
band.

DSC Consumption of Resources

It has been argued that DSC systems require a dispropor-.
tionate share of the three natural resources discussed'
above; i.e., frequencies, orbit space, and ground-spate for
earth stations. The validity of this argument, hosever, is
open to question.' The state of the art, regulatory policies,
and economic realities seem to limit'DSC use of the fre7
quency resource -- by which is meant the allocated spectrum --
to about 5 percent of the total of the spectrum, allocated.
nationally for the Fixed-Satellite Service. As to orbit
resources, the same constraints limit utilization/Of 'the4to

( about 4 to 11 percent of wheit is ideally,, but not prad-
tically, 'available for the 4/6 GHz and 12/14 GHz orbits.
With regard to the geographic area resource, it is ev more
'difficult to estimateeither availability or possible
usage. This will be discussed in gre6.ter detail under
"I'ssues" below. '

" 42
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ISSUES AFFECTING GROWTH

Unresolved issues that, are affecting the growth and develop-.
ment of direct satellite communications are grouped under
the following subheadings.

.Needs and the Market

Public Service Sector Users: By the term "public .°
service sector users," we have in mind such institutions
as the 'Department of Health, Education, and Welfare --
with its medical, education and welfare programs or
the U. S. Postal Service -- with its possible electronic
message service -- or the Department Of Commerce National_
Weather Service--- with its weather and disaster
warning services.

An-important issue relating to this category of users
is:

o Their telecommunication needs are.not yet well-
. defined and therefore must be the object of con-
Ur-hang attention.

Public service sector-telecommunication needs, after
All, Will be met efficiently only.when they have been

-more fully defined and have been pulled together so as
to form a coherent market force. All of which brings
us to another issue: -

,

o Can this,Sector's telecommunicatOn .,neds be met-7
or even lully.defined -- without a demonstration

J program that-goes beyond the present and continuing
demondtrations of CTS?

//

1Should it be decided that such a demonitration is
advisable, it might serve the dual'purpose of revealing
how tb meet public service sector .needs and of helping
to further the definition of those needs in.terms of
telecommunications.' -

.

/11-'
,, .

And, any research performein connection with such a
public service demonstration might well result in.our 6

pushing past the state of technological evolutibft where
even our contemporary commercial sector is situated.
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The point is that this i.esearch will have to.come 6
grips ,with what at the moment appear to be. the require--
ments, of this sector's comtnidations. TiRkwe will
state four of these possible requirements: low station.
capital costs, low indiVidual transmission costs,
a high degree of ''connectivity ". (a term:that referSto
the ease with which a user can be connected-directly to
the other stations in the network), and high data ratesct3

or bandwidths'during Phort transmissions. These require-
ments result from the necessity of'keeping individual
user Costs loW by Ipreading total system costs widely4
as well asfrom the need.to accommodate high speed data
and different forms- of video.

0-

It might 'be-instructive!to glance' at induptry's record
as regards he rate of digital data transmission by
satelli '4

Ea h of the proposed AT&T 'COMSTAR satellites-'will be
able to transmit an aggregate of 1,073 Mb/s; to achieve
this,' thesesatellites will use:30 meter antennas in
the 4/6 GHz bandand.Atlas-,Centaur launch 'vehicles.
Th4 SBS proposal, on the other hand, indicates a legser
total digital transmission capacity fOr eaclisateilite --
328 Mb/s; this system is based on. 5 and 7 meter antennas
in the 12/14 GHz band and an advanced Delta launch
vehicle.--

Much of the difference between the capanipies of these .

two systems is attributable to,the smaller SBS earth
station antennas and the higher parametric amplifier,
noise figures at'12 GHz as opposed to the figures
present at 4/6 GHz. Also, the SBS's Delta launch .

vehicle carries less weight than does COMSTAR's Atlas-
,'Centatr. .

O

But it would be incorrect to asume.from the ekample
cited above that the use of small earth stations -

inevitably implies a 4minishededata transmissi,on
capacity. A morwadvanced satellite, launched by tie s.,

,,,

Atlas-Centaur, can more than compensate for the re uc- .1- .,

tion in earth station'antennadiameter.and-the 4gher t

mplifier.noige figure.' It is.in fact possible'to show

\

,,1

that a system employing $ Meter earth .station,antennas ..''

and a satellite antenna mechanism that covers the
United States. with 11'narrow=4),eam patterns could yield
a total digital transmission capacity of 2000.Mb/s pbr..
satellite; this would be with the use of about 80 watts

. ' .
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a

total satellite downlink transponder power output. The
data rate at each earth station,.howeveri may not be
more than 1 to 10 percent of the satellite's capacity.

a, if greater` power and narrow -beam antennas can be
built into the satellitei it will be posSible to use
small,eafth station antennas. and still achieve data
rates sufficiently high for efficient public. service
sector .use.

ti

=

It would be decidedly advantageous fo publip service
sector systems to be able to utilize all earth stations.
This sort of earth station may well t rn.but'to'bitip
relatively-inexpensive. Its use, ther' fore, would then
permit many more individual institutio s to join the
system than.would otherwise be the cas . Further,
thinking in terms of economic demand, treater total
System revenues could in principle flowLfrom
numbers of users at-low cost than fromlfew users at
high cbst. With this greater system investment, a more
elaborate space segment could be programmed

A related point: what- has so far been learEed about
public service'telecommunicatkop requirements,suggests
that one technique able-to sa isfy them may be a Vari-
ation of padket radio, which' fight be-ba4led "-satellite
packet switching." This technique; when,employed in
satellite communications, impo et demands on its systems ,

similar to those that the public service sector may
require for its communication etworks. However, tile
evidence of the applicability f modified packet radio
techniques to the'needs of thi sector > still inoon-
ollus,i17e.and it may be that Ord an advance demonstra-
tidn will clarify the issue.

1

If it is demonstrated that the,way to mee public
service sector needs in a costieffectiVe annerlis via
a satellite network, of ,hundrpdS -7 or thousands =r of
small, inexpensive, unattended eaOli stations,.we sh
most, likely be placed in, a-difficultrregulatoty situ.
tion. For su9h-a system would require a larger orbital

40. arc segment than "present policy permits. All-bwing the
public.service sector.to use mor,e than its "fair sha
of tire arc would' mean that it iqurd be in 4fect eiv-
ing a resource allocation subsidy..
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'Thequesti'on

. o Would dedision favorable to the pjiblic =service
sector 'be in thebroader'public interest?
Or, put another waY: Do we wisyto sanction10
this exception to present polity-regarding orbital
arc deployment?

.

i International Competitive ZositiOn of the United States:
Focusing "on inteynatibnal trade, We find that one issue
stands opt: -

.0' Should the UnitedStates act to assure its continued
place as technical leader in the World market in
view 'of the progress other countries` are making ,in,
sateilite'research? ' g

'k,

A refinement of this question might read: Should the
United States take steps to insure that advanced satel-
lite research is conducted in the United States even
if this means that the Government itself must under-
write the, task? ,

- The' Nationa1'Academy of Engineering --'in a 1973 report,
prepared by S. Metzger of COMSAT -- klas addressed this
-issue in the following'words:

...,-----". '1
, ,

Thus' at the time when all major countries are engaged'in breaking
new ground in this field in ,order to insure a place for the future,
the,U.,S., already in'the'lead, has cancelled Qhe ATS-G, H, andoi.

$ The effects of this cancellation should appear in the second half
rof the 1970's because of the anticipated need for Advanced aero--
nautical,'-maritime,.domestic, regional, and jiiternational satellites.

, - t
ommercial satellite ventures must, because of the high costs of
atellites hand- roc,keta, take a conservative design 49rOach.

.

,

new-dically new approaches involvirAi expenditures of many'tens of

4 i

I, million d011ars, cah't be funded by today's satellite business'.

t
..,

,
... .

'i Several other countries are developing entire satellites, including
. communications packages: 1 recommend that the detailed design-of
satellites for operational Commercial purposp, (communications,
broadcast, aeronau4cal, and maritime) be funded by nonOvernment
,entities; but the U. S. Government should continue'to slitnlisor the

- advanced satellite techniques and components useful too all satellites,
'GoVernment.and nongovernment, in additionto its sponsorship of

.

new satellites for.specific ndncommercial purposes, i.e., Government,
4. ' pilitiy, and scientific applications, and demonstrations of,

i . --
satellitetechnology for kystems having no early commercial potential.

1

miliwom
4.
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This excerpt,serves well to, crystallize the issue of
the right,division.of support between industry and the
Government for advanced satellite research-.

It 'might add. some perspective to tpe statement ofAhis
issue to consider briefly what the competitors' of U. S.
industries are doing in tis area. The Canadians,
JapanbSe, aid Europeans hive than earth station'demon-
strations under way. Thanks to the delay in the United
States ionithe use of :this techhology,,they, have taken
the-tevt in its development. ,They; therefore, may
exert substantial influence .at the 197'7 -and 1979 WARCs.
In addition, they have begun,ato Occupy a favorable.
position in international,sales.. If small earth, terminals
bpcoMe more widely-befid in ttle United States, these
foreign countries may carve out for themselves a 4

formidable initial-sales position here as well.
0.

. .

System Development and Zerformance

The issue accompanying this.topic is:

o Inasmuch as.the,extremely wide ran e of allocated
frequencies abbve 14.5 GHz is not being rapigly
exploited, should we investigat mare thorowAly,
the technological outlook for using itand perhaps .

reevaluate the allocations.,in this light?

o 6 ,
Of the spectrum bandwidth currently agreed upon inter-

4

nationally and in the United .States for, all satellite
services,bexcluding the intersatellite service, 5 percent
is allocated below 14.5-GHz. There:appearS to be general'
agreement among Government and industry that the.major
'technical problems have been resolved and technology is
available for international and dompstic 'satellite communi-
cations below 14.5 GHz, with some isolated exceptions.

."
Very little attention is being paid' to the development of
technology, to use the 95 percent of the spectrum above 14.5
GHZ and the corresponding-orbit and, geographic resources. .

Evert the first major step towards use of 95,percent of the
Fixed-Satellite Service spectrUm above 14.5.GHz.has not been (
taken,.although the preliminary step of providing 19/28 GHz
,beacons for expdrimental purposes'on the COMSTAR satellite
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,has occurred. No thorough assessment has been performed to
determine the technology' presently available and the asso-
ciated performance limitptions. The limitations of the
channel are only known`in general and not in sufficient
detail in the frequency geographic dimensions. Even the
problems of antenna beamwidth and pointing, for both satel-
lite an earth station antennas, are not well defined as the,
freque cy increases to 275 GHz. Equally important, no

st assessments have been made for the various allocations.
Th xisting allocations may, not be the best choice arid shay
make; future system implementations more costly than they
need to be. Some attention should.be given to this resource
imbalance.

Policy and Regulation

Frequency Resource Utilization: On the subject of
international radio frequency, regulations, a central
issue seems to be:

e

o In preparation for the 1979 WARC, should the Government
once' again review its current satellite*policy
with special emphasis on the issue off`small earth

. stations? '

The 1977 'WARC will consider, for the 11.7 to 12.2 GHz
downlink frequency allocation, the development-of rule
for sharing between the Fixed -, and Broadcasting-Satel
like services int4nationally as well as in the United
States. The final FCC positiori for the United States
at the 1977 WARC is give44in the Report and Order-of
Docket Number. 20468.

-

In its position, the United Sates'expresses the desire
to maintain a flexible position through the use of
"evolutionary planning" within an orbit.division appfoach'
without power flux density limits in the 11.7 tto 12.2
GHz band. The "evolutionary planning" policy reqVites
that satellites be capable of modest, one -tinte reposi-
tioning (-1-'10.degirees in orbit positibn) , that earth
station antennas can be repointed to the-new satellite
-pqsition, that earth' station receivers' be capable of°
retuning over the entire operating frequency range of .

the satellitd network', that satelliteantenna pointing
angles be'maintained within 6.2 degrees", and that
satellite positions be maintained within + 0.1.degree..

i.
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However, current policy seems to preclude use of more.
than 4 degree orbital arc sateIlite,spacingl thus

. restricting earth station antennas to 5 meters and
greater. This is the,minimum entry constraint intro -

previbuslY. Other countries appear, t'favor
antennas as small as 0.9 meters.

The 1979 WARC=will review.the, frequency allocations
ovek the entire allocated spectrum', 'including `all
satellitg frequency allocations. Preparations for
U. S. positions are well'under way by the Office of
Telecommunications Policy (OTP), the Intereepdrtment
Radio Advisory Committee YIRAO)J the Vederal Cominuni-
cations Commission (FCC), and the International Radio
Consultative Committee (CCIR), with GdVernment and
industry support.,

Orbit Resource Utilization: *.With regard to use of the
orbit resource, one issue stands out:

o Shbuld'the United States reexamine its policies
governing use of the orbital arc with the intent
of inCteasing technical efficiency where possible

Atild allowing greater liberality of satellite small
earth station network use where economidhlly.
desirable?

Geostationary satellite orbital slots are limited by -

interference among the satellites in orbit usiv.the
same_, frequency band. If certain teAnology lirditations
characterittic of'today's.state.ok the art could be
removed, this might increase the number of orbital
slots available and expand the overall .ise of the band.

The regulatory questions associated with small earth
stations focus .on our orbit use policies. Should such
small earth stations be alltWed? If so, in what Sands?
And.under,what rules? (On thksspbject, note that
,MARISAT.will use a 1.2meter antenna in the 1.5/1.6 GHz
bands; this will -involve more thari' 12 degree rbital
arc spacing between adjacent satellies.)

Perhaps some flexibility might be introduced into our. .

regulatory policies. It might be .appropriate to Oon- I

sider use of slialrearth terminals in a given band for,
, a fixed interval of.time,'say 10 years. During this

12.4'
period, the subject should }fie periodically reexamined

the light of new techq0logy and needs.
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Geographlb Resource Utilization: We define this' issue
as follows:

'
ShPUld e take steps td define' more clearlx the"
capacity of our .geographie areas to ,contain ;earth ,

stations that share the spectrum with other
services?

Earth stations must be placed:at -sites that afford thiem
compatibility, with existing terrestrial and satellite .

systems,. To determine thip cOmpAtibility for .each
earth station application, procedures have been estab-
lished at both the national level -- through the FCC
And the OTP -- and the international level -- through

111 ITU.

Mien combined with the frequency spectrum,_these -
graphic sites.ppresent- a 'national resource. Bot .Yr he
geographic anCtile orbit resource derive their signi-
ficance from.the satellites. and earth stations they
service: . 'It is therefore. diffieigt to 'think of them
independent of the technical.leharaCteristics of the
systeps that put -them to : Perhaps this- is one'
reason why the amount of the gOgraphic-reource
available has .not been determined. In tact, even the

'`

current, us
)

t.pf this resource entified only in,
,shattered pcumepts-.

\ p

°. ':SpeCtfurn. Management
..

.a4 "
4

,
...A' . 7, 'e --An issue, gerning,,,,utiliktion hf-' .the E. Gil?' band is
41P.

- /' t -. -"-- ''* W, t, RC .

o Should we 'take more. bandy ,ay.43.1ahle in-the
2.5 GHz band "to as .to,?a-cco ,ate, Adore public .

sere es, thus spire nl -ale :cost, of -the spade
segmdht over more users? :4 . '. 1- '

, .., -
.
, , ,f

,

At present, the nixed-Satellite' Se de iS allocated 70 MHz
in this band and the Bro dcastin :6atellite. Service 196^MHz.
These bandwidths are effe el t. eserved 'for the public
'service sector:. 'But .'t`tiis res ict.gd 4andwidtklimitS the
number of -serRices that can be o red. within --ii...:In, turn,
relatively few institutions,are abl o partake of these __,

services. This situatioh Will ke he di,,vi,dual user cost
high. What' is needed is andwidth sufficient to alloW 'more, .,
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public service agencies to otter a greater variety .(: ser-
ices. 'This-should:make the services of this band more cost
effective and therefoe'tote attractive to pubic Service
users.

. A similar' issue concerning other frequency allocations below
14.5 GHz is: -

, ... 4 . ,
. ,i-

,., ..,. .. .

o Should' we reevaldate our domestic, spectrum alloca-
' tions below 14.5 GHz in, view of the fact that parts _,

of it are not being used an4thgt other carts, -- in /'
particular the 4/ GHz band, are in great demand?
.

. .

The ITU i4gallocated'a total of 600 MHz-to the'Fix0-Satel-
,

lite Service in rTu Region 2 (North and South'America) that
is'not being used within the United:States, perhaps because
the presence of radar and other radio locat*on systems in:,
bands '3.4 to 3.7 GH'and 4:4 to "4.7 GHz introduce questions- .

of technical feasibility-and discotTiage,potential users.

Another. 500 MHz has been allocated -1-'botiv.wiiltin the United
States and in ITU Region 2 --' to international cdmmuni-
cations in the bands 10.95 to 11.2 4,Hz and 11.45 to 11.
GHz. These-fteqdencies are now slated to be.partofthe, .,

INTELSAT V system. -The question hereis.why they could not'
be used bn,a limited-basis for domestic purposes laith small .

_,

earth stations. -' ,
. -0

.
,

. , , , ,
-Finally, yet another'.750,MHz -- which is noted in appendix c
and'whiCh is also allocated both in ITURegion iand in the
United StItes'i-- does not to be in. use at all. In,,

the United -States, the 6.627-7.125 GHz band is.: available on
A secondary basis for doWnlink purposes-and the 12.5-12.75
GH band has been allocated for uplink operations in tiler
Fixed-Satellites services. Tfiikkreasons for these .11oca-

.

tions are not clear.. -'-'-,- . ,, -..

In view of the iegulatory limitations associated'with the
use of the 4/6 and 12/14, M/s bands4.it would seem to be .

appropriate fbr Government and ihdustry .to review thse
allocations -- especiaV.y asA5art of the preparatiOnsfor N
the 1919 WARC * .

.

V
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ACTIONS THAT ADDRESS THE ISSUES

s

'The Rreceding,section has identified" what appear to be
technical,. ecoftomic4, and regulatory barriers inhibiting the
growth of dir.4.bt satellite systemS: The next step is for
Government and industry, to get togdtber to Study the situation

-outlined-in 'this'sectionrand determine Taethei these alleged
barriers are'indeed authentic.,,

r

But that is admittedly a very general suggestion. The issues
liated'above'.also point to a number o£. mare specific recom-
mendations,for actidn, which are found below.

The timetable of the two imminent WARCs 19.77 and
1979 -- effectively establishes a' deadline schedule for
coming-to grips with many.of the,issues pertaining to Satel-,'

-lite.comMunibations. ;These WARCs, then, invest these reeom7 6
mendations with a sense of,immediacy.

'Additionally, possible domestic applICations of direct
satellite communications raise questions of technical re-
quirements and institutional readiness.

.

. ,
.These factors and,the issues wehave stated above-lead us to
propose the'following actions under the-headings indicated:

,
. 1 P

,_ 4, *

Needs and the Market'

.
: ,

.. -

'Jo. Public service sector -users of communications
must develop a definition'of their technical.

to_see_ik; upon aggregation, satel-
lite telecommunications can be' cost effectiVe, "

,Government:might'afso investigate the need for a demon-
stration program in patellite telecommupications for public

- service, sector user4 The role of GdVernment and industry,
in any demonstraticins,beyond CTS that sire considered appro-
,priate, must be identiaedl,

System Development and Performance ,

-

.

.

GdVernment must determine if a need exis for NASA to.resume
its 'former place in the deV'elopment of dvanced satellite
tefecommunicatiqn technology. This review, however, must

51
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recognize that the fundamental needsioUthe public service
sector user May differ from the needs that NASA addressed,,
in satellite telecommunicatidilt during the 1960's.

In view of th0*.cUrrenttrend toward greate14.use of small
earth terminals, both domestically and abroad, as described
more fully in, appendix C: ti

o fnduttry should take the initiative, in Cooperation'
with users and Government, to explore the need for

. criteria and standards for small earth .terminal
satellite syqtems operating in the 2.,g *4, 6, 12, . -

andr14 Gkz-bands. It should also assess .the effect
of these..standardd on future technological develop-
mentR and,,if appropriate, defil'ie and recommend
performance criteria or standards,for FCC adoption.

Also:

o Government and industry must-evaluate the research
and development activity' currently centering on
satellite telecommunicationt above 14.5 GHz. This
review mustinclude a systdm 'assessment of the
-pd/tential uses, capacities,, and limitations of
tecinology applied to the spectrum from 14.5 GHz to

'275wGHz.

- ft was mentioned above -- in the discussion of the issue
relating to Americe.d competitive position -- that some con-
fusiqLexitts as to What role Government and induptry' ought
to be playing in-Ehe conduct of advanCed satellite,research.
The private'sectO will have.to recognize that the..Gctvern-
ment .ought not ;o have,to bear the entire burden of satel-
lite communidations development.

One ingredient now missing must be added: a "systems.organi-
zation-,-" which, will be t,esponsible .not. just for the space
segment but for delive2T of the service to the user ancifor
the quality of the service es well. Moreover,-each deton-,,
stration might benefit from separate Government and industry
"systems organizations" working in coordinatiofi with each
other; the former could be relatively small. For Federal
user agencies, the systems retponsibility'might best be
delegated td a nonuser agency. ' .

S
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Policy- and Regulation,

o Policymakers and regulators must-,address the spectrum/
orbit questions associated with.the'uSe:Cf small
earth stations (0.5 to 3 meters) , particuiarly-4
the,g.5-GHZ and-12/14'GHz brands. ConsiderationI
should hre given to the use' of one or more bands with
orbit spacings more than 4 degrees in order to
accommodate small earth station systems. In the
12/14.GHz band, special attention must be given to
the first application for a satellite system. The
technical charsctei'istics of the first system may
establish de facto power flux density limits for-s

future systemsyand7thereby)exdinde small earth
station applications. 4

4- ,1

Spectrum Management

o Spectrum allocators must review,the use of the
frequency spectrum from 1 GHz to 14.5 GHz for

- satellite telecommunications,',giying special
.attention to: the 2.-5 GHz.allodetions,-the
orbital arc allocation policies, the .use of
multiple band satellites, unused frequency ,

illocationsifor sat4llites,'and the impact of
10,000 or more/earth stations in the United.
States by 199b on the terrestrial spectrum -and
geoqraphic resource.

0. The organiZations dealing with public Seryice ,a5

sector user requirements must seek _better repre7
sentation in preparatioh of U. S. positions for
the 1979 WARC.. .

'IMPACT OF, THE PROPOSED'ACTIONS

When considering the current situation in which direct
satellite systems find themselves, it is perhaps more en=
-lightening-to speak of' the "impact of nonaction." The
measure of any such negative impact is always difficult. But'
the 'effects of.:U. S. nonaction in this field have been
discernible since at least 1973..'

- fa

,.
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First, we'seem to be observing-a trend towards the loss of
U. B. technological leadership in. satellite telecommunica-
tions and particularly in.Systems applications involving
small earth terminals. There is not universal agreementon
this -- either in Government or,in industry: However, there
are a number of disquieting poinIs. ,Except for the proposed
SBS system, U. 'S. industry'does not have an overall systems
operation in the frequency bands of 12 GHz.and higher; U. S.
industries do serve as suppliers of space and grouted equip-
ment,however, sometimes providing- entire satellites. Also,
Government policies are either insufficient, confliot-
rn4, or fragmented. And the development of advanCed satel-
lite technology -- as has been mentioned in two places -

abokre -- appears to be slowing in thit ccuntry.

If the issue of small'earth terminals is resolved'in such a
way as to exclude earth stations with less than 10 meter
diameter at 4/6 GHz'and 5 meter diameter at22/14 GHz, the
Application of small earths terminals and hi.Va-power, narrow
antenna-beam satellite technology marbe denied to public
service sector users for at least the next decade. The
outcome of-the issue resides in the determination'of the
Public interest. .

The lack of representation of small earth terminal propo-
nents and public service sector users in committee activ-
ities for the 1979,WARC -- in FCC,OTP, IRAC, and CCIR
discussions -- may result in ITU agreements which could have
a'ldng-term, unfavorable impact onji. S. doMestic satellite-
telecommunicationsti7'

Finally, i-tis argiled that the Past productivity gains in
the service sector of the economy have been assisted by the
technological advancestof telecommunicatiOns. If,theses
,gains are to' continue, the cost of advanced telecommunica-
tion technology and_services in the United States -mast
continue to decrease and their availability muet increage.
Satellite telecommunications with small earth termina.10 may,
take its',place among our most sophisticated technologies in
Coniributing.in a substantial way to our continued productivity
groyth.

)

) .
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3. LAND-MOH...0MM

STATUS. OF THE FIELD

.4

The term "land mobile radio" .(LMR) Originally described a
radio service which provided voice communications between a
'fixed location and one or more vehibles and between vehicles.
Since that time the industry has evolved to provide service.
to hand-held units (walkie talkies); to stall, personal,
signalling .devices '(pagerS); and to data terminals. in
addition,-vehicle location and some point-to-point (fixed)

.

services are also provided. It isA.mportant to distinguish
between the broad class of radio operations described by the
term "land mobile radio'! and the narrower class encompassed
by the technical and legal scope'of the FCC 'rules and regu-s
lations. While many types of radio operations occur between
vehicles and-Zileld stations on land, only some of these
operations are techniCally included in the term "land mobile
radio." Other services have developed which are not tech
nically "land mobile" bdt which appear to perform 'similar
functions.~ The ubiquitous Citizen's Barid service and radio.

''amateur oplration of-mobile radio equipment are the best
examples of ,he latter. The majority of land mobile opera-
tions occurs in the frequency bands shown in-figure. 1. -

The domestic market for LMR and selected equipment (including
Citizen's Bandfradid) -is presently estimated.at $74 million
per year and is growing at an annual rate of 11 peiTent to
reach;over $2 billion by 1985. .

Problems of'market potential, diversification of new services
offerings, future service demand, adequate imports Arid
exports, administration and regulation, and many other non--
technical issues play a predominant role in the future
growth of LMR in the United States:

.

This section'fOcus,ps on those fundamental considerations 0
% which may contribute not only to LMR technology but to'a

better understanding of the nontechnical issues affetting
growth. 'Many similar issues occur in, the provision of_
service to aeronautical ftrld maritime mobile lasers, but these
are not discussed herb.

- \
\
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LandsMobile Services

LMR provides a wide range of services to many distinct
grOupS of users aestiown in table 1. These distinctions
have evolved partially as a result of different ways in
which LMR has been used and partly as a:dbrisequence of
-frequency allocations made to the separate user groups.

' The Land 'Mobile Community .

4

In broad terms, the land mobile community consists of manu-
facturers, 'operators, 'users, and regulators.' In some cases,
single orgniationa maybe manufacturer and operto, or .

operator and 'user, at the same time.

The Manufacturers: The U. G. market is served by a
number of. domestic and foreign manufacturers. Motorola,_
General Electric; RCA, and E. F. Johnson account for
most of the domestic supply, with Motorola serving a

----maj-er-shere-of_the market....*This balance 'may shift,
toward foreign` s pply -lf one incl des9Citizen's Band as

e
, a part of LMR. Principal-Topreign : manigacturers include

Phillips, Pye,,Siemens, Thomson- P7i1OKI Company, .and ,

Nippon Electric.
,

The Bell System represents something of a
special case. In.theopaV, Bell operating companies
provided conventional. radJ,p7telephone service -in
various parts of the Unitld States. 'Now this organt-
zation has embarked oh an extensive development pro-

.

gram to establish a new, so'histicated form of radio-
telephone service in the20(LMHz frequency band. Whilg
,the'Bell System may, not g14:)duce equipment for, this use,
it is expected to do the 'R&D sand much of the system
design and egsuipmentspecification that have)peen. ,

associated, With equipment manufacturers in the past.
-m

The' Operatbrs: LMR operators are here defined as those
organizations that physically operate LMR base stations
and associated equipment to provide mobile radio service.
Organizational character ranges widelY within two main
categories: intgrnal use and general use operators.

Internal use operators are organizations which own and
operate equipment for their own proprietary use. The
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Category 1
Public Safety Service
Police
Forestry Conservation
Highley Maintenance-
Special Emergendy - provides mobile communications

for emergency medical and disaster needs.

Table 1. 'Land Mobile

A number of user groups
ban set aside for six

IWioServi6eana User Groups!'

II

sectionAof the Land Mobile Radio
as shown-below.

.

fi
1

g_Cate o 4 . ]

. Industrial Service
dower (Electric Utility).
Petroleum
Forest Products

,,. Motion Picture
Relay Press . -
Special Industrial
Business
ManufactUrers
Telephone Maintenance 6

are accommodated in
different services,

State Guard
Local Government

4.0*

Category 2
Land Trans ortation rvice
Motor Carrier
Railroad
'Taxicab
Automobile Emergency

giv

Category'3
. ---

Maritime Mobile &=Aeronautical Mobile Service'.

0,

While. these-groups are not ipruly "Land" mobile users,
__---stffirlar equipment operating in the adjacent frequency

bands is used to provide radio communications for
ships and aircrafts.

60
,13

4.

.

Category 5
DomestiC Publie'RadioService
(furnished by Wireline and Radio CommonCarriers)---

DomesticPublic at large - for air and land mobile
and paging service.

Rural subscribers
.

Category t
Government
This category includes the Federal Government agencies,
many of which make extensive use of Land Mobile Radio.
The Deparitments of the Interior, Agridulturer Justice,
Treasury,' and Defense 'all use LMR services totmeet an
extremely diverse set of requiremet?.

61



lgrge local' taxicab company, department stores, police
departments, and the U. S. Forest Service all fall into
this category.-

.4e`u 'General use, operators are. 6rganiza ions wIlloh Otipz q,. ....,, >,. _

LMR equipment for .the benefit ,of Others, usually,_ as a
regulated common-carrier. Included are both Radio
Common Carriers `and Wireline Common' Carriers who
provide mobile telephone service interconnected with
the telephone network. The Radio Common Carriers may
also provide digpatch services.

. .

A third,class of operators also exists,, ho operate
,"community repeaters." Here,..a central 2bepeateris
provided for the shared use of several other licensees,
Vho are,private'operators.',

In the new 900 MHz band, another class .of operator -'
emerges as the Special'Mobile Radio (SMR) system. The
exact character of the SMRs has yet to evolved; but
-in'concept a. single, licensed operator provides base
stations and repeater service to & group of users, each.,
of whom must be eligible for licensing in the band but
who is not actually,licensed. operators

'- of community repeaters,. SMR operators would be recogniz
by the FCC through thelicensing process.

> .

-TheUsera: In this report, users (see table 1) are
those corporations and individuals who actually employ
the coMtunications(servide. -IA'.the case df.internal
use Operators, the operator and'users are one and the
'same. Sears Roebuckr for example, may operate an LMR
'base station_to dispatch its own repair vehicles,.
_General users, on the other hand, subscribe, to services
provided by othex§,4.11ch_a_.5_enpmon'-carriersI In practide,
most such service is used by business and profesSional
people. Citizen's Band users are a class in themselves
usually private citizens who own and operate their own .

equipment. Such general use is soinetimes:pdt'tb com-
mercial purpose.

. .

This broad collection' of users,, segregated ,b,y their
many. different interests and requirements or by isolation
between industries; does nothave a common meeting
ground on which to identify common problems,and work
toward their solutions. Many user groups are quite
small or are well removed from the'technorogy of tele-
communicatiohs. Even many of the .large corporate users
employ, LMR in simple forms, much like-the smaller

.

organi,Aations. 4' 4
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The Regulators:' LMR is universally regulated 'as to
Ff its use of the radio spectrum. Nongovernment users

ate regulated by the FCC; .G6vernment users by the
OffiA of Talecommurlications Policy (01TF) through, the
Interdp,partMe t RadioAdvisory COmmittee (IRAc). At

Market entry or Radio Common Carriers isregulatedby
theVCC. Their- .rates are regulated by theStates
and/o other jurisdictions.

I--
1

ISSUES AFFECTING GROWTH
t , ,. ,. ,t,,%- . 4--...

A wide range of 'concerns exists`within the LMR community.
The extent to which they are perceived' to affect thel,future
growth and",,developMent of LMR services varies widely. In' .,. AV

this section, those subjects .which' have been mentioned .in
the course,of numerous interviews with titers and industry
"are discussed, They are: spectrOm Congestion, Channel

,sharing, performance measures, regulatory matters, the 900.
Mffz-band, international_ questions, and need for improved
long -range planning. They are-discussed within the more
general heading below.

. .-

Needs and the Market
1-z

The most fUndamental and lOngrstanding LMR'issue is spectrum
congestiork, namely:

o HaW to. deal with the lack of adequate radio
spectrum capacity to meet existing and expected

. needs.

The simplicity of-this statement,isdeceptive, howpver, .

since no comprehensive, accepted measures "of spectrum need'
for land mobile systems, are aVailable..

The Relative Nature of Spectrum Congestion: In the
currel)tly,used arids (below, 500 MHz),, severalieb-iA
the United States are cited as ,being 'saturated. New,,
Yokk is gerrerally,accepted as the region where con0StiOn
is -most intense. Radio channels in other cities, such
-as Los Angeles' and Chicago, while. heavily used, arenot
as congested as New York and, thereforer by one" measure,
of peiformance, must offer some reserve capacity. Even
Aso, some users in these-other areas find the quality, of

Oki
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service unacceptable or at least invneed of,improve-'
ment. To provide a more objective evaluation of.con-
estion, an improved measure-of channel capacity. and
overall radio systemTerformancerteded.,''.

Congestion Fixes: ,Traditionally, the LMR community has
mitigated its congestion problem$ in two ways.* First,
it, has made more effectifve:use'of'exiSting spectrum i2y
technical improvements to be hardware.- Tone-code
squdlch, in.which.e receiver' is quiet until a call
intended for it is receiyed, is one example., Channel
splitting, whichreduces the bandwidth:of each channel,
tS, another, Btft there is a limit to the degree
of channel splitting whigh- can occur and still provide
efedtive commupicationi.. There is evidence to suggest
that this limit is reached 44).some cases-with channel
widths that are wider than the minimum requited to '
"-Permit intelligible reception of speech. However, the
trade-offs involved in determininglthe"phannel width
which,produces the maximum spectr aapacity are not

.well understood-.' As a result, fre uency managers still
tend to assign channels of minimum bandwidth. .

A-second approach to congestion has been to acquire
mo're channel space. As an example, 45 MHz of new
spectrum has xecently been made available for LMR
in the band 806-947 MHz. However; fundamental to the
'question 'of proliiding Vbre channels for LMR or other',,
services'is the need to assure 'best" use of the radio
spectrum Ai a natural resource. But in LMR, as else-
where, "best" j.s not rigbrously defined either micro-
or macroscopically: Limited definitions exist in
purely.technical terms; but it is clear that "best" use
must also .cbnsider short.and,J9ng-term ebonOmics,
social values, and other' nontechnical or nonengineering"
factors. Lacking a rigorous defir4tion,of,"best,"'a
more general definition still does not exist,ihat is
widely accepted. , .

)
0

Cost as a Barrier to congesV.oh Fixes:_ In, both,of,'the

41,
above cases,4the user fates higher equipment costs and
added uncertainty, Or risk, as tc5 how ,his new systeMi
will petform". These'faCtors, coupled with a natural
tendency to stay with the familiar, still exert'great.
vpressures to stay with the older lower- frequency

, bands. Even'with large amounts of new ,spectrum
alienable, the older bands remain dbngested and.are
fikel y to continue so ,for the indefigte future,.
Effective administration of the use of .the old*,
"traditional"lbands'contin4es as a major concern fOr
the future:- I
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Channel.Sharing: Traditionally, most LMR'serv,ices have
always required, users to share'the radio channel assigned
to them. In the_egrly stages.of Sharing, however,
users grow accustomed to the comparatively light loading
on a shared channel. As...demand in&dase6 and more
users are required to share a common resource, channel

'loading increases and perceived service quality di-
.

inimshqs. Early users object to the incursions.
I

In other situations, users cite presSing operatiorial
_needs,as reasons whysharing a channeLi noteasible.
Consequently, numerous factors fqpter a reluctance on
the.part of LMR users to share the radio channel.
Among them are:',

(1) Apparent need for independent opefations, 'free
t - of,conflicts with other agencies or adjaceht area

users.

)

2) ,Clear channel experience of early users arid,
its attendant interference-free service (in the

- shared bands).,

'

(31 Pioprietary interest the users ` aCquire in thi.ir
. assigned.channe;s--- am/attitude derjoxing in part

from their ownership of radio equipment.

(4) The fact that the channel appears ,to cost nothing
and thereforethe user cannot'reduce his
cost through sharing "his"' channel with others.

(5) Increase,i'n cost that is inherent; in some'
.

forms Of,sharing-(the use of torie7coded sq-delch
-7-to eliMinate reception of unwantecilsi6nali the

use?of Computer controlled trunking SystethS,
.

4 '

J ,,) '

0.6) Natural,reluctance-of compe torSto shari
facilities that may freely dis lose busine9s i'

. ,
infontiation. ;(Consider two,real estate agencies

)
on'.the same cli,ann9.1.)'. ,_

_
, . )1 . 1.. , .

The traditional approach to sharing simply adds has-6
.

stations and mobile units to an already,assigned channel.
.

Both 044 and-new listeners must listen before'phey
speaktb insure that 'the channel Is ndt in use.' To
each user the chanriel is busier, access is mtiore.diffi-,diffi-
cult and 'timer 7consuming, and monitoring for a message

.1.

becomes bothersome, , ..
%

1.

4)
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_Technical innovations h ve reduced these drawbacki.
Some `examples' follow':

, Tone-Coded Squelch:. Tone- oded squelch cam, with amodest additional investment, insure that each listenerhears only those messages intended for him, However,he cannot be assured that he,will hear all such mes-sages when the channel use is high.,,

-Trunked Systems: Another technical innovation'is'theuse of trunked systems. Trunking is a concept ,in whicha slibstantial group Of-channel pairs is assigned ,to asingle system.' Through the use of a central ,computer.
and xemotely-controlleci, multichannel, mobile trans-
ceivers, channels are scanned each time a user atte4ts
to _communicate. The firSt ;unused channel Is made
available. This approach'is expected to allow much,'
higher usage of each channel in some,applibations.

The major constraints on the growth of trunked systemsare:

, :(1) High initial cost of a trunked Systeth relative
_ toeconventional tysterie. ',

MID

,,,,-(?), Lack of operating systemt to generate- practical
experience En the technical; operational, and '''

economic aspects,of trunked system operation.
) . !

*

(3):, Lack 'cd unde5standing of, Or confidence in',,

< practical systeia,by potential buyert.
: c

'(4) Lack
. . .

, Of remotely- tunable, multichannel trans-.,

<ceivers.
<

(Only,one has been type accepted by the.,.
FCC. ThiS constraint as expected to be eased,

.

.hoWever. ) ,

.
1

. .

.YA ,
, _

Note that the trunking congept is not liMited to use in
, ,.the 900 MHz band. Indeed, it is,presently used in the "Improved Mobile Telephone,System in the very-high andultra -high frequency bands. However; the' requirement

for' large grOups of frequencies makes the;new band'the'
only practical place to, getthe,tr:unked dispatch systems .,

started.
, ..
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Paging: A third technical innovation which has been*-
developed,fo,proyi4 a specialized service at low cost
to the user is paging 'It is mentioned here because its
future,widespread use may help to reduce pressure for
two-way LMR, channels.

Paging glows simple signalling of a large number of ,
useVi each of w m carries a small radio receiver. °

Typically, physici ns, repairmen, and other mobile
people use 'such a se vice to' flow a central of4ice to°
advise them of a nee to call some pArticular telephone:

Paging is a dynamic, high growth segment of the land mobile
.activity. However, the constraints bn its growth appear
to be almost exclusively in the marketplace. With the
potentiar for serving up to one hundred thousand sub-
scribers -on single channel, even,the limited channels
,presently assigned appear to offer subs.tantial capacity,
The more favorable economics of paging may drive out
tlAo-way.mobile uses in some markets, Issues, prominent.
in the -field in,lude the potential for more elaborate
pagihg services including digital paging with Message .'.

,delivery, wide .area 'services, the role of foreign Manu-.
facturers in supplying tyke U: S. market,,andthe cost of
the-individual pager. Bringing pager costs below one
hundred.doIlars,(somesay.$50) is expected to make the
service attractive to the popular consumer MarkE)t ancT
so create.a demand:even be fond that enjoyed, by present

. Citizen's Band radio. Soto estimates put SUbh costs
6,to 8 years in the future.- r

Cellular .Systems: A fourth technical deirdlopment which
has great promise for conserving spectruM and' llowing
its reuse in the same area is the.tellular systeth being
"developed by the Bell System.fcr use in the 900 MHz
band. The-cellular concept divides thd Area in which \
Mobile telepdhe service is Provided into small cellu7
ler areas,,,d7ach:with a central transmitter and receiver. )
Mobile t6lephones Communicate indirectly, via the central
installations 9f the-ce/iis in which they 'are located.,
By making the:celle.euffi'ciently small (e.g:, half a

( Mile in-diameter) a single channel can accommodate' all
the traffic-originating in the cell or directed-tbwards°
it. Since the,;tame freqUencies can 1e reused at a
distance of a..fewcell diameters, the LMR channels can-

-,-be reused frequently, in elarFe city. However, because
thi§ development involves massive computing and inter-
connection facilities itmay,*like trunking, be
'expensive.
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Trunking and cellular SysteMs may b9 major ,steps towards :

reducing spectrum congestion. However, they'may-F5F-
cessily.be the best. As rioted earlier, th'land.

mobile market is projected to grow at a rate of 1I '-
percent per year. ,This represents a-potentia douAling
of the demand for land mobile communications in 7

.years. If this increase iS to- be,provided with the
preSent service quality, it represents a-potdntial
ibubling of, the amount Of spectrum in use at preSent in
approximately 7 years. It is unlikely,thatdevelop-
ments such &s trunking and-cellular systems alone w.11
alleviate this incipient demand-for Spectrue.- This
conclusion arises because of the inherent'increase
costs associated with new technical developments,

ticularly at 900 'MHz (where they are most, likely to
e made .available), and because of the lass 'of control

of the facilities by individual, users'.

AThus the issues associated,with channel sharing are:

o How to overcome user reluctanceto greater shared
uses

. A1.,

b How to recover the cost` -of new technical develop-
ments that facilitate sharing.

,

The 908 MHz Band: LMR operation?in this band involves
new concepts of operation, neW,equipment, and new
aspects of natural influences such as radio.noise

.and propagation. Most significantwate the Hew Fon-'

cepts of opeAtion embodied in .cellular and trunked;
, -systems. Both approaches.-achieve greater spectral

,'efficiency. . Unlike tadiutional systemS, these two
Apprdacheb require high initial investment and fre- .

quency all.CcatiOn despite the expected light initial.

demand. Return'on investment (both finandially and

4,

spectrally) is deferred well beyd-nd th experiencedspectrally)
Stith traditionaj systems. : 4' kS,

, .
1. Avi

.5 4 F .

3he questions (facing the communitvwit4espeec to the
w - growth 'of the .0 MHz band ard.summarized,as

,

j..
,

What is the economic viability of the new
ncepts? .

')
,11,2) When and at whatcost will equipment be avail-

be with which to establish initial, systems?,

44,
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(3).. How can the market be encouraged in its initial
phases dealing with, demonstration and proof of
concepts?

(4) What will be the role of community repeaters and''
how will they affect the market for other, more
costly services?

(5) How ,Fill natural phenomena such as ,noise and
radio propagation affect system performance.in
operation?

These questions, until resolved, constitute barriers
Ato development becauseof the uncertainties they
impose'on both the users and suppliers.

4
.

. System .Development and Performance
1

,Performance Measures:. As stated at the beginning of
this section, the fundamental issue is how to deal with
the apparent lack of adequate spectrum capacity to meet
existing and expected LMR needs.

Tne'technical innovations noted abovTa,may help resolve
this-issue, But they can only help. More is needed.
Basic to the issue is the need.for better,understanding
of the "capacity" of a radiochannel for multiple use,
the extent to whi the capacity is being used,'and the
availability of a ditional capacity for use by.others.
But an adeqdate d finition of_Hcapacityp has yet to be
found.

Before "rapacity" can be defined,Ja definition of
system "performance" is required. How can "perfor-
mance" of LMR systems be described and measured? How
does performance depend on the npmber of users, the -

operAting'range required, andthe time forwhich.service
is necessary? Again there is no adequate definition of
"performanceh'6,

'Lack of the definitions, and subsequent means of esti-
j mating "capacity" and "performance" has the following

consequences:

ay t creates confusiphic,disagreement,.and disappoint-
ment among'users in everyday operations. '

6-2
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...

(2) It.inhibits attempts to improve Shari among
,

users. . N

3) It denies the opportunity to evaluate alternative
.system concepts, objectively.

.,
...

(4) It makes rational planning for efficient spectrum
use difficult.

°

.6

The FCC Spectrum Management Task Force has adopted
"channel occupancy",, the percentage of,time a.channel
is in Use,,as a measure of performance for the user.
Questions still exist as to the adequacy of this 41)7.
proacih since it does not directly determine the delay
in obtaining access, to a given channel. Neither does it
portray the true situation unless simultaneous measure-
ments are made'at a sufficient number of points in the
area wfidre the "channel occupandy" is,to be;determined.

,

Other.,measures,of performance are presently in use, but
users and planners alike agree that thePdo nbt fully
meet the practidal need. The most common measure of
performance presently in use is the "number of
per channel. In the Safety and Special radio channels,
the "numbdr of Mobiles" performance measure for parts
of the 900 MHz'and 470-512 MHz bands is as follow's:

Number of mobiled which
are considered to saturate

Type of service a channel'

Business 90
Public safety 50
Other users 70

Users, argue that these.rules are arbitrary 4nd do riot
adequately account for the different character of radio
used by various operators. Different businesses, for .

example, may have substantial differences in.the length'
of messages, frequency of messages, and the =bunt of-
delay that is tolerable:

In certain telecommunication contexts, waiting-tithe has
been d useful performance measure, but even in switched.
telephone networks it is not sufficient. In the LMR
Context, waiting time alpnetfails to take into account
at least two important factors --.signal quality and area,
cdverage:requirements: Attempts-to use waiting time
as.an LMR performance measure have not yet been

I
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successful, partly as a result of the difficulty of
measuring this factor.

Availability of adequate and acce table definitions of
"performance ". and "capacity" woul allow more.;intelli-,
gent evaluation of various' artern tive solutions (e.g.,"
channel splitting, bandwidth expa.sion,,trunking,
.cellular systems) to the'congestifin and channel sharing
problem. k

Thus another major issue is: .

7

o How to)obtain adequate definifi ns.of performance
and channel capacity for dealin quantitatively
with LMR spectrum congestion.

Resolution of this issue would do m ch to-remove major
barriers to future growthrpf, LMR se vices, namely: (1)

uncertainty patout: the best ways to Use ana administer
the LMR spectrum_and *(2) scarcity Ok new spectrum space,

.

for expected growth.
.

Long-Range Planning: An issue essential to sound system
performance, and hence to LMR growth;is:

0 The implementation of long-range planning and the
provision of the tools:with which to do it.

Planning is increasingly recognized ada critical
factor in insuring makimuni.Abenefit from both the ,

spectrum and financral,resturces. Public safety users
have documented their concerns for planning in a -.
recent report, prepared under Law Enforcement. AssiStance
Administration (LEAA) sponsorship by the Associated-,
Public Safety COmmunications Officers (APSCO). At the
FCC, the establishment.of the Office of Plans and _

Policy, a study.of future requirements for LMit services
and potential digital applications in-.LMR, and the
creation of the Spectrum Management Tadk Force all
evidence a growing concern-for improved planning. As
to the radio spectrum allocated to the Federal Governmeht,
OTP 'requires rigorouselanning by, its.Circulars 11 and
12:

At the State level One step in the airection ofinte-
grated system planning and operation has been the
formationkof State Planning Agencies (g A's). Through

64. 7_1
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this organizational me6hanism,'individual states are
consolidating theincommunications requirements and

.'''centralizing their' planning.

The combination of the'indi-spensible nature of the-
n spectrum and its scarcity drives the SPAs to shared
-systems. The high incremental cost of these systems is
a barrier to their development,'-'but a barrier that can
be lowered by sharing costs as well as,channels. -
Overcoming the proptietary interest that individual

a agencies retain in their dedicated radid channels is
perhaps more diffiCult and depends on operational
experiende for its,regulation; Thus, planning tools
and demdhstrated performance of new concepts are

%essential to SPAs to solve the problems of system
design, system funding, and system acceptance.

The survey conducted, as the basis fox =this chapter
indicated that L.gnific?ant investments are being made
in improved understanding of both the operations and
technology.of LMR. Some such investments are deliber-
ate, as in General Electric studies of 900, MHz coveragein Dallas, Texas and stUdies of mobile antenna character-
isticS by,M9torola. Other such investments are by-
products of other c9pcernsi such as proof of performance
measurements by the`'PState of Arizona and the develop-
ment of better planning and analysis methods in LOg
Angeles Count.' Much ofthis information'is potent
tially litiluable to many,Organizations within the
community and is-not proprietary. Wider distribution
of such information, particularly in uniform format to
planning agencies, would 'contiibute to improved under-
standing of the factors -'which -affect LMR performance

-and would foster more cost-effective systems, increase
sharing of facilities and spectrum, and thus remove
significantioarriers to wider use of LMR services.

Policy and .Regulation' 9,

/%Two regulatory issues were identified by' the Task FbrCe:,

o Affirming the regulatory framework for the
Special Mobile Radio systems.

y

1/
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o Sho4ening the duration.of the regulatory process.

Special Mobile *Radio (SMR) systems: The Special'-
Mobile Radio systems approach appears attractive to

_those who.are eligible because the standards of opera-
tion are less ,rigorous than for common-carriers. The c
concept has been developed to entourage trunking,
which is-tequiredfbr systems using More.than 5 channels.

. .But the extentto which trunked systems will realize
theit potential to conserve spectrUm is Clouded by the
proSpects of market response to systems with aoWer-
initial costs --' conventional systems, community
repeaters, and SMR systems with, five or fewer' channels.

The regulatory framework for these developffiente is
. .essentially in place, but action has awaited the results

of a case pending 1efore the Supreme Coutt. On May 24,
1976, a Writ of Certiorari was denied by the*Supreme
Court, removing one barrier to action. Thus, the regu-
latory barrier .has given way:to an economic barrier:
the need to obtain initial Operating experience' with
such systems to.determine, actual. costs and customer .

demands. FoRr example, to what extent will users of SMR
systems detract from the-Radio Common Carrier markets?

Regulatory Delays: ,Another-issueaffecting growth. is
whethei the long periods to completethe regulAtor.Y
process can be shortened. More than 8 yeats of pro:- .' .ceedings transpired'in FCC Docket 18262

,

regard3,ng the
ROO MHz allocation. Thetime required to process .

license applications is Another concern.

As to the latter question, recent changes in FCC procedure
have done much tospeed up'the oce; but there
remains the inherent rdSponsibi ity of the regulator to
let all.parties be heard. As examples of improvements,
however, note that thevFCC has recently announced a.77
'percent reduction in its'domestic public land mobile

,.backlog in the faWof increasedapplications:
o

As to extended proceedings on major dockets such as
18262, a major cause -in'the past appears to have'been
the lack.f comprehensive, continuing planning. The4
recent establishment of FCC's Office of Plans and
Policy is certainly responsive to this need. Neverthe-
less, there remains dissatisfaction in the LMR community
over the protracted decisionmaking process exemplified

1'
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by Dockets 18261 and 18262.( The regulators still needcurrent technical knowledge with which to plah and 'evaluate new concepts and alternatives:

Spectrum Management

- t

While manyquestions'of internatidnal trade andMarket
influences exist, the questions affecting spectrum useas
controlled by international radio regulations are of
particular concern here. While.conCern exists about the-
influence of current and future radio regulations on'all'
land mobile operations, those affecting the new 90'0 MHz
band are of particular interest.. Both the intern4&ional
and U. S. table of frequency allocation; for LMR EFe
extremely complex in that.:

-(1) International-mobile allocations are always on
a shared'basis with some other service, pe-
_qqently broadcasting.

(2) EvenEtithin the United States, land mobile
allocations are shared with other services.

(3) Allocations in a given frequency band vary from
one world region to another.

(4) The 900 MHz operations .n the United States will
be in derogation of the ,ITURegion 2 (North' and
South AmeriCa) alloc:ations tables, -,

Thus'r-the burden dt insuring freedom from interference to
broadcast services in Canada and Mexico rests. with the
United States,

As a consequerice, an unresolved is-due is:
-

o How toimprove the international allocations-to
.- provtde a more uniform treatment of land mobile

'operations.
.

.

Suoth a-change would improvethe world Aarket'potential for ..U.S. manufacturers and foster lower cost equipment throughthe eConomies.df scale'avaifable in serving' an international
market with .common' equipment. Such. revisions to the inter-
national .table appear,difoficult, partly' because of the

1111111,
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relatively low intekest.in or need for LMR services at the
higher frequencies by third-worl cctuntres. Similarly,
substantial pressure to retain e broadcast allocations
seems likely.

po

Eere is alsq,a particular need' to nrovide effectiNie methods
r coordination of the use of LMR in the 900,MHz band along

the bordersvgith Canada and Mexico. Such methods'should
allow the maximum flexibility of use of 900 MHz systems
consistent with protection of services in' the' neighboring
countries. At a minimum, coordination methods, used in the ,.

lower bands must be adapted to 900 MHz. .Even better, thethods
specifically suited to the w band shoul

I")41

-'' 4 be made avail-
able. A major barrier is th presently g00 MHz operations
are

.

excluded in =regions within 250 miles of the two borders,
thus precluding service to 35 percent of the potehtial U. S.
market area.-

ACTIONS THAT ADDRESS THE ISSUES

While no single drucial barrier to continued gro of .the
LMR community exists.presently, there remain a number of-
unresolved'questions that do con'ribute to slower profess,
potentially more expensive services, and less than the_most
effective use of the radio spectrum. These issues have,been
.introduced above.

Many of.,the actions sUggesAed here:fall within the ,scope pf
'responsibility of more than one, organization. In most
cases, cooperative efforts are imperative-

Needs and the Market

.

In ailr view, the most important long range barrier to the
growth of LMR services is the lack 616radio spectrum ca-
pacity, despite the recent provision of an additiona1,115
MHz.

Overcoming sugh a barrier may be accomplished by providing
additionaISpgCtrum qr by using that :Spectrum already availa-
ble more effectively. A balanced approach 'to the problem
requires.careful consideration of/bath gpproaahes.

//.
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The recent allocation of 115 MHz in the 900 MHz band pro-vides spectrum relief for the immediate future, althoughChairman Wiley of the FCC has already encouraged the industryto look to frequencies above 1000 MHz to meet long-termneeds. However, 'substantial- interest remains in providingmore capacity in the4lower bands also.

Thus it is recommended that:

o Spectrum administrators at the national level
should intensify research on the'economic and
social value of services provided through spectrum

,cruse with the objective of providing'a more rational
bapis for _spectrum allocation.

The reader should be warned, however, that it is,olo easytask to do this; and it may be many years before results of
1

such work receive recognition.

6 , ,
System DevelopM$nt and Performance

4Performance Measures: A second approach discussed
above involves developtent of better understanding ofthe interactions between LMR systems sharing the, same
'channels, geographic.$pace, and costs.

,While trunking and cellular 'systems are progresdpe
steps toward increasing the capacity of the radio
spectruM, they do not assist users of tffe more tradi-
tionaiprvices. A critical needis the development, of
effective definitions. of the "16apacity".of a radio
channdl and of "system performance" for LMR systems.
With such definitions and related means ofmeasurement
the develbpMent of LMR systems could proceed more
rationally. Alternative meansof increasing the
capacity'of radio channels using new ,technology or
alternative methods Of frequency us ndassignment can
,be eiraluated arittcompaxed.

It is recommended that:

o Telecommun4cations authorities should foster research
. ;aimed at providing effective definitiim an'd methods t
of measurement of system-Performance7W LMR systems.

o Telecdmmunications authOities"should foster research
aimed et providing effeCtive definitiosmand methods ,

6f measurement of channel capacity for'LMR%systems.
.
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Such definitions,and" methods should be applicable to
both frequency and geographic sharing situations. Re-
sults should be used to'evaluate capacity and performance
of current systems and to.assess the.henefita of alter-
native techniques for meeting future needs at minimum
spectral cost. '14 .

4 , a

Long-Range Planning: Theie sNincreasing activity at
Federal and State levels of government -in rong-rahgs

..planning for improved, more economic mobile radio c6M-
munication systems. One aspect of.the issue i.S that of
insuring that Federal funding is used to encourage the

. development of integrated, spectrum efficient communi-
ca

t
ion systems meeting'the needs .0 several State agencies

by sharing facilities. Another asp,ct is provision of
better, technical, cost, and operational data to all
those active in-system planning.

.
. .

One way of addressing the-:latter aspeCt is tnrough_the
developthent of a land mobile design reference guide or
handbook. Such a fundamental reference covering the
current state of the art, particularly in the new fre-
quency band, is not available and does not appear likely
to be in the forseeable future without Gove'rntent en-
couragebent. Thit handbook should include basic irifor-
mation,aboll.t LMR technology and systems. It. should also
_include information about planni g new systemato.meet
:specific requirements, evaluatin, policy altetnatives
as ley arise ,for medium- and lorig-range planning,,-and
preparing integrated prourement specifications.

IS I

Thus we recommend that: . °

. ,.' .

o The LMR community should press for an ..ntegiated
approach to Federal funding of local LMR projects
with incentives to experiment with cost or spectrum
saving.concepts. ,.

, ,
.:'1

In addition, no formal recommendation is needed to
.point out tOat it ii'in the interest of the LMR corn- ,

munity to press for improved mechanisms for the exchange.
'of operational and technical experience among, user
groups.

.
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Policy and Regulation .

00 The major regulatory issie.in LMR is the long delays-which
occur before decisions can be redched; *tt-might reduce
deltys in decisions involving technical matters if the FCC
could receive submissions, of improved objectivity and
Vality relating to trade-offs.andalteipatives, including
their long -range implication34 Additionally, we recommend
that:

o .FCC should cOnside making more use of informal
s

nonadversary discus ions prior to formal hearings
in order to' reduce e' scope of:issues to be'
decided, by the formA hearings.

Spectrum Management.

-Moit of the international. questions bearing on the,growth
of LMR revolve aroundinnovation, 'marketing, and demand.
These are, properly left to the-operation of the market-
place 'for 'answers!

.

The Major issue'that the market cannot resolve is the dis-
paritrbetween international and O. S.:allocatibns,
particu4rly at 900 MHz. As a result, planned U. S. use.
of-the 900 MHz band for LMR is constrdinea in the 35 per-
cent of the continental United States drong the Canadiah
and Mexican. borders: Sim4ar4problemsexist in other band's.

u
ti

4 . ,

The recoMMended'action is that: .

o The United States should formulate and present
the strongest possible arguments for adv&rtageous
revisions to the ,international table of frequency
allocations, especially in the 900 MHz 'band, at
the'1979 NARC and -in subsequent allocation actions:

?
- 4

4 I

IMPACT OF TIlE PROPOSED.ACTIONS

,

.The most general impact produced by aggressive response to
the actions proposed above will be an,inc?.ease in spectrum

1.
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es

capaci y achieved in amore' Orderly ,fashion and with 'a-ter
econom than w6tild othgrwise be- obtained. Some sp fic
benefits to be expected from elese actions include:

-(1) Morj effective sharing pf facilities and radio
spectrum;

t% - ') (

(2) Provision of 90-0,, MHz services to more ,of the
35 percent of .the U. S.: area now kncluded in the
250 mile coordination zone along the Mexican and
Canadian bordeis. 4

(3) Greater flexibility in the use of R in:border
areas.

r(4) Potentially greater markets for land m le manu--,
facturers as radio regulations become mo uniform'
internationally.

(5) Improved confidence in' planning at national, state
local lev ls.

(6) ,More pro uctive useof Federal monies spent at the
_16cal le ei .through better coOrdination among 4

V

Federaliagencies.
A *

(7) Gieater ultimdte productiVity. of .the LMR spectrum.

..

/% i

4'
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4, BRoADBAND.C4NicATION8 NETW9T2KS
R

STATUS OF THE FINJ)
t

I C

S

.

The term "broadband communications networks" -- in the' sense
used her&-- embraces 'most telecomffiunication networks able
to transmit high information rates to manys,users in- video,
audio, or digital data form. Gendrally, such systems
have -- or potentially could have --'bi-direonal capability:,
When the future of broadband is discussed, i s usually
assumed that the many services it might offer would transcend
entertainment services Via CATV and Over-the-air/ or'the
services now provided by the telephone companies, while
,continuing to be based on these infrastructures.

.
. .

.

Toward theend of the 1960's high hopes were held for the
imminent expansion of broadband nonentertainment services.
Quite a few years_ have gone. by since those days of enttu- .''

siasm with only a few,heSitant,steps taken towards' achieving .

th-e,promise of broadband. systems. In factuthe.steps.have
amounted to little More than pay television for movies-and
sports in certain cities; some oPtiOnal and. limited public
access to Cable facil4ties for the Originationaof program,
ming;'very limited cable educational 'services; computer data
transfers; an assemblage' of.stUdies; and collection of _

specialized, fragmented/ ang Small-scale applications,
experiments and demonstrations'.

-,4
i*

No major trend toward developing a "wired nation"- is visible.
The.lack of progress is -attrithitabie to reasops,tha.E are
diverse, complicated, and not uftanimousW aqree&updt.
Thesb"include less than conclusive results from a number of
demoriStrations; inadequate ificentives for.industry invest-
Tent, uncertainties asto:user demand, and regula7tOry,con-:
straints: In addition, it iS unclear whether the teleilone
industry, the CATV induStry, or Some combination of these,'
will eventually fuiiish such services.

a
$ $

. ' 1 .... ,

. -, /

The CATV .Industry
. l

gt? At'

4

To Most people, broadband telecommunications into the home
is

.

just about.synonomous with cable television, or CATV. As
'CATV is perhaps the most `-consioicia0iis df`thd"troadband,systems
now on the market, some statistics as to 'its .growth and
standing are in order.

.
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"the cable television (CATV) industry as of January 1976
consisted of approximately 3400 local operating systems
serving around 10.8 million househAds; this is approxi7
mately one-sixth of all U. S. television households: Est;.-.

mated ennual income from subsc giber fees was around $770
million in 1974;mostly for retransmitted televigion
Plant investment is approximately,$1.0 In spite of
sanguine projections gf.only a few year's ago, the cable
industry is' ,not groAling1/4according to expectation. -From 196'6
to 1975, the zowth rate in,the*number of CATV systems has.
dropped from about 13 percent.to about-2 percent per year,
while growth in subscribers hhs dropped from about 33 percent
to about 15 percent-per year. Heightened interest and
opportuVy in*Piy TV in the last year- as probably imprdted
these gn Wth rates, although there are,insufficient data to
establish trends at this time.

At this writing, the CATV:industr is providing almost
entirely one-way entertainment services. Entertainment,
however, is not our rriterest here. This section will con=
centrate on two-way-nonentertainthent services t e home
and to institutions, such as public

"
service Or zations or

'businesses. Entertainment services will be bro ght into the
digcussion only when they haVe a' bearing 4M the provision of .

nonentertainment

Services to the Home

A variety of broadband nonentertainment services to the hothe
hag been envisioned; these'_might_be_provj.ded e,,ithPrhy-th
common carriers or by the CATV industry:

(l) Education (adult education, correspondence *4
1

schools, computer-aided instruction).

(2)' Busines conducted from hom4via interactive
°

,terming s (paid- work -at -home, community .1_
typewri ers and business machines, access to

-company data files).

(3) General information access (catalogs, magazines,
wire services, transport tion schedules,' financial
reports;, libraiies).

. -
(4) Shoppingand.fierdhandis ng services.

,

J.
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(5) ,Transportation andavel (airline, bUs,'railroad,
hotel, theater, and car-rental reservations).

4li6) Banking and funds transfer,.

(7) AlarD.saJ1d surveillance.

(8) xflic services to help the handicapped arid the 4
disadvantaged., A

a

Yet, t -way services to the home have no-AaVeloped in an'
substantial way. 'CATV=systems are capital intensive. As '
they typically emphasize enterlpinment services, they deVote
few re-sources to'developing the other services cable can
provide. The CATV ihduetry has andertiOn about a dozen
pilot demonstrations of tido-way interactive broadband
coMmunications,services at severairlocations in the United
States. These include, among others, Carpenterville and
Cxystal, Lake, Illinois; Columbus, Ohio; Dennis Port,

-- Massachusetts; El Segundo, California; Irving, Texas; Lop
Gatos, California;' Orlando, Florida; Jonathan, Minnesota;%
Overiand:Park, Kansas; and Reston,,Virgihia. In addition,
several manufacturers have developed, or ha VZ under deVel-
ment, two-way cable systeds using digital data communica- ,

tions to implement ancillary cable.serviceso

/ .

Perhaps the most interepting&attempts to provide'two-way
broadband, nonentertainment services, to the.nome via CATV
are to be/ f6und in certain new towns. In addition to
conventional CAtV.services, these new town systems provide
alarm service, including medic#1 alert, under central

-computer management to metbers of the nOvtown cominünitis.
In one inatanoe, arrangement § w, re made with the lodal,
insurance underwriter to allow s'gnificant,rebates to
subscMbers of the.alarm sbrvice . Examples of new town .

brofidband'communicitions'systems include Rossmoor!s Leisure
World in MesaA,,,Ariiona,'and Coconut Creek, Florida; Flower

kew ToWfi near:Dallas, Texas; the .Woodlands at Conroe,.
,Texas; and Gateviel4 at Albany, California. The Japanese
have been deVeloping terminals for the new towns Of Tama. and
Higashi-Ikoma that''Will be tested'in 300.homes staiting,in
1972. The two-way'piiot program in the new

,
town of onathan,' )

Minnesota, partially supported by the Department of Housihg
- and Upbah Develokent, is no ;ongeinsoperatiOp. The Mitre

Corporation successfully operated a system called ICCIT at
Reston, which'inVolvehybrid CATV-telephone
corimunia tions. .

0
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InstitutionaA.BrOadband ComMtnications

.

While broadband services to the home havd not develOped in
any Significant way, they appear to be advancing for insti-
tutional' d commercial use. Again, both the common carriers
and CATV, s have a hand in these applications.. A few
examples 'low:

Urban Administration ApplicationsincIdae police,
fire, traffiC, and city adMiniStration ,,The city. of
colqmbus, Ohio, with three 'active CATV'franchises, has
built an additiona4 independent 12 -mile cable system
dedicated to traffic control:anc:I surveillance- In
Philadelphia, Pennsylvdnia, teleconferencing via-.a.
dedicated two-way Cable system is used for law
enforcement and criminal justice whiles in PhOenix,
Arizona, videophone over telephone circuits is used-'

forsimilar purposes; the New York Metropolitan '

Regional Council operates a two-ways microwave facility f

'with\13 nodes ofor urban administratiodconferencing
!

under, the National Science Foundation sponSorship;
Spartanburg, South Carolina; is training day7care.
Workers; and ts,.is_training,,firemen,
via two, -way cable.

foiSpitals and Health: The Veterans Administration
has wired -, :and is continuing to wire, its hospitals
for specialized broadband, services (i.e.,,other,than
entertainment). Telemediaine experiments sponsored
by the Department 'of Health, Education and, Welfare
have led to Continued.use of two -way ;.cable foe patient
care and TV consultations betWeen hospitals and neigh-

, borhbod clinics. Microwave-is being used for video
information transfer among hospitals and for tele-

. _conferencing among hospital' staff. -A ,

Industrial:
t

.Two-tway broadbanp*-systems have been in-
.

.stalled in factbries to provide.functions such as
inventory control,"qbality control., teleconferencing,
surveillance, security alarm's, and-training. Examples
are Chevrolet and Oldsmobile_Division's of General,,
Motors,Americah MotorsCorporation, Dow-Chemical
Company, and RockWell International.

,

Commercial: the Mitre Corporation has deVeloped:an'
intramural dual cable two-way broadband system .(M1TRIX)
to transfer'' high- data -rate digital' information as well

L--- ,

.. ..-1- . . . . .

'.'
.

- ,

,
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,as tosprovide capability/for frequency diVision
multiplexed "switchless" telephone and delivery of
standard TV servic0,,:including local origination of'
programs.- Commercial buildkngs sucli as the-Sears Tower
in Chicago,. EXXON and CBS in New Yoik, and U. S. Steel
in Pittsburg have cable trunks'designed,into the
building. Data exchange between the main office and
the branches of a major New'York'City bank is being

. accomplished at high data rate over a dedicated
CATV channel. The British Post Office ig,testing a
number of 'information services, such as Viewdata, as'
adjuncts to television signals.

Wired Garrison: The Army (through Mitre Corporation)
is near completion on a-design for an Army Base Informa-
tioA Transfer fystem (ARBITS) for administrativd
training, ,security, andentertaintent uses on military
bases. The Navy .has TV distribution capability on
160 ships, 138 of which have additionAl broadband
Shipboard Information, Training, did Entertainment
(SITE).

Education: ,lost of Closed Circuit 'Televison (CCTV)
application -J6an be cited that involkre .selected channel
Viewing of- video-tapes.' Universities and school districts
are uSing,dedicate channels on CATV'for scheduling and.

.

trSining.purpose _The National Science,FoundStion is,
sponsoring dev, opment of a TV. high school course that
can be taken for credit at home. 'The 'Xerox training:
center has,a system linking'2200 outlets in classrooms
and dorMitories. A fUrther example is- the use of
computer-aided instruction using, telephone networks,
as in the "PLATO" experiment.

Social Services:. The National Science Foundation is
sponsoring projects,for teleconferencing among insti-
tutions fer the elderly and among day-hare centers.

. ,

Information Retrieval: A number of companies have
develeped,remote access,` computer -based informStion
retrieval systems, mostly for abstracts of published*
,documents: AOcess is via common carrier or specialized .-
common carrier communication links:

In a recent report,' Mitre Corporation cataloged a significant,
number of institutional and,commercillapplications of

-*At,
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broadband services that are delivere by -CATV, CCTV, telephone;
microwave,'-and broadcast radio. Some of the programs cat-

j..

aloged have terminated. Others ar
.Many have survived. (See tables 1
which summarizes Mitre's findings.)

In the F

still being evalated.
rough 6 in appendix D,
1/

re? /
,

Based on analyses he. conductedtih 1970 at theIhstitute for
the Future, Paul Baran estimated that by 1990 the market of.
one- and two -way broadband servi es could-produce°$&
billion in revenues alone. 2/ ,/

Thid indicated that the market for broadband(goods,-and
services taken together could total $30 billion by that .

/

jdate.
s

Baran based
such

estimates on proections relating to
-over 0 services, uch ad_automated.b4nkillig (the "cashless
society"), computer-aided instruction, v deo library, and
work-at-home centers.' He pr'dicted that little forward
motion would be-observed al ng4hese lin s before 1980, more
ecause of institutional th n technologicil lags. And .

indeed, this seems to be e way ,the situation 4,workilig'
, (See tables' 7"and-8 n appendix D.) ...,

Ben's projections were rrived at as part of a broader'
survey on the future of- e telephone industry. MArketing .

studies on CATV by Stanf rd Re-search Institute,while not -so
optimistic as the Baran stimates,. and limited'to'the CATV
industry, honetheless dicate a total market of $6 billion'
by 1985. :

.
4

Broadbandcommunicati
therefore in the disc
sluggish growth afie
forecasting. The si
rtga_stane'to quick
identify some Qf t
eared to 'suggest act

s for nonentertainm4nt purposes is,
uraging situation of experiencing
having been the object of optimistic

uation is admittedly complex-and highly
urea. But nonetheless it is posgible
-salient problems besetting the field

ons that might addrego

,..

1/' The Mitre Co rat)4n, "System Definition.forjirmy arrisOn.
C-R Design,'! Volume-III - Appendices (Fort HUfihuca, Arizona;'
U. S.fArmy Goiltunications Command, July 1974.) ,

Baran, paul,'"Broad7Band'Interactive Compiunication Services to the .

Home: Part I --Potential Market Demand," IEEE a ansactions on - .414,-.

Communications, January, 1975. .
,

c
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ISSUES` AFFECTING GROWTH,

/
. ., 2

As noted above, nonentertainment broadband services -- both 40'_,

,

to the-home andto.public'and commercial institutions --
'repreSent a potentially huge market, measurable not only:
in telecommunication :tariffs but also in equipment sales. 4'. ).

Yet,' the groi.tth of these services 4as been less thak impressAve.'
/ . Tiis is 'especially the'case with broadband services to the

-: home, which are.virtually nonexistent. Services to public .

and co ercial ixlptitutionsi_ while not Abving along at a
pace tha some had expected, have.madeat least.some head-

.wa4. "s.....

'),-

.%.....

..,14 ..,

Y. e yy- .1.
.1%

-, Needs and the 'Market',
. ,

sa

.-o

.D. .

This disappointing rate of growth in broadband services is
ingood part attributable to the lack of 'a clearly-defined
market demand. It seeMs apparent' that until this, market
demand is established :-. in.,at least an.initial way --
industry will not make,substantial investments to brovidmakeo-
these.serv.ices: 4

.

. .

Broadband service in general., and the Cki industry dn.
-particulat,,then, facethe Classic "chicken-'and-egsfrprob em.
The Cabinet Committee ori Cable Communications assessed the
'situation ip'thezfollOwing terms:'

,-Thedemand for these serviges depends.heavily on their ivaila-
'bility; yet fewpofeniial suppliers are willing to accept the
risk of developing hew sdi-Vices' without significant evidence
of a market demand Ior them.,3/ ,

, . . .

.
iTwo issues. emerge frot:this situation: . , ..i.

.
.

. r

b HoW:dah it be est,ablished that a ma' exists for
- broadband Minentdttainmentervfded'itb the, home?v

.,./

o, How can-the growth of broadband seyeices'to coil-
.

.,

' mercial and public.institutions be'enhansed?

p 7

U. S. Cabinet Committ Cable'Communications, "Cable: Report
to the President" (Washington, I. d., U. t. GovernmenePripting,
Offilte., 1974) . ,

I'
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Thereaderwillnotethedifferencebetweennestablis
.. ,

nenhavice,". The,two terms express the' difference 1:ietween,fhe,-
'.. degrees, to which broadband to the hoMe and' to:other institu-.:

tions .face the "chicken-,-and-:egglobstacle. The problem ;is'
: = 'more intenseln,the case ot ser14bee,to the home. It does

. . . -not apply 'so severely-to sei-7.40Ps to government agenal and
dSlAesses,-'pettaps owilt4,.#6.th"e,ability of these organs. -

6Aaltoollqtul:ate-hlit needs more precisely according to
the criterion of cost '-ieffectiveness-. I

.-.

3 a

4 .
, ,

A two,iWeues stated above raise an:imporeant question:
, .

. * :^
o a demonstration needed to overa6the t ciiicken-

and-egg":problem?
-k-., -

--.
.

.

This question, in turn, evokes many -

ubsidiary consideritions.
For eNample: What wbuln be the scope, and the nature- of the
deMpnstration? Wiere would it be located? Who would Organize
,j.e?' Whp would participate in, it? 'Hal_ woui4it'be evaluated ?,
'Wotan it discriminate against se eats of ,the indtistty that-,
aiready lie'Ver'heavy R&D copmitment? , :

; , i '..
1

;73,.System Development and Rextormance-. '',._.'
20

,
. 4

..
_ _ . , _ p . .4 p _ . i i_ . ..

1
'.- ., ,_

- kt

-

The present statius.:of broadband communications iaisgsan
_

issue that is more `technical in nature than the Market issues _- .', -1'
;diedussectabove: '- - .

.

V

is

\

.o Will brOdband-systems tidy% the technical
perfo nce catable.oi- Mpetinvche marriage

- 're in# Ments of these emerOng services?.
,

a ' -,- A=t" The ,technical design of.a partiCular-Ayst:O iP5hIghly de;
J -pendent on the nature an turn r,of servl,ces. to be :supported.
,Systems now DrbViding-_tp al' zed- .services -function well. - ,. ,

because they are-either elatitely.-narrOwband.or carefull.y..
', designed to acoominokke Ce-rtalh'spedille&4ervices% -However',

Aragimpntation of-srviae-r-IDn thdspsyspkr4,:aotild lead t6 -

potential degign'diffic4ties. 1,plrei0-Aple,_as.neW services
are added, it becomes i-ncretogly.cAffitult "to' ac,cOmmodate,
them as the- design Iiiits.ilt Spptmacad. Ndding a,13th -
channel to a 12-channel.sY4teri-,'4-the21st-.channel to 14
-2Q-channel-sYstem, May require,inveetMentqm an:entirely or' ,i'new parallel -system, br.a.total Yetrofit.tat a- cost equiV-7

.-.._::V--4, alent to the,-original ,syteit.-codt. ,' N .

.
,

i

...

.
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.
'These engineering difficulties encountered in providi
augmented services emerge because in1the design of br ad-
band systems there area significant number of engineering' ,

trade -offs. Thev trade-offs involve: bandwidth requirements;
amplifier linearity, noise figure, ,and spacing; frequency
allocation o spectrum,spacin the system; degree ofcabler
attenuation; thejength.ot the cable run; dispersion and
time delay; accumulation of noise; accumulation of intermodula-,
tion distortion and interference-effects;. syFteirt topology; and .

reliability. 4.

In general, costs.and design difficulties escalate rapidly
with increases in bandwidth req4rements 'arid system loading.,
Systems are ,therefore designed to'meet current or'perceived
near-term reqLrementt, To reduce costs,.the ultimate
bandwidth capability is often sacrificed. For example,
although cable technology' will allow bandwidth of up to qoo
MHz, the design of a 20-channel syStem will very likely be
limited to a 120 MHz capability..- _.

9

This poiht oamethrqugh clearly in the report of the Cable
Television Technical Advisory Committee (CTAC)- to the FCC,
Panel-9, which states:

.
,

In'any systeM the addition ci new' services increases not only'
the speetrum utilikized butthe total signal power carried in the
system. The numbefwof possIble spurious frequency combinations,

,increases very 'raPidly.' The net result may be of serious con-
sequences when tpere'is not enou411 margin,Jeft in the designo
the existing plant. This gondWon:has encoun4Ted by many
sygtems when trying. to activate 4heinidband channels 6edere pre-
viously only lowand high VHF channels were carried. 'Great design
care and increased ,system monitoring and Maiptenance will be
nectssary in froportiOn,to the extra system-loading incurred.
In home cases amplifier rqgCing'and/or replacerlientmay
be necesary. 4/

The fragmentedostructure'of the'CATV industry makes these
technological issues of special significanCe.to it. Tqee
questions are of special concern to that industry; all of
them relate tothe mOor....ted'hnical:issue already discussed.
The- questions are: _Does the CATViedustry need centralized
R&D, on common teehnIX&Lkoblems associated with brpadband
service delivery? :(2)-1WPW*IkAlStems design prArblemS that
will impede groWth. unlessresoie0 (3) _What needs to be
done to achieve long - ,distance interconnecting of.CA'TV.broad-,'
band systgps for serving:-both,prban and.rural areas?,,'

,

.'4/ Federal Communications Commissions, Cab%6 TelevisidAechnical
Advisory Committee Report to the Federal Communications
Commission "FCC CTB 75-(11,Aay 1975, Vol.'1I, Part 3, p...67$.
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Technical,prol4lems cited aboie are neither exhaustive nor
_unique to cable' systems : They are common to all broadband
systems, involVing df users. Other issues,of
equivalent gropbrtion can be expected to require consider-.
able.at&tention inthe coming decade.. Among these are:'
assurance of adequate security and pri measures for both

. private and us-iness users; compatible erface standards
and specifications to facilithte system interconnections{
and the aexielopMentipf low cost, compatible user terminals. '

-Indeed, telephone slestems have-had some analogous problems;
and fiber,optit_systems, when they evplve, will have to
.ovgrdome difficulties`. .

This technical issue, of course, is merely another, facet of
the "chicken-and-egg predicament:, ft is unrealistic to
expect industry to ihcrease.or to alter its. present communi-
cation,plant on'the basis of a menu of ill-defined, tentative,=
','Blue -sky" services that mayor may not materialize at a
reasonabke future date.- Yet the slow rate of'such industry',
investmen'ts contributes to-delaying the arrival of Vle-vExy-
services that'justifY plant.expansion.

i

521 u
Pokicy and Regulation

Putting,asi e-tarket and perfdrmance,issueS"that might be
addresSed by,a denionstration, and concentrating momentarii
on,broadband ser41ces to public and commercial institutions,
,ano

,t
her growth-inhibiting factor is at work. This problem

benters.on the cdestruction patterns of the,CATV industry.
4he industry.is reluctant to place its cables anywhere but
in residential areas; i.e., where the entertainment market
is. It is.not eager to build-cable systems downtown -- where'

.'most public and commercial orgipizations are locatet--
. because there entertainment subscription. wol.Ild be low and.
. cable construction costs. high. Cable networks designed to
:serve thpse'institUtions, therefore, might-have tp develop .

.apart frot the traditional' entertainment networks.

. "
A study of the cable needs 1New Orleans is per.tifient to
this topic. 'The' analysis 'co cludedsthat the -city would',
require two system'. One would prove' e entertainment and
other services to Mines and'would fe tu e little hometo--
sourcescapability.. The other would al,lo or 'fun twO-Way.
`calf4ility.and would-serve inst4utiOnal, urban.governmeni,.
and commercial services. The sttdy indichted that while the
.former would 'not be finarwiallyviable the latter would .

be.

44-
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A recent deCision-by the\U. S. Coirt of Appeals/ for the
District of Columbia Circuit alSo relates to this subject.
Inthe case NARUC vs. the FCC and U. S. (Febrttary 1976), the,
court ruled that FCC Preemptidn of jurisdiction over intra.-.
state, point-to-point, nonvideo, leased channel-use 0.f Oahke_.'
was invalid. With this `decision, carriere,Other'than'the/'
CATV industry may decide to provide local broadband services.

It' i. S clear, then, that the issue of what-vombination of
services broadband systems ideally should" offer is stiltn-
decided. This situation pose ,a question: Would development
toward separate entertainment and commerciak:or institutional
networks be a sound direction'to take? -

Turning to the sphere Of regulation, two additional issues
'arise. The first haa,tb do with the relationship between
the two major categories-of broadband servicesto the home:
entertainment and nonentertainment.

Whenboth.entertainment and nonentertainment se ices'are
carried on a common CATV.systemr_the'result,is eonothies in ad
capital investment 'and Operating costs. kfurt er. result is
savings for operators and uters."°In fabt,_it ma not be
_economically ceasible totry-to bring nonentertainment serV-
4ces-to the home withoUt entertainment services resent to
serve as an °economic base.'

"

On thejithAr hand there'are signs that suggest that if
nonentertainment services

grow,
they must prove their

worth indepeNtrit of enteit nt Offerings: Sorodespite
the apparent7Ebnomiesof scale, nbnehtertainment broadband
services are mit developing even on profitable cable enter-
tainment systems. .One analyst i.t this way:

. .

The argument
0
develoRed in much of the literaturethat as

systems become profitable they Will naturally develop public'
service programs simply.has not held true. 'Many profitable

-., systems have never institiated such*prOgrams, Other systens -

that have penetrations well above the expected prof4t-generati4
pointof 40 percent, discontinued their progr .g.,
Delaware at over 60 percent, Santa.Rosaa.t,over 8 percent). It
is clear that if natural experimentation in social and/or public'
service delivery is to develop -- even, in a,,,,techno gically limited
mode will have to be deyelo by agencies o er *an cable
systems. 5/

E.;

5/ Kay, eg,' "Social Services and able TV,,'.' Cable Television Informa-2
tion enter, NSF/RA-760161, Re rt to the National Science Foundation,

I ' unde Grant 0o-,APR 75-18714; July'1.976.4y. II --
.
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Thus, fhe quesUonof whether cATV ent rtainment services

---7--are potentially Neluable to ,the develo Tent of2honentertain-
*ment Services must be left 1.1answered, s the evid:vpbe is
inconclusiveand, in a way, contradict° As a r su47
is impossibleAlto say with ark confidence that the rreiit
regulatory restrictions on CATV represent a significant
barrier to, then provision of honehtertainment broa-aband4v But
tIe question:remains as an issue that might be stated as

,
follows:

:._
I lb. To what extent -,-'if Any -,r'would CATV deregu-

lation aid. the growth'of'nonetertainment broad-
- band services ,to. the home? /

. ,
.

.

'.

4 .
i The second regulatokpsueietwms 06m the E4gt tha'

number'' of nbnentertaihMentlegvices 7 especially
involving, audio '0111' low-data4rate 'digital comkUnicagtons

'i.---

can readily be transmitted over telebhone circuits.,, TheY
issue, is:

, .

.....
. 10 .

qp Which of the broadband services should be e couAged
to grqw on the basis of 4)e..;common carrier eleph
infrastructure., ,the tATV'tinfrastipctuse, o some

,combination'of thse? ,:4

,

ACTIONS 'THAT .ADDRESS via ISSUES,
4 e

, '
.

.
A

o The proposed actions are divided into three categories) the
need for, a demonatration,. re4ulation, and tNiivical areas. .

These correspond to the breakdown of, the issues, dAcussgd ih.
the pregediing. section'. .

.. ,__ . ,
'

. ,
.

., A ... ; s

It isvorth reemphasizing that these' actions are put forth as
subjects for discussion among GoverAmentf ind try, and,.
users/. This die16 ue shopld'beconsidered Tt of the
process of compos' gfa national teleco cation agel?da.

t' I.
.A....F

Needs and the Market ,

demonstrationk broadbandservicesto business, public
jnstitdtions, and homes iS needed. We strongly believe that
4:ndustry shouldtake the initiative in 'this and moreover,
should manage, the project. .To.begin the process:t1

Industry Should establish a grOup composed ofolk
institutional risers, and provideribfr

#
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Public sector services to plan and finance a,4 --demonstration designed to reduce the pnesept
uncertainties, of arket demand and economic
iability. .

, . . .
,

Although industry shoul be the "prime
,

mover" in .this matter,.
economic wisdom,woul_ eem to dictate thatmanYservices --' \
riot just' those relevant to business .should be demonstrated.
in combination. .Only together are these services likely to
prove their economic viability: Together, they-t-cou,tti, display-
thd economic advantages of shared costs andWould- permit a
demqnstration largerin scope than has bedn cuStomarTin.i

...
,

Government and industry.
' . .

,
. i '" ..

But wIrat'does,"in combiriation" mean in this context?, iii,rst,
as regards services to the home, it implies that the deton--
stration-:should, incqrporate a large number'of varied serv-
ices. Bince,currenedssessmentsocontend that potential
home-riner demands are likely, to 'be diverse, any demonstra- .

tion that does not reflet this diver"Sity # pro --Oestified
,tb'be a failure. Many previous demonstrationg may aye
.suffered from exactly-this defect. ,

c-.
. :';.,,-- . ,, - °: '4 4 '

"In combination"..al,s6 dliggestg..that the_SemonstratiOn.would 0

encompags?both services to the-homp.and'to public ancl ,

comMeriqgl'institutiops... 4 rp

( . - t 7 i 4( '
.

-
.-

- F i ri a 1 1 y , it migiit be advisable to combine public sector and
private sector services. CoMmercial purveyors'-of serv7 1
ice's -- such as, developers of infoi.mation balaks,-specialized.
news service companigs, merchandizing and adve;tising agencies,.
omputer%1Service companies, and' airline or travel agencies", 0-

'ght.inv.est some of thevehtur6 capital necessary` to', 4
'' ' ` d velaP new broadband services: night those.governmerit

encies1,7- from the local ''through. the Federal-ldVels --
, ghat provide.direct service to the public;"^Y ,

.
.This, situation of public" and, private cooperation, so,,illed

with opportunity, nonetheless_raises several questions. What
should be the relationship amo rig those whooffet the serv-
ices,, thoSe who use them, and fnose who carrYvthem? What
sort of services ''Should)4-proy3:ded by. the public sector?,If .

GOvernment;is involved in 4evetoping 'services, would a..
'government subSidypo.certain elements of industry discrimi-:

.

nate against others not go.favored? . - ,
...

:.e -
.0

-4 \ - -

At'least threealternative approaches to organizing and
e fundihg'a deilionstration are diseernibl. , ' .:-..,-.:

"'

8'.
. I

ti
I
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Industry Managed/Inddfftry Financed: This approach
would amount to an industry consortium; Government,
however,, might participate as auser-with the same .

standing as Other Users'. As an example'of-the
-

conTortiuth approach; Arthur D.- Litt10,Ing:
.

brought topther(more than 25 firms with diverse
1, intergsts -in broa)dband communications to explore the

possibility of establishing a network providing a
wide variety oftwo-way communication services to
businesses, public institutions,' and homes.: The
fitsf'phase of 'the, project explored the marketfor
various: services, the economies Of providing them,

I
, and the technology required to make them eaible.'

,.. 1'N The next phase roposed the desighla- new syse.m. J, ..eit

and the forhation of a publi0.17-2M4ue 'Com any -- ,-
yBroadband ComMuniclations Network, Inc", -- to build.

and OpergtOvitr :
.

-. ,,

The pilot network envisioned abO4 /9,0002'subscribers.
k was to ,offer such-services'ap:inTorthafibui,retrieval
Programmed learning; airiine'and,theater t,i.dket,sales,
bariking>.,real-time stock qu9tations, teleshopping,'

- faosmile.newspaperi; _fire and intrusion surveillance,,
.

...
4.. 0131nisan surveys, and perhaps_ first -class nail delivery.,

Broadba0-,Cdmftnications Network,, Inc. wash particularly
.

interestpd -in ,prOqpesq for making. computeriz-dd 'services
. directly ay.ailablerto:indivtduals in.their,homes, via

. /television or the telephone. -
..,

. .,-
The effort"has.b ,stymied in part by antitrust
and x4edfor assur nce of; availability of CATV channels
to otherthan.syst m operators.

- - .

.ACCOr 4-4!'i&a,report b*the'Department of Commerce
Tec Bogrd(CTAB,)-,..the fight uses of,
cOoperlilk0'10 I strengthen rather than - retard
competiLof00-innovation. Ari R&D consortiiim,Jieed
not,violateofp truse'palicy provided it is/e*tablished
in 4 way-that. dica,tes no' threat, to competi .The
likelihood antitriWt,:litigation" could be Educed
even further y-inclgdikg Government rspreS ntatives,-

,asjparticipan'ts in, r observers of, decisiormaking
process., ,_: ...,

. ,

Governmentint4e4/dovernment Financed: Government
Operations( by and larger, comprise admipigtrative,
funAions, ;pis sion-relaitedprograntsi an& :publA .

service role:. 'Virtually .l.i of these activities
,

. .

-

e

I .
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°

. are "information intensive."' Federal opergtions,/
therefore, lend themselves to a demonstration of--
broadband services for the Government's own, aggre-,
gated demand.. . a

.

Government 'is already developing broadband applica-
o .-Hons. The.mARBITS,testbed program/ for example,

,l cause it will pull. together diliers,eservdces on -
a. common broadband.syst0m, axi'serye-S'as a prototype for
furtheip Gov4rnment system defelopmemt. -Although'.

. tailored to military needs, ARBITS could ptovide guide/tide
,

.. as to the cost's and -01e feasibility of universally?
appSidable broadband services, thereby reducing- ' 4..

investment7risk4 by other aigencies'and by industry. i

r I.
-e

Of relevanceto,thislques4on is tpe Cabinet: Committee
.

on table Communicationt assertion ":.,that Fedetar.
Government has a' responsibility to help identify the
public services that can best-be provided via cable
commun tions, andjto_emaluate appropriate-privacy .4.--.

achie these objectives puld be 'through .a-fedefallyg67a
r \ safe rds.. .:. (and) thato the most effective way to ..

supported (clmonstration)effort." Ouch researA could
also provide.a basks fOr,specificationi,for, procurement
of services from the 'private sector -and providemeasur
of performance for these-servides.'

Mana ed/Goverhment4Finahced:, This,apprbach,
. .

which Governmen would absorb all the,fisk, would
. regui4e a pcilicy de sion,ae the highest level of *

Government'or a legislative mandate or both. Some '.

might defend it on. the groundsTth&t.dovernment:in-
4.....s

vestment is appropriate when used to further the
Rublic.interest.,:-For example, the public might del-' .

rive benefits in the form of. an increased Gross
Nationaoduct, improvement in national productivity,
enhanced energy conservation,- and a strengthened world

. trade position: ,. -.-' ' .

.

.

,

,

,-
- s

"

Several ,Federal agencies ,pOssess. legislative.M7andates
I

'that allow them to supportbroadband-service enterprises:
" .A ,recent invaStigation bpi the'gAzivral Accounting Office
.found that at least 18:Tetlerdl Agencies have funded
cable televi4lon develoPthent 7.=-1 either through sub-
,sidies or grants. -- over the past. years. The

_.

study Uncovered certain prob).ems: there Appear to be
., few guidelines for such expenditures as well as

little coordination among *le funding agehcies.

1

Ai -
.1

.
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In.spite of all this, it -appears- dotitful. that this
- approach reOTl the.y conforms to. Government roles as

disc4Ssed iiq Chapter One._ Therefore,it'seems the
least appealing of these alternatives discugsed here.,

4r- .

,
,.4 , ,

4 . . .
, 'System Devel

4

dpment and Performande
, . A, 0

. 4..k t.-k ,;,,n , .
The'brdadband communication industry 'would benefit from,a ,

.

, -,

,.., exRioratiOn of ce4tain'tearinical,pro)alemv that4 t4ess
1 solved, might,inhibit:lha-applicilon of new servides.

PhYsicak constraints and en eering trade-tiffs _bu It into
present sygtems could conceiva '14mit their..aCtu I realized.'

-. bandwidth capability and kinder their broader ,uSe. Technica).
peiforMance area.S-of.-special conc4n are Frequency manageme t,
edurity, interface stand rds,'and terminarequipment L',

c racteristiCs. .

.4,...
.

-

.

.

,
.

,Al hough to be-sure Goyernment,has-a logidal role in some of
the areas -- 'security ana-Privacy is 'good example -- in

. large-iartAtechnical problems are in dustry's domain.
.

We therefore suggest thati
' .. .

4

'industry and,usersshould-,seeklIprompt'resOlUtion
of the systemperformance'problems associated
with the .delivery .of brdspond teledommunicati... -4.4

l, 6 . services.
4.,

i . , -
, ,

.
. 4,

Policy and,Regulation
.

,,

-oTwo actions center oyt issues within the field of regulation.
The, irst has to. do with the 'thorny topic of-CATV deregula-

215
'tio '. As was'ex ned'above, the-available evidence does
no permit,alcon ident judgment assto.whether the provision
of:nonentertainment broadband services to the home might be

1- aided by the expansion.of entertainment services. A number
of Government institutions are-studying the issue of partial
CkiTV deregulatibh: a working group of the.DoMestie Council,
the FCC, and the Congress. "The Domestic Council concluded

.,

'that the data on the impact of deregulation werelinsufficient
o allow,a.decision to be made at this time. But.;.s the
issue remains, it'is.recommended that:

k
k , .4i . ,

p -The Domestic Coundil Working Croup Should'arange
toot toin riecegsary i-esearch eo establish the-
probable.consequenceg of partial deregulation of CATV.

. I
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Second, nonentertainment broadbana.servipes might be trans-
Mitted by the common carriers,, by the CATV industry, or, by
some combinatidn of these.-

Any FCC pdaition1== ranging_from.no guidance to clear
direction -- will influence ox-4-eV'endetermine the industry's
,future: For this reason,'we exti-ect'that the-FCC -will wish

. to- increase its research into this thatter,.to be in
; strongest' possible position when the time for dedi'siori
Aar'riyes. No specific artj.on.recommendation seems to 'be
needed immediately.,-

.

IMPACT OF THE P7ROPoSp? ACTIONS..

t

i
0

. .
.

9,'
- Thin ,section has that a large-scale demonstration

,
-.4- ..

:-Of.a side vaviety ofMroadband nonentertlinment services be" , 1.. c' a

_undertaken.. If the demonstration achieves the breadth of
*,- -,,,.

...e

services envisioned,above, then economies of scaleAwill be e
withp,r'each. This yin turn mill .permit a number of abser-

..vations to be mhdt about the various broadbarid nonentert4in-
ment markets; i.e, about services to the some and those 'to
public and comMercial 'institutions,

. . ,

..

,

-ea

fittn 4n.S.s demonstratibn, both thosepfferin services .end .

those transmitting them should have a tar clearer pictu;e of
'the economic viability of the services. Also the. home iark't
should be stimulated, As to the public serv.ce and business .%

rrerritest-- would be verified and expanded.

`ill-10 'stimulation, verificat2on ,, and posblbre expansionl6f the
"-market demand.would go,a 'long way t ands achieving'the.only:

. realistic gb of any such broadbA cogimunications-demon-
stration: to `spire priVate enterprise to make 40 in-
vestments ne sary to bring the s0rVices'to the market. , 0
place With ma um speed.knd efficiency.

, . . n
a) .Thinking in temp of the futpeeh thedemonstration.would .- ;

,provide data fol better system desigrir'and.it would,,give Us ',,

system performance s 6crfica ion to serve ,as a.,basis,for.
broadband 'Services pr ., , .

,

. .

A '
. .

Speaking more.Specifically,- a demonstration on t scale,
suggested .above would permit participants .4nd:Oservers to

.
.

evaluate many facets:,of brqadband communications -- and
.

.,

their effects. .To begin,'i' would reveal how well the serve '

ices and the technology work An an operational environment.;. sr
.

'2? .
er,

A

I -
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Also, human reactions to new apPlications'=- many of which
contain almost revolutionary implications for our lifestyle
-- Could be observed. Governmerit.agencies might discern, -innovative ways to increase public "sector p'rbductivity andto conserve energy. And, finally, if planned properly, it

could offer a case study in Government-business cooperation
in the sharing of telecommunication facilities. .

1
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5. EIBEEQPTLLCQVAUNLCAILOia

STATUS OF THE FIELD

-

f

Following the 'discovery of lasers in 1960,researchers
rrecognized the potential of-transmitting huge amounts of,
information on a light beam through the atmosphere or.in
protected optical waveguides.' This potential is based on
the extremely high frequency'of the light wave as carrier
compared with radio frequency carriers currently in use.
Rapid progress was made to develop a large variety of lasers
which could emit over, aelected frequencies in the visible,
ultraviolet, and infrared spectrum.

° Survey of Developments

Highly efficient laser diodes were developed which could be ,

modulated directly over large bandwidths or at very 'high
pulse rates. External modtlators (devices that modulate,a
laser beam after it emerges from the aser)' became quite.
sophisticated; ,and one could modulate optical carriers using
amplitude' (AM), phase (PM), or frequency (FM) moduiatlon at
bandwidths'-sufficient to impress the, entire very -high-
frequency television band simultaneoUsly onto a single laser
beam. Bit, rates for pulsed operation reached into the
gigabit per second range. The sensitivity and efficiency of
the detectors.also kept pace to the point that detector

,sensitivity was limited.only'by the' irreducible physical
.

phenomenon called quantum noise. Thus, the detector'thresh-
oldstwere reduced to the point where a light pula.e consisting
of a few tens of photons, or less, could be detected.

'

In spite of the development of this large variety of
components and the'tremendous potential capacity of optical
communleation aystems, the enthusiasm of workers in the
field, ortheir sponsors, :dwindled. Guided optical systems
such as sheltered pipes of lensing skstems were complex and
costly. Glass fiber's had losses'measuiing in exc'essof
1000 decibels per kilometer, (dB/km) -- too lossy.

--So, owing,to the-unsatiactor u of fiber wave -
guides,

sf
ides, the only available transmission,medium for optical

co Unications was the atmosphere.. But to achieve reliable
tr nsmission in the atmosphere --,now as Welt as in the



foearly.and mid-19601.s -- one has, to overcomeSuch obstacles
'as clear air/turbulence, aerosols in 'the form of fog and
smog, -arid ,laxge scatterers such as rain and snow. Further-
more, one r.equires,an unobstructed Path between the trans- '

mitter and receiver. Througb-the-atmosphere technology.
cannot, therefore, meet the requirements for highly reliable
and wide bandwidth transmission under a1]. conditions. There
are, howeVer, undoubtedly many applications where rower
reliability requ'irements might be adequately met in this
manner. .

KaJ, and Hockman (1966) publishdd a'theoretical paper whibh
demonstrated the conditions under which optical fibers could
beiMade to transmit light energy with very low loss. In
1970,' Maurer (Kaprbn,- et al 1970) demonstrated in his labo-

k, ratory the feasibility. of. producing filers with equivalent
loss of 20 dB/km. Now,, only 5 years, later several companies
save commercial cables available with losses approximating
10 dB/km; and-laboratory demonstratiOns have reached very
close to the theoretical. limit of_about 1.6 d& /km. The
prod ction engineering and Processing.te6hnologies have-
pro essed to a point,Where fiber cable's with strength
0.o erties approaching that of standard coaxial cable can be
pr duced and fiber bre4kage is pinimizpd. The oosts of the

4 *cable have droppecr.to'about $2,,A10 per meter/fiber, which is
'comparable to wideband coaxial'cable. The costs are pro-
jeted to go much Lower than this-and should be comparable
"to.the costs ,of the twisted copper pair currently used in the
_local-distribution segment of telephone networks. Only ,an
assured market is n ed to permit the production levels to
Meet the economy of scale required-to achieve this lower
cost./

,

i

/Applications

Current fiber optic communications (FOC) systems are rela-
tively unSophistiFated pulse code modulated systems which
depend only., on the presence, or 4bsenge of light energy at
the receiver and therefore do not require' advanced laser
aources or modulators,. -These applications are developing in
Areas that.require special physicaland environmental factors.:...
4ightness of weight, imperviousness to electrical inter-
ference, electrical*isolation, small cross section, resist-
ance to nuclear radiation'and to chemical corrosion, and
ease of deployment. Many of these. applications are in
tilitaryrequirementS her'Where the special properties provide

.

'1
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1

unique or cost-effectiVe solutions: Pilotseudies.of field
applications of FOC hybrid installations .in telephone net-
works are under way in-the United States and abroad.

-*In all Cases cited above, FOC systeMs are being used to
solve speCiai problems; perform in,a hybrid, transparent
mode with existing telecommunication subsystem components;
and are being evaluated on the basis of reliability, feasi-

A bility of installation, maintenance, etc., rather than on
the potential basis of providing'new and different capabil-ities. Ih addition, however, the applichbility óf FOC to
provide new or,innovative services-is being explored by many,_workers. 1

1

Long-range.applicationsof FOC ma include alternatives to,
spectrum utilization for wideband mmunications trunking
both"for undersea cables,L as an alternative'to international
satellite communications, and for point-to-point terrestrial
.networks. Alsd, the_use of fiber optic local"distribution
systems may requite changes in industry structure, policy,
and regulatory procedures. Questions revolve around the
combination of communication services to homes and businesses
in order to prdvide cost effective delivery of,voicerwvideo,
and data services supporting educational, entertainment,
Commercial,'and public functions..

,FOC, moreover, is especially well suited to h;ndle digital
communications, a mode of increasing importance. The,serviees
of DOD. and the "common carriers,," as well as.the specialized
Private data communications industry are' all iMplementingi
digital communications.

high
advantages of digital or puls,le,.-

transmission include high accuracy in transmissi0.(bit-y
error -rates as low as one bit error' in 108 or °I.V bits)',
ability to reshapeand regenerate pulse trains; and also
provision for forward error correction at the receiver
through special coding formats and are as applicable to
fiber optic systems as they are to conventional transmit-'.
sions.. Multichannel digital'systems can prOvide Considerable-
flexibility in switching or rotting of messages.,

The computer industries and services are particularly inter-
. ested in FOC transmission in such areas as,computer-to-
computer and,coMputer-to-terminal interfaces. It is aeprac-.',
tive to be able to transmit'informatio-n in the same la/12114p'
'format as generated at the source and required at.the receiver
`Without the necessity for translating-into special codes 'for
transmission. The computer industry hag optical
(i 9cludihg fiber optic). card readers far a considerable, .

time. The }Ise of FOC for computer-to-Computer and interpanel
. .

931 0 0
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connections is logically the next 'significant industrial
application. The compatibility of large scale integration
and FOC,terminal requirements made the integration of these ,

technologies very promising. The potential applicationof
integrated optical technology to provide, high-speed switching,
optical prOcessing, and multiplexing appears likely to brihg
about new inter- 4nd intra-building networking concepts
which can greatly expand the types of`teleservices described,
in Chapter 2.4, BroadbandCommunications Networks.

One source, Gnostic Concepts, Inc.,- predictS industry growth
from about-$1t million-in 1976 to $83-3 million in 1990.

't tr.

Domestic FOC Research Efforts afid
Pilot System' Demonstrations

The domestic search and deVelopment (R&D) effortS are
'categorized he e by 0.) the major common carriers, (2) "the
industrial har ware-supplier sector, (3) the university com-
munity, and (4) DOD. ,

. ., ,

The major-carriers are deeply involved in FOC technology
development to augmene,their own growing network require -`
ments. Their major ia4house efforts have typically relied

' upon outside indusfrial\manufacturers' only for commercialay-
available, discrete components (for example, fibers and
deteCtors) when they meet specific systems requirements and
are cost effective compared to in-house development.

. -,-

The industrial sector (including established telecommunica-
tion equipment suppliers and manufacturers of optoelectronic
devices and optical fibers and cable's) is committed to'R&D
for devices and fibers,to testing ol-sta'te-of-the-art
systems, and to marketing of mlerate bandwidth sxsteMs.
Contractual DOD and NASA support (approximately $],0 million
per year) has assisted in this effort; but much private

... capital (an,estimated $100 million per year) is being invested,
aimed toward commercial product lines. For a more complete .

'summary of domestic activities and a listing of prototype--7
demonstrations,or experiments;'see.appendix E.

,

. The National cience Foundation suppOrts a grantee research
prOgram'in optical communications at several major univer- ,

sities: These grants are,directed at fundamental research
aspects of device technology and generally produce extensions
of knowledge,anti understanding of the physics,- material.
sciences, and mathematics necessary for advancement of the - f

field. .

,

,'.
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DOD has, developed in-house,capabilities,within all three
services (Army, Navylvand Air,Force, coordipated by la Tri-
Servioe,Committee) for component and Systembperformance
analysis relative to specific Military applications. Major
developmental work has been contracted out to the civilian
sectorr r

Foreign Research and f/ve/oPment

/'
A detailed discussion, of the'tatu of FOC technology in
major foreign developed-countries b sed upon best current ,
information derived from U. 5'. Government-sponsored industry
surveys, the open literature, and recent visits by OT engi-
neering personnel to major uropean laboratories appears in
(appendix E. It is rebognized that eny evaluation of foreign
work\is subject to inherent limits, imgosedby'proprietary

jlrestrictions of manufacturers and'ationalistic trade concerns.

Foreign leiaders . in.FOG technology, listed in approximate
order of hardware maturity, are: Japan,:the,United.Xingdom,
West GerMany/ France, and Canada... None of these countries
is now aclear-Cut leader-in all,aspects of the technology.
Japan, however, agpears to be second only to.the United
State in develoPtent of)prototype civilian-application
systemS, is gaining ground rapidly, and could conceivably
overtake the United Statos within the next .5 years.

ISiUEa,.AFFECTING GROWTH,

Needs and the Market

FOC technology:was.selected for eXamination because it is a
prime example of an innovative process in telecommunications
wlere'a technological invention (breakthrough) promises many
advantages-oVer converitional technology in a broad ranee of
commercial applications. The FOC industry is struggling
through a market acceptance process, common to all new tech-
nological inventions; characterized by the need to:

(lr Establish proof of claimed advantages (for
example,'perfprmance, cost, and ease of main-
tenance).

4
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,(2) Show, adVantege of...neW equipment acquisitions
over edntinued:adquisition of old technology.

.(3) Be competitive in the cost of bhanges in
logidtics systems.tO support or-utilize new items.

(4) Demonstrate advailt es or be readily acceptable
in terms of transactional' or interface changes
required of the users. (For eXample, fiber optics
should Make possilge fast, high-resolution
facsimile transmission' in hospital or office
puildings:obviatiknq the need for messenger ser ''ices.)

'(5) Provide significant adVantage in choice-Of
many auxiliary items (for example, terminal
devices and services) for user's applications.

* (6) Have mechanisms for implementation. of tech-
nology in production, public relations:effort to
'stimulate market, customer service organizations
that can solve training problems, and modifica-
tion of the new technology to respond when im-
proved understanding of customer needs'is avail
able. ,

Most customers prOcure telecommunication services on the
'basis of performanl& Measures such as bit-rate, accuracy
(probability of.errorb and time availability. Consequently,
the,technological makeup of the system'is not of interest to
the user. Therefore, ..the introduction of POC techlblogy
'faces at least two additional barriers, namely:

No system designer or procurer will risk a new
technology without high'probability of success.
Such probability is enhanced, of., course, by :demon -,..2,,,
strated performance, without which it is 'ifficult
to sell even the first commercial, system.

(2) Without a clear estimateof potential sales vblume,
it is difficult for industry suppliers to'develop
realistic cost projections or indeed to secure
adequate financing to establish the necessary.
production capabilities, with adequateeconothies
of scale, to reach the expected cost competitive -'\.
levels. .

These two barriers represent a assic "chicken-and egq"
problem. Upbn-rdcognition o hese barriers, deciSionmekerS
in Government and industry an take steps to accelptate the
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initial commercial'appiication of FOC technology and make
its utility 'and effectiveness visible to potential. users at:

'-an early 'stage. Thus, delay in the, implementation off this
new technology canbe'significantly reduced and the benefits1
made available several years earlierthan they would be .'otherwise.

-Many of the following. issues (and subsequent proposed actions)
may already be recognized and under contrOl, especially in

,

the mainstream of telephone and.military applications: Thislist is potnecessarily complete-but is intended for
stimulation'of discussion among GovefnMent, industry, and

.users.

o Needs -- What important4communication needs are -)
best met by FOC? Should there be Government
support and/or Pqlic demonstration of the use of
this technolog'y for,meeting these needs?

0' Costs and Reliabjility -- Will the FOC wideband
communication technology be competitive in cost,

.'and reliability with other technplogtee euch as
coaxial cable- for abroad range of applications?

o International Trade -- Are foreign competitors
likely to penetrate.the U. S. domestic FbC markets
to the detriment of U. S. suppliers? ConVersely,,
what might be done ,to help U. S. suppliers to
'participateeffectively,in foreign markets.?

a

System Development 'and Performance
4

4.

.7( 4

o Interfaces -- Will FOC interfaces with existing
systems be, effective, convenient, and iriexpensivt?

e-
.o Standards' -- What commercial standards need

c--

development? Doexisting rules, regulatiOng, or
,codes that may inhibit early applications of FOC
need revision? Ir,

,

1

'

t

Policy and ReOlation
4 I.

.
. ?. . : ''''

) 'o Local Disirfbutt

--

.
on -- m t,ha consideration of the

economic and institutional impact on existing modest'
of the local distribution of communications to homes
and businesses'mustOpeigiven,bafore FOC technology
j,s' extensively applied to this function?

1

. -
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ACTIONS THATADE'RESS THE ISSUES

.

.' \

'

.. , 1
., .

t
. ,

Barriers to the emergence o© TOC ;technology to meet Government
and public telecommunication seeds may be lowered by appro-
priate Government and:,industry actions. The, following rec-
ommended actions are grouped,according to the above issues,

a: and,nopriOriby er r is intended. ,

.,

- .

Needs and the Market

- Iv
1 .

Needt:, The istne of the exte\it of the comtpnication
o needs that can be.wel.metby FOC can beresolNied by,a

'systematic identification of the classes. and. volume of
broadband service demanded-by.commercial and doveinment-
uters and an analysis of t4. applicability of FOC to.
these services. Such applications would include the
.advantageous substit tion of FOC for existing communi-
cation systems, a the establishment of new systems
based on unique OC Characteristics. .

.

By way of illustration,,the,spetiar.properties of FOC
. technology tend to point itg.applicationt toward

broadband, short -haul (avoiding the ecessity for re-
peaters11 and high- user - density netw6rks. It will
replade manytOxisting modes of communications (for
example, roakiel cable and twisted-wire pair), when -

- its splecial properties result in significant advantages
such a lower cost, Immunity to cross-talk, freedom
from ratio frequency interference, and so forth. New
modes of communications resulting from superior per-
formance characteristics -- wide bandwidth, low loss,
small'tize,'fleXibility -7 may result in the aggrega40
tion within large building complexes of coMmunication
services which are not econohiically feasiblq with
current communication technology.- This aggregation af
services may permit tbe widespread acceptance'iand
use of marginally' cosV'effective service's which cannot
be sustained as individual services requiring a distinct
and independent communications facility.

Various efforts are under w4? tO`identify applications
, -

for FOC.- -The Government supports continutng.FOC
research in several in-hduse laboratop.et priMArilv to
meet national defense needs and-supponts research ,

through grants to universities to extend basic knowledge
and understanding.. It gupports applied, research and,
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developmerit through contracts'and through the DOD
'Independent Research and Development, program ,with

. industry. Industry,'df couree, is investing ,its own
capital- and funding to protiidesProducts and services'
for'both domeptic and international needs.

,.. 'el
\AS .tothe development of a market, the Fedeial Oovern-

.ment id the largest single procurer of telecomMunication c
products and services and, therefore-, has a.profound
influence on shaping, the domestic. market. Toqdate,
'howeverr there exists virtually no dometic systems
'marketmarket in fiber optic communications.

'An FOC network demonstration ougnt to be planned.and,
updertaken if attractive. To this end:

.

o 'A Federal interagency group might identify a
significant broadband communications need that

. , advances the solution to an important public
service problem, such as -health care delivery
in a hospital complex, and, compose a statement of
the necessary communisations requirements as a
basis for a fiber optic demonstratiOn.project.

The plsannirig and definition phasetf such a demonstra-
tion may-be a logical candidate forfunding under the
DOC Experimeptal'Technology Incentives Program. ,

Cost and Reliability: FOC is currently a glamour
technology and[is receiving much.lpUblic' attention
through the technical-and trade press as well as
through advertising on television and in the popular
press:, /However, there are only ,a few domestic aryl.

.,foreign experimental/prototype i0C.systems (tabulated
in tables 1 and 2, appendix E) that have been or are
Currently being evaluated'to demonstrate the feasibility
and claims for this technology: After stisfactory
demonstratiOn of technical feasibility, cc st ands'
reliability for both components .and systems become '

extremely important in lowering barriers to widespread
use,

.

Cqst can be lowered and reliabilIty improved Only
through extensive development, costly in itself. 8o
far these development costs are nst welr,defined.
.ThUs, the industry,needs'tol:estimate them more [ .

%precisely. Once the costs are identified, workable.
funding methods need "to be sought. For example,; the;

e
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permissible development cost loading of future sales
shQuld be estimated. ..The-extent to which( contracts
fo',tadvanced Government applications' can meet sate of
these development costs also needs to be considered. '

. .

International Trade: Intensive foreign R&D activity,
as detailed in appendix E, constitutes §,trong
competition to U. S. manufacturers in both domestic'
and foreign markets. The emergence of competitively
priced FOC systems utilizing the expected advantageS ,

ofintegrated,optic techhology fot switching, couppg,
5 interfacing, driving, repeating, detecting, ptoces
etc.', along with the integration of computer storage,
proce,sing', control, billing, maintenance, etc., in
advancedtelecommunication networks may well stimulate
large international markets. The centralized planning
and Government support of the telecOmmunication
industries in certain fOreign countries may-result in
proven operational systems in'the- near 'future. Such
systems may well be adaptable to U. S. domestic
commercial applications. The getro-dollar nations may
tend to leapfrog over.coRventional.telecommunication .

technology to, go directly to more sophisticated Optical:.
transmission systems since' they are not faced with
extensive amortization costs of existing plant.

It therefore seethe to be important for,some.
institution -- perhaps the Department of-Commerce --
to,keeP in touch with international technological
developments and.tradetrends'and to disseminate
inforMation useful to U. S. industries and users.
This action would help to insure (that U. g..manufac-
turerg ate kept awaee of the availkbility of foreign
markets. all addition; it would help these manufac-

tureye gn competitors in U.S. and foreign markets.'
to' maxkmize their technological lead over ,

for

`Accordingly, in ordertto monitor both, the doMestic
and internatienaL market aspects-caf the technology:.

o The Department of Commerce should establish an
advisdry committee on commercial implidations

.
A

,fiber opti4.. ..8
, .

. .
.

.

/ rt will be useful to dr upon the experience of the
:AcIHoc Optical Communications Task. Force-mentioned'
below in establishirig both the functions and merfiber-

. ship'of,this committee. '

<lb



System geve+opment and Performance:''

-Interfaces: Several pilot demonstrations, identified
in tables 1 and .2 '6f apPendiX E, are directed.toward
proving the compatihiljtrand transparency o4 fiber
-optic technology with existiflg'systemt and terminal
devices. ,'lie ultimate success of retrofittedsystems
is measured by the extent to Which the user is not
aware of the Presence of the FOC netwotk orinterptnel.
connection instead of,donventionaljhard-wire system.
Thus, action to define interface requi'rement's) between
existing and new terminal devices and appropnite
coupling, multiplexing and operational prOtocols',will,
have to be taken.

. r . .

The Office of Telecommunications has organized an Ad
.Hoc Optical Communications Task'Fotce (distinct from
the Science and .Techndlogy Task Force that Authored
thiss.report). The purpose is to serve Government,
university, and industrial interests by bringing
together key persons from the workers in the FOC
field,r marketing repre.sehtatives, And potential
teledommunication users. The group will, explbre,
technoldgical readiness, nonmilitary applications,
and needs of various user,communities' where FOC may

'ae optimum solutions. 'It is expr' ovi p e pe cted that
donclusions .and recommendations reached by this Task ,

Force will stimulate the earlY'delineation of many
/ *

typical interfac requirements. ."e

Standards: The issue of whento'introduce thedevelop-
.

ment of standards in a new-technology is *ways ,a,
controversial,subjedt.,, Standards should result from. '

, agreements between. major telecOmmunicat,ionsystem .
,

) designers and industri,i1 suppliers and,:therefore,',
should generally.* left to the industry for develop- .

. .ment: .The establishment of standards too early,may
.'" stiofle innovation, butthe establishment of, standards

too late 'results in costly retrofitting,or "grand- *-
father" exceptions.

'

. a , '''. '
.

-
.

' -The largest cotprdination 'program :currently uner'Way
for compOnents,is that which is being, devel'ope'd by. .

the Tri-Service Committee for fiber optic communica
tionsin DOD. This committee was formed to coordinate
the activities within DOD foi fiber optical components
and systetrts..--..;,..They` are developing militaty specifications

t /
,-.

. , -
.

.

.
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for fiber cables, sources, detectors, connectors, and
couplers. These include mechanicalstrength, moisture
and flingus resistance, nuclearthardening, and otheN"r
environmental-and electrical specifications which must
be achieved to meet their system performance require::
men-0z

Or

the military program, however, does not address
commercial standards nor those qf'the non-DOD
GoverAment agencies in which many' military specifica -
tion requirements, would be unnecessary and often'too
costly. 'Thus, standards forcommeraial applications
are needed to assist-in the.lbwering of costs and to
assure compatibility.

. Action is n eeded, therefore, frpm a.nonmilitary
'4 Government agency to encourage and assist indusery' inl

the development of voluntarystandardization for
commercial, applications. This includes for 'example,,
'a le,(sizes, channels, lengths, attenuations,

, ersions)-, hardware- (source,- detectors, switches),
.itt0A. les (transmit-receive, multiplexers,' hybrid
interface)., measurements (optoelectronicklatrformance,

`-'sktsength characteristics,,kigure(s) of merit), and
terminology.;,

JOC applications are envisioned for many inter- and
intra-building communication applications in the
public sector. ,Therefore

o Some group with appropriate interest and member-
ship sHould identify dtra4. specifications (or
voluntary standards) and codes are desirable to
enqure,rapid and orderly implementation of fiber
optic technology-inthe commercial and public
sector

Policy and Regulation

The possibility that FOC technology can provide
.

high1==capacity communications "pipe" intohomes and
businesses has been widely noted. This singleg conduit can,
in princlple, carry telephOne, television, and other teie-
services-yet to be qfdred. Thievery lact'pf.44ch
multipleuses raises important policy and regulatory
questions of ownership, control, quality of service,
respoAibiiity for maihtenance,,economies of s6ale, and
investMent. a

,
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Suth questioris are beginning to be investigated by FCC,
OTP,-and industry. 'Although much more research and
recoiciliation of diverse interests'are needed, it is too
ear* to-make a spe-tific action recommendation.

IMPA'_CT OF THE PROPOSED ACTIONS

Except for the laboratory efforts supported by the maih-
stream telephone common carriers for upgrading their own
internal plant, the U. S...industry,prepared to supply FOC
technology is largely fragmented._ Many companies are
anxious to supply tomloonents and.are searching for guidance
regarding future expected needs and expenditures of the
Federal-Goveiriment as-a.major user of telecommunication
services. Traditionally, DOD has been the primary Federal
agency to provide such legdership and to make ihitial
Government procUrement'a significant factor in the develop-
ment and emergence of new technology.' Actions are well
under way in DOD to define future requirements, specifica-
tions, and standards for military needs. Briefings to

. industry are &la periodically for purposes of feedback
from industryt Much of this action wil produce spin-off
for commercial markets.

Against this background, the ections proposed represent an
agenda for discustion between decisionmaking authorities-in
both Government and industr; on lowering barrierg4to the
growth of this promiting-new technology. Their impact
should be to improve industry cohesion-and to hasten the,
-sound application of FOC technology.

y
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CHAPTER 3,

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. CONTRIBUTIONS TO'A NATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS.AGENDA

This chapter summarizes the most important of the issues
discussed above and'presents our' accompanying recommenda-
tions. The subject headings,Under which the issues and
recommendations are grouped, are identical to those used
in the technology' chapter; i.e., Needs and the Market,
System Development, and Performance, Pool.icy and Regulation,
and Spectrum Management'.

These cphclusions and recommendations should be regarded
as an OT contribution to what is hoped.will become a far-
reaching dialogue among all the members of the U. S. tele-
communication community on the content df,a national
telecomm,inications agenda. And, near the end of this
chapterYthe reader will find a suggestion relating to the
first steps toward the preparation ef such an agenda..

NEEDS AND CTI-IE, MARKET

When considering this subject, one faces a number- of'
questions. --What choices are available.to provide new
telecommuniCation services? 1161,4 much will each choice

-.cost? How much weight should be ass'gned a given service's

AArt
potential fof boosting national prod, t %ivity? Our producti-
vity, after all, has in the,past been tantially increased
by telecommunication service developments.

,

, )
.

As regards-satellite communications, ours,present policy if
allowing competition in the development of domestic ,

. satellites constitutes an area.of concern in at least on'
respect. The'Fiurpose of. the policy isAR

encourage as many innovative approaches as possible.
HoWever,,thanks to the technical LegulAtionsWrernin

A
orbit /spectrum' use, prospective users faCe a minimum entry
constraint'. These regulations may effectively prohibit, the
use of all but reApively large earth: terminal stations.
The point is thab;these regulations'may tHereby be hindering '
the development of nevse4vicet fOr both commercial and
public service sector institutions. For'it appears that ',

these new "services may benefit most from small, inexpensive
earth terminals located on or close be/ the customer's
preMises. 0

. .
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Policymakers should therefore first verify that smill earth
terminals systems will indeed be singularly beneficial to
the public service sector and that the telecoMmunication
needs of this sector cannot be met as well,,py other
'facilities. To do'this, they will have to Assass the
impact that these new services, will Piave 'on existing
services and the coststo be borne by the gener41 public
using the newisetVices.

.

4), major. obstacle impeding the immediate advance of public
sector teleaomunication services is the lack of a clear'
definition of their technical requirements. For examplp,
it ,appears that this sector's users\ require syetems that
allow customers the use of megabit data rates,transmitEea
infrequently. But this has not-been conclusively
demonstrated.

Additionally, there is some question Whether public service-
sector telecommunication needs -- as they relate to small
earth station technology -- can be met without demonstrA"
tions that go beyond those of the, Communications Technology
Satellite.

There are other satellite related issues: future U.'S.
plans for the 2.5 GUz and (dedicated to educational
broadcasting and other public service's) is-one; -the
availability of 'these services via ATS-6 when.iit returns
to the'United'States is another. These issues include the
question of cost of the services; this involves concern ,
about the need for regional coverage (and how it can be
best pi.oVided) so as tosptead the cost Ofthe space
segment over as many users aspossibre. *Consistent with -
Government's tole as'policymaker, the recommended actions
are:

o Governthant and'usorganizations-should accelerate
'the process by whibh the basic communication needs
to be met by public service sateUfteb will b,e.
defined: They Should also- determine -the most .

economic way-of using such satellites and who will'
pay for them. .

, Issues germane to land mobile radio include- -the followi g:
the' economic viability of he new concepts' dieing pto
for use at 900 MHz, the eneoura4ement:of market'intere
during demonstration phasee,of these.new services, the
relative cost of these services, the cost of conventional
services at 900 MHzcompared'withsuch services at lover

- .
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frequencies, and.the availability of equipment for use at
'900 MUz.. We'belieVe these issueS.are.being addressed by
normal market fbrcesr Government's `role ,should be limited ,

to Monitoring th,progress made toward their resolution.

Further reseafch is needed on the socialand economic
value of differin4muses of the,radio speArum. The
objective would be ,Eo deVelop a rational basis for future
allocation of-dearce regions ofAhe:spectrum so as tb
maximize the public benefit arising from the allocations.
The question of the relative social and economic values of
radio spectrum use, of course, encompasses 'far, ,more than
just land Mobil applications. Moreover, it will involve
value judgements. . -

Nevertheless, this is no cause for ignoring the Issues.'
We therefore recommend ,that:

o Spectrum administrators should Inaourage further
research an the economic. and social valueS of

A services that are provided through he ud*..:9f'
thi spectrum in order to achieve aptimimalloption
of this resource in the light" of the-assoc5iated
needs and markets. .

Turning to the issues posed by'broadband nonehtertainment
communications, we must determine the real demand for'such
services and estimate when this demand is likely to occur.
This raises questions about demonstrationprograms: Could
a program be deigned so as better to show and to develop
whatever latent demand might exist? What basic,require-

`ments should such a program meet? Who should manage it
and who should pay for itf Could -- or should -- the
services'be'provided by common carriers, cable, operator
or hybrid arrangements? An ancillary issue: What wil be
the impact of having available low cost modular'termin
and interface,equipment? And what will be the necess'
characteristics of this equipment? Thud:

o Industry should ettablish)a group comnposed
industry, institutional users, and provider
public sector services to plan and financ
demonstration .designed to reduce the pres nt
uncertainties about market demand for an' economic

. .

viability of aggregated biloadband nonen'ertain-
ment services.

0
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Witll respect to fiber optic communicationSi we must-,.
identify the nonmilitary,application areas for which this._
tedhnology is most competitive and suitable. Distribution,

, netWOrks either within large buildings or, between buildings.
in large complexes seem-to be, among the more promisingof,
'these possible applioations

We should also ponder the advisability ofGovernment
support for a public demonstration of the use'of fiber'
optic technology for meeting institutional needs. For
example,'fibek Optics might permit the communication
_requirements of a large hospital to be unified, with a-.

resultant improveMent, in its communication system. 8.uch,
a demonstration might serve to illustrate to a widt ,
audience the advantages of these new techniques.

O

Another questiOn should be addressed.: is it trud that fiber,
optics will coristituteI large future market, both at home 1

and'abroad? If it is, then it may be desirable for the
.

..

United States to accelerate the use of this technology so
as to increase'the likdlihodd that U. S. manufacturers will
be,able to win a fair:skare of the dexeieloping domestic and
fOreign'marktts.'

-` ,

,..

he following _rrdtMe a A are responsive 'to the above

A044 . . .
oOTP-should establish a Federal interagency group , 1

,..,

to identify a significant, broadband communications
neettlee satisfadtion of which will advance the ,,, /
soluti,on to an important.public service 'problem
(e.g.., health. care(delivery). The'group should
then compose a statement of the necessary.

communication requirements as a basis'for a fibdP
,

optic demonstration project:

ftw

o The Department of Commerce should establish an
,advisory committee on commercial implications!of
fiber optics. ,. , c

'-
.

, _

,As m ntioged earlier, the Department of Commerce, through
its ffice of Telecommu4ications, has initiated an,,informal
Optic 1 Communicationi Task 1:orce. Composed of Government,
indus y, and,universiy representatives, the Task Force is

...
, ,
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designed to explore the readiness, needs, and applications
Of fiber optic communications. The group includes technical
experts-, marketing specialists,'and potential users from .

both private and public sectors. It will be useful for the
Department to draw 'upon this group as needed in establishing_
the committee.

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND PERFORMANCE
°

This category focuses on systems planning and research,
performance criteria and measurement, and standards of
practice and of equipment operation. These-standards are
discussed here rather than under Policy and ReguTations.

The elements that compose this category are present'in many
of the stages through which an item of,equipment of .a tele-
communication service passes from inception to marketing.

In the early phased of.tilp process, a market is delineated
and its telecomMunication needs identified. Later steps.
involve, among other things, the determination' of perfor- -

mance requirements' for the systems that Nre designed to
meet the needs bf,the new service. Also, performanCe
specifications for the hardware must be stated: This
process allows prospective supplierS to estimate the cost 2.
of the proposed system. It therefore contributes in an

.

important way tothe decisionmakincias to whethet the
service 7- or item.-7. will be wanted and whether it should
be provided: Finally, the interested parties must
develop means to,Measure the degree to which the performance
criteria or standards are indeed being met.

.

In, two instances in the past, closer attentiqn to these
concerns might have been beneficial, First recallthis,
country's casual attitude towards the ability of ultra-
high frequency televisio receivers to reject interference

0/11from neighboring televi ton stations. Now we are in a
. situation where receive F behaYior restricts our choice as

to the location of new jultra -high frequency television, -

stations. The other saample involves the susceptibility
of many Citizen's Band receivers to types of interference

t
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inIokVing two or_morenearby transmitters. Because of this'
feature, the expansion of the Class DCitizen's Bands was
dlayed'anelimited; this might have potentiail adverse
,effects on the market for.this growing serVice.

(

'.
.

.

,

. k
4. A word of caution: onc4,ipet, standards may actually inhibit

progress: It is therefore important-to establish standards .

in such a wayythat they foster, rather.thari 7;746vgiim,, , . .
Tinnoyation'. This general caveat.applies., to a greater or

lesser extent, to virtually all. the issues . outlined beloW.

The -- development of small earth terminal satellite systems
in the 4/6 GHz and 12/14 GHz band is ent inhibited

,by a number of factors,-among th m.the need fo technical
standardsAar their operations;

The

Petition RM-2614
Twtis relevanto this situation. The situation is. complex.

Some parties oppose the establishment of.these systems, -

feartng potential incompatibility between them and other
.current or planned terrestrial and satellite systems; the
alkailability of effectiveregUkations governting system,
performance might allay these anxieties. At),thesame time,
other parties, who wish to begin operating small earth
station systems, claim' that it will take too long 'to write,
such regulations; tile result would be adelay in'the
establishment of desirable ,sekvides,which in'turn would
discourage manufacturers and service providers.

Another regulatory/standards issue currently before the
FCC (Docket 20468) .hai tondo with.preparations for the
1977_World Administrative Radio Conference. The issue
concerns out..;of-band (1,1.7 - 12.2 GHz) emissions from.
broadcast satellite transmitters. These emissions might
interfere with adjacent band terrestrial services. A
closely related' problem is the-lack of standards for
selectivity of terrestrial receivers designed. for use' with,"
the broadcast satellites:

Also important arethe recognitioh and evalpation Df
technological -- i.e., hardware -- and reliability factors;
such as propagation,-that currently limit .the use of
frequencies above 14.5 GHz' for Vqmmunication satellite
purposes.

.1/

In view of these issues,' we recommend t at:'"

o Industry should take the initi five, indooperation
with users and GovVrnment, to xplore the need for/I
criteria and 'stando?rds Tor sq ZZ earth tvrdincir
sateLli.te systems aperaking.in the 2.5, 4, 6, Z2;
and Z4 GHz bands., It shoul.d,also a9bes'the'effec,t'

. .1p6
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of these standards on future techno: lo aZ develop-.
ment, and; if apprOpriatili.de,firie performance ,

criteria or standards fol-, FCC adoption:..

o NASA should undertake; in conjunCi.ion vith ii.ndustry,
to identify the hardware 'and other reliability
barriers t4at limit the'use of frequencies above
14.5 GHz for sat4ellite communications and for
recommend a program Zor lowering these.rarriers.

-.....,,, -

. Tile- land mobile radio .service' is t tally dependent on the
radio spectrum. Its share of the pe trum, hoWevp.r,,is '

experiencing very intensive use: is increasesthe
importance of our improving the cr teri.4 ipy which we-
describe and measure this Service s performance;' it might
be possible to develop-criteria siMilar to tbe telephone
'industry's "Grade of Srvi6e." We also need some imarove-

, ment in the way we assess these systemsin terms of ?Pectrum
capaqity and use.4 ,

A
\

Actions along these lines could be 'undertaken by tht
. ,.

Institute' of Elect'ri,cal'and Electronics Engineers, by
U.S. Study; Groups l. and 8 of-the Intonational Radio
'Consultative Committee,,and_by Government sgenciei./ these
groups should also investigate the,Xrade-offs'between 0

N, _ system performAce and sPectrum,utilizatibn in order to
\. ...4 a

1 glide the develppment of land mobile systems. ,

. ..
Nt /c

In view of the rLent allocation of substantial amounts of ,-
..'. spectrum at900'MHz, some may regard these issues as

irrelevant. IleyevOr,coverage at 900 MHz comlarable'tb
that. available at "the` lower f'requencfes will be more

.

. ,expensive to obtain; pressures to provide conventional
services at the lower frequenciewill therefore per'SIst:

''.'Without such actions at those recommended here'
congestion currently ex$eri8nded in New 'York a d Chicago
mayevenbially spread to other, cit/eS. Moreov r, if 11,e
do not obtain ,abetter understanding of these issues, it

.
is likely that a situation similar t6-that which No W exists
in the-lower bands will, in time, develop in pirts'* the

( .. .

Ahother- issue emerg from the desire .lity of Coordinating
-Federal gtantS to local organizations or the support of ,

land'moipile-radio. Federa coordination is especially:
:valuable when individual local users are eligible for,.
support from two or. more Federal agencies or programs.

,.The objective should be tb encourage comPrehensive long- .

° range,planning and spectrum-efficient systemdesign,. :

900 Mazband as well.

. 4
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The recommendations are that:

*ipommwnicatvms authorities should'fo4ter
research to idevelap better criteria fbr deevribing

, measuring land mobite.service performance.
[

o %Telecommun'bcaiion autAvrities Wtou-ld forte'
research to develop.;botter.methop for `describing
qhd_measqring speCtrum capacity and utilization
f?r:land mobile radios systems.

.4
.o 0 e Government agency should be responsible for

coordinating Federal' suppo=rt of lobaltaland mobile
radio programs; owing to its;co.ntrat'role, the DTP
is ,a likely candidate. This FeM,al effort should
support local agency attemts to achieve better
spectrum use and lower costs through the develop-
`merit of integrated local communication systems
serving several functions or._usgr groups.

The technical aspects of broadband; communication servicespresent some problems., It is, fore liample, an open
question whether present CATV-enqindEring_design practices
will be adequate to handle nonentertainment,seryices as
the, de;liand for these arises, Wiil,ekgensive reconstructionbe required? Other issues'benter. onthe provision of
- modular terminal equiPMents and on- questions of. security
and privacy: We' recommend that:

.t
o Industry and users should seek early resolution of ''

certain, problems of system .performance ass,ociate4,
with delivery of broadband coMMuNeation services -

These problem areas include: ,(l) freq4ehby, management,

in broadband systems, (2) interface -ttandads or
specifications, (3) sewrityand preiy&cyand
terminal equipment characteristics, -

.),
. .

The mm application of.fi ,optid dommuniiatiOn,:
,depends on. the development of'ad.q ate ndards_to ensure

tIlat't4e components of fiber,opticvstems are .compatible
and't t these systems' can be interconnected with othersyst We conclude that

1
indtstry should' the 'leadi .

.
''

,

. .,,,,n- '+,
4

,.
* o

i

.
,

i . Y'r
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in devising the necessary performance specifications and
volfIntary standards. As to.the public sector, herealso '

action,is.required to compose standards of practice or ,

codes as well as other rules necessary for orderly
employment of the technology.

Our recommended action is:

.o The informal 'apticalComuniccitions Task Force
\-' initiated, bs the Office o? Telecommunications

should identify what .specifications (or voluntqry
standards) and codes are desirable to ensure
rapid' and 'orderly implements ion of fiber'optic
tech.nolOgy in the commercial and public sectors-.4,

With appropriate.action, the above recommendations should
provide a more favorable climate for new.technology
applications.

POLICY AND, REGULATION

Turning to satellite communications, current regulations
restrict the ,permanen,t use Of small earth terminals; i.e.,
terminals having antenna diameters less than 5. meters at
12 GHz or 10 meters at 4 GPz. Some users wish to proceed
with the development of such systems'as soon as possible.
Future.freedom of choice, however,, must not be,precluded
by prematureauroval of proposals for systems that may

.

inotdinately "consume" available.spyctrum and orbit
positions.

In.addition,, we should strive to achieve a more comprehen-
sive understanding of the spectrum/orbit and spectrum/
geography resources. This means, describing these resources
more' thoroughly, assessing their dependence on technical
system parameters, and studying the trade -offs between \

them. The.recOmmended actioAs are: /

o

. ,

\ .
.

Government -- through the OTP; 11K, and other
agencies -- ..should reexamine its policy and .

-regulations .;,,i-th reSpact to us of domestic t

and international smaZZ earth terminal satellite
systems. In the pPoc'ess, it' should intensify ftv
Search,for advice froril interes34 parties.'

0 o
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o The.FCC and OTP should give priority,to obtaining
. additional and more comprehensive descriptions..of

the spectrum/orbit and spectram/geagraphyresources
and thedependence, of these on technical parameters
of satellite s,4stems.

The regulatory-process'has proved in many case' to be time--

'consuming; consider the lengthy decisio making process on
,the use of 900 MHz for land mobile sery oeS. Consequently,
the delivery of new Or improved service to the...public has
lagged. In fact, the importanCe of'regulatory delays was
frequently emphasizes by industry during the Task Force
'visits. Yet, the natural desire to speed up the,system
must be balanced by the recognition of the need to preserve
the right of all interested parties to be heard.

TheFCC hap, from time to titherought interested parties
together for informal hearings to formal proceedings-.
TheSe informal gatherings, while fiavirig no formal standing,
Oodld reduce the number of adversary proceedings and
accelerate the formulation of constructive solutions.
They'therefore mirght reduce the delays incurred by full
hearings. , It is recommended'thati

Q Consideration-should be gives to the desirability;
feasibility, and legality of, making greater
use -of,open, informal discussions between
interested parties prior to the start of FCC

. formal proceedings, particularly those that are
to consider largely technical, matters3.4

Nonentertainmeht broadband communication services might be.
provided by common carriers or as a part7of CATV cervices.
This situation raises a-regulatory is e:` ,In many
instances, it may not be economically-feasible.to provide
public nonentertainment Services alonei.e., in the
,absende of CATV entertainment services as a financial,
base. Bdt the regulatory problems associated with CATV
appear to be- holding it back and this, in turn, may be a
barrier tb the developmdnt of nonentertainment services,
The subject of partial deregulation of CATV is being
'addressed by the Domebtic,Council regulatory gr9up, the
.FCC, and Congress. The Domestic COuncil reached the

, .
conclusion that ndt enough data were-available on effects
of deregulation to support a decision. The question is
therefore dailgling at present. Because, of the potential ,-
of.cable systems as an infrastructure for the additional
nonentertainment services tb the home, we recommend the, Afollowing action:

.4
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o The Domestic Council Working Group, should arrange '

to obtain rfecassary research to establish the
probable consequences of.oartial deregulation of WV:

SPed+RUM MANAGEMENT

fro

Oven the next three years, the International Teqe-communica-
tion Union (ITC )*will sponsor two WARC's dealing wilth matters
germane to this ,ask Report report. The first-will take place in
01977 and will center on satellite broadcasting services in
the 11/12 GHz band. The second, scheduled for 1979,. will .

revise the Radio Regufations; these include the Table of'''
Frequency Allocations.

These WARC's will.establish the pattern of worldwide
spectrum utilization_for many years to come. Moreover,
their decisions may' affect our own rbleS and regulations.
Itis thus imperativethat the United States present its
needs eloquently and persuasively, And it is equally
important that the views both of oar industry and of our
users continue to be heard and considered during the
preparatory period. This is particularly true as regar
satellite communications and land mobile radio, as regula-
tions favorable to U. .S. equipment manufacturers will helps
them to becoirtor remain competitive an the international
marketplace. "*"

In the chapter devoted to the selected technologies, a
numberof WARC-related issues were developed. For

4 example, the 1971,WARC will consider'the 11.7*- 12.2 GHz
downlink frequencyLallocation and.tre establishment of
rules for-frequenCy shaking between the Fixed-Satellite
and Broadcas4ATI,Satellite Services internationally as
well as in the United States. Current U. S. policy is to
maintain a flexible position and not-to develop any
inhibiting rules. At the same time, U. S. policy favors
orbital spacingS of 4 degreed or less;'' this.restriction
means that earth station antenna sizes must be greater
than 5 meters in the 11/12 GHz band. This it not . _-

consistent with-a, fleXible policy, especially with
other.countries favoring antenna diameters as small-as
0.9 meters.

p
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'Additionally, theie,isat the moment an imbalancein our
use of those portions of the'dpectrum allocated to the' : t

' 'satellite services. What can br triould be done to, .. ,
. ...

'encoukagr early.' mployment of thepresgently-unused spectrum
above 14'.5-GHz SQ as to reduce pressure 4611 the heavily ,:, ',

.\ \ uted portion below 14.5 GHz? The latter represents merely .,- .
5opercent of the total earth-space frequency allocation;

,

Similarly, we Ahould review 'our use of 'the 1850'MHz of 4

bandwidth that the'ITU'has allocated to satellite services.,
in its Region,,2 (North and SOuth America) but that the ),... (' .

United States is not Yet'utilizing for.this,parpose.
.

.

The allocations" 2.5-1Hz'alpo'pose problems, We lack a
.

,

.

.

i:4 '''.,firm position aboilt use of this band fois.delive.0.
.public'serVices. Morebver, only., 35 MHz of the ;land arQ,
set abide for the Fixed-Satllites Service and 190 MHz for
the Broadcasting- Satellite Service. .These rel:eltiply small
all'ocations'do not,allow systems to,extend'their dferations
to prOugh terminals to make the services reasohably'cost .
effective,'in view o; the high cost cf the satellite. And,
as. the-2.5 GHzband is liTited to pUblic service-use, the
cost of. its services cannot be reduced b'y commercial
exploitdtidh. . .

.

. ,

. ,
. ,. 4 A ---

With.regerd to satellite services, as.theyr,elate bottl to
the-1979 WARC and to domestic allocations, our re-commexida-
tions are that: ' . 4.

o V. S. preparation .for the- 1979 World Admintrative
Radio Conference)should place emPhastis-'on:-, .

.
. .

,

, (1) Provision of-sp ectrum space for .small earth 1
, *terminal satellite,s'y'stems.

.
.-

---',/ ,(2) Optimiz tioon of orbital spacing -of '
.sharing the same frequencies',

.
,

1 ,'
.

. ,

.
.

(3) Imbalance of spectrum/grbit u-li.1ization above . t
.0 and below 14:5 GHz.

.

(4) Need. for greater bandwidth allocations at .2.5 :Gliz for-publi service satellites.

ti

4.

- .
.

Public service' satellite usAT.s#,hould det4rpine,.
.

the cost advantage& that could result from iPicreasim e
the bandwidth availigble .to-them at 2.5 GHz gnd use '

the infoi.,mation as the bapis for requesting the'FCC-
to nogdtiate for an in6rease:iW.t e av4ilable
bandwidth. "- -,

/
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Another WARC-related issue revolves 'around the planned-use
of the'900 MHz band for land mobile radio services by the
-4.Jrated States. Our use of this band conflicts with
international allocations; as ,a result, restrictions have
'been placed on it* use along the Canadian and7Mexican'
borders. Abolit 35 percent of the U. S. land area -- in.
strips 25,0 miles wide along the northern and southern.
borders is affected. It 4 therefore recommended that:

o U. S. pravarationr the Z979 World Administrative
Radio Conference should emphasize the resolution of
differences between pl.anislid use,of the 900 MHz baud
by the United States for Zand mobile systms and
international frequency..allacations.

4
A
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2. COMPOSING A liATIONAL TELECOMMUNI*CATIbN'S.AGENPA

The recommendations stated above are intended to be
contribution tb the formulation of a national draft r
agenda for teleCommunications: It is hoped that thiS
agenda will stimulate discussions among all relevant,
institutions in Governffient and industry and help in
establishing priorities for action.

Whoight take the first step in making these joint
discussions happen? There are many possibilities: the
Congress might hold hearings-on issues clearly of national
import, 'industry and professional associations might
arrange topical workshops, the academic community might
sponsor pertinent seminars, and the ExeCUtive Branch might
assume the leadership in a variety of ways.

Until an official6"Keeper of the Agenda" is named, some
organization should collect and process all responses to
this report as well as proposals relating to the agenda.
Therefore:

o The services of the Office of TeZeco mmunicationi will
be available for initial coordination of reactions
to this report and, by extensivni, of all suggestions
pertaining to the formulation of a natio-nal.
communication draft agenda. This tenure will lagi
only until a permanent "Keeper !of the Agendam'is
named.

To sum up, implementation of these recommendations should
enhance the long-tefm growth of land mpbile radio services,
perthit faster emergence of satellite fommunication'sand
nonentertainffent broadband services, and facilitate the
application of fiber optics. The resultant telecommunica-
Ition growth will benefit not only the public and,the
Government, who are users, but_alsokadustry, Which will

.prdfit from the,creation of domestic and overseas markets.

124
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To emphasize the,complexity of "lowering barriers to tele-
communications growth," we believe,it is thwhile to
conclude ikith the following quotation:

In an area as complex and dynamic a- telecommunications, policy
making can be difficult, even ha; dous, because of conflictiRg
pplic interest considerations. gislation in the area of
telecoMapnications raises anothe set of problems because its
scale, fts scope, its inter7-relatedness,.its pervasiveness, its
dollar investment, its rapid turnover, its high quality, its .

impact on almost every aspect of our daily lives, give telecom-
muqcations technology a,unique position in society. Furthermore,
telecommunications technology overrides all the traditional
boundaries of governments authority.

Many of the effects of telecommunications technology, because of
political resistance, economics or status quo thinking, are
delayed, slow-moving, accumulative, and outside the chain of
,responsibility of buyer, seller, and individual goverriMent
agencies. In'other words, no one has either overall authority or
mapping responsibility with regard tp what telecommunications
technology has been ddriiq, is doingand will undoubtedly' con-,
tinue to do on a greater scale in the future.

All of this place's a very.heavy burden on the legislators, the
bureaucracy, the telecommunications industry itself, the public
interest groups, and the academic and research comMunitY. Some
very difficult decisions lie ahead; let''s hope that these decisions
will be as innovative, as flexible, and:as far reaching as the

' technology they hope to implement. 1/

ti

.

1/ Alan Pearce, "A Survey of Telecommunications Technologies'and

Services," Subcommittee on Communications of the Committee on Inter-
staee and Foreign Commerce of the U. S. House, of. Representatives
(GPO 63-55, 1976).4°.
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'APPENDIX A

REACTIONS TO THE DRAFT VERSION .

: 1. ANALYpISOF REVIEWERAMENTS.'

INTRODUCTION
A .

A draft version of this report was reviewed by a number-of.
organizations., As a pa'rt of the process of reviewing and
.verifying the draft, it wasent (November 1975) to
approximately 40 industrial firms interviewed during the
actual Task Force effort. As the existence of the draft.
became known outside the Department of 'Commet,de, requests

w for 'copies were received from additional organizations;
and it was decided to satisfy all such requests. Eventually,
the draft was sent to .a total of 70 nongovernmental organizations

o(64 industrial firms or trade Wssociations and 6 academic.
mst4tutions). Additional copies were provided to Congressional
Committee staffs and Executive-Branch agencies having close
invOlvemenOn one or more of the. topics covered in th
report.

cdmients (mostly written, but Some by, telephone) were
received frdm 3,0 organizations: The scope of these comments
varied greatly -- from a simple statement of full agreement
to an item-by-item listing of disagreements or extensions. A
great diversity of opirilon waslobtained, on many of the
significant issues and.assessments.

An internal review, along with consideration of al), comments
received, led to a final report having a somewhat different
purpose and structure (as has been dismissed previously).
HoWeVer, .it still seems-valual*e to provide an analysiS pf
the outside comments received and the ways in which they
were acted upon: This appendix fulfills that purpose. In
addition, the four individUal technical sections include
resolution of.coruments specific?) to those areas.

s'

. ,,
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topics addressed in thedraft.and the widelyvarying pro:
files of market arid technological leadership represented bythe respondents.

A gederal obseriTation'can be,made about the pomments from
many industrial and trade association organizations: theirviews reflected an appakent self-interests, CoMmon carriers °

expressed great concern/ about statements that eventually
might influence compettiion in their regulated operations.
Large manufacturers to(pk issue with possible Government
actions they believed might interfere with the -private
market in which they had already established h:dominant

,position. Small ornew firms welcomed Goyerntent actions
because they believe their less thankdominapt market posi-
tio would be helped. In contrast, 'the' comments from re-vie ers in cademic, nonprofit researbh, or governmental
org nizations /were more supportive of the draft concepts and
more anxious for the Government to take action. Asa result,
intOrpretation and judgmqnts-about specific comments must

4 also consider the type and pos biases'of the respondent.
.

While it might be tempting to "count" the mix of favorable
and unfavorable comments on particular parts of the draft

oreport, this appioach would not produce meaningful results
because: (g) classification Of,many comments as favorable or
unfiVorable would be highly subjective, (p) the actual
respondents may not be representative of the views of all
industry sectors or G vernment agencies,,4pd':(c)thd com-
ments_of many indivi al-respondents covered a variety of
topics at thesame time and were difficult to separate hnd/.
or assess individual y. This final report follows the ,

alternative approac of analyzing each of the approximately
100 identifiable c ents. A subsequent SectiOn of this
AppendiX predFghts hesq commentsAorganized into nine groups
of similar topics) and briefly discusses how the final
report responds to each point. The following paragraphs
briefly.summarizie'the main issues raised in the comments and
how they'influenced the final repbrt content. In general,
it is seen that all comments were seriously considered; and
the final report is in essential agreemexit with most of
them.'

GENERAL COMMENTS

In 'this .category ,are several°comments, general in nature,
not appropriately Classified in the subsequent eight sections.
The significant comments ih' this. grout) either supported the

. .
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general thruSt of the report or tookrissue with one or more
of the underlying premises of ths_Task Force.' Several
reviewers saidthe report raised the right issues and'partic-
ularly Stressed the, importance of not isolating the consid-
eration of policy prom the,technology.

One of the undeilying premises that was disputed is that it .

is possible orAclesirable to accelerate applications of
technology in telecommunications (or elsewhere). A'similar
point was often made when questioning the proper role of
Goyernment, which is discussed in the succeeding sections
This argument was accompanied by the statement that appli-
cations_ of-technoiqgy will'be made when an entrepreneur
believesit is economically worthwhile for him to do So; he
takes a risk and. sometimes he wins and sometimes e loses.
The Task Force 'recognized this point, and the actions it
proposed were meant to enable a better defined and more
complete basis for new technologies/services to compete in
that cieciSionmaking_iprocess and in the marketplace.. No

actions were suggested that would involve the Governmentin
developing dr operating-telecommunication services. HoweveZ,
the final report 4is'sfill built \Ton the premise, that there
are usefur actions that',.can be.. taken by someone (probably
Government and industry jointly) that would ensure or accel-.'
erate realization of benefits to the United States from the
application of..certain'telecommunication technolbgies,.

Another premise identified and rejected by some reviewers
was that one agency, the bepartment of Commerce, could do
anything in,this ,aFea, where other agencies of the Government
,aIso hadOdrisdidttOn and responsibilities. This concern.is
valid, bilt should not be a basis for inattention- or inaction.
The thrust of-the final report is. different from the draft
in that it focuses n useful actions that shouted be :taken by
someone, but does not worry about what person,or what organi-
zation that should be.

.

Several'revielWers did not feel comfortable with the premise
th16 the telecommhnication industry and/or technology is no

moving-forward in the'United States. As the final report
discusses, the situation is one of unrealized potential in
which the United States may not retain its present superipr
position unless the rate of progress is increased in der-'
tain applied areas. In.many areas, suchas'domesic satel-
lite systemsand.digital communications',,other nations are
catching up very rapidly. Admittedly, the relative posi-
tion of the United States in technology applications and

A-3
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/technological innovations remains a controliersial topic. 1/.
:Government, industry, and academic circles have been actively
'discussing this subject in cent months; and how real these
concerns are can only'be det rmined as'time passes Or more
information bechmes

A few reviewers attacked a premise they perceived in the
draft that telecommunication applications should be estab-
lished that would duplicate the existing.U. S. common Carrier
system. the final reportclarigies that this premise was
not intended'tq be conveyed and-also states that applications
of certain new technologies need not be limited to common
carriers.

ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT C

. .

A very'large proportion )(almost a gUarteil of the comments
of the reviewers are focused around the isste'of what'is a
proper and acceptable rple,of Government... This ne*pected
reaction appears to be a combination of'oVerstatements'or
misstatements, in 'the draft report and overreaction oil- the
part of some organizations who foresaw a move toward greatly.
expanded Yederalarequlation or other interference in the'
market they serve. .

,
.

.

. -.
.

Most industrial firms stated there was a valid justifica-
tion for the Government-fulfilling certain functions rela-
tive to the "telecommunication industry,,but there were.
several strong pleas that this Government role should be
seldierely limited and constrained. However, almost all
reviewers from academic institutions, nonprofit research
organizations, and Government,agencies argued for a strong
Government role as the batis for ,protecting the ,."public
interest" (resin order ;a6hieve specific national goals.

PPUndoubtedly,_there I be continual, perhaps perpetual,
discussion and controversy alciDut the preferable role of the
Federal Government in telecommunications in the, United
States. ,,,

A

..
1 C

.

1/ The'recently released Sevelqpnnal Report of the National science
. ,

.

Board, Science Indicators 1974, includes.considerable data and 4is- .

cession echoing these concerns on the presept state of V. S. Science
"Itechnology.
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Because of tfiese comments and because this issue underliesmost of the'study'recommendations,
report .includes

discussion on the rationald and,aIternatiVes for the,Federal
Governwnt role. The final 'report continues to operate 4under the premise, as did.the draft, that Government has a
valid concern for advancing thd btneficial application of
present and future t94ecommunication technology.' At thesame time,it reedgni2v there is no,need for the Fedgral
Government-to be- in -the tdiecommunication operations busi-ness or,to otherwipe'undertaka

develOpthelit activities wherethe private sector'iS able and willing to-do sci-. Moreover,tA final deport' mphasis is.on identifying a national
agenda of action with the assumption that these,will probably -be carried out rj intly by Government, and industry...

. L

Several comments focused on. the particular 'role 'of the
Offideof Telecommunications "'(OT) and how active or neutral
it should be in actions that might refiult from. the Task
Force.Further discussion op this)g94stion is not necessary
since the final report does not include discussion of anyspecific OT future programs. .

.c

INTERNATIONAL TRADB\
\

.

.Several comments were received' which expressed disappoint-
ment that the draft did'not addreps international trade
matters/ in telecommunications., even thotigh-signific4nt
issues in,that.arta were raised daring the Task-Force inter-
views with .industry organizations. Some comments specifi-
cally stated that the U. S. Government should take certain,
actions that would facilitate and assist U.S. telecommuni-
cation firms &ding business abroad.

By a high level decision in -,90te-;Department of Commerce sub-
sequenpto the interviews, international trade waS deleted

.

as a subject of concern midway-through the Task Force effort
on the basis that it would be pursued by /the tic
International Bdsiness Administrations which has ptimary
responsibility .n the export ,promotion area.: Therefore,'
draft'and the final report do not include discussion or
action recommendations in thie_area. However, a summary o
the 'comments obtained by the Task,Forceilduring industry
interviews,on the area of international trade barriers was
addedto the final report ih order that this information
would be available to those pursuing ;these issues:

4 A-5
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qq'GULATORY ACTION

r

Several' comments conderning telecommunication 'regulation
- stated that regulation by the Federal Government often
inhibits the application of technological innovations.
While recognizing that some regulation by Qovernment in ...

telecommum'cations was necessary, the comments from industry
showed, con, ern about inadequate efficiency orpeed of :the
process i' the past.'

-

The bth r. main concern expressed by the reviewers was that
OT wou d ibterject itself, into the regulatory-`process and .
there cause. additional regulatory - delays. While tha,..

.

prim' y action on OT's part co templated the,filingof/

41?.

regu atory comments to the Fq -when there Was a-valid tech7,
nol gical issue and need, the final report does not'discuss
thi' area since the purpose of the report.is not directly!'
relatgd,--to OT program'plans.

'*DIRECT SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

Reviewers frOM both 1 ge and small, manufacturers dish weed
with the draft implications that (1) U. S. technology;for
the next generation small earth stations is not Advancing
adequately, and (2) there is a need for-demonstrations of
such satellite technology. These. comments are correct in
that satellite technology is advancing rapidly in theUnited

'States; but, as the final report discusses, the4e are still-
4concerns that other nations are catching up tepidly (or even

excelling) in-certain areas important to next generation
direct communication satellites. The comments re co- ect
,that demonstrations of satellite technology, inc
earth stations, are not needed since all necesgar.
.nonts have been tested'in operational (:&' experimental satelli
systems. However, there are unresolved technical And
nontechnical _issues related'to future cominunicatiokthat
must be inliestigatebefore significant applications are
feasible. These i0ues particularly affect the mamy.proposals
for public sector applications that involve large networks

: of interconnected earth stations via satellite. The final
repott discusges.these issues in detail.

.

Several reviewers'Oommented favorably on the concern's and
objectives of the draft in the .satellite coiiimuniuciLions
area. It was concluded that the Government hadFto play an
important role in development of next generation network

4.
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I *systems -and that a netwotk demonStration may be needed/to
gain user-support.and interest. .The final report identifies
.the issues that need to be addressed in cons*.dering, planning,or conducting such:a network demdnVration project with
joint Government and industry p.articipation..

LAND MOBILE ,RADIQ
.

L
-

,

. .A sizable number of comments were- received relative-to-the,
land mobile radio discussion.' Several equipment manufac-turers and trade associations active in this industry, felt,the industry was in better'shape and making more technical
progress than was implied by the draft discussion. Some.
thought that the characterization of.the industry as rag- ,Aet

,..--gl
mented was particularly harsh, The large manufaCtur s in a
dOminant position. in th6 'industry- stated the' industry had
made, and,was continuing t6 make,,great _progress in squeezing
more users into a'limited,spectrum and that-little'if anyaction was needed on the part of'Government (except to,

.allocate, more frequency'spectrum and to reduce fegulationle.
'Several reviewers disavowed t'he 'present e*istence of,. spectrum
shortage, except in two major cities.' Several,revjewers
felt the 'draft did not .fully reflect the'considerable
equipment and systemS'developments jndustrY* was pursuing for
application in the new 900; MHz band..4_,

,

. i -n'
As the-final report diecuses,.land mobileradio is an Brea

-where slow, ste-ady eVolution has been the rule .,(and will
,

-(oontinue),-rather,than any great qakticul4r. barrier or-great.
leap fOrward being involved. The final report,presents a
more complete description of thefindustry's past progress
and present position than the daft.' Despite a steady
improyemenX.in spectrum 'utilization', is still,'' concern.
that improved integration and extension of knowledge °,'
about the planning and performance of land mobile communica-
tion systems'are required if tIle.necessary SpeotruM utiliza-

' tion improvements are to continue._ ,

x

. °

BROADBAND COMMUdINIOMS kETWORKS 0 /
. ,

._ ..-. A , ,

A:considerable number of comments ,ere received concerning .-

.

broadband distribution, which was one of the four technology
areas discussed at. length in .the draft.' Altheughithe.
written discussion was concerned with a wide range oftele- -1,-

. Oommunication services for home, industry, and Government

A-7
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that could be provided -over new, broadband systems (including'
two-way services utilizing facSimile, data, or video),,
almost all the comments spoke in terms,of the difficulties
the cable television industry, continues to encounter. The
comments agreed that market uncertainty and fingncial weakness
of the industry were the main problems causing the lack ofr
'predicted growth in the cable television industry. The need
to expand into nonentertainment functions is recognized as a
riecesga-ry%source of additional -revenue. The on-going issue
of deregulation of the cable indtstryand'competition with
existing common carriers was also raised. The-reviewers-,-- -
supported the concept of a demonstration as a way of advancinf4
applications, although they identified uncertainties as to
the source of funding for such a dempnstration. Thefinal
report identifies the issues and alternatives involved in
such a demonstration.

Three common carrier organizations pointed out that exist-
ing common carrier networks'eauld form a distribution
structure for future broadband. distribution systems. They
particularly objected to language in-the draft that appeared
to exclude common carriers froma-demonstratibn o/ future
broadband distribution systems. There was no intent to
exclude the common carrier network from this application
area; but at the same time the report did not mean to limit
broadband distribution to common carrier systems. As the`
final report discusses, one or the issues requiring inves-
tigation concerns the most appropriate distribution, mode pr
modes for broadband services.

FIBER OPTIC COMMUNICATIONS
0

Five reviewers commented specifically on the discussion of
'fiber optics as one of the communiqation technology areas
having potential for futu e applications' if barriers are
overcome; In general; th' reviewers' agreed on the beneficial
.potential of fiber optics for broadband communication
distribution. They echo ome of the concerns and issues
that still,surround applic tiOns in this area and the final
reppr.t presents ari.'expande scussion whibh incorporates
these comments. Comments emp asized the uncertainty about
the point at which fiber optics is.economically.equal or }
better than -othet wideband distribution methods, such as
coaxial cable or waveguides. The need,and value of an '

application demonstration remains g,question arid the final
report addresses this question.

f



0

Three common carrier" organizations objected to the fiber
optics discussion of the draft which talked about applica-
tions in the context of noncommbn carrier functions, since .grey felt that optical fibers used within a building,for
distribution would.be a common carrier function. The use ofthe -term noncommon carrier in the optics section in the,
draft was uncldag, and was not meant to exclude the common
Carriers frqm this application area. What was meant was to
characterize some areas' of fiber optic communications that
could possibly be served by other than cotNen carriers. For'
example,-it is not clear that only common carriers should be.4,able to utilize fiber optics for distribution,purposes,
including th4 intrabuilding use.

,This issue remains an open question and involves many of the
same issues as the interconnection of other terminal equip - ,

ment and telephone, lines. iThe final report alsq
either'possibility and identifies this as an open question.

-

111

CONSUMER ELECTRONICS

Five rev40Wers made comments about the draft discussion on
barriers to recapturing the U. S. consumer electronics
market. All of them felt that this problem was different
from the other areas discussed because technology had
less of a part to play.

The Office of telecatmunieations)Policy also commented
'upon the consumer'electronicsi.ssue, as follows:

"(T]he telecomftuniCationsjoalance af trade issue
is indiVisible and necessarily.inVolves considera-
tion of both exports and imports: This matter
is of primary concern to the interagency trade
balance task force, established at the behest

'of Congressman,Torpert Macdonald, Chairman°of
the Rouse CommunicationsSubcommittee. Its
members, whidh include'the Department ofiCommerce:
(DIBA), tip Office of the Special Trade Representa-
tive, OMBfand the State Department, have yet to
Telermine whether or not any such problem lirideed.4

exists. I hope that any ,specific action by the
Department in tHiis area will await the completion
of at least, the initial work of this task force,
and will be coordinated with' the other task florae
members through the Mepartment of Commerce's
representative".

.
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61.

Following receipt of OTP's views .as set forth ,above.,
the Telecoftmunications Task Force agreed to. terminate
its consideration of the consumer electronics issue.
Accordingly, this subject is not addressed in the final
reporft.

4

a
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2 DETAILEp REspoNsE TO REVIEWER GOMME

This major.section presents-a detailed ;espouse to-all
reviewer-comments receiveg. The comments are grouped.intd,
sections dealing with similar topics. The left-hand column,
simmarizes the §ubstante bf 'each item of comment, as much §,s
/possiblerin the words of the reviewer. The right-hand.
column bk'iefly evaluates the Comment substance and describes
how the final repprt achieve,sa'digposition of that point. .

a

The following sections are 'used for grouping purposes:

4

Sec ion 1.i%
Sect qn 2.

tion 3.

General' Comments

Role of the Federal Government

International Trade

. Sqction 4. Regulatory ,Action

00.

Section,. ,,Direct Satellite Communication's
A

Section 6. Land -Mobilq Medic)

Section -7. Broadband Communicate Networks

Section 8. Fiber Optic COmmunicaLons

Section 9. Consumer Electronicd

N.;

.1
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Section 1 --'Genesal Comments

Substance of Comment

A; The Director of International Projects
for an international common carrier and
.equipment,manufacturer took issue with
fundament41, factors which make any action
program from the Taik Force incomplete.
Restrictingthe study rae&t.to domestic
elements is incomplete, %ince the telecom-
munication industry is very internationally
minded. Secondly, the main study attention
to the technical and regulatory-aspects of
the problem, to the exclusion'of many finan-
cial and market considerations affectingthe
introduction of new telecommunication tech-
nology to-the marketplace, leaves outran
important area. An expanded base of the

` study is necessary to produce a reasonable
action progrp'(i.e., includes tax ratet,'
depreciation rates, and availability of
needed investment capital). The third fun-,
damental factor concerns the proliferation
of U. S. Government agencies involved. He
criticizes the implied assumption of the .

go report that expert-guidance or recommenda-
tions bvkDOC would te,accepted by other '

agencies, particularly those areas where
-those agencies have primary authority.
He indicates such is. not the nature of
Government agencies.

g; The question of ap plication of new
teChnologlkis said to be primarily economic
by a major equipment manufacturer. A com-
pany doesn't make investments (even new
products are capital investment) unless the,

pay -back period is very short, normally
less than two years (since there usually
are many more economically rational candi-
dates than there is capital to finance
them). '

C,~ The director of an academic-based policy
.,- center stated the subject matter and prob-

lems addressed by the draft report are among
the right ones and the technical or economic
questions that were raised are certainly
worthy of mate. However, he found questions
of administration, responsibility, and over-
all policymaking structiliNk%so thoroughly
intertwined with the substantive patter that
controversies over the forMer inevitably
beoloud the-latter.' This is unfortunate
since the problems must, be addressed what-
ever instrument might'eventually develop to
do so.- His recommendatioa is that the
future draft separate findings and analysis
from structural recommendations, in order
to help focus substantive discussion in a .

more productive way.

a

t

Response to Comment

His points are well taken and have been .

considered, although DOC can do little now,
torchange the approach. The first two are
outside the scope of the Task Force final
report. The third factor bf uncoordinated
Government agencies is recognized as a diffi-
culty,in the final report discussion even
though Government reorganization is beyond
the scope of the Task Force.

ira

The final reporb recognizes the necessity-
for expected economiCreturns before pri-,
vate firms will,invesi eignificant capital
for new applications. However, tee may
still be a valuable Federal role in Clarify-
ing the technical issues or in arranging
initial trials-with groups of users in order
that private firms gain sufficient confidence
and experience to convince themselves the
-pay-back pe.riod will be sufficiently short.
There is not necessarily a conflict between
these two views.

This criticism is' justified, since the
treatment of the draft made it very diffi-
cult for the reader to separate premises
from analysis. The final report follows a
much different format and organization that -".--,
should go'a long way toward responding to
this recommendation.

1:02



- gubstance of Comment

D. The point is made by an equipment
manufacturer that technological develop-.
ment, -even when successful, does not auto-
matically result in public demand for the
product. Each company takes a slightly
different tack as how to utilisze advances
in the state of the art -- some win and some
do not.

E. )!L manufacturer felt that the
telecommunicatiOn industry was indeed
presently moving technology forward,
although the draft report asserts otherwise.

-

F, An academic -based reviewer gave a very
strong recommendation for OT addressing
policy aspects of teledommunications, par--

4- titularly since policy analysis does not
often enough address the:Interplay between
technology and policy.

G. A large common carrier strongly
disagrees that the United States is no
longer in the forefront of innovation in
telecommunications and argues that thd
United States continues to be the leader in
this area.

H, An industrial reviewer comments that
tables 3.1 and 3.2 of the draft report are
not a good representation of what exists.
As an alternative, we should just put an
"X" in one box in each column, because
indicat7 a problem can really only indi-
cate the most severe problem, and that if
that problem was overcome,. then another one
would become the most severe. He uses
broadband networks for local distribution'
as an example and states that only the
regthatory impact issue deserves. an "X" at
the present time. The reviewer suggests an
alternative framework for the table and
presents a revised version of one table.

I. A common carrier disagrees with
numerous entries in the matrix tables of
3.4nd 3.2, which present summaries of 'the
barr ers to applications of technology and
the perceived reasons why industry is not
overcoming the barriers.

Response to Comment

This Situation is true and is recognized in
the final report. Nothing in the report
meant to claim otherwise and the planned
programs were only -meant to enable a better
defined and more complete basis for these
pioducts to compete in the marketplace.

7\

The final report recognizes the progress
being made in certain technical areas but
still stalks about some areas where .fq.ster
progress is possible.

This reinforcemeht of subject importance and
Federal role is accepted as support for the .

relevant portion of the report. -

The final report continues to recognize
mounting concerns'in the available data and
the conclusions of othersabout the U. S.
technological positions. In many areas of
telecommunitations, this leaddrship position
is apparently becoming eroded.' This is not
to say the United gtates is still not Number
One in most areas; the Task Force was con-
cerned about trends that must be modified or
reversed. These concerns are becoMing
increasingly evident in other studies and .

assessn(ents as well as in the public media.

The content of tables 3.1 and 3.2 represented
the combined judgments of Task Force members
and industry respcndents at the time the draft
report,was prepared. As the commenty illus-
trate, it is difficult to represent 'a multi-
dimension situation in a simplified way. This
presentation device is not used in the final
report.

See response H above.

J, A large systems-engineering company These comments are correct.
found the draft-report very interesting.
The overall observation was that the report
is more applicable to hardwaretproducers
than a systems - engineering company.

A-13
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Substance of Comment

K, A senior representative of the U. S.
Postal Service dealing with advanced mail
systems development stated"the programs
proposed in the draft report are important,
imperative to the domestic economy, doable,
and should be done.,

. .

L, A large common carrier stated that the
draft report proposed programs that would
.involve noncommon carrier applications, but
felt that there is no economic or technical
support for the need for a duplicate system
similar to the existing common carrier
system:

M,, A senior representative of DOD supported
thejour technology thrusts proposed, al-
though he was not dn total agreement with
all the comments, conclusions, or findings.°
He particularly supported the idea of tech-
nology demonstration programs to put tech-
nology pieces together.in a system and user
application sense. He felt there were vary -,
ous levels of maturing technologies coming
along,, but no one with resolve or funds to
put it all together,into-a system.

Response to Comment

This comment is accepted as support for the
general Purpose of the report.

The reviewer is correct in this concern.
There is no intent to establish a duplicate
common carrier system and the final report
makes this clear. At the same time, it is
not they intent to prevent noncommoncarrier
alternatives from being established in some ,
Areas' if such action presents clear ,economic.
or technical advantages.

This comment is accepted as supportive of the
concept and need for technology demonstration
in certain.areas.

Section 2 -- Role'of the Federal Goverment

A, The director of a DOD advanced research
agency commented that the draft'report did
indeed identify a number of major problem
areas in telecommunications which are in
need of Attention at' the Federal level. He
feels that OT can and should play a leading
role in lowering the barriers to telecom-
munications growth in the area'of tariff
and regulatory policy by stimulating new
capabilities and service offerings. Tech-

The comments are supportive of the concerns
and secomMendations of the draft and final
reports. However, the final report covers_
the regulatory and trade areas in very limited
ways. The offer of this key advanced researcl-
defense agency to cooperate in improving the
technical and'economic basis for regulatory
decisions will be,utilized as needed.

nological change can'be encouraged in areas L-

that were previously subject to domination
4 . by one or a few large enterprises. This

ageiicy stated a willingness to work with OT
in improving,the technical and economic
badis for regulatory decisions. 9

g, A representative of a very large
equipment manufacturer takes issue with the
premise of'the report that unusual barriers
to telecommunications growth exist. He says
normal barriers exist in any market., and-
concern should arise only'if there are 6

factors that distort the growth of the total
national corporate body. DiStortion would
be evidenced by internal awareness of the,
retardation, which would take the form of
constant public outcry for some aspect of
telecommunications that is.unfulfilled.
He did not see such outcry in the United
States. That privateventerprise wants a
more open-door policy with regard to what
it envisions to be new opportunities for
return on capital should not be automati-

The final report discusses the need and
rjudtification for a Federal role more exten-
sively, since this is a basic premise under -
lying the rest of the report. The final
- report still concludes there is a need for
Federal action in some of the areas studied
and therefore will not completely, satisfy
those inside or outside Government who argue
on'ideological grounds that the Federal
Government do nothing that might' interfere
with the free market process (which in turn
excludes any centralized planning or Atrong
guidance in the area,of technology). The /
final report fully supports the principle
that any new product or service must eventu-
ally compete on economic grounds with alter-
natives, but that, for the public interest,

0



Substance of Comment Response to Commenta

cally assumed to be a public outcry.for new
services. The role of Government in a,free
economy is to seesthat,the doorS are kept
open. (except where in fact a natural monop-
oly is judged to existl-and let the free
market interplay, detexMine which new,
"products or services win or fail.

. .

4. "

t, The general comments of this large-
supplier of telephone equipment and services
applauded'the intent of the study but dis-'
agreed with its perceived underlying philos-
ophy. It wants the Department gf Commerce
to carry out its mission through cooperative
and supportive programs rather than througil
active' interjection of the Department into
the free market process. It agrees industry
cannot do the job alone in many areas but .

does not want the Government to attempt to
inject itself into the stream of prdduct
design and market development. It refer- a

ences,present administration policy to
emphasize less rather than more Government
participation in business affairs.

D, A large common carrier stated that the
draft report appeared to recommend a sub-
stantial move toward added Government
involvement in industry matters. is
could be counterproductive. It alltTbded to.
President Ford's policy for less Government
participation in the affairs of industry:

' E,' A large equipment manufacturer oppos
more GOvernmetit," but encouraged "bette;_,
Government," such as less restrictive trade
policies and more support for U. S.
exporters.

F, The reviewer, from a consulting/rearch
organizatiop, pointsout that new tele m-
munication,Idusiness developments often can ,,

be accelerl,ted significantly prOvided that-.
a missing ingredient or catalyst is intro-
duced." In many situations, his ingredient

.ocan best be provided by the, private sector;_

. in others it is essential that some armCof
the Government play thii role. The draft-,--
report identifies some of t4ese areas where
A& Government catalyst role seems appropri-
ateate and the reviewer coacurrea with that '

. general thrust as it comes through in the
draft.

the Federal_Government, may stimulate
investigation or deveMilOpt of a ndw tech-
nology to the point tha a fair market test
is feasible. The justification is that there
are significant benefits that could accrue to,
the nation if the new technology passes the
economic and. utility tests. While everyone

...

agrees with the principle"that the Federal
Government should protect the public interest,
the disagteements occur when defining what is
in the public interest.

The heart of this issue is. he role of the
Federal'Government in relation to private
'industry. The final report discusses this
issue directly and explores the types o
Federal activities that are justifi . The
thrust of the argument is that some Federal
role is justified in the public interest.
The Government does not intend to inject
itself into product design or market develop-
ment although some of its actions taken in
the,public intyest may have impacts on
market results. The reportseeks to avoid
distorting the free market process, even
though it is recognized any Government pro-
cess (including,already existing actions) may
have some differential effects on firms or
industry sectors.
a

Certainly telecomMunications is an area where
there is already considerable Government
involvement, for a variety of justifiable
reasons. The purpose of the Task Force was
hot to.add to this but to make it more
effective. It sought the positive role of
facilitatin§ market activity, not restricAng
it., The final report clarifies these objec-
tives and the'recopmenaed actions. We do not
believe'that the result of the program will
be counterproductive to existing public objec-
tives. Indeed4 one of the conclusiRps of the
,...report is_that_more extensive discussion
between Government:and industry is, desirable
in order to avoid any counterproductive
actions. There never was any intent to
supplanttindustry'activities, so there is no
conflict with president Ford's policies.

The final report discusses the Federal role
that should be compatible with better
Government rather than more Government.

4

This distinction is recognized and the final
report- continues to identify this as a useful
Government role.

4 /4.
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Substance of Camentf

G. A large common carrier "stated
preferred to free common carriers (supposedly

from regulatiOnI'for development with private
funds, rather than -Zommitting public funds to
technologiCal developmdht.

H. A representative from a large common
carrier firm states that Department of
Commerce action could lead to restricted
application of new technologies and remove
the-incentives for private R&D in telecom-
munications.

1, Although an electronic industry trade
group wanted several months to completely
analyze the draft report, its initgkl com-
ment from members states that technology was
moving fast enough into the Marketplace and
did not need to be accelerated, In elabo-
ration, some member flips contend that tech-
nology cannot be pushed -into 'the marketplace;
the marketplace is the pertinent factor in
determining the useof. technology. Others
state.that Government involvedent in pushing
technology will only serve to complicate the
free market concept. The commenter stated
that there is some gray area where Government
shoUld be Involved but its boundaries are
not clear. /

j,. A large common carrier questions the
asumption that technology can be dz'iven
to the marketplace irrespective Of the
needs and demands of the user of the
communications.

% , Response to Comment
.

i .

j?.___ttie final report clarifies, the Task
Force never contemplated the commitment
of public monies to technological develop-
ment or implementation; this is admittedly
better'carried out by private industry
wherever such will be done. At the same
time, h9Wever, a role is seen for Government _

effOrts-to identify the-c itital issues, .

define user needb(esp ly in the public :
sector) and other.re d actions that serve
to reduce the uneerta isk, and therefore
encourage private orgl iza ons to undertake
application and oper -tion worthwhile -

technologies. 4

Neither the Task Fore: the 5dpartment of
Commerce propose restri ng application of
new technologies. In fact, fulfilling the
perceived needs to reduce undseTrA^inties
about potential applications and market
would increase incentives for investment in
further development and applications. Any
restrictions on applications f these tech=.
nologies would conceivably co e from the
legislative or regulatory process, both of
which are outside the contFol of the
.Department of Commerce.

These trade.associatio4"s views are
consistent with the comments receivedzfrom
individual firms. Responses to the
vidual Oommexips describe the ways the final
report cover-4 the,po&nts.

Certainly the reviewer Alright in that Vere
is a high probability thatiprOduct services
will be unused if.no market exists.- At the , .

same time, certain advance work is necessary
to properly structure and present to potential
users theull dimensiop,of what ser
are available to them.. In some case hat'
'market demand must be cultivated and e-
'crated to the point where it is economic
to supply, it. 'This is paetiscularly true --

in the case of public orgafilldtions and users. It

where limited understanding and sophisticatiOn
exists for complex telecommunica s. As the
filial report explains further, they may be a

-need and value ,,for governmental assi tance
to potential users for certain new tectinol-

,

ogiei at the Federal, State and local lev

,

gyp- /



A
Substante.of Comment

K, A large manufacturer and common carrier
stated the draft report did not distinguish
between the pull of demand in contrast with
the push o. Government. He felt Goternment
as-a user f technology would be more effec-
tiy0 than through demonstration or develop-
ment contracts. He also took issue with
'table 3.2in the column headed ,"Lack of
Industry Concern for'-Development of Tele-
communications Issues," in that it was ribt
supported by discussion

L, Comments byta large common carrier
stated Government involvement to force the
premature implementation of=new technolb-
gies.could only result in higher costs and_
degraded service.

M, A specialized common carrier providing
data trai4smission networks was concerned
that the -draft report did not'tocus on the
inability of the Government to assist the
specialized common carriers by prOviding
Governtent business to use their .4ideband
capability (11.6.kb/s).

N, A smalltrade association of
manufacturers was doubtful about the draft
report recommendations for wideSpread
governmental action that might usurp the
activities of profit-seeking firms. The
reviewer felt that there was a role for the

Government and stressed the financing
and trade area. //

0

Response to Comment

These comments identify key concerns which
are considered in,the final report. The
,technology push concern is discussed in
commdnt "J" above.

The draft report was not intended to'force
premature implementation, but only where
demand exists. If demand is not there, then
there would be no investors to rush,forward
to serve a nonexistent need.

Although this speCific comment is primarily,
one of specializ,Rd interest, it highlights -4

the issue of the ability of the Federal -

Government as a large user of communications
services to utilize that role to facilit
or'accelerate the applications of new
communications services. The final report 0
includes discussion of this issue.

These comments are reflected in the
'discussion and recommendations of the final
report. There' is no intent or. desire to
usurp the activities of profit-seeking firms.
Further elaboration is provided by domment,
responses "B" anh "C" above.

p, A large eguitment manufacturer commented The final report discusses the Federal role
that the objectives of the diaft report were in advancing teldcommunication technology
commendable. While the concept of demon- applications. While such direct Government
stration projects was generally okay, the .subsidy is identified as one alternative, it
specific proposals seemed to be far too is not one that is pursued or recommended
small to be efective A more direct since it is not compatible with present
Government Pole was recommended in the form financial oy political realities. Moreover,
of actual subsidy of full scale systems the Federal role rated to any type of
through tax breaks, loans, or R&D grants. technology demonstration would be thatof
Once economic 'viability is demonstrated, , catalyst-coordinator or broker rather than
the subsidy could be redgced. However, as dompletefinancier. Coperation by civil servants was not neces- ,
sarily contemplated. Goveintent specifi-
cationt and financing with competitive
contract execution by industry was suggested.
The premise for the recommendations was that
the user=shared portion of all.telecommuni-.
cation systems was a val,id role for direct
Government subsidy and 'regulation, as in the.
case of telephone systems and interstate
highways, etc. Extending the concept to

',broadband, wired cities was n& considered
any different.

A-17
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Substance of Comment

p, A reviewer froth a Consulting/broker
organization serving the cable industy
suggests that the objective of helping the
business csielmunity and private individuals'
to benefit from improved commnhication ser-
vices could be best achieved through an
immediate and practical task. This task, of
an immediate time frame (say, three years),
would be to reduce'Government;communication
.costs, reduce delay in message dylii,ery,
improve access to informatilin at point of .

use,and increase Governitenakdommunication-
efficiency by a significant factor. Ancil-
lary taxpayer savings widnld come from more
efficient and-lower cost public services and
would be of at least an order of magnitude
greater than the communication 'cost saving
itself. The author does not say exactly how
he Government would achieve lower communi-4

cation costs and dt4er benefits.

Q, A representative of DOD comments the
draft report is interesping and highlights
an area of significant importance to the

. national economy., He concurs in the concept
of Government support of the transfer of .'

telecommunication technology in the,private
sector. However, he points out that the
Govern4ent should carefully select those
technologies that are to be exploited since
premature attempts at exploitation could
result in wasted Government resources and
false starts'by private industry.° Hd-sug-
gests helping the Departhent of Commerce by
making available unclassified technical
information resulting from DOD-funded

t

Response' to comment. 4

Utilization of the Goliernment communication
system itself as a lever to stimulate appli-
cations of new telecommunication technology.
and benefits is a valid one and is pursued
in the final report. Unfortunately,,the
problem of how to carry out such an achieve-
ment remains the critical element. Jurisdic-
tional differences and varying objectives
within the various governmental user
organizations provide practical problems.

' ,

r

. ,

These comments axe suppOrtive-of analysis
and recommendatintgAathp draft and
fina14-309,00.41rh Ilittpf.prk?
the Department-td
technology transfer in telecommunications is At
particularly noteworthy.

R, A large law firm specializing in These supportive comments have been considered
'representing cohmunicgtion industry clients in the preparation of the final report.
commented that frdm their experience, the
report is well doneand'all.itoo accurate.
The reviewer

essential
that the Govern-

ment has an ssential rofe to play in elimi-
nating the barriers too telecommunication
growth, and that without such governmental
assistance, these barriers will have the
adverse consequences that are Cited
thrdughout the report..

s, It was stated bya Government
representative that OT should not, involve
itself in advocacy for speoial interests,
but rather should concentrate on eliciting
technical facts and data within its coMpe-
tence. HoWever, he recognized that rthere
are governmental functions which the private
sector cannot afford to carry out. It was
said that due process was needed to resolve
interactions between technical, social,
economic, and regulatory factors and that
good, relevant technical inputs might shorten
the process. It was further stated that many
Federal agencies submit inputs to the FCC -

apparenW.y without clearance by OTP (e.g.,
.DOD on rate cases, Justiae on very high -
'frequency television drop...ins and cable).

It was never considered that OT would .be an
advocate for any particular special interest.
The final report states the objective is to,.
offer formal comment onpFCC dockets only
where objective Kesentation of relevant
technical issues is perceived to be useful.

A-18
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Substance of Comment
4

T, The reviewer from a large consulti
firm questioned whether it is a desi le
role for OT to try to serve as a vo e for
industry. It seems more appropriate for
OT comments to regulatory agencies to be
based on objective technical analysis.

U. A large common carrier questions the
needfor Government to establish communi-
cation standards and states that standards
can better beoet by industry without
Government involvement.

4

y, A large common car
the Department of Comm
performante evaluation

'er questioned why
rce would undertake
of competitive data

, services for users of services provided by
common carriers, since this is the respon-
sibility of State and Federal regulatory

A commissions.

-
w, A, reviewer from a large common carrier
sees no difficulty in the transfer of tech-
nology from Government to pri4ate industry.
It sees the need for no new programs in the
Department of Commerce in this area.

4 A

Section 3 -- International Trade

Response to Comment

Othe.latter point was the intent of the draft .

'report and the final report stresses this
more strongly. There is no chance that OT -.

can serve as a voice for the land mobile
industry, for example.

-

The draft report meant to show the need fpr
the preparation of measures of performance
in certain areas, not necessarily,standards .

for communication transmission. Such
measures of performance are morel tied to user ..1
needs and should serve to assist in market
aggregation, facilitate potential user select .

tion of communication services, and in.other
ways help to create a timely market for the
benefit of industry. The final report
claxifies this area.

The draft report did not mean to suggest the
evaluation of common carrier services since
there is no intent to interfere with such
responsibilities of State and Federal regu-
latory .commissions. However, there is a need
for establishing performance spedifications
for new technologies applicable to the
delivery of.public services as a way of
assisting public agencies to evaluate the 1

applicability of .such technolOgy or services
to their

4
responsibilit es.

The cri,tical factor s no the dissemination
of technOlogy fro vernment to industry,
but the applica thereofv. There is con-
sidekeble evide c that this aspect could be
considerably more successful. We recognize
the preference for private organizations to

. apply proprietary-based technology because
of its exclusive features. Moreover, the
problem of application of Government-developed
technblogy maybe much more severe for medium-

, and smaller-sized organizations than it is
for the large one making the comment.

tkk.

A. An equipment manufacturer was
disappointed that trade matters mentioned '
during the Task Force interviews were not
treated in the draft report, since these
are of primary importance *-4

B. A manufaoturer of telephone equipment
market was disappointed

that the telecommuniga imbalance
was not mentioned in the drift repor ,
although admittedly there-was considerable

4
55

The final report does not deal with th
international trade'subject, although the
comments of the industrial representatives
are summarized and presented. he inter-
national trade area is being pursues by
another agency of the Department of Commerce.

The final report does not cover'the
international ade issue (for the stated
reasons) but does include a summary of the ,

_....._comments and re mmendations on this subject
-i'dCeiVe4 during industrial intentieWt.

mention of trade imbalance in the eigeGiat
consumer area. The discussion of the four
technical areas (broadband', satellite, etc.)
was said to be covered in excellent detail.

-19
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Substance of Comment

C, The reviewer commented on there port
expansiod area and problems posed by export
controls, 'Clarification and coordination
Of rules tntler which export business is
codducted is stated to be an important need.

D, An operator of netwdrk information
services commented that the draft report
recommendations contained little'which
benefitednetwork information services such
aChimself interested in international
expansion. He recommended that the final
report request the Department of State to
work toward improving the regulatory climate
with European PTT's so that network infor-
mation services might find this less of a
barrier.

E. The Chief Engineer of a medium-sized
electronic equipment manufactdier reviewed
the draft report and stated it was,good.to
see official Federal Government concern
expressed on this subject. He provided data
to indicate the U. S. civilian telecommuni-

, cation industry and DOD spend large amohnts
on R&D for communications. He pointed out
both DOD and the Department of Commerce have
similar interests in telecommunications in

. that both wish to'increase foreign sales.
DOD has the special interest in increasing
compatibility of telecommunication.equipment
among the AlliOP Both agencies would
desire similar national telecommuriication
policy in privacy, interconnect, domestic
satellite, and other matters:

Section,4 Regulatory Action

Response to Comment

The final. report does not include programs
in international trade and its barriers.

The,final report does 'not address the issue
of international trade and therefert is not*.
in A position to implement this
recommendation.

These points are ,vrrect but have their
effect primarily in the international trade
issue, which the final report does not
address in any major wayl

A', The President of a medium-sized The final report includes identification'of
manufacturer of land mobile eguipmenf regulation as. an inhibiting force, although
stated the draft report was a comprehensive there is little discussion of regulation tf
compilAtion of- key factors that influence the first and second categories identifiAd
the application of technology to the tele- in this comment.
communication needs of the nation and can
be safely tsed as guidance for most of the'
indicated program proposals. He agreed
thattthe two main barriers were demonstra-
tibn of. technology applications and
inhibiO.ons posed by 'Government regulation
and overwhelmingly indicated the most
fruitful area for corrective action was in
the area of Government regulation. Three
varieties of Government regulation were'
specifically reinfOrced by his comments:
(1) kegulation by taxation'and its curtail-
ment-of capital formation,, (2):regi!Tation
op supporting fbnctions through excessive
GovernEmX-reports requirements, and
(3) -re411Tation of direct program activity
in telecommunications administered by the
FCC. The statement did clearly acknowledge'
that Government regulation-was justified
where the forces of the frd6-market are
either not Appropriate or inadequate t6
fu tt-e
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Substance of Comment Response to Comment

g, While a reviewer from an equipment
manufacturer had, no problem with OT
pation in rule-making proposals'Icy the sub-
mission of apprdOiate comments to FCC, he
believes that its role should assume no
greater importance than'that of any other
party. He 'sees no utility in OT holding
itself out as a repositoryof the objective
{Overview. This is worse if OT participated
in proceedings involving an application for
license, which are usually adjudicatory in
nature.

C. A lhige common carrier que'stions the
value of OT being involved in Federal
regulatory proceedings. since this activity
would most likely be counterproductive and
cause added regulatory delays.

..

Thi'bomment is well taken. The raft report
was only assuming that OT's comments in the
regulatory process would be considered along
with those of other parties.

t
,,.

It is only conjecture that any assistance in
this area world be likly to cause added
regulatory delay. In most cases; assistance
would take the foFm of comments in FCC dockets
that are open for just that purpose from all.
interested parties. This is not considered
counterproductive since regulatory comments
would only be offered where there was a tech-
nological basis and need. Such has been the
case of the limited effort thus far, .1

assistance has been' welcome by the r atory
'agencies.

. -

While there may be examples where Government
action has been inhibiting, there are also
several examples wheridevelopment (e.g.,
communication satellites) has been greatly
stimblated,by U. S. R&D and application
experiment (such as NItand CTS). While it
is undoubttdly true that regulatory actions
contribut 'd ,to_the gredt delay in domestic,
satellite mobile radio applications,

e344-these ap vents in thepast and represent
a simIlam concern to the Task Force. The
final xeport is based upon the premise that
certain Government actions can be useful on
balanc4

,
,

. a

0, A large common carrier stated that
Government AR.;040had inIOAted technologi-
cal innoviiion and 4'p14dtgn ln,a number
of instances and Ated'aomestic satellites
and mobile radio as examples, presUmhbly
with respect to slow regulatory decisions.

A /

0

":Ab
°It

V
E, A laige'dimmonP.taisHer'sks t red th

.4
the Department of would .

itself into civil `c61:$ spectrunt madigem
activities and ptierebrd add,to 4.4he delay
in that profess. The,are reserved by
statute to the FCC.

-

at Th De artineet of Commerce does not intend to
e wi that&FCC process, except to

nt the poi4t of ffering engineering-based com-
ments where considered, appropriate during the

or,fuch.comments. Since "this
d only,be taken where expertise

ni ere'd useful, thit action is
larlfyissues rather than extend

-

, t,R*7

* The suggestions have,been taken into accountF, A large equipment manufacturer
reinforced the draft report's statement in the final report preparation. However,
that excessive prolongation of regulatory little dtSCuaSion:of specific regulatory
action can have severem e negative economic programneeds'is ihcluded in the -final report.
mnpact on the industry segment concerned.
It was suggested that the Department of 4 , ..-

Commerce could profitably implement its , 1 .

charter through objective historical . A ,

16

nalysis of the actUal impact of major regu-
atory decisions; for example, FCC docket%
8509, wlere common carriers were denied

p rticipation in the development oporoad-4,
band distribution networks. Predenting Such
analysis (tc,--appxcprd.ate-regulatory agencies
and making other filings would thus encourag
and facilitate agency consideration of the; .
possible long-term impacts of its decisi;pds.

( 'sokiti-tat
;edction w
*can.be
r'eipecte
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41.

'Section 5 -- Direct Sat/iiteCommunicationsi

. Substance of Comment Response to Comment

40'
A. The director of a nonprofit public
service organization concerned with satel-
lite communications stated the concerns and
'objectives,of the draft report--in the satel-
lite communication area were completely
compatible withhis beliefs. He"saw impor-
tant needs and.opportunities in utilizing
present andenext generation satellite Cm-
munication systemsin the provision of
public service. It was felt that.the'
Federal Government had an important rdle to
play in promoting and/or supporting both
.demonstrations and operations in this area.

g, 'Although he thought the draft report was
good im the areas it discussed, a small<
satellite equipment manufacturer did not
'feel the need ,for heavy Federal technical
involvement. This firm rather identified
problems needing resolution in FCC regula-
tion, export licensing clarification, and
Export-Import Bank loan assistance. .

k-
1

C{ A larve space systems firm stated that
the data gathered from industry was con- -

sistent with its opinion and felt it
accurately reflected the situation as it
saw it today. It gave particular attention
to the section dealing with communication
satellites since it was active in developing
such hardware.

D. A reviewer from a large multinational
manufacturer claims the need for demonstra-
tions in the area 9f small earth, stations
for.satellite communications as proposed.
in the draft report is not really necessary
since sufficient work has-already been done
in.this area by.U. S. firms. He also
states technical information has been
readily available through the NASA Technoi--

ogy Utilization program and other sources.
He further states sales by U. S. industry
in foreign markets for satellite earth
stations deppnd primarily on-competitive
financing and other export assistance.

E. A small satellite eqUipment
manufacturer said that U. S. technology is
well in hand and demonstra$ions'are not
,needed for the, satellite earth station, area.

4r, A senior official o the U. S. Vostal
Service (USES) cqmment that in the satel-
lite communication area the studies USPS
had commissioned did not reflect the same
,degree of concern as the draft report on
the state of technology,pr the ability bf

-the U. p. industry to
'In

in the small
earth statiogolarket. In other words, USPS
bad a more faVorable interpretation of
available satellite technology.

These observations and objectives about
liublic service needs are Bully consistent
with the discdRsion in the final report.

nn

o

The final report does not recotmedd heavy
Federal involvement (such as funding R&D or
establishing a Federal communication system)
but recommends a Fedeial role as catalyst,
coordinatOr, and analyst. The report identi-
fies limited needs regulation assistance .

but does not address the issue of expdts.
at all,.

This comment is accepted as supportive of
the satellite section of the draft and final
reports.

rm

It is Correct that technology for the next
generation satellite area does'exist and has
been, demonstrated in component form for
limited uses: The final report acknowledges,
that a demonstration of technology does not
appear necessary, although_ demonstrations of
large scale networks and related user problems
may be useful in reducing the aggregation and
investor/user uncertainty about viable appli4
cations. The related comment about selling
in international markets dependingvprOarily
on financing is:probably true, but outside
thfscope of the final report..

.

The final report states that the technology'
for nextgeneratioll, satellite applications
does exist at present;; but the 'Problem is to
assist and facilitate applications through
market identification, aggregation, etc.

The final report acknowledges that the
necesgary technolog for the next generation
satellite systa4s d es exist at present, but
has not yet been tested in complete form. As
a result, ,the final report does not recommend
a demonstration of technology per se. HoWever
concerns are expressed about theneed for a
demonstration of procedures and user benefits.
The comment about the ability of the U. S. .

industry to-compete inrthie market is Prot of ,

direct concern given the lack of attention tot
international trade in the final report. J:4
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_Substance of Comment . , Response to Comment
, ,

G. A reviewer,frqm a multinational carrier
and manufacturer took issue with the draft
report claim that the cost of mail delivery
could be 3Q percent lower in the discussion
under electronic mail in the satellite
section; this is said to be an unsupported
claim. He also questioned the report's
statement that the O. S. Postal Service
might purchase small earth stations from
foreign suppliers. He says U.S. Postal
Service is precluded'from buying from
foreign suppliers if less than 51 percent of
the iteM is manufactured in the United
States.

H, A senior, technical staff member in a
large record common carrier encouraged .
development of the 12/14 GHz band in the
satellite communication area since he.
believes this frequency band will be needed
to satisfy,many...future communication needs.

1, . A vice pr ident of COMSAT provided
corrected r ore recent informatibnfor

' Several tec nical statements about satellite
toMmunications, including the number of
active INTELSAT stations, estimaped cost
of future SBS earthrstations, feasible data
rates, eto.

,j, A vice president of COMSAT questioned
the statement_of the draft report that U. S.

deielopment of small earth stations in the
4/6 GHz band is not taking place. He
pOinted out that0American firms were manu-
facturing 150 stations (5 meter)fOi
Alaska use, about a dozen stations (10
meter) for Algeria (by GTE) and 40 stations
(8 meter) for India, all for the4/6 GHzs
band. c

.
K, it vice president ot COM SAT commented
that since the size of the antenna of an

- earth station should be selected inqrder
to minimize the overall costs (earth
station plus` satellite), it will not
always be best to make the "smallest" earth
station possible. , If all thescapacity
possiblis needed, it would be,poor/
economics-to use a small anten . For

. example, in one recent large s ellite, they
found reducing the antenna fro 47 feet to
12 feet would cut the cost'about .2.5 percent
but would cut capacity by about 20operce5t.
Of course, in Other systems, small antennas
may indeed be most economical. He started
that, the use of large antennas is not
exclusively dup to their low technical risk
as the graft report asserts.

,tg

The relative cost of eleCtronic mail by
satellite remains an issue. Initial
inquiries with the d.s. Postal Service
obtained the response that they have the
ability to buy wherever they wish.

This recommendation is completely compatible
with the satellite communication area as
discussed in the draft and final reports.

I

This improved technidhl information is used
in the final resort.

t

This informa ion is correct and is reflected
in the fina report. However, the concern was
meant to ap ly primarily to the 12/14 GHz band,
which is t band expected to see the eventual
developmen: of large numbers of small, low
cost eart stations. In thin area, develop-.
ment by U S. .firms is more limited and by'
Japanese irms more active.

The tra e-offs described are correct and
relevan , aso,the discussion of the final
report recognizes..

t
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Section 6 -- Land Mobile Radio

Substance of Comment

A, 'Although recognizing the advantage of
the draft report to open a dialogue between
Government and industry to work coopera-
tiyeIy, a vice president of a large manu-
facturer of communication equipment took
strong issue with several statements in the
land mobile area. He does not acknowledge
the existence- -of the particular problems
the report identified in the land.mobile
sector. He is not aware of any loss of
technological leadership to other countries
and states the U. S. land mobile technology
has out stepped the available spectrum.

A vice president of a lafge equipment
manufacturer.toOk issue with the draft
report's statement that the land mobile
radio industry was exceptionally.fragmented
and believes this to be a misunderstanding.
On the contrary, except for Class D Citi=
zen's Band, the industry is characterized
by relatively few major competitors, who
through the Electronic Industries Asbociation
have developed comprehensive industry tech-
nical standards and have worked closely with'
the FCC in resolving, industry technical,
'problems. It is further characterized by,
well organized and highly competent user
'organizations and an/overall industry/user
group organization.

C, ice president Ilk a large equipment
' "manufacturer takes issue with the draft

report's statement about speCtrum shortage.
He states that right now there are only two
cities in which businesses have trouble
obtaining adequate spectrum. He emphasizes
this relates to the present and futther
states the FCC is working wilit2pectrum
additiOns for the needs of world of
tomorrow. He,believes all. organizations,
not just Bell Labs, are working now to make
the best technical and business structure
arrangements for making efficient and low
cost use of the new spectrum (900 MHz band).
In summary the reviewer felt the resolution
of the issues was not impeded for lack'of a
Government regulatory framework or for lack
of'adequate inputs, both economic andstech-
nological. The .temaining issues in land .
mobile for the new frequency bands are being
resolved in dpe course by the participation
of all concerned patties in the normal
regulatory process.

Response to Comment

Tie finS1 report clarifies and justifies this
area. 'It discusses in greater detail the
problems and issues identified,, although
these piob.lems and issues are somewhat
differgnt than. those in the-draft report.

4L .

The final report recognizes this structure of
manufacturers and user organizations.,

D. The president of a manufacturer of land
mobile radio equipment took exception b
the description of the industry as excep- .

tionally fragmented and the subsequent
statement thht no industrial R&D is being
undertaken in the competitive development
of new 900 MH.x Sand. He claims that the
industry was. dominated by the three lc.rgest
firms and this could hardly be described as,
a fragmented industry. It was further
claimed that considerable industrial R&D in
the 900 MHz area was being undertaken while
awaiting final resolution of the FCC,dOcket

, in this area.
to.

The final report reflects this additional
information and viewpoint.

The final report more specifically describes
the structure of the land.mobile industry and
acknowledges-industry R&D in the new 900 MHz
frequency band. .
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Substance of Comment

E. Although the mobile radio user
community is highly fragmented, a reviewer
observed from his consulting contracts with
user groups and radio commop carriers that
'there is.a strong incentiOeto conserve
spectrF. The problem lies with the manu-
fa turfing sector, and the industry standard
d eloped. To achieve any,kind,of meaning-
f I results, a land mile program would
r quire industry participation and commit-
ent, not just dissemination of information.

111

.

, A vice president of a large equipment
anufacturer takes issue with the draft

rdport's statement that the land mobile
radio industry has no incentive for con-
serving spectrum nor that it has not taken
means to do so in the past. He claims that
the land 'Mobile industry has utilized specs
trum more intensively and more effectively
thanin probably any other portion .of the
radio spectrum. Equipment,deVelopers-have
produced highly sophisticated equipment
utilizing channel splitting procedures t4t
pperate with a high density of interfering.
signals.. He also takes issue with reference
to needed investigation in the areas of
ambient noise, interference effects, and
coverage prediction methods, since the
industry has published a large volume of
excellent technical material on these
subjects. he-claimed the industry has
already funded significant investment in the
development of advanced, computer controlled,
spectrally efficient systems in addition to
the development of hardware for the 900 MHz
band. The comments include an offer to
review the work done by that spetifidcom-
pany for the benefit of the Task-Force staff.

G. A vice president of a large equipment
jhanufacturer takes issue with the draft
report description that the land mobile
industfy and users have virtually no means
or incentive for conserving spectrum space.
or for-pndertaking engineering development
of high performance/lbw cost mobile
receivers. Several examples are given that
Show land mobile users have greatly-increased

%ectivities withih,a very confined spectrum
sector and that manufacturers have developed
new Methods for increased utilization of the

,spectrum.
4

H, A vice president of a large equipmdfit
_Manufacturer expresses strong_disagreeMent
'with the program proposedto deal with land
mobile barriers. The re-Commendation that
OT should become the focal point for R&D
to provide the to finical basis for the de-
sign of.complete systems is nbt needed
since industry R&D-is substantial in this
field. Moreover, he states past history

. demonstrates that U. S. R&D in commercial
areas has been the responsibility of com-
petitive enterpriie an4 has,worked,exceed.-
ingly well. If OT took over this.functj.on
and were to make its results public, there
would be no incentive for domestic menu-

'facturets to develop systems% The potential

Response to Comment

The final report recognizes past efforts and
pre.sent incentives to conserve spectrum, while
still identifying remaining problems in this
area. The final report also acknowledges the
necessity of industry participation.and
commitment to Any land mobi4e program action.

The final repbrt recognizes these industry ,

accomplishments although concerns are still
expressed about future developments and
incentives,'which may be different than pelt
accomplishments.

.

The track,record of.theIusers and manufacturers
in the rand mobile industry is impressive and
the final report reflects this. However,
concerns still exist about the future.

C*

---

The draft report did not intend to suggest the
Government take over R&D in tie land mobile
area and-this is clarified in the final report.
Additional research in areas that can improve ,

the ability to predict impacts and spectrum
utilization was recommended, not research in
hardware design or production. The intent wks
to assist industry R&D. and not to replace it. %

The draft report should not have said perfor-.
mance standard, but shoUld `hay& said a measure .

of perfo4mance is needed that'Sllows a consumer
or regulator to judge alternatives.

.94
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Substance of Comment

negative impact would be escaNted if it were
accompanied by performace standards imposed
by Government.

A vice president from'a large
manufacturer of land mobile equipment takes'
/issue with the doubt expressed by the draft
report that industry can respond to the
challenge of the 900.1Hz allocation. The
interpretation is that without an R&D pro-
gram under OT sponsorship, the innovative
systems needed at 900 MHz will not come
into being, He says the report assumption
that the cellular system is the end-all of
900 MHz utilization is not valid, spectrum
can be used for'a variety of systems,,; and a ,

variety of manufacturers have made systems
proposals for such use. He claims that all
reliable market 'forecasts indicate that the
bulk of the needs for communications will
come from the private dispatch sectage
(These comments are from a major competitor
of AT&T.) While admitting the AT&T cellular
Concept has promise for providing high
capacity mobile telephone se?vice, it ,is
pointed out that it is only,one of many
proposals that will have, an opportunity to
be proven in the martetplace'in the coming
years. For perspective, it is pointed out
that, between 1970 and 1979, AT &T will have
spent about $23 million on R&D for the
cellular concept!, while the land mobile
industry will have spent in excess of $300
million on R &D.,

J, The draft report s't'ates the Japanese
enjoy a substantial competitive edge in the
,00 MHz land mobile band. The largest
non-Bell manufacturer in the land mobile
area takes issue yith thiS'claim. He points

I.

Response to Comment

The referenced material was an ove statement
by the draft report and it is revised.
Cellular is not the end-all, and this new
band offers new opportunities for many firms
and systemi. The final report places all
these contributions in proper perspective.
It agrees that many concepts will be able
to compete in the marketplace; but most will
be relatively complex"and thus-it-Z/41 be
even more0aifficult for the user or regulator
to evaluate their effectiveness.

1"

There remains some uncertainty about the size,
and source of the Japanese relative poS..tion
in this area. Doubts still exist abou the
reasons for the OR/ Company award.

out Japanese success has-been due tb low
price, not superior technology. This is true
for both the paging area and the recent large-
award to ,OKI Company

K. 0TheviCe president of a large equipment This is correct and the fizial report
'manufacturer took, issue with the technical accommodates this comment.
feasibility of the 900 MHz land,mobile

,

communication'discussion. He stated exten-
sive pastexperiMental projects have been
done at Fell Labs,and in'Japan.

L. The vice president of a.large equipment
manufacturer take6 issue with the report
statement that AT&T's plan for the Chicago
Prototype System for 900 MHz,is now being.
challenged Oh technical_grounds. The
comments point out the petitfOns were,
predicated mainly,on economic grounds.

The final report clarifies this stem
Since spectrum capacity is or must eve

'be involved, the issue is also depende
technical factors. .

nt.
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Substance of Comment
/r

M. A reviewer' from a-large consulting firm
recommended that a land mobile radio program
should include a demand and user require-
ments analysis to identify the needed pro-
duct features and to provide justification
or incentive for new product development by
the manufacturing sector of the economy.

N, An association of radiotelephae system
operators stated the draft report-MhilSited
a good understanding of the problems and
prospects of the telecommunication industry
and demonstrated a commendable concern for
the Overall public interest. The associa-
tion hopes the final report would acknowl-
edge the substantial and continuing contri-
bution which the independent Radio Common
Carriers (RCC) have made in mobile communi-
cations. They felt the report would be
incomplete it it merely dismissed the-land
mobile,radio industry as fragmented and
failed to take into account the contribu-
tion which individual RCC's have made to`
the industry.

Response to Comment

The final report includes recommendations for
long-range planning, which would embrace such
a demand and user requirements analysis.

These suggestions were considered in the
preparation of the final report. Radio
Commoh Carriers represent a significant
segment of the land mobile communication
sector, but their importance and needs must
be balanced with,pther sectors of'the
industry.

t e.

Section 7 -- Broadband Communications Networks
0

A, In association of cable operators.,
strongly supports-the draft report's ,,
reasonings and recatmeadetionsconcerning
broadband communication. The reviewer
believes the cable indublry'Austexpand -

noneniertainment functions for 'sources of
additional revenue if the industry isto
grow out of its'present traditional posture.
of community antenna service. The associa-
tion feels large common carriers' will
contain the cable industry in its present

/posture if at all possible. The industry
does not now have an effeat.ive development

, program large enougheto be effective and
therefore the draft report recommendation

- for a demonstration program is fully
supported by this association.

A partner in a small consulting firm
serving the cable industry agrees,with the
problems the draft report identifies as
,responsible for the lack of, predicted
growth in the broadband distribution .area
up to this point of time, His comments
affirm the observed delays in,development
of new and necessary communication aids to
serve Government, business, and individual
needs: He foresees lowerocoses for ser-
vices and greater efficiency-(in time and
accuracy) can be provided by nonentertain-
ment communication'an a tational scale. .He
agrees with the proposed'constructive
GoVernment leadership in.helping to estab-
lish basic hardware and techniques ne:6es-

, sary-to-realize broadband communication/-
benefits.

Al

Although the final report is not as strong
as the material in the draft report which
this association supported, it is assumed
the association would also support the
modified discussion.

This comment is accepted as support:for the
relevant portion of the report:

.A-27 ,
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Substance of Comment Response to Comment

c. The director-91- research center on These supportive comments are reflected in
cablP'communica.tionsteadthe draft report the final report.
and agreed with the findings on broadband
network services.

I, An academic-based reviewer accepti,the"
need and value of demonstratiOn sited' Tor
broadband communication. However, he
questions limiting a demonstratidn tb
Boulder, Colorado. He states an experiment
in Boulder would not be considered as repre-
sentative by many. He suggests the alter-
native of installing several small-scale'
demonstration exper4ments in carefully
selected cities throughout the cbdntry. One
possibility is to establish an experimental
demonstration in a large office building
where'related'businesses require consider-
able clmMunicaiions an information transfer.

E, An-a8sociation of cable operators fully
supports the concept of a, demonstration:Or
test bed for broadband distilibution.' How-
ever, it States multiple and flexible test.
beds are needed; and Bounder, Colorado may
be too limited. ,Empbasiz should be on the
human factors involyed'in Market testing
as opposed to more technology development.
Equipment evaluation, generation of equip-

Imenst compatability specifications, system
evaluation,'and related. factors are probably
the best payoffs from a technical stand-
point. .Another example is the trade-offs'
in home .terminal ehapcteristics, examined
in_an experimental testing:approach.

F. An association of cable operators sees
a growing' need for advanced telecommuni-
cation services for the administering of
Government in metropolitan areas as Well.'
They believe the Government as a*user
should help by aggregating some of its own
needs, applying some advance systems to '

prove out productivity and efficiency
improvements, lowering cost of service,' and
making an.initial determination how best to
use broadband communication systems. One of
the expected impacts would be to stimulate
industrial interests. They believe the

repOrt should emphasize this view.

G, A professor suggests broadband
demonstrations should be selected with a
view toward maximizing the "freewaY effect"
in communications, which he defines as the
tendency'for a commUttication channel to
pick up users usually not considered in the
initial installation (and usually at a rate
that soon overloads the channel). He
believes this freeway effect would occur
when broadband communications are estab-
lished-and it would not take long for the
chanhel to be overloaded and require
additional capacity.

The final, report discusses in greater length
the demonstration needs in broadband communi-
cations and these comments about demonstration
sites are reflected in that discussion.

The final report discusses the-value and needs
of a demonstration. The suggeitions of this
revieWer about specific objectives and methodh
are more relevant later when and if a demon-
stration is being designed.

r"

These suggestions are realistic and correct.
The final report is fully compatible with
these suggestions.

This freeway effect is an interesting concept:,
and verifying its existence could.be an
element of a broadband demonstration project.
the issues and actions discussed in the-final
report reflect consideration of this concept.

A-28
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Substance of Comment

fl, An academiclbased researcher Made
specific comments about the broadband
'distribution area. He feels one big advan-
tage of the research demonstration efforts
recommended in the draft report might be
that the FCC would be disco raged from
taking regulatory actions that raise addi-
tional barriers. 'It- feels the actions at
the FCC have had 4extremely dramatic
effect on the domestic economy and industry.
Although not stated implicitly, his bias
appeared to be against FCC actions that
inhibited growth of 'cable. He also points ,

out. that OT activities as recommended would
raise.,interesting and,dafficult regulatory
'issues that could havelarge impacts on
common carrier rules and regulations.
Broadband demonstration networks for local
distribution communications will stir up the
telephone companies; this could lead, to some
major changes in the present concept of
common carrier regulation.

1, A large law. lirm specializing in
communications' issues (particularly repre-
senting broadcast and cable clients) sup-
ports'the demCnstrations and other programs
recommended by the draft report in the area
of broadband communications: However, they
are also frustrated on how'to'start the
wheels of implementation into motion. The
reviewer reinforces market uncertainty and
the financial weakness of the industry as
impediments to growth of broadband communi-
cation services of a nonentertainment nature;
Hit clients state the problems of lack of

. markets and financial inability to engage in
extensive research have not been overcome
and'thus things are not moving toward more
prompt7development of two-way systems and
other broadband Services.

J, The question is rased by a large law
firm as to the availability and source of .

'funding for underwriting the broadband
communication experiments or actual44tal-

-

lation in a Government facility. It is .

pointed out tha1t if there was some funding '

available, it Mould be much easier to
interest a manuf4cturer in undertaking
significant additional pesearch and demon-
stration projects. Moreover, the benefits
of broadband communication cannot be
developed and demonstrated to public poli-
cymakers withoUt such industry suppbrt.

K. An academic-based researcher recognizes
that cost-sharing among Government agencied
And industries would be necessary to carry
out a desirable program in broadband com-
munications, and he suggests a way that.
might encourage a-high degree Of cost
sharing. He states that city and state:
,governments,

band communications services
ovnments, Istitutions, and businesses
xploring

are' usually notable to identify what these
services will do to their costs and

Response to Comment

This comment about raising impoptant
I

regulatory issues and reaction is, fully
correct. ,These concerns are'recognized even
though no particular regulatory action program
by OT is initiated,or discussed in the final"
report. It should be clear that such d''astic
reform of common carrier regulation is not an
objective of this broadband communications
section, even though there might be some
future impacts in the regulatory area frqm
progress in this industrial sector.

. .

The final report reffetts recognition of these
factors and observations. However, thesb
impediments must be considered in conjunction
with an appropriate role for the Federal
Government when designing programs.

The draft report did nointend for OT to
obtain or pass out funds for underwriting
a broadband demonstration, although it is
recognized that goxernmental assistance of
some kind will probably be needed. The
immediate task is to identify those Deeds and
attempt to..put together a joint industrY=
governmental demonstration activity. ,The
final repott identifies actions that could be
taken by industry and GovernMent to move in
this direction. Some parts of those activities
will require some cost sharing from govern-
mental agencies aed the specific source and
amounts of such funding must ;be the subject
for future consideration.

A

The recognition of the necessity of cost
sharing is correct and is reflected in the
final report.

A-29 -
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Substance of Comment .

.

operations. In the main, they cannot
perform necessary analysis to idIntify bene-,
fits resulting from increased operating
efficiencies and cost reduction on their
operations (and therefore have difficulty
Qbtaining funds to carry out the initial
Inquiry). The reviewer suggests OT could
perform such operational analyses in care-
fully--selected locations prior to embarking

-on a demonstration. SucceSsful conclusion
of such,a study'would encourage the agency
as well as a terminal manufacturer or other
beneficiaries of the adoption of broadband'
services to become coof-sharers. He belieyes
a more -or -less standard'procedure could be
developed-for analyzing'operaiions to deter-
mine the impact of imOrovedgdommunications
in a way that attracts the attention of the
purse - string holderO:

L. A 'reviewer from a non-Bell common
carrier states there is absolutely'no reason
to tie broadband distribution to the exist-
ing CATV industry nor even to the coaxial_
cable which is currently used as a.cqum.
He states the existing common carrier netr
work could form a distribution structure,.
for tomorrow's broadband distribution
systemp. He specifically'objects to the
language in the report that ties all future
activity in broadband distribution to other
entities without riention of the common

.'carrier industry..

M. A large common carrier questions
development_of two-way interactive system
services for broadband communication, ser-
vices completely independent of the.
community of commbnication,common carriers.

N. An'association of independent/ small
common carriers raises a question concern-
ing the draft report descriptionrof broad-
band .distribution networks. The main
Criticism of the draft report discussion.
is that it'fails to include the common
carrier when it identifies industries to
participate in Suture broadband distribu-40
tion systems. It is pointed out that
broadband distribution systems have been
utilized by the telephone common carriers'
for 'many years in ptoviding,alltypes of'
communication services.' It is stated that
the text following the heading, "Broadband
Distribution Systemd" focuses on cable
television only.-

b. An individual from a large manufacturer
'

of communication equipment was concerned
with the draft report's concept of revital-
izing analog CATV equipment as a broadband
subscriber drop. He belieYet the, emerging
fiber optic technology is likely to come
into being too soon'for CATV to be -'viable__
competitor. He suggeses_that the large
telephone common carriers might add optical
fiber lines to the subscriber lOop,and uti-
lize their existing'poles'and dopper sub-
scriber.loops to suPp3y dc power for trunk

.')

Response to Comment'

4

-

a.

There was no intent to exclude the common
Carrier network from thib area,, But at the
same time, we did nat,-msal to limit broad.;
band distribution to using the common Carrier
system. Moreover, broadband distribution of
TV byecommon carriers 'is not imminent because
(a) cable TV is regulated as ancillary to
broadcasting, and (b) such action would raise
concerns of excessive concentration of
Aconomie power in the common carriers.

-
V

The intent was not to say that development/
of such systems must be completely indepen-
dent of existing common carrier,perviceS, but
that suck a possibility exists. , The final
report clarifies this-issue.

The draft report-did not mean to exclude,
common carriers (telephone or otherwise) from
the iise -of future broadband distribution
syStems.j The final report clarifies. this
situation.

1

The final report allows for the possibility
of various media distributing broadband
communication services. Many of the potentia
barriers are more in the software or user
service segment. Utilizapion of existing__
plant by telephone common-carriers to poper
fiber optic transmission trunks and subscribe
terminals can only be speculative at. present.
That,pcssibility is open and the future marke
process (as influenced by the regulatory
process) will determine applications in this
area.
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SubstanceC"'ArCOMment

repeaters and subscriber e
retaining' traditional free
ency on ac supplies, and'`'
keeping the broadband drop
own hands.

t 4

rminEtlsh thus
4,14epend-

,'

firmly in their

A

.Sect2on 8 1- Fiber Optic CO73vnIG;Itlons

A, A large research and consulting firm
agreed with'the draft report emphasis on
the fiber optic distribution network area
for intra -and inter-building use because
it is simply not'clear yet that there is
adequate high speed data or other wideband
traffic demand'to justify large-scale
investments by the common carriers to
replace existing,long haul transmission._
plant. However,he building services area
looks like,a real pos-sibility with appro-
priate stiMUlation for both common carriers
and private operating entre eneurs.

B, 'The reviewer', who is fiont a non-Bell
common carrier firm, objected to the fiber
optic discussion which tayked about intra-
and inter-building use in; the context of
noncomkon terriers. Thefreviewer found it
inappropriate to expend large sums of
Federal itohey for exploration and'earmark
it for use in the noncommpn carrier market.
It was said that; in todayq environment,
these fiber, optic distribution systems Would
be owned add maintained by the common
carriers and therefore the proposal seems to
invite needless d4pli,catiOn.

1 1

C, A large common carrier questioned that.-
optical fibers within a building would be
a noncommogIcarrier functidn,

O

Response to Qpmment

This comment reinforces our co lusion; it
remains as a part of the report
discdssioh.

lo

,Yr

Theuse of the term noncommon carrier in-the
optic section was unclear as OT did not mean
to eecludep the common carriers from this

'application area. 'What was meant was.ts.
characttskii some areas of'fiber optic
communications that could possibly be' a
served by Other than cqmmon carriers. For
example, it is not clear that only common,
carriers should be abfe to utilize fiber
optics for disiributioni.purposes, partioularly
in the intra-building dse (which might be
interpreted as an interconnect applicatipn
and therefore, open to noncommOn carriers).
The use Of fiber %tics for distribution
,Ourpoges in. new buildings would clearly not
be duplicative. The final report clarifies
this issue along these lines.

While the 'final report does hot state that
fibers must be provided within a building
as a noncommot carrier function, it also
concludes that it is not clear at present
that thg common carrier must necessarily
provide this function. This remains an
open question and,involvet mally,of the same
issues as 'the' interdonhectiod of .other

, I

terminal equipment to telephone lines. It
should be noted that the internal wiring of
new buildings With qptical fibers would not
be duplicative'ofcefistidg common carrier .

distribution acj.lities. Moreover, FCC ha's
established p 'es that encourage competi-
tkdh in the-aiea 'o interconnect equipment:

A-31
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Substance of Comment
0

D, An equipment manufacturer commented that
small scale intra-building use was not well
adapted to optical fiber distribution net-
works. This is because the total data flow
envisioned is well within-the capabilities
of. economic cloted-circuit cable systems
already available. Since 300 to 400 MHz
can be provided now ',kith, cable, fiber opti6s
is considered attractive only for long dis-
tance, higher capacity trunks rather than
shoes range nets.' Eventpally large scale
production would be expected to lower Costs
such that small local systems using optical,
components would have ascost advantage, but
it would take extensive use on long distance
trunks to drive this production costdown.

t
E, A large common, carrier coAmentea there
would be continued optical fiber research
and use by common carriers, contrary to
statements in the draft report.

.

Cohibier Electronics r"'

Response to'Comment

While it is true that data flows from
terminal equipment presently av4Aable can
be accommodated by available coaxial cable,
there are reasons why optical fibers may be
more advantageous in the future. We antici-
pate_tbit future terminals would make possible
new intra- or inter-building communication
uses thht need and benefit from the inherently
higher capacity of fiber optics, at equal or
less cost. Furthermore, fiber optics appear
to have the potential to be significantly ,4
less expensive than cable within the next
few years. The final report discusses this
issue in detail.

The draft report did not say that large
common carriers were not expected to continue
their research and development in, this tech-
nology; it is expected. Although the
reviewer says R&D in optical fiber technology
is proceeding well under the hand of private
industry, other information indicates the
United States is nothaintaining.a comfort-
able. lead in thisotrea, relative to other
countries. The final'report discusses this '

issue directly. r
.

A, The director of a technical DOD agency 'The final r
expressed concerns in the consumer elec-, /electro
tronics area about the merits of using . j
existing R&D findings as atool in reduc-
ing imports. Since loW cost foreign labor
is a major-consideration in the flow of
this industry overseas, increased researc0
into industrial automation may be a partial
answer in ecoverilig a portion of the

( consumer e ectronics market. He suggested
this subje t should ba,dealt with at the )

,level of kp oviding incentives to business
dr possib in the political dr diploma is
arena.

ort does not address the consumer
issue.

,

D, A reviewer from a large consulting . ; The final report does not address the consumer
firm raised the question of consumer elec- . electrOuics issue.. . . 1 ,

tronics-being a proper area for OT since it
iinvolves a different sectoraaf the U. S. . !

industry and' a-different set of problems. 1 ' .-.

(7t. may Oat even fit' within the aefinition
of telecoMMunications.) To devote resources ; ,
to this sector at the expense of othei areas.,

,

may be diversionary.
. . ..

1
.

1A reviewer,from a large manufacturer ) The final report does not,address the consumer
yarns that the draft report did not success electronics issue.
fully make the case that we must recapture
domestic-markets lost to lower) Cost oversea
Lources in the consumer plectfonics market: ,

` ,He doesn't believe that we must pursue a . s
a

.

positive balanbe of payments ip every pro- '',

duct area, especially if it might cos us Y , i
dearly to get there.

, {
1 ,

s,

J.
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Substance of Comment

. D. A large multinational manufacturer,. The final report doe
stated theconsumer electronics industry electronics issue,
would be hetter served by a strong Govern-
ment program to implement anti-dumping
statutes zither than. by Government
interventionin the R&D process Which An
the past has. been counterproductive). A
desirable appropriate role for the °

Department of Commerce was identified as
.,.data gathering and a program to mere
rapidly and effectively implement
Government agency regulations.

Response

E. A large manufacturer recommended that
more'flexible tax and depreciation formulae
would motivate the kinds of innovative
technology in ,products and in productidh
automation that 'ake requiret in the U. S.
consumer electkonics indubtry.

to Comment

not address the consumer

4

The final report does not address the cOnsuber
electronics issue. 0,

C!

,
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APPENDIX B

SUMMARY :OF INTERNATIONAL`: TRADE PROliEMS -1;

AS. IDENTIFIED BY4iiElfIRISTRY

1. ORI OF TIME VI WS
*".

"sq-- "k ,A: 3,- "

k

:

Earlier, in appenm1001101 e.-trips made to
industrial firms sounded out 'tgeir!'41;nioni:0511"variolris
aspects of international trade intelecommunications. More
specifically, the interview teams sought: to identify the
obstacles that might be hintering'U: S. induigtry!s claim to
its fair share of the'intdnationalmarket,- 'This appendix,
summarizes the major points made .b*oindust-iy in the course
of these interviews.

.

The ieader should be aware that: ",(l) what follows is industry
speaking, as ileard bythe,Task Force reporters, and (2) when
the 'word "industry " is used; it refers merely, to the sample
of the industry-that the interview teams canvassed during,
their survey. . .

3
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, .

2: , SUMMARY OF THE VIEWe-..

.

The basic barrier, as viewed by industrgL,-seems-to be' the
lack-of a unified national teletommunication trade policy.

--closely related to.thls is .the absence of a well-defined.
Government commitment to an increase in -telecommunication
.xports.-

At the- moment, nO.s.ingle Federal agency is responsible%for .

edtablishing and, giving voice.tO,U. S. policy as regards*,
telecommunication trade.. Export control'is decentralized;

: as-a result, _there is a general diffusion of responsibility
throughdut the Government., Industry, therefore, often .px-
periendeb confusion and feustration when it tries to elicit .

a,response from Governm? ptetimes it ends up with no
response at all. sV

- 0

.

It was pointed out that.most other develOped countries have
telecommunication-ministers withcab net rank to determine 4'

-tIleir national policies. , -
I

. 4

The ekact composition of unified nation41" pOlicy was not
stated. But the following problems would surely be alle-. . ,

1 viated, and thus could be considered' as Candidates for
improved policy, formulation:

o Insufficient financing of export sales.,

-.0 Unfallorable tax laws .and regUlatory processes..
,

o Federal delays in export processes.

i 2o 'Inadequate U. S. embassyvasSistance.
. ) .

.

o Multiplicity, of Federal agensCies responsible
for:telbconmunications trade.

to Differences between Ti., S. standards and, standards
ofth6 International -Toleconimunication Union.1ITU).

base of U. S. participation in ITU.

o Barriers.erected by other countries.

EMI of these will be treated in separate section below.
., .

FocUsing on Network Informiation Services,' there is a clear
need fora coherent Government policy on privacy. "Privacy"

N.,

4
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in this context refers generallytothe protection of personal
or buSiness information placed in comRiAter storage fadilities..,
Ameria's concern with sudh "privacy',' may take differing
forms. In the matter of sensitive personal data ---,such as'"ciedit records -- that might Lind'their.way into overseas
oomputer storage centers, Government shoudid act vigorously.
to assure that carefully specified "due process" is observed.
But,. as regards the flow of, economic information from country

,-to country, illidustry would like to _see this Government ,.speak
out forcefullt for.more open policies; some. companies fearthat, in the international sphere,. restrictive measures
along Ihese:lines,may be in the.offing.-

e

THE NEED FOR BETTER FINANCING-
/

The inadequacy -,of'Governmen financing-of telecommunication
exports,isconsiciered by 70 percent of the companies inter-vie d as a seriodt,and:in many cases the most serious,
'obsta successful competition for contracts worth more
than $100,000. Industry seems to believe that,' although the
United' States ranks first'in technology, Japan is capturing
the worlds telecoMmunication market thanks to its vastly -superior 'financing plans.

(Japan, for example, will offer a prospectiiVe clierit 100
percent financing at 5,percent iBtepeseqqr,20years', often
with no payment for the first 2 years.)

'Industry thinks that the Export-Import' llank-(ExIm) provides
,a mumber of examples ofpoor financing policy. ExIm has

' offered to reduce its- rates to meet the lower rates of
foreign lending institutions; but, speaking realistically,
it is oftenimpossible'in the short time the bid is open to
-determine whatrth6Seforeign,rates Might be.

-

"Also, ExIm will not geti.nvolved early enough'in the con-
tract negotiations'. It is anwilling. to .discuss,,fimanqimg 0
until the contractis Signed, in spite of the fact that no
prospective buyer swill: sign until he is assured of- his-

financang.

There are" other aspects of ExIm's"operations that industry
,views as nonsupportive. ExIm's main interest is in very
large,contract§, tt-s rates ;are nq longer truly compe6i-

. tive. And its response time to financing requests-- from
2to 6 reeks' -- istoo-long.

11
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Turning to the Wbild Bank, industry criticizes its unwill-
inghess to take into account the whole life cycle of a
telecommunicagon system, which may total 40 'years. Industry
thinks that the bank should therefore engage in more long,-
term financing.

tr

THE NEED FOR BETTER TAX INCENTIVES AND REGULATORY PROCESSES

Industry considers present U. S.' tax laws to be discOurage-
Ments to aggressive exporting especially in the light of the
supportive tax programs and heavy export subsidization of
foreign 'competitors; chief among these are Brazil and Japan,
Smaller firms in, particular think this way.

As to the Domestic Internatiohal Sales Corporation program,
which allows for some deferral of taxes on export income, q/
was suggested that it pot be cancelled (as Congress is now
considering), but rather modified to provide vein greater
incentives to the telecommunication industry. As things now,
stand, many:companies are ignoring it as being not worth the
effort.

Another Nettling phenomenon is Congress's apparent intent
to phase gut the Western Hemisphere Trading Corpcaration
Whose tax provisigns are generally regarded with favor.

With regard to regula0.on, firms pointed to regulatory\
delays. causing uncertainty-among prospective buyers of pro-
tective coupling dev,ices for interconnection,equipment.
Industry was also unylapriy with the FCC'sddlay in deciding
Class D and Class E cases that permitted Japan to introduce
its radio into the market before U.'S. firms could. Industry
generally recommended that a. thorough review of the effect of .

the regulatory pi7c3tess on exports sand imports be conducted, witl
the goals of reducing the delays and simplifying the procedures.

, A ,
SHOULD WE REEXAMINE THE FREE WORLD COORDINATING COMMITTEE -,i
I,IST?

,

C

Companies.-doing businessowith Eastern Bloc nations are
concerned with a lack of clarity in t 6 pertinent sales-
guidelines. They say there is no way to find out in advance.'
what Can and cannot be licensed for e port; this is'espe-
ciallk true for nonmilitary good's. Also, the delay in .

C'
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:licensing'dan be appalling, some firms reporting that ap-
prOval-might consume up to 18' months; sometimes letters of
credit expire before shipmehti can be made. In one,ease, it '.took 13-months to replace a burned7outminicomptleer inPoland.

0
, e4

. .

Morover, the press of the FreeWorid Coordinating ComMit=tee (CoComr has the effect of providing market tips':to.
competitorh4tions. Worse y4, the United States may well
be the only nation that takes this list-Very seriously..4
,

.

Some companies contend that the use of the'CoCom list is an
inefficient way to control these- exports. It was suggested

, '-'. that DOD, which administers the CoCom liit concentrate itsenergieson a core area of critical items where control is .'still advisable,.and free the remaining items. '.

)HELP'MEEDED FROM U.S. EMBASSIES

The majority of the companies interviewed expressed discon-tent with the assistance given the U. S.,telecommunication
industry by our embassieb abroad:,,This wasespecially-true.
in-the case of small companies; i,e., thpse with annual
revenues under $50 million.

,

. .,J
,

No one characterized the embassy staffs as being particularlyhelpful., It was thought that commercial attaches and other .

embassy ttaff.members have overly-broacl areas of responsi-
1;ility andgenerally lasKeither backgrouhd or interest in
telecommunications. a 6 -).

EL ,/ - 7 .The U. S.ste 'communication exporter facei two problems_that
,purvcrommerci 1 attaches could help lessen: .,

,
,

.

. .
.o Identifying-kexetelecommunication policymakers in0 , .foreigncountries and arranging introductiOns.

.
,.>

m- o Locatigig.aA l*d evaluating t potential markets for ,

telecommunication produdts.

"ONE STOP" CENTRAL AGENCY'

n b

Industry gave wide support to the idea'bi a smail,.central
Federal agency that would serve as both'a coordinating group

B-5
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and as a central information ervice' Also, it would be:
empowered to represent U. S. telecommunication expott
interests before other Federal 'agencieg. In doingthis,

\I such an agency would be a further expression of a 'uhified,
one-voice" national telecommunicatian policy.

The minimal activities of this proposed agency were seen to
include the following:

+1.

7

®(l) "ccmsolidatiiig the Government's telecommunication
export control processes En.order to simplify
and to' speed regulatory decisionmaking,
export licensing, and other such Goveknment
concerns'. V k

F

(2) Maintaining a central information' agency where
telecdMmunication executives might obtain data
and guidance relevant to:their interests. This
information'library wOu/4 contain such things as
translations of foreign standards'-and specifi-
cations, an,up7to-date log of bidding results on
fokeigncontracts, a Compilation of the latest
regulat4y. decisions, and a World Directory of
Telecommunications,

(3) Serving as a forum that would fulfill two closely
relaed..purposes: fitst,dit would be an inst4,tu-

otion at which Efidustry could present its views,
thus allowing Government'and.inclustry to interact
as the need arises; second, it would provide an
easilic,accessibie meeting groUnd for representa-
tiveg of the U. S. Government, foreigngovEirnments',.
and American industry, .

DIVERSITY OiINTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
x v ,, , ' ,

t ''. .

,

Differences between the standards df thP 'united States and
those of the ITU somptimes make American telecommunicatioi
goods uhsuitabir overseas, use: This,Aeuatiellkn of dif-
.kering standards' also means that'4.1. S. firms fihd it diffi-
cult to practice economies'of scale as, regards procluctthn
forfore\ign markets. Foreign firms producing for the U. S.
market d4 not face tfiis.problem-in quite the same way, as.
our, market is so vast. - : '0

. ,
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The firms interviewed did,aame some spedific areas where
standards might be harmonized: optical 'communications,
needed for development of fiber optic systems;, modulation
equipment as used in the MARISAT prograt; and access codesfor Telex equipment.

Conversion to the metric systemrlximarilaffects design andconstruction drawings, Cabinetry;,and similar concerns;these difficulties are cc:insider-6d to be rqughly equivalentto language barriers.

Industry's proposals for Government help this matter0include:
r....

(1) An analysis of U. S. telecommu4cation
standards penetration into the world market.

(2) Prepaation of a log of foteign'tandards and
of countries using common standards.', This might- ,
aid smaller companies, some of which reported
that they periodically had trouble finding out
What the relevant fOreign standards were in time
to meet tenders of short duration.

(3) More effective participation in the international
ofganizations that establish standards. Th'
gets us, back to the ITU, which is discussed in
sdthe detail below.

A MORE EFFECTIVE VOICE IN THE IT

Government. activityin'the ITU's major committees -- the
International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) and
its opposite number for telephone and telegraph (the CCITT) --was the subject of some industry,cOmment. Man .;companies

'criticited the United States for not develdping positionsand bbjectives,before these committees and-then following
through on them; the lack of Americal performance at the
CCITT seemed to'be emplasized.

,

Many firms believe that they have no voice-2- or at best aweak voice -- in the deliberations of the CCIR and*CCITT:
They point out that most companieg cannot,afford the time
and expense demanded by representation on these committees.
Arid, they contend, the Governmene.s positions do.not always

B-7
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incorporate their views. So they are interes.4ed in seeing
some mechanism developed that would permit manufacturers'
voices to be heard by the Government as it frames the
statements it places before these ITU institutions.

NATIONAL TRADE BARRIERS

, Foreign governments, often restrict imports from the United
States for a variety of. reasons: military preparedness; the
wish to protect local industries, a wish that is riarticla-
larly strong in less developed countries; political con-

.

siderations; and lingering ties of former colonial nations
to their prior rulers.

The restrictions take diverse forms, including the follow-
ing: discriminatory tariffs; wclumpipl" practices; bilateral
trade agreements; long- standing traditions ofscorruption,
which erect barriers by necessitating graft payments; and
the often dilatory nethods of central PTT's.

How should the GovernMeni, attack these.problems? The inter-:
viewed firms suggested a number of approaches:

../

(1) Increased U. S. participation in the committees
of the International TelecoMmunication Union -. ,

(2) Government support for work-study programs designed
to educate engineers from emerging countriesin
0. S. technology.and its applications.

(3) Federal,GoVernment encouragement to American
firmg to combine efforts in international trade ,
so as to reduce internal competition and to
compete with greater strength against,foreign
consortia.

(4) Jpint Government and industry studies'of problems
relating to balance of payments, barter -(in whiCH
goods are exchanged for goods), and offset (in
which countries agree to buy specified items from

t each other on a reeiprocal basis).

a=8
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-APPEND,IX C

ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL DETAILS ON THE

STATUS OF DIRECT SATELL1TE.COMM6NICATIONS

1. PERSPECTIVE

Satellite communications are aomajor part of satellite'
,technology application. Applications to date haVe been as
diversified as weather, space', and environmentalobserva-
tions, telecommunications,_earth resource assessments, .

position Iodation, and military applications.

The satellites have ranged froM small (such'as SYNCOM in
1963) to large (such as 1,he NASA ATS-6 experimental satellite
in 1924). The' corresponding parta,stations also come in a
variety of sizes, for example, the small Data Collection
Platform Radio Set (DCPRS) of the'SMS/GbES weather satellite,
system of NASA/NOAA as opposed to the large INTELSAT earth
stations. The..smallest earth station may be, the. receive-

; 1only, portable, severe storm warning receiver of the paging
radio size, proposed and studied from time to time., Costs

. of earth stations vary Considerably, as.indicated,.bY com-.
paring the SMS/GOES radio set, DCPRS,. for around 51,500 '

(receive -only version),to.the large INTELSAT earth station
in the $2.5 to $5 million range.

FREQUENCY RESOURCES

Internationally, the.'variey of satellite technology appli-
cations is demonstrated by the number of aatellite services"
for which frequency'allocations.have been made. ,The list
includes the satellite services in 'table 1. .The-I8 satellite
services shown each have a corresponding set of numbers,
describing the number of allocations ,and the total numberof .

megahektz (MHz) assigned to that satellite erNiiqe.in ITU
] Region 2 (North and South America). Of thoSe, the number of,

allocatins'and megahertznot shared with other 4atellitq oe.17
terrestrial servides are also shown. The four numbers 'are
split into,two parts, referring to frequency allocations at
.or below 14.5 GHz,.an4 separately, those'above 14.5..GHz.

C-1
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Table 1. ITU Region 2 Satellite Servicesl

Satellite Service.2;

Frequency Allocations

Number! Number Shared'

Number of Megahertz Allocated

'Total' Not.Shared3

AerOnautical Mobile -
.

/ Aeronautical Radionavigation -
Amateur -
Broadcasting -

(a`) Individual Reception.
(b,) Community Reception

Earth Exploration
Fixed -
Inter, -

-- Land Mobile -
Maritime Mobaile -

Maritime Radionavigatioll -
MeeetlrolOgiCal
Mobile
Radiodetepnination

.o Radionavigation
Space Research -

,

Space Operation
Stndard Frequency

4/6 2/6 32.0/49,000 30.0/0
4N.A./6 'N.A./6 N.A./49,0°00 N.A./49,000

5/1
4/2

N.4.75
3/
4/3

23/12
N.A./

4/6
N.A./6
10/N.A.
1/N.A.

3/N.A.
11/14

1/N.A,

5/1
4/0

N.A./5
3/5
4/3

21/2
N.A./0

Not Allocated
2/6

N.A./6
10/N.A.
0/N.A.

Not Allocated.
1/N.A.
10/11

6/N.A.
WN.A.

4.5/50
690/4000

N.A./5
190/5

385/2800
4420/34,825 ,

N.A./50,950

17/49,000
N.A./49,000
203.85/N.A.
`0.10/N.A.

'100.3/N.A.
148.871/38,150
20.005/N.A.
0.10/N.A.

0/0°.
0/4000

'N.A./5
0/5
0/0 ,

100/33,500
N.A./50,950-

'U.S. Satellite Services and Allocations are dOnsistent 'With, but not the same as,
ITU Region 2.
2For example; Aeronautical Mobile- Satellite Service, and Inter-Satellite Service.
'The first number, A, of
14.5 GHzwhile the'seco
"N.A. - Not Allocated.

15/0
NJA./49,000

0/N.A.
0.10/N.A.

`0;30/N.A.
I:0/11,050,

0/N.A.
0.10/W.A.

those of ,

e pair, A/B, applies to frequency allocations at or below,
number applies to thAse,above 14.5 GHz.

o
s
Broadcasting=Satellite allocations for individual or community reception have not been
decided above, 10 GHz.

1,68
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-4-/ These allocations are distributed across the frequeloy
spectrum from the4lowest at 7.0 to 7.1 MHz (Amateur-Satel-
lite) to the highest at 265 to 275 GHz (Fixed-Satellite)'.

Sharing'with other satellite services and terrestrial ser-
vices is the rule rather than the exception: 13erformame
canbe limited by interferenSe, in addition to noise, which
fact has ledto limits of power flux density in many of the,
allocations to satellite services.

For table 1, the diyiding'freqtency of 14.5 GHz was chosen.
It appears to represent the upper limit, in frequency, of
off-the7shelf technology which has been- tested for system
application:

itk
Frequency allocations above 14.5 GHzare cilaracteriia, at
the present time, by needs for development of selected

,'technology, studies of system applications, identification
of technology'and channel limitations, economic studies, and
'demonstration linksand systemS. While allocations have
been made, the. major allocation and regulatory implicationsand not clearly defined yet. .This is an isue itself, in
view of the fortggming WARC in 1979.

From the viewpoint of resource allocatidn and utilization,
within ITU Region 2 covering North and South America, one
quickly calculates the difference between 275 GHz and 7 MHz
to ;arrive at a total bandwidth of 274,993 MHz. The satel-

- lite services- have 152,860-.855 MHz, pr 55:6 percent of this
total bandwidth; allocated under conditions'of both sharing
and nonsharing with terrestrial service allocations.
Hence, the satellite services are well recognized, in terms.
of frequency allocation resources, as- equally important as
terrestrial services. However, the satellite services
appear to have.,a nonequitable burden in sharing with ter-
restrial services. While the satellite services are allo-.
cated.55:6 percent' of the total, only 11, 098.5 MHz, are
exclusive to the satellite services,' which is 4 percent of
the total. Thus, while the terrestrial services have 43.2
percent° of theallocations.exClusively (not shared with.the.
satellite services), the satellite services have excluSive
use of/only 4 percent of the allocations (not shared with
terregtrill service). Further, only 1.1-percent of the
alloCations is reserved exclusively for 'the Fixed-Satellite
ServiCe. -

: The dividing line of 14,5 GHz between the'technology limited
(above 14.5 GHZ) region and the market and,regulation limieed-
(below 14.5 GHz) region can be used to illustrate a funda-
allantal imbalance in,reeource utilization., Between 7 MHz'apd

"



14.5 GHz, one has 14;493 MHz bandwidth of which 4960.855 .

MHz, or 34.2 percent, are .allocated tao thesatellite services
(shared - 85 percent and nonshar0 - 15 percent).- Above
14.5 GHz, the 260,500 MHz allocat-ed (r4) tb 275 GHz) has 56.8

1perdent, or 147,900 MHz bandwidth 'allocated to satellites
services (shar9d - 93 percent and ,nonshared - 7 percent).
lifhe 4960.855 MHz, however, is only 3.2 percent af the total._
bandwidth al1.46bations tq the satellite services (152,860./T55

'MHZ). These numbers were notounded_off because some,
allocations are in kHZ, or fractions of a MHz. Above 14.5

s. GHz, 50,950 MHz are allocated to the intersatellite service,
which is included in the aforementioned. .A better coMparison.

.'would_exelude this 50050 MHz from the 147400 MHz. Doing
this, the total satellite service allocatiA is 101,910.855
MHz, between 7 MHz and 275 GHz, excluding the intersatellite
service allocation,. Above'14.5 GHz, then, 95 percent, of
101,910.855 MHz is allocated to-all other satellite services.

This appendix will focus on the 5 perbent of the allocatips
below 14.5 GHz and the problems which exist today. _From a
resource utilization viewpoint,.it is reasonable to pursue
another rnvestioction into the technology limitations of the
other 95 percent bandwidth of the 'satellite service frequency ,

allocations which have been made to date. This is also
major potential issue for the forthcoming 1979 General WARC.
FigUt4"1 illtattates this, division of the frequeddy spectrum
from 7'MHz to 275 GHz. . -

Of,the 496'0.855 MHz allocated to the satellite services
below 14.$ GHz, in ITU"Regism 2, 89.1- percent, or 4420 MHz
bandwidth, is'allocated to the Fixed - Satellite' Service. The
next largest allocation, 690 MHz, has been made to the
Broadcasting-Satellite Service. However,,ithese 690.MH.z

, allocations are shared with .the Fixed-Satgllite Service and
are inClude'd in the 89.1 percent given above.

'1
. .

OTP and. FCC, acting irk concert, determine the application of
the IiU Region 2 frequency allocatiqwithin the United
States. ,

National frequency, allocations.yare divided into two
parts -- one for nongovernment use and the other for govern- ''
ment use. The allocations to the Fixed-Satellite Service
in the United. States, which include the Broaddadting-Satellite
Service because of sharing, total 12;040 MHz for theffalloca-
tionO between 2.5 GHz the lowest) and 31 GHz. This alloca-
tion represents 42.2 percent of the spectrum between the
above limi /ts.

_
. ._

/. .
,

Below 14.5
.

GHz, 4440 MHz are allocated to the Fixed-Satel-
lite-Service in the-United States. An additional 6Q0'MHz

, _:.:3
/

. . .
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2% SATELLITE SERVICES ALLOCATED BELOW 14.5 6HZ

.WHICH ARE MARKET- REGULATORY LIMtTED

(3.2% OF SATELLITE SERVICE ALLOCATIONS)

43.2%

.),ERRES IAL

SERVICES ONLY

'55%.

SATELLITE SERVICES

:ALLOCATED. ABOVE 14.5 GHZ

WHICH ARE TECHNOLOGY LIMITED

e

( 96.8% OF
SATELLITE SERVICE

ALLOCATIONS)

NOTE: SATELLITrSERVICES INCLUDE ALLOCATIONS SHAREVAND
NOT SHARED WITH TERRESTRIAL SERVICES

Figure 1:. Frequency allocation division, kr. tri.ke
MHz-275 GHz interval of 274,13.1411

.(ITU Region 2). Only 4% of 'the ,Satellite
Service allocations'are no4t shared;--with
terrestrial services.
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allocated -for, ITU Region '2 haS'not been so allocated for use
in thPUnited States. This totals 5040 MHz. On the other
hand, an additiOnal,'500 MHz has been allocated to the Fixed-
Satellite Service in Brazil, Canada, and the United States,

,on a secondary basis. ,This 500 MHz is alloc4ted to the ter-
reitrial Fixed and Mobile Services ITTRegion 2(to non-
gd*ernment use'in the United-States).''

The difference between the previously,mentioned 4960,855 MHz..
for ITU Region 2 and the'5040 MHz, cited abovel,for the
United States between 2.5 .GHz and 14.5 GHz is accounted for

o Subtracting from 4960.855 MHz the 160.855 MHz Of,
aliocatiOns below 2.5 GHz.

o SubtraCting from 4960.855 MHz the'260 MHz of alloca-
tions to other than the FikedSatelliteService.

ok
o Addirig to 4960.85.5 MHz,thc 500'MHz, cited above,

which is not allocated 'to a satellite'service in ITU
Region 2.

o

Between 114,5 GHz_arid 31 Gift,- within- the United Statesr=7000
MHz (58 percent of '-the 12,040 MHz satellite allocations
between 2,.5.and 3IMHz) 'are allocate to the Fxed-Satellite
Service. Cf thy,, 2000, MHz (16.6 pe cent,of 12,040'MHz)-are
allocated for GoNiernmen't use, With.th other 5060 MHz reserved
for noagovernment,,applicatidns. Figure 2- illustrates these

-numberdIF This is the' next region of the spectrum fort'Vom- .'

-mercial progress in satellite'commOicatiOns,to!be made.
However,,thie pkogress will'be slow until tech7nology limit-,
ations, to be cliscusSed subseguehtly4 are overcome.
..--- f4

The'most well known Fixed-Satellite and Broadctingt-Satellite
Service allqctions below 14,5 GHz are between 2.5 and 2.69
Gliz (downlink) , tie downlink-uplink pair of 3.7, to.4.2 GHz
and 5.925 to 6:425GHz for domestic public use, and the: ,

downlink-uplink pair of .11.7 to 12.2 GH'and 14.0 to 14.5 -,

GHz. These allogp.tions are-designated in this report'ab 2.5
GHz, 4/6 GHz, an 12/14 GHz, respectively. A4 noted frorn.,-
figure 2, these nongovernment allocations account foronly
2,190 MHz of the 5040 MHz allocated below 14.5 GHzwhich'is
'18.2 percent of the Fixedr and Broadcasting-Satellite
allocations 'belouf 31'GHz, )Another 8:3 percent is aliocat4&,,
Tro-00 MHz), to Government purposes in the 718 GHz al ocatiOnAl
downlink-uplirik pair. This particular Government al ocation
is often claimed-to' hae reached the laturati9fileve in
terms of sharingAetween:terrestrial and satellite statons.

, -
,,,..,
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2.5 GHz 14.5GHz

NON-GOVERNMENT

INTERNATIONAL

USE ONLY

24.4% .

NON-GOVERNMENT

"2.5 GHz 14.5 GHz

2940,MHz

4.2%
500 MHz

LOA.'

190 MRP-

- 2.5 GHz

8.3%

1000 MHz
8.3% IN

,1000 MHz I 476 "GHz -t/ 6.2%
PAIR 750MHz12/14 GHzi

° 8.3%

GOVERNMENT

2.59Hz 14.56Hz .

1000 MHz.

\

PAIR t /

41.5%

NON-GOVERNMENT

, 14.56Hz -31qHz

5000 MHz'

2.5 GHz -14.5 GHz

ITU REGION 2

NOT ALLOCATED .

WITHIN U.S.

5 %

600 MHz

16.6% ,

GOVERNMENT'

14.5 GHz 31GHz

-2000 MHz

-' A

'', NOTE: A TOTAL OF 12,040MHZ IS ALLOCATED TO THE FIXED- SATELLITE SERVICE r.

IN THE UNITED STATE'S BETWEEN 2.5GHZ AND .3IGHZ1 (SI1ABED AND NON-SHARED)./
...1r*,*;

Figure. 2. Division of fiXed-satellite and Proadcasting-
satellite service frequency 4 llocations
within the U.S. frOm 2 . 5' GHz to 31 GHz. i! . ,
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One notes that 00 MHz (4.2 percent)are iieserved for inter-.,
national applications, and another 600- MHz (5 percent); are
alot.allocated within the United dates. Further, of the
U. S. allocatiOns, 750 MHz.(6.2 perdent) are not yet'in
common lase by the private sector. The following section 2
concentrates on-the use And present status of activity in
the 2.5 GHz, 4/61GHz, and 12/14 GHi allocations within-the
United States.

ORBIT RESOURCES

--
Low- and medium-altitude satellites were used for telecom-
munications until SYNCOM I' was launched into a .*osynchro--
nous.altitude orbit over the equator in l9L2. A satellite,
at geosynchronous altitude, positioned omer'the equator, has
the advantage of maintaining a fixed Osition relative'to
points on the earth's surface. Earth station tracking of
the satellite is eliminated'and earth station costs are
considerably reduced. ,The satellite is in view of the earth
stations for 24 hours ailay, aslong as the satellite orbital
position, as viewed:from the eartri station, is abovebthe
earth tation's horizon.

The o bital arc abqLe the eivator -at geosynchronous altitude
repr sents 'an orbit resource. Within ITU

for'

(Wirth
and South America) , the orbit resource for each-countryAk.i
differs soTewhat. More precisely, for a specific country,
the usable oibihl-arc is the part of the geostationary ',.,

orbit which is visiblre,(ih the radio propagation sense)
.

above a specified minimum elevation angle from all potential
earth station sites within the country. While satellite
communications are possible for earth station elevation/.
.angles below:JO Agrees, the likeiihpod of decreased per-

- formance quality is greater or a given earth,, station designs
The 0 to 5 degree sector has r tractions on power levels
and is generally considered unde gable. Satellite -to-
satellite communications could alse-beconsidered to utilize
more fillly the orbital arc Apr *the Unite3tes.

. ,
.

41E4 ,

Figure 3 illustrates the eduatogil_orhit resource for ITU '
Region 2 countries lapproxidatelY 25 national,administra- '

tiOns). ico and°Centkal America can use portions of the.'. %

arc west The 5 degrge poinefo the Uniteld'Sfates,.and /

many cou es of'Centr'al and SoUth America;can.use up'to,55
degrees er 'east than the United Stites.. .Sat llites
dould be positioned furthei east or,west if only portion
of the country were.to be 'covered. .

4, '
V

4.
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The figure also shows a 'quests bn which arises. At the Aihe ITU Region'2 boundaries extend from about 25 to120 degrees West longitude4 a.considerably smaller arc than10 degrees East to 165 degrees West longitude. Do the ITU
Regioak2 boundaries limit the available orbital 'ard resource
to.within Region 2, or can the arc extend otftside theyboun-daries into R ion 1 and 3?' This question is currently anissue in as .ciation with the 1977 WARC for the 11.7-12.2 4GHz band.

,

For the contiguous ,United States, between the5 degree
elevation angle limits', about 88 degrees of geostationary
arc are available. If the 10 degree elevation angle limits ,

.are considered, 75 degrees are 11/Arailable., This 75 to 88
degree arc applies to each frequency allocation, so-that 75to 88 degrees are available at 2.5 GHz,:fhe same is availa-:-.ble.at 4/6 GHz, and so on. SoMe adaitional'analysis shouldbe done to include the 0 to 5 degree elevation angle segmentssince this part of the orbit resource should not be arbi-
trarily discarded. The frequency and size of the earth
station, antennas; though, has a great degl to do with7the.
number Of satellites whidh can be positioneerwithin the 75',
to 88 degree arc for operation in a single daynlink-uplink
pair of frequency bands.

Conventional parabolic,reflector antennas ofidiameter D in
meters have a.main beam of 3 dB ,power beamwidth,-which is
approximately 20.6/fDdegreet, where f is_the4darrier fre-
quency in GHz:"--, To a first approximation, the segment of
geostatiorihpy orbital arc,.which is intersected'by the
Itestrial antenna main beam, is nearly the same as the beam--
width of the main beam, The intersected arc in degrees, i
0.85 times,the main beam beamwidth, or inXerms of frequei

'E and antenna diameter D, about -1)7.5/fD. This relation i
Alusqated.graphically in Afigur0 4 for frequencies from L;5',
GHzeto 14 GHz, and antenna'diameters from 1 to 30 meters.

How'close can,1re space Satellites along the geostationary
arc? How many satellites,can use the'same frequency resourcewithin the orbit resource?, Neither the answers to these
questions, por evenhe technical,'economid, and sodj.al

licriteria to begtn,to analyze and answer -the questions, are
agreed upon. Ideally, the'intersatellite spacing could be-
as closg as the beamwidths of the earth station main.beams
would perm t. e Figure."4 suggests what that ideaf:spcing
could be or different antennas,. and' frequencies. '06viously,

C-10
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This figure:represents an ideal
which cannot be achieved in practice
for many- reasons', as discussed {in
,the text. The ordinate must mot.be
used to estimate available "orbital
slots" for geostationary satellites.
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Illow
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Figure 4: Geostationary oftdtal arc'intersected ideally by circular earth
station beams.,
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this means that the signal-to-interference ratio' could bey ashigh as 3 dB, so. the practical liMitations of the ideal
separation are apparent. Currently, signal/interference
ratios of at least 25 dB are needed.

Antenna sizes which have been used in the!,4/6 GHz band, varyfrom 10 to 301meters in diameter. Corresponding inter-, 0.
, satellite'spacings, ideally, vary from 0.44 to"0.15 degrees:

These may be compared with the prpsent FCC limitation of,nomore than-4 degree spacing,

Antenna diameters of circular reflectors suggested for .e/

-applications
in the 12/14 "GHz "bands have ranged from 3 tO 9meters, with -some as small ',Is 1 meter. -theC.c4rrespondingideal intersatelite-spacings of 0.48'-to.0.17 degrees arenearly the same as' the 4X6Gftz band. One sees that.a 5

meter antenna at 12 GHz gorresponds to a-15,meter antenna at'4 .GHz, and a 2,4 meter antenna at 2.5 GHzr; fgr thPsame
intersatellite spacing-. Limitations for intersatelli
spacing in the 12 GHzband are Complicated by-the al oc nto both the Fixed--and

Broadcasting-Satellite,Servi es forsharing. This is one bf the .Ssues being addresse in th
-FCC Docket 20,462 in preparation for-the 1977 WARC,v'Inter-

- satellite spacing will'1so be a major issue addressed bythe-FCC Fixed=Satellite-AdVEsory Committee fir 'the 1979WARC.

The -number-bf llites in'orbit'corresponding to\ e .4
aforementioned inter lite spacings,-if all the deal
earth stations -and satelli ere identical:;, is i lu trated
in figure 5, for. the' popular 4/6 and .12/14 GHz ands., At4/6 GHz, the percentage of.the optimum .,orbit resour under
consideration due to present technology,cOntrolled limits
varies from 3.8 to 11 percent When.expressed in:termb of the
number-Of,satellite systems. Economic and- market.faators
ate :a separatisiue, most obviously expressed" by the'gues-
-6.on'of the cost ,of 585 satellite systemt'in orbit, each, !'

ilayitg rya. number oiearth stations with 30-meter,diameter
antennas. ,

.
, -

'
*

The corresponding situation for 'the -12/14' GHz bands isk a
comparable., although the options are Mopre difficult to . --
express because -of Fixed= and BroadcaOingrSatellite Serviev'
sharinp..-'Reinhartss'apalySis provided the numbers in figure '.
5. The percentages arm in the 4 to 8 perCektrange,-although--
the number of satellite systems could vary from extremesdf

. -9 to about 37;
,
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The reasong for. such small percentages of utilization form
a long liiof technical*limitatiohs, among the more impor:-
tent being': . , , . / ,

o Satellite station keeping accuracy.
\
Present ITU

.

4 rules require +1 degree of longitude with +b.5.
.,.t, _

d ees of longitude encouraged. The Canadian
do estic,satelli.& ANIK was reparted.to have'main-
tained 40.05 degrees.of longittide.

Ar ' -...., .
.

Earth station pointing' accuracy. Without adaptive,
automatic poition sensing and corrections, limita-
tions are imposed by the pointing tera4niques, antenna

Al size andesi7n, etc. The ANIX satellite system was
orted to Aave(earth station pointing accuracy of
151 degrees rms. ...

,

Satellite antenna,point,ing,accuracy.
3

o Eapth station ,and satellite antenna patterns.'
kct'ual antenna patterns for the main beam, and.even
more so for the sidelobes, differ considerably from
the ,ideal. .CCIR recommendations currently exit for
"standard" pattern's to use for antenna sidelobes in
fAiterferenceliMitations.:"-Hdwever, consideiable
4fference-oiapinion exists ,here, including the,
quespionof overly restrictive CCIR,requirementS.

. r.

o Noise figUre limits of receivers.

o Ihterference power limits. The lack'of ideal antennas f

fdices consideration of hov'much interference can be '-
toterated betweed and among satellite systems which.
share the same orbit and frequency'resaurces.:. 'The
limits depend on factors such as modulation; power,
'bandwidth, application elephone, television
dat4),, digital encoding if used, error contra).
coding, .etc. Unfortunately, many of the existing '

limits Ore bas on subjective ratherAan objective
'performance mersurements, and are notyldely:agreed

. upon. :

( lk:. , ,

._

o fBandwidth limits of receivers and transmitters.,.
These are not very sharp'and 'lead to vulnerability
.o' or sources of interference signals which otherwise
could be ed.- ,

\*
a

,

o -iitlosphric limitations. The itgnals.fr&11 the earth
,

%.1stations and Satellites 'Mast pass through the earths,s
'atAbsphere and weather conditions. The most seriOug. :

--1
P
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Fqc 4!;ifACING'
22 SATELLITES '

(FCCUIAS SUGGESTED .

5*AT VARIOUS. TIME0

3.8% OF 585,

ti% (11 200

2,% OF. 100

-
A.+

OPTED FROM

REINHART, E,E., RAND REPORT

R- I463 -NASA, MA? 1974

FliED-SATELLITES ONLY
26 ('5% OF 515)

BROADCASTING- SATELLITES ONLY.:

9 (5%: OF 1801

a

1

RiXTUREOF (FIXED- AND

BROADCASTING'- SATELLITES

24 TO 3T OF 515 J

Figure

9 '

f
4/6 PA1

kMAXIMUM NUMBER 'OF

IDEAL, IDENTICAL SATELLITES
:

100 "-- 5 METER ANTENNA

200 -,10 METER ANTENNA

585.- 30 METER. ANTENNA'

, 41AX IMUM --NUMBER OF

IDEAL., .IDE-KfICAL SATELLITES

-:-. $1,-:-i- METteANTENNA.
180 -, '3-METER' ANTENNA

5I5'- 4 METER ANTENNA ., ".
N.,- " , ...

5f
('

Z

6'1 -
. .

r .
-

a ' ,5. 'Contiguous J.S. orbital 4esource of..Ei8 .' 7 7-;,..v.(earth stationoantenna ekevation'apglesi : ":(greater than 5.) . The .ide'al .cases skfown
here canncrt be achieved in ,practices. The ,461
'shaded areas represent the state of- the 'art. .

183
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limitations arisefrom rain, which can attenuae and
scatter, in different directions, the signals. Rain
also increases receiver.noise for earth station

/ antennas Knd reduceSthe effectiveness of inter-
ferenbe discrimination techniquev.such'as cros4
polarization. 1While not overly serious at 2..5 GHz
and 4/6Ghz, atmospheric limitations cannot be'
signpred at 12/14 GHzand.above:- t,

ObviouSly, the situation illustrated in igure 5 is mis-
leading in the sense' that the optimum use of the resource
cannot-really be expected. The .closer one gets to 100'
perdent utilization, the higher the costs become, -It is ,

fair,to obserlie, though, that figure 5 ilkustrates perhaps,
the maturity of the technology and'places into perspectiye
the statement that "the technology at 2.5.,:dgz, 4/6-GHz;and
12/14 GHz is available for-satellite.telecommunications.,"'
Numerous system tactics (frequency interleaving,. crossed-
polarization, crossed-ieam,setc,) and equipment techniques
(modulation design, coding, sidelobe reduction on antennas)
are known, but ,it is,questiOnable as ts! whether the tech-
nologies haver advanced to be of;much,heli3 without large
increases in,coSt.

GEOGRAPHIC RESOTIRCES4r

. . , .

,
,Often overlooked,,,,khe4b,limitations of'parth station sites
caused.by the physical proximity ofantennas operating On

--. the same frequencies cannot*.be ignored. In'the-frequendykr ,-

)

allocations shared with terrestrial radio seryices, antennas
for both satellite and terreAtrial stations are.tivlolved. ../

,
,This ithe case in the '4/6 GHz bands. The 12/1A' GHz band/
involves only stations for 'satellite service. At the present.

,i. time, U. S.: domestic satellite,comion carrier earth Station
sites,exist near-locations'such,as New York, Chicagoc Dana,-
Log Angeles, and'pan Francisco.. The actual-earth.statiqn /

,'-......\ ' locations,'.however,;are solfieWhat renved from, the center of .

1 each metropolitan area. The' Western'Union earth station for
the-Chicago area 141.ctiteelly at Lake Geneva, Wisconsin,

'% about 65 Miles ripr.... .:ti.ctf the.clAy center. The proposed
''''.-? on. ,a1., . AT&T'dOmestic satellite n the

C go area 1:s at Hano,,er Illinois, about 135'mi es west
tl 4:&,,the city ..,1,.

. 2 4, 4
54

. .
1

The aspect of Sharing-desetveA additiorial% comillont.,at this
points $atelliteccowunications have alwalieffactto share

s4 the .frequency resource with terrestrial stations. -While
. .-

c. t
, c

. .

,,

c % ,,411i P,'
.

.

. . t
.. i , ; .
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sharing does lead to practical problems,
greater utilization of the resource: The
problems of sharing,'however, must `not be
Numbers for 1974, fdr example, indicated
_Festria41microwave radio5'relay frequency
been made in the United States, for the
11,820'in the 599246.425 GHz band, shar

, the populAr 4/6 GHz band. The nurribervor
has increasedconsiderable since then.and
increase.

it provides a
magnitude of the
.taken
that 16,620 ter-
assiqnments had

Ak7.2 GHz bandt-with
ith satellites in

such'.assignmen4e, .

continues to ,

.

pliticants for earthstation sites in tfies4/6 GI z and 12/14,
,GHz bandsare required by'Part 25 Qf the FCC Rules to sub-
mit with their applications the contours of coordination
distances for each earth station site: The coordination
contours boUnd the geographical area within which microwave,
facilities should be analyzed in detail Withespect to

.

interference. The size of some ofthese contours, can be '

.e substantial. Figt4e 6 was prepared.from the AT&T AppliCat-
ion,fo4. e-/Domestic Communications Satellite,System as amended'
June 8,-1973, and the Satellite Business'Systems ($BS)
Application for a Domestic Communications:,Satdllite System,
DePember, 1975. 'The,areas involved are not small., The:AT&W
sites- involve '30 meter diameter antennas whereas the SBS
sites' will have 5 and,7 meter diameter antennas for 12/14 .

4GHz,communications. -

exiitin and available earth station sites in the U S. U.
as in any country -represent 4 resource. This resource is ,1

-

not /independent of the frequency and orbit resources pre-
viously ,discussed. 'The earth station geographical:site'.

,

resource also depends -upon the technical characteristics'of
the satellites and earth, station, both within-a system and
for other systems. Unfortgnately, it isan,expensive and
time-consuming endeamovto select an -earth station site just

'for proposed systeiris. To'do it from the ,point of view of
. defining the national resource which might,be available,

even ideally, irC:e*Ch frequency allocation, may not even be
feasible. 'One may never know what percentage of'the,re-
douice is not in us because of technical,-economic, 4nd
,regulaqtry Timitati ns.

'SPACE APPLICATIONg BOARD

:;1''
,

, . ,

, _e

In 1972 the Space Applications Boird :(SAB), National Research
k `'w' ' Council of the National Lpademy of Sciences, was firmed' to

c
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Figure'06. Earth Station Coordinate Contours for
z;,

the AT&T (30-meter.antenn y and the
SBS (5- and 7-meter ante a) Domestic
Communication Satellite ystems.
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consider how.the Nation's space capability might be iput to ,,'work on-a mush broader basis:to help solve some) of,tankind's",-truly'great and pressing problems.' With their most rec'entreport in l97, PraCtical Applications of Space Systems?. theBoard bfought up-to7date heir earlier report (1969) on
satellite'telecommunicat ons.

4
ti

. The Spare ApiRlications Board observesi- .

Itmay be expected that many ofthe next, important aPpliCations of
satellite communications will4bein the public.aiea -- -applications

that'wbuld see the,provision of new public' services or of'important"
-"cost-reductions'or cost avoidsices" in the 4elivery4of present.
public 4rvices. Adequate technical and'economic exploration and
t §tingof such services, however, 'will take considerable time and
oney, perhapswill require markedly different technological.'

,apprOaches than those now ,in hand or keing developed, and may not
be easily accommodated in all case OY,the ,Nation's present common,
carrier network. Eurthex important progreps will-take place at an--eArly moment only if certain difficulties

thatnowInhibkt7broadened,usesof satellite communications are appreciated and steps,taken,to ;.minimize them.

;

i

JI,V
l'

.

The etraOrdinary commercial success of,,sateflit6 communications in.,__
the,ge4t.Oecade hds lecreometo conclude recently that all further :, . ...;,requited progress can be left to priiiate'tnclustrysalone? Cer-
,iain,11+,4hthe private Sector Will exploit and refine the
technology, and will-improve the efficiency and,4in time, the\\ 'quality bf seriricescurrently provided. But the private sector cat).

.

do so only at apace dictated by its own perception of the characterk,an size of the marksts Ind in a manner consistent' with present
investments', capital resdiurces, and the present charadter of the

0aerospace and, communications common carrier industries. !Codse- _ k,4
quently, the private sector will.i.fiheit difficult -- perhaps even
impossible in the near term.-- to supportimajor4sophisticated-
technological advances, esi3ecially when the technological risks_are:.
great, when the eventual markets are not clear, when only the broad
public gciod is involved, or when the present institutional and
regulatory framework does not easily respond.to new service needs,
or new technological.approached.

. ,

.

,,-., Iku
.Many, of the telecOmmunications services envisioned.for the future

would be enhanced, expedited:, and made more generally available. if
user,terminal.equi,pmenx weieemail," lightweight, and easily °pet:gated_
and maintained by non-technical peOPle, and the service costs were
low. Achieving thed6 end's may well require the development of much
more sopAisticated spacedraft than .the ones now envitionedfo era7

,tion in electromagnetic spectrum regions significantly higher,

C-18
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frequency than 10 GHE, innovative techniques for transmission and
dynamic circuit'allocation, and cost:-conscious termindl design.
Federal research and development in,these fields shOuld complemeAt
that4of 4.ndustry.,

41°
It appears to the'SAB that much of the next decade's activities in
the satellitepommuhications area will be aimed at the provision of
new domestic services and that a great deal of research and develop-.
ment will be required -- not only of atechnological nature but of
a market- and-service-related nature as well. COMSAT's experience
has demonstrated that satellite teleCommurgcations technology can
provide circuits of great r liability, range,, capacity,, and flexi-
bi2i4. If the market for public service communications is large
enough, circuits could be rovided at relatively. lowcOst. To

2 estabish whether there,is a large market fo; public service communi-
catiops, however, wiil requite that telecommunications scientists
and engineers iabrk.closely with potential telecommunications users
such as teachers, public officials, doctors, and city planners, . ,

over,loni.enough periods of time and with enough thoughtful imagina-
tion pc)Aat all can ascertain how, tc. what. extent, and under_what...2..___

circurnstahoes, telecommunications- could be used-to assist. in the".
prov ion of public and private services;in.a demonstrably sound,
econo cand'abcepta7p.faihion.--

04 A'
. 1

4

.147*
t44'

ft

%. *4

)
i

1..'

-., _ 1,,. ___-
711,e Epard-resoprnmen4;

Y.' )- .-4s
.

,that greater support be/iiven by all of the federal :'
departments and agencies to those research, devel-
15pamnt and other activities required to explore
new, ways, of"-using satel .te telecommunications to

. ---.

'improve4bc'allow incieaied access to, and to d
;

.

reduce "thticcet grol.P ing public services. The

:Offite a telecom ications Policyrshould lead in '

i-definin d.eeitabrahing suchY.Support and in
S.

.

encouragifteW4ya ige riVateinitlativee (as it
has ih the 'TO§r1,1;pa for a ,public service satel-
lcie consortitiC* ell. ..'- ,.

.:,r 'ci, -
.

-
? ,..

Because such research development activities will involve
detailed studi of corn X.socia14- .eoonomic, organizational and

Institutional arrang its,.th BoRrd suggests that they be Planned'
with -great care and involve -al of the professional disciplines and
governmental, commero.01,andindustrial,sk4.1s,needed,or their

N satisfactOry conduc,:',:*. ,

.- ,.1... -4..

. r
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To avoid such difficulties as attended the move ()few ATS-6
satellite to serve India, satellite telecommpnications circuits
should be made available for the relatively long periods of time
inherently required for public-useeAperime4s. 1/.. :

A ga2 - j

The Committee on Satellite dommunications.of the Space
Applidations Board, National Research Couildil,-haps
redenely been meeting to. consider the'r946-.that, the Federal
GoverriMent should have*in deyelopmeht of 0,atellite coMmuni=
cations.. Aprepert is'pianned to be available toward &he
'end, of 1976. It is eur assessment that industry and user,, Ai.

. 'groups can playan important role heie.. ) A 1 izC

4 4 . t
f

4
' f----1-_,'"----- /'

'e.

pwrs#0,03

e

Or

Natlonal Academyof,Sciences, Practical Applications of
Space Systems, J.I.J.5

t-20,
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.2. PRESENT STATUS

J /

In 1962, the Communications Satellite Act estOlished COMSAT.
In 1965, the Artierican Breedcasting,Co. requested FCC per-
mission to'lalicha-domesticsatellite for TV broadcast .

purposes. During 1968-1962,,-the,yresident's Task Force on
CommunicationsApolicrecOmmendee-a cautious apptoach.to
satellite cpmmunipations developm'elat, centered on COMSAT.
This was..rextersed in 1970, WIthoa,policy casgo-op,en entry in
th6 domdstic satellite'coMmunications\field. The FCC, in
its Second Report and Orde. -df June 1972,approved the.
beginning of domestic satellite-communications for the
United States. ,

A

° .For contrast, onemust
,

note that there are over 178 ter-
restrial communication telephone companies in the United
States with plant assets-in excess of$84 billion, Operating
revenues greater,than $35 billion, and over ,1 million em-

. ployees. AT&T an operating companies serve about 82
,

percent of .41.6 e telephone subscribers .in the _United Stdtes,
but only about'one-third of the geographical,area. GTE and-
its operatixigcoittPa4ess serve about 8`...percent. of thy, .telephone
subscribers,Ald,11 otheT holding,companies-and independents
serge another '6 percent.

_Thdidomestic andintermatioriaI telecommunication satellite
indUstry, has emerged from demonstratiOnd'.1ed by NASA, DOD,
and industry. These programs established the Potential 'of

-:satellites to provide conventional,vOice telephone service
and television relay when operations are imbedded in'cotmon
carrier systems. The Government R&D investments have helped
bring abdut the INTELSAT/COMSAT system and the U. S. Domestic

.Satellite Common Carrier'industry.(U. S. DOMSATsreviewed

.below) addition to U. S.' industries ;which supply satellites,
earth stations, modems, multiplexers, etc.,, bdth domestically
and internationally.. This research sand development, and the
resulting industries and 'products, are uniquely based upon a
telanology of large earth stations, and, broad antenna beam
satellites with low pbwer transmitters which operate,in the
4 GR2sand 6.GHz frequency allocations (4/6. GHz band) ..

,NASA sponsored the SYNCOMProgram to demonstrate the first
Use at vmmuriicatiori satellites in geoStationary orbit.

1 These satelliftes quickly;replaced lower altitude communica-
tioa patelhte*techniques. As a recent (1975) NASA Task 4 1"
fteam.report has,observed:

C-21
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Prior to the 'demonstration offSyncom TI in 1963 there was concepiT
expressed by prestigious cOmunicationsorganizations that the X260

;millisecond-ti me delay inherent in communications via synchronous
satellite wduld-Be unacceRtabre tee telephonetelephone users. Although dittly.
experiments with simulated time'd,eAay were conducted, A demonstration
of a working satellite was

necessarytp-convince skeptics of the.
superiOrity of synchronous satellites.

1 '
. r,Many, other technical doubtfs wereexpressed about the ability of

maintaining a satellite precisely in its orbitd4fposition; accurate
pointing :pr attitude control; building asatellite lightweight -

enough fob the available launch vehicles) and on the reliability;_,

7
,, - and lifetiteln orbit.

,,,.,._c

. ,11 ,
t

.
,

,;,

..--
, For'perspectiveiritintiuld'be-noted that tests Were made

the RELAY satelIite'with Added delay to atimulatd a geo-
stationary satellite-path. These tests were notoonolutiv.
In 1965,-tests weremade on the Ea*ly Ilirdrsatellite, dt

. , 4listening-tests-with ,ball-back interviews, which showed qot.,
customer acceptance was not negative. 'These tests .were

,''''

unda the steer'ing' committee,direction ofge,FCC, DTMc (p x_
ector of Telecommunications ManageMent); AWAY NASA, COMSAT,':
and various European organizations.!

Aternational frequency allocationssfor obmMunicationsl.
'-satellites also exist in the 11/14'GHz'band and the 19/28
GHz band as noted in section 1.There are no operational
sysems in these bands now, but :experimental "satellites and
some plans for use of the bands currently,exist (INTELSA.AU

,-
... ic E774'

- and European satellites)
. sq

: o
,

.7 #
.

V

Table 2-Was pr pared to summarize as beet as can-be deter- a':
-mined, the cu t status.ag!of July 1974. Long-ware
research prop s involvihg satellites, such as triE,LincolxA
Dabs, MIT, LE through LES-10 sa6elliteg, have not been
included. Th ATS -6 bAckup satellite; which was, in "flyable'

,storage,m it being transferred from NASA td 'the Air Force
and Lincoln Labs for"Coriversionsto LtS-.10.

'

/ .,
1.5/1.6 GHz A

,51.The first commercial satellite-serving-merchant ships is
,COMSAT Genera/4s Marigat, whiCh.is now in orbit. More than-.
,200 ship'terminais,have been built l Scientific Atlanta and
Digital Communication Corporation for COMSAT general. Theft
17,5/1.6, GHz pair will prOvide uplinX.(ship-to7satellite) and

\ .
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Table 2 Fixed- Satellite' Service. Systems as of July 1976

.

Uplink 1
Frequency
-GHz . t

,....i.

1.5

.

5.9-6.4 7.9-8.4
.

14-14.5

-

14-14.5 27.5-30
.

30-31

0ownlink
Frequency
pHz

1.6 2.5-2.69 3.7-4.2
.-

'

7.25-7.75
10.95-11.2

11.45-11.7
11.7=12.2 17.7-

20.2

,

20.221.2

Present '

Satellite
Systems

Marisat
(Maritime
,Satellite:
COMSAT
General)

ATS-6
.

.ATS-6
Inteliat (IV

and IVA)
ANIK
WU WESTAR
RCA SATCOM
.Indonesia
ymphonie

DSCS II
'Skynet

.

, .

CTS

1 '

.

.

.

Satellite
Systems

in
Development

Marots

,

.

Marisat
Italy,
(Japan .

Intelsat V
Telesat-2

DSCS III
FLTSATCOM

Intelsat V
.

European -
(Orbiting
Test __

'Satellite)

SBS '

Japan -
(Broadcast
Satellite)
Telesat-2

Japan
AT&T -
(Beacon
Test)

-

.

. .

Satellite
Systems ,-
Future
Plans

Aerosat'
o

Arabian
Brazil
Iranian

,

AFSATCOM
,

U.S: DoD

,

** Marisat, AT&T COMSTAR

The USSR Statsionr satellite operates with 'uplink frequencies 5732-6225 MHz anedownlink
frequencies of 3407-3900 MHz. Satellites for Indonesia, Italy, Japan, and other countries
outside region 2 may operate on different freqdencies than'thpse shown above.

I
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downlihk (satellite-to-ship) communications. The satellite-share

station communications' will use the 4/6 GHzeband. The
- shipboard equipMent consists of a 1.22 meter diameter
antenna, receiver, transmitter, and platform stabilizer,to
compensate for. ship motion. Including other terminal
equipment and modems, the terminals cost $37;000 with a

-$3,000 installation charge. This' 1.22 meter antenna has an
ideal beamwidth of about 11.2 degrees and its main beam,
would ideally' intersect a-.geostationary orbital arc segment
of about 9.6 degrees. ,

2.5 Gifiz

/ o

. Operation in th is bandis Characterized by well-developed
technology and relatively little interference from propa-
gdtion'anomalies -- specifically, rain attenuation. The
last NASA Advanced Technology Satellite ATS-6) provided a-

, satellite t,echnology, demonstration which,had the folloWing
goals:

o To demonstrate the feaSibility of Oploying a 30-
-

foot diameter parabOlib antenna. ihspace,

o 'o provide a satellite witl advanced pointifig,
- tilting, and tracking

.
.

, 0:To provide an .q Tented, stable spa'cecraft platform
at synchronous altitude for'advanced technological

, experiments (approximately-20 such experiments).

Included in the experiments was a Satellite TddhnOlogy
Demonstration which'utilized approximately,130 loW-'cost
($5,600) grou9a stations for receive-onlownconvertes and

(antennas diStributed across 23 states (inCluding Alaskan and
Appalachian experiments). - The antennas built for the
Westinghouse earth ,stations were 3 meters in dialiteter. The
+programming Was limited to health andeducational experiments.

_ .

The ATS-6 satellite was moved over India to demonstrdte the
effectiveness of such a'system to promiad means for educa-
tional programming to be delivered to'some 5000 villages.
The primary attribute of this satellite system is the
relatively high-setellite power available kt, the ground
'ermils, resulting from the mOderate (15 watt per channel)
power, and the large satellite antenna, resulting in the use
of the low-costground terminals. The satellite is sched-
uled to be returned, tb this country' in, the fall of 1976. A

/ .
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consortium of user (non common carrier) groups, the Public
Service Satellite Consortium, has been formed to plan fo
the effective use of this' and other"satellite services,. ;4
design lifetime of the satellite is tWo years; however,
experience with other (ATS:-1 and AliS-3) satellites launched
several years ago.shows that a longer lifetime has been
experienced, but is not to be expected.

At present, advanced concept studies are under. way which
might 'identify this band for satellite disaster warning as
a public service.. Preliminarly studies of/satellite communi-
cations.for mobile services are in progress. Alternative

,experiMents are planned for! the 12/14 GHz bands,ffor educa-
tion' and health-care services on the Communications Techno-
logy Satellite (CTS) di5bussedbelow.

4/6 GlIz

This is the downlink/uplink pair'of bands in which the
INVELSAT-Satellite series (I to IV-A), the Canadian ANIK,
and the.U. S. domestic satellite common carriers have begun
operations. Power .flux density'limits restrict satellite
powers, Within the UnitedqStates, use of the 4/6GHz band
has necessitated location of earth .stations away from urban
areas because the 4/6 GHz allocations ate. shared with ter-
restrial common carrier microwave systeTs, which concentrate'
in the urban'areas. While this separation distance solveS
the interference problems, the satellite terminals require.
terrestrial networks to connect to.oustomers with resultant
increased costs. Further, the expensive 30 meter.diameter 1,,
earth stations must operate at sufficient traffic Capacity
in order'to be economically feasible; thus limiting the, :
market applications to common carriers who..can aggregate and

.

concentrate cusiomer traffic.
1

.

Many bf the current and planned systems are listed in table
2. The INTELSAT`V and Canadian ANIK satellite have '12,
active-transpond s (40 MHz bandwidth each, of mhigh about,
34 MHz or 85 c nt is used). The ANIK\and WESTAR sgtr-
elliies are nearly identical and are versions of the INTELSAT
IV reduced in size\for a smaller launch vehicle.

INTELSAT
:

ro

\ /-- 'This global system ha four operational ,satellites locat6d"
, .

.

over the Atlantic, Pa ific, and Indian Oceins witha spare',,

t
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at each location. As of July 1976, they'provide inter-
national communication Service,ta'over'136 ground antennas
at, about 108:ground station sites in 73 Countries, -These
stations represent /an investment of at least $0.5 billion.
'By l978, there will be about 200'such grouna_antennas
ranging in size from the standard 29.5 meters down to 9
meters.

. -

INTELSAT also provides communications between points 'within
a ,country: They are now providing domestic seruice, or soon,
will be, to .Brazil, Algeria Norway, Nigeria, Zaire, Malaysia,
Spain/,Mexico, and.the United States (Hawaii- mainland).

In 1975r INTELSAT and,COMS.AT gross revenues T..ere on the
order of $100 million axed $145 million, respectively.
Investments- in new which',,involve on the order- of
at least ,$270-milliOn for just the space. segment (6 INTELSAT
IV-A satellites), must be made consistent wiTth expected
revenues. Experimental satellites to explore the viability
of new services for whici future revenues are not clearly
identifiable ire not economically feasible.

INTELSAT and COMSAT have used narrow satellite antenna beams
(IV) and fre uency re-use'(IV-A) on the same satellite.
DigitalTihe Division Multiple Access technology; Single
channel per carrier, Pulse code modulation, multiple -Acess

-'Demand nment Equipment; and single channel per carrier
techniqu'is ere developed by INTELSAT member countries. The
number 4 transponders was increased from 12 on INTELSAT IV
o 20 o INTELSAT IV -A.

The I LSAT V satellite series is now in procurement. It
will Use both the 4/6 GHz and the 11/14 GHz bands, but not
the GHz band, with both dual polaflization and frequency
reuses?:

Th
do

TELESAT

organitation with the ANIK satellites has provided
estic communications service` to Canada since early 1973.

T. space segment has two operating 'satellites, and one
S re, transmitting to 3 manned stations, 7 supervised

tions; and over 60 remote earth stations. 'Antennas range;
min, size 'from 30 meters for heavy route stations to 4.4
eters for,rempte television reception stations. TELESAT-2;

,
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the next generation satellite, will be a,multipl'e band
satellite with transponder'Sfor both 4/6 GHz and '12/14 GHz
operations. 'the Canadian-gov'ernment has gdaranteed4to
TELESAT,that it will pprchase the 12/14 G51z; capacity. RCA
is the 'satellite `contractor.

0

Western Union

WESTAR becatn, the first U. S. domestic communications
-satellite in 1974.. Two satellites in orbit, with one ground
spare, provide data, voice, and video leased private line
service through 5 earth stations with 15.5 meter antennas.'
Earth stations aie located near New York,' Chicago, Dallas,
Los Angels, and San Francisco.

c

\ Wy

RCA GLOBECQM/ALASCOM

This orgartization has 9 existing earth Stations, which have
been operating with transponders leased from existing satel-
lites. SATCOMI has'now.achieve&geostationary orbit and
will sooh.proyide the space segment. RCA plans to add 12 4..

standard and up* 60 small earth Stations-'in 1976. Re-
cently; a new wholly -owned subsidiary palled the RCA American
Communications Company was established to own and operAte
the RCA domestic satellite, system. It is a parallel activity
to RCA Global Communications, which will continte to be
responsible for overpseas communications, and RCA Alaska
Communications, which provides RCA communication-services to
Alaska.

American Satellite Corporation

American Satellite, Corporation leases its. space segment.from.
WeStern Union. It operates 3 common carrier and 5 dedicated
service earth skationsWith 10 meter antennas. In addition
it built 2 stations,for.Dow Jones and Company, which trans-
mit data from Masssachusetts to Flcrida. Eight more, earth
stations to serve,20 cities are Planned.

USSR

The Soviet Union;because-of its Northern location and 11
time zones, employed an elliptical 12-hour synchtoniged

C-27
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orbit. foe the4dolriiya,sateloXitesystem. The orbit' allows
three times mbre satellite weight fog',a given launch.vehi,61e
and gives about,20hours_coverage per/day. The Statsionar,
the first Soviet tynchronOUs satellite, is'used for domesti6

. television distfibution service to small terminals..
a

'AT&T, COMSAT, GTE .

A U. S. domeitic satellite communication system is planned
to provide message teldcomMunications service (MTS); wide
area telecoMmunications service OIATSj, and service to the
U. Government:, Private line services are excldded by*the
FCC for the present. Three geoStationary satellites oper-
ating at 4/6 GHz are planned to serve the 50 states, Puerto
Rico, and the Virgin Islands. Each satellite would have 24
transponders of 40 MHz bands,'with +33 dBW effective isotropic
radiated power at beamedge. A single antenna beam would
cover the contiguous United States. Satellite positions at
93 degyees, 119 degrees, and 128 degrees West lOngityde were

.

requested. The information pr e.

to
here is based on th

original AT&T 1973 briefing to the FCC with some minor
A
additions. COMSAT General 111.1 provide the space. segment (3
Satellites orbit, 1 giound spare) and lease to AT&T and'.

. GTE. The first-COMSTAR satellite was successfully launched
in May 1976.

Each satellite has the capacity of 14,40 two-way
channels (1200 channel'frequency division multiple frequency,
modulation.-Per transponder), or A4 one-way television chan-
nels (1 FM channel per trAnspond4r), or'1,072.8 Mb /s, digital
capacity (24 channels of time division multiplex-phase shift
keying) at T-S rates of 44.7 Mb/s each). Crots-polarization.

. will be used. Reliability objectives are uninterrupted
service for 99.-9 percent of the time. Satellite station
-keeping goals_are 0.1 degree in both longitude and latitude.

Seven eati stations are planned with(30 meter diameter,
"antennas (steerable) . The 3 dB beamwiaths are 0.18 degreeg
at 4 GHz and 0.16 degrees at 6 GHz. The planned locations .

are:

New, York (Hawley, Pa.)
Atlanta (Woodbury, Ga.)
ChicagO (Hanover, -Ill.)
San Francisco.(Three Peaks

fa.

al.)-'

C1269

1'

3 antennas (AT&T)'' \-.
2 antennas
2 antennas
2 antennas ,
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Los Angeles (Triunfo Pass,- Cal,.) 3 antennas (GSAT)
. Tampa (Homosassa, Fla. 2 antennas
Honolulu (Sunset, Hawaii) 1 antenna

The Los Angeles, Tamp&, and Honolulu aria earth stations
'will,be built by GTE,

)'AT&T states in its application for itsdompstic satellite
communication system, which it refers to'as'. "the Ttem,"

Tn 1976 the System will have assigned. to it the equivalent of
19,100 mastergroup miles of terrestrial, facilities, in the con-
tiguous states....

The present worth in 1976 of the equivalent terrestrial costs for
the'years 1976,through 1982 is $258 million, exclusive of revenue
'from transponders used to 'connect the offshore points to the Main-
land and for Alaskan inttastate services....

Thus, the 1976 present'wortl of the System's annual charges for the
period 1976 through 1982 is $230 million. Clearly then, th'e System-

j will constitute an economic benefit in the provisi60 of AT&T's,, telecommunications services.

The cost-to COMSAT for the four satellites, launch vehicles,
tnd associated-launch costs is_ estimated to be $182.9 million.
This is recoverable-thiiough a lease rate to:AT&T of $1.3
million per satellite per mpnth.

The installed cost of the seven earth stations (4 AT&T', 3
GSAT) inda.uding fifteen antennas and associated electronics,
land, buildings, supNprt equipment and'connecting.facilities
is, expected to be $767 million.

!Satellite Business Systems,

While initial operations are planned for the 4/6 GHz bands
2ithe Satellite Business Systems (SBS) will be discussed under
Ithe 12/14 GHz heading. r

k.

10.95 -11,2'and. 11.45-11.7/14.0-14.5 bilz

I

/ . --(4,1._Atqpresent, no operatiOns appear to exist in the 10.95-11.2
/

. 7 GHz and 11.45-11.7 GHz downlink bands for international
/

;. --/' .
.

;A
, 0

.
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telecommdnications. The INTELSAT V,sate4ite seriesand he
.European Orbiting Tet Satellite are inthe planning .stage
and will operate inthese bands. ,

'11.7-12,2/14..0-14.5 MHz

These is-Do power flu c density limitation in this band,' so
,

that high poWei' satellite signals may be received with small
°(2-3 meter) roof-top antennas at the customer's site. Direct
point-to-point satellites for electronic mail, packet-
switched data, facsimile, educational, health, ail0 social , -

services pan benefit from -IIe'absence of shared terrestrial
serviCes in the 12/14 GHz band. These applications are
under consideration but the technical and developmental
risks of a 12/14 GHz small earth station venture are not
minor. .01 ,

°

'Communications Technology 'Satellite

The first satellite to operate in the 12/14 Giz band is.the
COmmunications Technology Satellite (CTS),"a joint project
of NASA'and the Canadian Department of CommuniCations. Its
,60 dBW equivalent isotropic radiated power (200 watt or 23
dBW transPonder) will be the highest power transmitted so
far from space, and will allow-the use of 1 meter-receiving
antennas., experimental; satellite, With two antenna

abeams, is in Qrbit. There are 22 earth stations with
antennas ranging in size from 9.1 to0.9 meters. The 0.9
meter antenna is used for"voice reception and transmission,
with larger antennas for television.

The objective of the CTS project is to advance the state of
the art_in spacecraft and related ground-based technologies
relevant to future communications and other satellite6appli- .

cation systems. The princiPil technological objectiv s of-
the project are to conduct experiments with 12 GHz terminals
and. to test (a) a super7efficiency power tube having greater
than 50 percent efficiency at a miikimum output power of 200
watts and operating at approximatellk 1."2 Gliz; (b) unfurlable
solar power arrays of over 1.0 kW 4.n-itial capability; .(c)
liquid metal slip rings; (d) an electrical propulSion system
for spacecraft station-keeping; and (e) an dcourate stabiliz-
ation system for spacecraft Vith flexible, appendages.

c-3b
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On-ha1f of 'the ,.available transponder' time will bye availableto U. S. experimenters. 'NASA has been delegated as-the U.
9k agent for the Canadian Department of Communications,

' 'which operates t'fie CTS satellite; and NASA will select
experimentArs forpqTticipation. Fifteen American experi-

-. menterS involving apDrOximately.160 earth stations 0134 .

receive! only, 29,transmitfreceive) have been approved. by
t%ASA tot access 'CTS. Public Service Satellite Consortium-has

53 station applications: A.total 9; 104 earth stations will
be licensed to entities of the priy$ate sector and 56 will be
authorizgd by OTP and operated by one of several Federal
Government agencies, Deployment of these earth stations is
to take place over the,npkt T2 months (Qrder 76-74, 513 'FCC
2d 345 (1976)).

e3

-Westi,pghotise Communications Services, Inc. has applied'for
authdrilty to-construct and operate an experimental earth

-"statidn) near Baltimore, Maryland, and Lima, Ohio. It will
consist' of, a dual linearly 'polarized 4.6 meter antenna
(stedrable), a 500-watt FM transmitter operating in the 14
GHz range, And a receiver in the 11.'9:GHz range or 12.1 GHz
ranged

COMSAT filed `an' application to construct and operate earth
.catatiohs near Clarksburg, Maryland, and elsewhere. -It would

consist of a 4.6 meter antenna with dual-linearly polarized
feed, a 20-watt, frequency.modulated.transmitter, and a'24-
foot riodi,.fied boat trailer bn which the antenna, transmitter,
apd receiver are mounted. Subsequently, COMSAT also applied
fa4authority.to construct and operate a transportable
experimental earth station at various cither unspecified

-/ locations throughoue,the continental United States-and
/- Alaska. 'This' 9roposed'earth station will consist of. a 1.22

mete` parabolic antenna mounted on ':a commercial tripod and
associated 20-watt FM transmitter and receivers.'

.

,NASA- filed four separate applications_ with'OTP gor authority .

to construct and, operate experimental earth'stations at'
Various locations throughout the United States. /' . .

(1) Goddard Space Flight Center - - using A 4.6 meter
antenna and a 3 meter antenna with 'associated.
transmitters and reCeivers.

(2) RosmanTAcking Station in North Carolina
ueing a 4.6 meter antenna and d.1.6 kW frequency

10' modulated transmitter in the same 14 GHz range. , /.

E -31
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'11(3) Lewis Research Center- in Ohio -- using a,4.9 miter
.

antenna and a 1.6 kWI'M transmitter_ and associated
receivers.

t I% .

(4),,,Ames Laboratories in California -- using a 3 metes
parabolic antenna and a 1.6 kW FM transmitter.

,.
.

Another NASA application to OTP concerns'earth stations at
variouS, unspecified locatiacis throUghout the United_StiteS
and Canada, using a standard horn antenna of 17 dB gain and.

a 250-watt FM transmitter. ,

0 4

Satellite Business Systems,

Satellite BusinesS Systems (SBS) a partnership sponsored
by COMSAT General Corp., IBM,. and the Aetna Casualty.and's
.Surety Cothpany --.proposes toprovide*wideband,,switched,
all digital- transmission services (voice, data, and image)
using the 12/14 GHz bands with 5 and 7 meter antennas. The
intention is'to locate the earth, station at the customer's
site. The available high power satellite technology (200
watt transponders) of CTS is not planned for.the SBS.,gatel-
lite. They plan 'to use.10-20 Witt tubes.

The SBS system is intended. to serve organizations requiring
,large communication networks with hdayy and dynamic loads
'Using Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) demand assigned
.techniques, without interconnection to the terrestrial
comman carrier network: SBShas asked the FCC to authorize
Phase I operat4ons-on leased transponders in the 4/6 GHz

-bands to help develdp technology. Seven 4/6 GHz earth
Stations are planned, with the first two/1 Poughkeepsie,
iiew York, and Las Gatos, California.

SBS plans wo satellites in orbit (116 and 122 degrees West
-longitude with aground spare, estimated to cost $119
'million. Each- satellite will have 8 transponders (61 MHz
spacing with 54 MHi...or.88.5 percent usedble bandwidth), each
,with°20 watts power output. Satellite orbital station
keeping in longitude and latitude is estimated as +0.05
degrees. Delta 3914 launch vehicleA.would be used Total.'
estimated system costs are $250.6. million to August 1974

-.when commercial operations are expected tp begin. More
,recently, SBS has furnished the. FCC with estimates of $235.5
million costs ft& :Jarivail71.971 to the start of commercial
operations, and total estimated costs to the end.of 1986 of

o
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,$406.9 mplion. SBS has,a1O stated that market demand is
eStimated-to require about 190,000 voicecircuiti,and
earth stations by, 1985 in the United States. SBS plans a
growth of their system from 78 in 1979 to 375 in 1983.-

%
Orbital spacing between SBS and the CTS satellites is reCOm-
mended as' 6 degrees, with spacings of 3 degreesqpossirible.
between SBS satellites. The CTS d-Ai4n life'of,2 years is
expected to expires before 1979 operations. 'The system ,

capacity objectives are 328 Mb/s per satellite (41 Mb/s"per
transponder).. 'Link availability objectives ''re 99.5 't
percent -- planned for a bit error rate of lx10-4i or lx10-7
if'the higher performance option with.forWard error control .

is selected by the customer. The SBS earth stations';
planned for unattended operation, would have a minimum Of 16
voice-grade access ports or one high speed (56 Kb/s or' ."
greater) da,ta,port. Variable TDMA utime,slots" will be
assigned at each earth station. ,The 5:meter antennas will
be,used in SBS region 1.

, .(The,satellite.CoVerage area is.
approximately bounded by New York to Jacksonville,eipida,
to Little ROcki Arkansas, to Kansas City, Missouri, to"
Chicago, Illinois, to Detroit, Michigan, to New York.)

' T he,7. meter antennas will be in SBS _region_ 2 (most of the
remainder of the contiguous ,United States). Estimated .costs .

of.-one typical'unattended 'earth station were $474,000.
.$ -Total sygten ground tegtheht costs for 37 earth stations we'e

estimated as $24.7 million'($668.10D0 average,).. Customers :
will have to make some modiftdation to existing ddta commun-!.
ication terminals because Of the SBS system characteristics
and`the round trip delays due to propagation time..

,t

OTHER, 12/14 GHz SATELLITE ,EARTH STAUONS-
V

4

Inasmuch'as the ATS-6, the first broadcast satellite for
small'antennas, gives excellent 'TV reception with 3'meter',
antennas ae:2.5 -GHz; many of these terminals are being.
modified for use with CTS faith, a special- 12 GHz to 2.5,GHz
freqUencyconverter. CTS will use antennas as previously
noted. The,JaPn Broadcast Company has developed an inex.-: ;
pensive conversion "kit ($3:50), to enable individual TV-set
owners to receive alrectly from the Japanese Broadcasting
Sateilite.(planned fall. about 1918 raanch). West Germany is
developing a 700 watt.satellite.transmitter.for 14.GHz,

:

which'could broadcaAt tod-meter antennas.

-204 -
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19/28 GHz

0

AT&T is investigating the 19/28-161t band, and this step
includes transmitter beacons onthe 4/6 GHz COMSTAR Satel-

'lite.. ,7he beacon will permit more exact measurements of
,frequency dispersion, rain, and propagation statistics
throughout the United States. AT&T and sell Laboratory
management are seeking pahicipation of others in these
measurements since they will.not'operate more than a dozen
test sites. Test, data would be exchanged among all partici-:
pants. AT&T plah-S to use high powered, narrow antenna been
satellites at 19/28 GHz, with large earth stations to achieve
99.99 percent:reliability and high channel capacity.

, .

Japan Is having a,domestic communications satellite built',
(in the United States) which is expected to be launched "earl
the end of 1977. In addition to opekations in the A/6 GHz
band, it 10ave 19/28 GHz band transponders to cover the
four mai 'AI-ids:of Japan.

MILITARX44TELLITES

The satellites developed f6r DOD applications have require-,
ments for operation in different frequency bands and for
secure communications with high survivability in hostile
environments. The Defense Satellite Communications System
1DSCS) is the main program with DSCS-III under development.
FLTSATCOM is another systeM to pcolride communications 'for
ships, and aircraft,, with AFSATCOM to provide subsequent
communications with aircraft. The DOD satellite programs
are working with: advancecl technoldgy which will eventually
impact in the commercial satellite-commUnication equipments.
These include a m4V.beam, low sidelobe, electronically

W tsteerable antenna h.mUltipie feed horns and an

TRENDS

..

In any assessment of the present status of systems and
technology; it-is important to identify trends in the ,

performance-and costs of systems and theirl,componept parts.
Such adsessmentsist'and were available, but the scope 'of
this effort did no-tpermit inclusion of useful summaries
here. ,,

A
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.It has been reported that the State of Alaska has purchasedsingle channel per carrier FM small earth stations (on the
order of 140) at a cost near $37,000 each in quantities of100. This figure does not include-installation. A.4.57
meter Andtew Corp. antenna was used with California Micro-
wavd and Hughes, Aircraft terminal equipment.

The Satellite Working Group -- a user consortium which
includes the Corporation for PubliC Broadcasting,'the Public
Broadcasting Service (PBS); and National Public Radio --
recently announced plans to use the Western Union WESTAR
satellite for distribution of PBS television proilramming.
Collins Radio Group was selected to provide 165 receive-only
earth stations at a total capital cost of.$38.4 million
which includes a master origination terminal($5 million),
five regional two-way terminals for regional origination
($1.25 million), and an.estimated termination payment to
AT&T,' which provides the current terrestrial distribution
($1:1 million).. Costs for the receive-only earth.stations\
average' $188,000:

_Within the Unitgd States, for CATV application as an ex,-
_ample, videofearth,terminals are off-the-shelf for the 4/6"
'Gliz band: Scientific-Atlanta and the Andrew Corp. 11-Ve 10
Meter video receive -only terminals for about $65,000, although
the installed cost may be as high as $100,000. Smaller
earth terminals with 4.8 meter antennas cost around_9130,000
for the equipment. Small earth terminals are also-Tliaileble
from other U. S. manufacturers, such as Aeronutronic -Ford
and California Microwave.

OMENS
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Telecommunicationt Capability

Loh; Broadcast TV

Hagerstown, Md

Indiana University
A.,

University of Florida GENESYS

Ft Hood Central Tula College

British Open University

New Telephone Features

University of Wisconsin

Man Machine Interaction

Ketiler AFB

Ft Monmouth, N J

Ohio State University

USMA, West Poin

Urine of Illinois PLATO

Oarzmouth College

Stanford University

TICCIT WIRE Corp under
NSF Sponsorstie

Ft 1.1t-ning and Ft Carson
Individual LearnirioCenters

Souice for

Table 3:

EDUCATION'AND TRAINING

Use

Offers a series of specialized courses in the

sciences not otherwisavadable due to a laltk
Of staff

presents credit courses for graduate and under.
graduate students as well as continuing
professional education courses

keeps professionals abreast of technological
advances and retrains industrial employees
for industry production chan$es

broadcast of sociology and business courses
from Central Texas College -

offers university le4el courses to adults who
couldn't otherwise attend a university

educational programs presented as live Of
tasted lectures followed by Questions,
confereneingOossole

basic electronics training course

Army basic electronics course

teach economics and English to individual
students

.
assist in teaching courses such as engin 'tiring.
management economics and math

drill and practice and student directed
inquiry programs on courses from el
mentary to post graduate levels:

provide strident' at remote locations
with problem solving capab.lities

computer assisted instruction from ele
mentary to unriersity levels

'courses in freshman and remedial math
and English

self paced individual instruction-in most
areas

Tables 1 through 6:

System,

CCTV

CCTV

CCTV with talkback capability

Post eitiTV interconnected to CIO studio

broadcast television to large adult population

Findings

a

Student performance improved with use of television, program began.
in 1956 and has expanded to other disciplines.

System operational since,1961. has opened up new channels of cons:
munication to other universities and between college administrators.

A

Program operational over eight years and has awarded over 200'
advanced degrees, industry uses program to foster professional
competence and remain corppetitwe.

Students -sin get credit for courses taken at home

Pilot program currently under study -

telephone network linking hospitals, campus System began modestly but has expanded to include many different
anddourthouses credit courses and professional courses

tgicoln Training System: interactive
Computer, audio microfilm display

Clustered minicomputers with 128 interactive
display terminals

IBM computes and remote terminals

Honeywell H63S, time share terminals,
teleprusters and CAT, CCTV

plasma paWel interactive terminals and
Computer

cOmputer time sharing, special software
language called BASIC

medium-size coMputer. CRT and type.
writer keyboard

interactive color television and CAI
courieiwarit

slides, video cassettes and other material.

Based electronics training time reduced 37%

Initial trialjemonstrated reduction in training time by 20% Photo
typeevalustion of new system scheduled for 1825

Self paced and student initiated instruction, excellent campus
acceptance'

Orkoing since 1992, cadet education in problem solving and data
processing applications

*41

Program has value as an educational tool, but cost per Student
tertninal hour is Nigher than conventional methods Use of plasma
panel aims at reducing costs

With an easy to learn !anguage, students from many discounts can
Uscomouter, slower students can lino productively use corrPirier

CAI is a great aid in Quality control, repetitive work and in iadiviclual '-
learning situations .r-

,To undergo evaluation at junior colleges in Ariz and Va

Expanding to other Army troop Potts

The Mitre Corporation, "System Def44tion for y Wired Garrison C-E
III - Appendices (Fort Huachuca, Arizona, U. S. Army Communications

e

Design,"
Comdand, July l*74).*,

Vo,luMe

r""
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Telecodimunic,ations Capaollity

Local Broadcast TV v
Calif Medical TV Network

La Hospital TV NetWork

Ga Regional Medical T,V Network

Network for Continuing Medical
Education (New York)

,

Sllem Hospital (Salem. Mass.)

Nebriska Psychiatric Institute at
Omaha and Norfolk Sate Mental
Hospital

Alaskan Satellite Network

New Telephone Features

La HospitarTV "Network

Man Machine

Wisconsin Medical 'Center

Univ. of Wisconsin Medical School

Activated Patient (George
Washington U.)

Army Medical Outpatient System
(AMOS)

Beth Israel Hospital, Boston, Miss.

eb Desk toDesk Paper

Y C. Heath Services Admin.

Boston City hospital

MultiMedia Teleconferencing

Mass Gen Hosp. Logan Again

Medinav (U,S. Nap)

209 `c

.61

A.

Lj se

gi-nunit medical programming over edit' c. TV

educational programming for medical
professions

Ise prograiiiming to various medical
institutions in the metro Atlanta area

video transmission of biweekly medical
journal

Instructional TV for patients, especially
bedridden patients

staff education and psychiatric consultation

transfer medical info. seven days a week

educational programming for medical
profedsaons

immediate information on medical objects
for use la emergencies

source data automation of patient medical
histories

self-help and preventive medicine for people

paramedic training and patient screening

Patient interviews for primary diagnosis
and dispensation

transfer of patient records and medical tests
between facilities

link physician in hospital and nurse
practidoer at nursing home in diagnosis

telediagnosn and telecortsultation between
hospital and airport

interactive telerneducine for medically
notated units .

Table 2

HEALTH CARE

System

educational TV broadcast ,

statewide microwave and local CATV
of South Central Bell

2 channel IT FS /Instructional TV.F wed
Seiiial System

cast coast MICIOWNS dwsnets connected
with CATV systems

CCTV

2-way CCTV

voice link through NASA ATS satellite

improvement on telephone cable systems
for broadband TV distribution

tape library &Gassed by telephone s

, keyboard and CRT device

interactive TV

ork; CRTs to interactive computer

interactive terminals and computer

facsimile

e.

- telephone and facsimile transmission

capability

two.way sound and picture over microwave

black and white 'TV; alphanumeric; and
graphics. store and forward transmission

Findings

Program folded due to administrative, cost and scheduling d.fficutties.

Ongoing since 1967, program has spread into many different mediai
institutions

Limited to line of sight coverage, but relatively small costs due to
use of ITFS network

Positive physician acceptance-. more than 1,000 doctors receive
program; in its third year.

Agh patient acceptance for interesting programming

Ongoing since 1964, program has served as a model for many sub.
sequent efforts. Achieved greater capabilities and staff morale

Project began in August )971 and is in operation t

Ongoing since 1967. programs allow betterIxds
between medical phsfessionalL

%./

"
e

of information

6.

24-hour service available alt over the state.

Saves physician time., Upgrades and standardiresinedicat rustorK,
records.'

Sustained student attendance indicated students perceived,coena as .
meaningful.

Positive patient acceptance, more efficient treatment. paper based
system tieing expanded Army wide.

Computer failed to improve efficiency of diagnOus lane she level
'of a well trained health aide. Computer has been eliminated

0
0

Proposal would reduce unit service costs by 10 to 30 percent.

, Project reduces demand on hospital emergenly room and offers
24-hour. sevaiday, oncall physician service. Difficulty in
measuring Quality of msel!cal care.

.
.

Working system since 1968. Picture great help ingliegnous.

Program aims at solving mini medical Wilk medical illgat 0
missions and short fall of physicians due to end of draft.

Source:.--MITRE Cox

,
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Table A, -(oncluded)

Telecommunications Capability. Use , System Findings
N Y C, Health Services Administration telemedicine for neighborhood pediatric

canters and nearby hospital
24iyeCTV facsimile Proposal would reduce unit service costs by 10 to 30 percent.

Mt Sinai Hospital. N Y N Y. teletonsuttation between hospitals and
neighborhood clinics

3way coaxial cables with TV terminals Nurses can now handle 60% of patient cases aPoppo. sod to 25.00%
before teleconsultation capability

NASA Telecare, Houston full duplex communication between telemetry of patient vital sighs Bated on NASA technology, 28 rescue vehicles are equ;pedivithemergency technician SCI Systems: inc. Houston units.
U. of Alabama School of Dentistry dental surgery training conducted using

monitors
interactWe audiowideo transmission Economizes on instructor time, a number,of procedures can be

monitored concurrently. students instructed without patiint
'' I. ' knowledge.

Mass. Gen. Hosp Bedford VA psychiatric diagnosis by teticonsultation way sound and picture with videotape System matinee sharing of professional opinion. Video playbadc.Hosp
PlaYboCk

Vt N H Medical Network medical confesencing one variety of fields,
speach. therapy. psychiatric consultation

interactive television by microveavo Conferences held 4 times weekly: well attended.

Ob.
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Telecommunications Capability

Local Broadcast TV

Newark. N. J.

Hartford, Conn

Reston, Va.

-

New Telephone Features

Louisville, Ky Calla -Mart

Sacramento. Calif
Storeto.Coor

Coral Springs. Fla

MarrMathine Interaction

Reston, Va

Sacramento.

Loursville, Ky

Multi Media Teleconferencing

Center for Policy Research, N Y.C.,
Project Minerva

213 .
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Table 3

PERSONAL COM,MUNICATIONS

A, System, Use

4

first -cam movies offered in hotel rooms
St a plea

first run movies and sports

tax filing assistance, electronic mail,
entertainment games. etc.

In-homie shopping via computer

in-home shopping ;ill computer

all electric home with intercom and
outside telephone links

interactive game playing arod tax filing
assistance

in-home shopping via computer

in home shopping via compute'

fp

electronic town meeting

4

r.

CCTV with computer relBsterir.ig biff:COrwerttr
to unscramble signal --

ro

broadcast TV: converter.

computer wit microwave link. push-button
, phones, video tape recorder. 2-way voice & video

computer-telephone network with third party
conferencing wittt keypunch

computer-telephone network

telephone and intercom switching 4

'Wei-button phone slid computer r

computer-telephone network

computer telephone network

2-way conferencing by telephone and
-television

Findings

High successful systsmeif pay TV on CCTV or CATV, system will
panded to other hotels.

Poor consumer penetration; protect closed after 7 years due to
financial losses. Recent systiml are more successful

Technology readiness demonstrated.

CommerAtly wain: shil ongoing program. inns'sl membership limited
to 300 families: overcomes. warehouse problems

System' closed due to software limitations and warehouse pret4im

Kitchen and bedroom command post allows Meow, and intercom
communication throughout home and to outside telephone tinit

Technology is reedy.

Interaction with computer file:other OrOject liMrtation; closed
system down. .
Commercially successful ongoing prograk

&alp community participation and 'communication.

4.

Source: 'MITRE Corp.
471'

I
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Telecommunicstrom Capability

Local Broadcast TV

Ft. Hood & Ft. Polk

Colorago Springs. Colo.

Restdn, Va.

j:harlotssville, Vi

Use .

Table -4

COMMUNITY' SERVICES

System

regulsrly scheduled TV information Program

weekly TV magazine to demonstrate com-
munity organization activities

weekly "consumer interest' show

monthly "consumer information" shod

ManMaclune !Attraction

t:1.1?1

II mon. Va

Chattanooga, Tenn.

interactive information requests on
community services and news ,

interactive inlorrndion Roosts on
community service agencies

Philadelphia, Pi.

National Science Foundation
Stockton, Calif.

Jonathan/Chaska, Minn.

1,

information and referral oreocia,1
ageoey clients

.......;aboattretrieval of municipal services
information, schedules and prOgrams

consumer expertences in education, horn*
security, opinion polling, entertainment,
information retrieval and claim:cm/no*
cations.

215
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local CATV

local CATX

local CATV

local CATV

corhpujer. MICROWAVE CATVrpuit
button phone

12 remote tideokeybOard terminals

connected by terePhore line to central
computer"

remote keyboard terminsIs enter client
info: computesieddies tiles and makes
referral

interactive television accesurq computer
resource via 2way CATV

2way Interactive CATV

eNt

Findings

Easier personnel adjusbnint pp new bale.

Good ticlititeri respeinse.

41'
Positive consumer acceptance warrants continued Progremming,

Encourages registration-of oinsunier.complainti: justified
continuation of prograrn.

Project led to greater Interest by socialscience community kith,
near term impact of communications-electronics. -

System very helpful In streamlining operations of local human ser
vice agencies; will eliminate duplicated efforts and reduce adminis.
intrit costs.

Program operates on yearly budget of $32,000. Model Citics liege(
the system is one'bf the ctzuntry's best.

Multimillion dollar demonstration system funded by NSF...;

Pilot program currently Order Study. 03 n

'0

tir
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Tilecommunications Capability

Local Broadcast TV

Mt. Vernon, N V

Use

Table.5:

SAFETY,& SECURITY(

kyrtem

round the clock surveillance of two clown.
town Intersections

New Telephone Features .

Coral Sprirgs. Fla burglar and fire alarm

Desk to Desk Paper

Costa Mesa. Cant '

Man Machine Interaction

Tulsa Police Dept

St. Lows Police Dept.

MOnroe, Ga

. -

dictation of reports with full editing control
from remote location

computer search of microfilm files for
criminal suspects
$

automatic monitor and display of police
vehicle location and status

fire and burglar alarm sensors in 12
municipal buildings a

remote controlflow light level, all weather TV
canieras, monitor at polite taitIOn r

telephone and intercom switching networks

dictaphohe word processing thought tanks
and automatic typewriters

computer controlled microfilm storage and
viewing system

minicomputer and visualclisplay In central
dispatch. inertial navigation equipment and
radio transmitter; in the vehicles

transmitters and sensors in each building,
',computer to decode alarm signals; software

Findings

Operational since 1970, system has led to a Jower Crime rate-and
,nigher sweet silt in nesghborhaid

Family has agility to access emergency help throughspecial switch.
mg from phone qr intercom terns!.

AO!
'System successful cosnvise, accepted by the officers, allows
security for Individual officer reports.

Succtssfullyqperated: provides a more offKant and secure Pro'
geduriffor checking criminal rear*.

Reduces elapsed time from heceidt of call for help to the arrival of

.s.

.policeman at the scene.

Some technical problems, systemshquld be operatTrirearIV thin
year.

40-

Source: MITRE. Corp.
S
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Telecommunications Copability

Logii Broadcast TV

worferTrade Center

New Telephone Features

Switctiless Telephone

Desk to Desk taper

U.S. Army ATCAP

ro s
Graptinet

Man Machine Interaction

Minnesota State Legislature

U.S. Dept. of intenior. Bureau
of Reclamation

.
Redstone Arsenal

Los Angeles County

Multi-Media Teleconferencing

Commtnications,Study Greulo,
University College. London

Goldrrark Communications,

Institute lo,the Future

Picturephone. AT&T

219

Use

in I inal3lanning stage. tenants will view him
& videotaped material stored in Infrirrnation
Center

automatic rerouting. add-on confe)enct,
abbreviated dialing

direct access to on post data processors
and local Autochn terminal

National Electronic Mail System

text edam.; foe diattingbills

prepare technical reptts, publications and
specification reports

procurement documents

process and store all welfare applications.
payments end case histories in the county

conduprg experimental and analytical
studies of persontb-person telecom-
munIcations

links separated bank facilities for
conferencing

'organize and improve the collective work
of exptsing menage entry, stooge
and ref I

',two lap iblecOnfeeertr, n offices,
Store]. hospitals

Table 6

System

multi pair cable. 12-button tone generator
for program selection. auduo-video monitor.
facsimile printer

frequency division multiplex on wideband
2-way cabte '

variety of user data terminals connected to
message center communications processor

gore and forwarerfacumile

interactive CRT's and RIM 370 computer

IBM word processing center. IBM Magnetic
Tape Selectric Typewriter & Composer

teletypewriter terminals and central computer-
Automated Engineering Document Preparation
System

150 remote video keyboard terminals inn welfare
offices and hospitals, leased telephone laws.

Findings

Alto:vs both viewer privacy or conferencing if desired; tenants have
ability to prepare their own videotapes.

Recently developed by Collins Radio; no real information yet in
operational situations.

ji eitti implemented at 3 Army posts in first phase. eventual Army.
wide implerhentation to achieve reduced personnel 0,Autodsn
message centers.

Implementation awaiting approval by FCC
-4

chsc storage and central computer

multtt- ed standard telePhotle.tag
facsimile and television

0
2 communication terminals. specially.
connected microphone. leased lines
from.N.E. Telephone Co.

special computer program accessed from
remote terminals over ARPA network

Pb
.witchedbroadband network added to
telephone system

Signifitarrt reduction of search and bill draft tdtfAaround hale.

Reduced printing costs by 40% eliminated some typing and steno
help.

Would reduce cost and time to prepare specification and purchase
descriptions: purchase document cost estimated at $27 as opposed
to 5500 today.

Program being implemented, attempts to improve overall efficiency
of county welfare system.

Person-to-person teleconferencing can be cost ef leant. but significant
human factors problems remain

104
Not program saves travel line and expense,

US. Geological Survey experiments show it to be a useful tool.

Only 500 Metillito Ont.: system and marketirg.approach under review
by Bell System

Source: MITRE-Corp.
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Table 7

SUMMARY. OF :N CSIAN FORECASTS

Service

Ogratto.%

of
Average'S Value Trans-

of C-t Conversation a-t

Single
Try.:
.ssion

Con -get

Time
(11

Avg. !.o.

of Trans -

act.ors/
Uo./Ircant.

% of

Service
Hone Sub-

scriber
Expected
to Pa

Most Lik'e3y Year
of 1ctrodu--..oe

% Penetra-

tion of
All U.S.

Hou,q.oldt.

redian

rramen.t
Ti-e

1

Average Value
of Serviv.,
2/5,bscribing
Moisacold/ao.

Value of Servi,e
After 5 Years,
5 /Average 0.6.

ro,,ehold/ro.
(At "enetratton
Ratus

Le, ' :i=dle 1.0) Ear:y -etc

,0
.1. Cashless Society transactions $0.10 20.16 $ 0 40 0.75 20% 40 251 1975 1980 1990 20% 0.19 i 6.4 S 12.5> $ 1.00

_a .
2. Dedfcateg newspaper C.10 0.20 0.50 10.00 9! 30 75 1980 1983 4990 10 9.00 6.0 15.00' 0.54
3. Corputer-aidedIFOool Instruction 0.50 1.50 3.50 30.0C 20 20 SO i975 1982 1987 10 124. 00 50.0 100.00 3.75

,

4. Shopping transactions
(store catalogs/ 0.20 0.50 1 00 6.00 is 10 " 25 1977 1985 1990 10 2.50 3.0,, 5 07 0.38

5. Person -to- person (paid work at hops) 0.50 1.50 5.00 20.00 50 60 5 1980 1985 1990 5 6.50' 75.0 250.00 3.20
6. Plays and movies !ref video library C.60 2.00 5.00 90.00 100 10 60 1975 1980 1985 10 90.00 20.0 50.00 2,00
?* Coeputor tator 1.0Q 2.00 5.00 30.00 20 103 80 1975 1980 1990 5 6.00 20.0 50.00 1.50
8. Message recording 0.35 1.00 3.00 75 7 io 1975 1930 1985 10 2.50 2.5 6.25 0.20
9. Secretarial assistance

30.20

0.35 1.00 3.00 10 00 60 10 100 1975 1980 1985 5 6,00 10.0 '25.00 0.25
10. Pousehold nail and messages 0.10 0.20 0.50 2.00, 90 23' 75 1980 1985 ,147/0 10 1.80 5.0 1200 0.60
11. Mass mail and direct advertrsing la %

mail 0.10 0.17 0.50 3.001'- 90 25 0 1980 1990 1995 10 2.55 4.0 15.00 0.50
12. Answering services 0.10 0.20 0.50 2.00 80 20 300 1975 1980' 1985 10 1.60 5.0 11.25 0.30
13. Grocery price list. Information, and

ordering 0.20 0.35 0.50 5.00 80 15 50 1125 .190 .1890 10 4.25 5.0 7.50 0.26
14. Access to company files 0.30 0.60 2.00 5.00 65 10 1 1980". 1985 990 2 3.50 15.0 50.00 0.30
15. Fares and ticket reservatson 0.20 0.35 0.75 5.00 50 5 40 1975 1980 1985 2.50 1.0 2.50 0.05
16. Past and forthcoming events 0.10 0.20 0.50 4.00 80 10 50 1975 1982 1990 5. 2.70 2.0 5.00 '0.11
17. Co:I.e.:pond...tee school ' 1.00 2.00 5.00 85 10 75 1978 1984' '1990 30.00 20:0 50.00 0.75
18. Daily calendar and reminder of

appointments 0.10 0.20 0.50 1.024 80 25 100 1980 1983 1985 5 0.95 4.0 10.00 0.20
19. Computer-es sss ted meelingS 1.00 2.00 5.00 30.00 40 5 40 1975 1980 1985 5 6.00 15.0 91.00 0.75
23. Newspaper, electronic, general 0,20 0.50 0.75 10.00 95 30 75 1980 1985 1998 " 9.00 15.0 22.50 0.75.
21. Adult evening courses on television 0.66 1100 5.00 50.00 95 10 80 1975. .1980 '1985 10 45.00 10.0 25.00 0.88
22. Banking services 0.10 0.25 0.50 2.00 20 60 1975 3980 1985 10 a 0.85 4.0 - 10.00 0.38
23. Legal,. information 1.00 5.00 15.00 10.00 75 5 KO% 1980 1985 1990 3 7.50 6.0 25.00 0.25
24. Special sales information 0.32 0.50 1.00 400 10 80 1975 1982 1990 5 2.70 5.0 10.00 0.25
25. Conivaers' advisory service 0.23 0.50 1.00 5.00 10 100 1975 1960 1985 5 2.50. 07.5 10.00 0.40
26. Weather bureau 0.10 0.20 0.50 1.00. 90 20 100 1975 1990 1980 5 0.90 , 2.0 5.00 0.12
17. Bus, train, and air scheduling 0.10 0.20 0.50 1.25 t 80 5 80 1975 1977 1980 5 1.00 0.1' 1.00 0.06
28. PestauraOts 0.10 0.20 0.50 3.00 80 S 60 1975 1980 .1985 5 2.50 1.0 2.50 0.05
29. Library access 0.50 1.00 2.00' 10.00 90 100 1980 1985 1910 5 9.00 5.0 10.00 0.25
30. lndax; all ,ervices 0.10 0.20 0.50 3.00 80 110 . 50 1975 1980 1985 5 3.0 5,00 0 10

a.

114
$20.12

0
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Table 8
4

Mgr 137.5e RIpTIONS.04 POTENTIAL 110AIE INFORMATION SERVICES

EAEHLESS-EOCILTY TPANSNCTIUNS. gcordxnq of any financial transactions
hith a hard copy output to buyer and seller, a pfrpanent record and
updating of balarce in computer memory.

4
DEDICATED NEWSPAPER. A set of pages with printed and-graphic information.
passably including photographs. the orqaoizat.on of which has been prede-
termined by the user to suit his preferences. .

3. COMMOTER-AIDED SCHOOL INSTRUCTION. At the very minulum, the computer
determines the day's assignment for each pup.ji and, at the end of the day.
receivciTthe day's progress report. At its most comp:ems such a service
would use a real-time. interactive video color dilPlaj with voicoeinput
and output and.an appropriate pm:gram suited to each pupil's progress and
tdeperamen.t.

4.. SHOPPING TRANSACTIONs MORE CATALOGS). Interactive programs. perhaps
.7Dicemassxsaid,-1.7UCTdes'cribe or SINYW goods at rilqueit of the buyer.
advise him of the pries. loCItion: delivery time, etc.

PERSON-TO-PERSON (PAID WORK AT HOME). Switched video and facsimile
service substituting for normal day's contacts of a midd4e class sonAgerial
personnel where daily contacts are of mostly routine nature. May also
apply to contacts with the public of the receptionist, doctor, or his
assistant,

1

6. PLAYS AND NIOVICS,FROM A VIDEO LIBRARY. Selection Of all plays and movich.
Color and good sound are required.

71 COMPUTER TUTOR. From /library of self-help programs available, a computer.
in an interactive node. will coach the pupil .(typically adu:t) in the
chosen subject. 1

8. SSAGE RECORDING. Probably of currently available type. 174 may include
videosnymory Is patient showing doctor the rash be has developed).

9. RSCRFTARTM. ASSISTANCE. Written or dictated eolters can be typed by A
remotely situated secretary.

5.

10. HOUSEHOLD.MAIL AND MESSAGES. Letters and notes transmitted directly to
or from the house by means of home facsimile machines. ... _ _ _

MASS MAIL AND DIRECT ADVERTISING MAIL. Higtor output, larger-sized pages,
color output may be necessary to attract the attention of the recipient --
otherwise similar to item 10. above.

't

' 11.

12. ANSWERINGSCRVICES Stored incoming messages ocnotes whom to call --
poo-ibly computer logic recognizing emergency situation and diverting
the call

15. FARIS-AO TICKET P&S:RVATJici. As previd et, ' a,tncies now hit mei
comoreriensive and freer. Cheapest rate infor-a: on relarJtng the

..sd.ffersnces etwee" carrie -ri osth'resr to ment.s. ter say S;
available.

It. PAST AND FOPTIOCOMIWG EV:RT-. Events, at:s of events?' and their brief
description, short preview'; of futtire Mater ploys; and recordings of

,past event's.

17. CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL, Taped or 11
41/A courses available on request with an

Course or re, paper support.on fact

t

high school, university, and vocational
optihn to either adult or graduate.
ile.

18. DAILY CALENDAR 41NO REMIaDER A96UT PlOnaMENTS. Prerecorded special
appointments and'regularly oceurr q appointments stored as a programmed-
reminder. t" a

19. CU1MVTER-ASSISTED MFEThNGS. the ectsputer Pirt!Cci'pates as a partner in a-
meeting. answering qucstiohs of feet. deriving Correlations. and extrapolating
trends.

20. NMUSPAPER,,ELECTRONIC, GERLRA . Daifi newspaper."PoSsibp printed during
the night. available in time OT breakfast. special editions following
rhajor pews breaks.

21. ADULT EVENING COURSES ON

13. GROCER/ PRICE LIST. INFORMATION, ANn ORDOING. Grocery price list is
used as an example of up- to- the - minute,. updated information about perish-
able foodstuffs. Vide) color display may be needed to examine selected
merchandise% Ordering follows

14. ACC)SS TO COMPANY FILER. .Information in files iscoded for security; regularly
updated files areavailable with cross - references ild.cat.ng the code where
more detailed imformation is stored. Synthesis also may he available.

NO4*

; 22 3

Noninteractive, broadcast mode, live courses on
IV" -- wider choice of sub cots than at present. '

22. BANKING SERIOCE6. None orders, transfers, advice.

21, LEGAL INFORMATION. D ectory of lawyers. computermsed legal counselifx,
qly my ptteodents, r ings.in similar cases, describing jurisdiction of
various courts and go; of suCcesrful suits in a particular area of
litigation.

24 SMCIAL SALEA I
user ind for it

' display unit.

ForioN. Any sale- witytn the distance specified by the
s specified by pus will be 'flashed' onto the home

J5t- CONSUMERS' A MORT SERVICE. Equivalent of Consumer Reports, giving best
buy. produc s rated 'acceptable;. etc.

26. WFATNER P REAU. Country-wide, regional forecasts or special forecasts>
(farmers fishermen), hurricane And tornado warnings similar to.fturront
special forecast services.

27, BUS. .RAIN, AND AIR SCHFDUIING. Centrally available information with one
nun r to call.

r

28. STAUSANTS. Following a query for a type'of restaurant (Japanese. for
.nstance), reServations, menu, prices as shown. Displays of dishes, '
location of tables, may be Incltded.

7, LIBRARY ACCESS. After an lnteracteve "browsing" with A 'librarian computer"
and a quotation for the cost of hard copy facsimile or a show-scan video
transmission. a boa or a magasine is transnktted to the hone.

1 30. IND1EY, A:L SERVICrE SERVCD By TEE HOME TERMINAL: Includes prices or .

chargus.of the Above, or available communications services.

7
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'APPENDIX E

ADDITIONAL TECHNICA. DETAILS ON MC

STATUS OF FIBER OPTIC COMMUNICATIONS

DOMESTIC STATUS

THE COMMON CARRIERS

Bell Zaboratories, in support of the largest U. S. telephone
network, has mounted the most intensive and sustained single
domestic R&D program in fiber- optic communication :(FOC)
development. The effort covers every aspecOof the teCh-
nology and has undoubtedly -'spurred the rapid worldwide
acceleration. in advanced R&D. An empirical measure of the'
readiness of their systems teChndlogy for appli-
cation is the announcement (Bell Labs, 1975;. ectronics,
1976) of their first link tests under field'conditions, '
started in early 1976 ,(see table 1). The purpose of the
experimental systems is to'evaluate feasibility of FOC for
use between AT&T metropolitan switchinlg Offices. Cable will
be installed in existing ducts -and manholes.

GTE Laboratories,-the R&D arm of the Nation's second largest
carrier,' is .also. heavily committed td- state of the art R&D,
targeted at potential FOC incorporation into their telephone
network, Plans -have been announced (Electropids, 1976) for .

'atHOperationS1 field trial, probably, in late 1976. 'The'
interoffice trunking link (see table 1) will be employed lol>'
GTE Service Corporation for Yield environment evaluation of
FOC concepts and systems cofiponents, especially the ,optical
cable.

4

1-TT, a major international supplier to the carrier/ industry/.
has committed,a comprehensive effort toFOC technology
development.

Due to the lack of extensive R &D facilities, the smaller
telephone companies as well as most of the private data
.carriers are not expected to contrj.bute substtially to the
advanced developmental stages of the technology; but they
Should eventually represent an appreciable market for mature
:commercial hardware.

O

4'
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Table 1. Representative U. S. Experimental/Prototype Fiber Optical Communicating Systems

A

. .

FIRM/AGENCY
.

TRANSMISSION
RATE

PATH
LENGTH

. .

DEVELOPMENTAL STATUS DATE
ANNOUN.

.

SPECIAL FEATURES, PROPOSED APPLICATIONS/SECOND
,

,-.......

.
,

GENERATION UP-DATING

4"14.ell Labs.
, ,

.

a. 1.544 Mb/s
b. 44.7 Mb/s

.

See
.Special
features

.

Operational field
eXpetxment (Atlanta, GA)

i

197# Ruggedized,' 100-fiber cable (600. m length; "1.dopr
splicing of fibers will 'provide multi-km links);
manhole ancfduct, installation; pluggable con-,
nectors; miniaturized, transmitter, receiver;
repeater mbdtle packaging. Goal: starting in

.

early 1976, evaluation foruse between Bell
metropolitam switching offices.

4 ,

GTE Labst Inc.

1,

,o
i

6.3 MbYs
(T-2) ',

.

./
200 m
,(repeter
at mid-,
point)

Laboratory test bed
system (

,

i'"---,"

1975
,..Ziber

-"'

,

..

,

Full-duplex opezat Odusing a single,giaded-iqex
in each direr -,on; multiplexing of telephone,

anpicture telephone ,,bit error test-signals;
simulation of operat pg field system by interfacinc

!':iirili:e..IEFFIrtl:rcllicgloOg!ptTIT.wit'tihdlaill7,

GTE Service Corp,

.

0

1.544 Mb/s
(T-1)

.

-

Operational field ,

experiment .

,

'/'

1975. .

ne test will take pl4ce, using existing links,
at an operating GTE facility;Nprobably on the West
Coast. The system, which will use an electronic/
Optical interface, is deSigned to prove FOC cacepts and evaluate componery,specially c les
in a field environment linter-office trunking)

,..

USAECOM .

Ft. Monmouth, NJ
,

c

'

.

' . '

. .

2.304 Mb/s .

(full duplex)
1 'km

r

- i
Exp. lab. feasibility
model

.

.

1975

-

-

Determination of feasibility of replacing CS-1123
dual coaxial cable with 6-fiber ruggedized cable

)rAr1PZh811a let 2t! to
Mb /s,

long -haul trunks. Goals:

64 km with repeaters. Replacement'appears desir-
able from technical and cost standpoints.

32 kb/s or
4 kHz ,voice
(4 channels.
full-duplex)

,

3/4 m ,.

.

.

Exp. lab. feasibility
model

/

.
,

'
.

4

1975

,

Determination of feasibility of replacing.CX-4566
(26 wire-pair) cable with 6-fiber ruggedizQd cable.

for Army local distribution nets. GOal: Mixture
of 4 kHz voice'and 32 kb/s CVSO voice-up to,300 m.

Replacement appears highly desirable 'tecfinically,
and is cost effe4ive for paths over 75 m.

Wright-Patterson AFB
Contractor:
Spectronics, Inc.

.

.

.

10 'channel -
15 Mb/s

15-53 m Prototype multi- channel
poipt-to-point system

.

1974

,,,

'

Perfoimance evaldation of" FOG against other trans-
mission media under consideration for advanced
military systems. Features use of connector-pa,ck-
aged sources and detectors and both high-loss and
low-less fitters. Path length extendable with
low-loss fibers. Projected up-dating to 100-150Mb,
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FIRM/AGENCY

"

TRANSMISSION
RATE

PATH
LENGTH

DEVELOPMENTAL STATUS DATE
ANNOUN.

SPECIAL FEXTURES, PROPOSED APPLICATIONS/SECOND
' GENERATION UP=DATING e

Wright-Patterson AFB
Contractor: Hughes
Research Laboratories

. .

-

10 MHz
,4

,

.

t
'

30 m
bus
length .

.
0 I

Exp. avionics system
fl-iight tested

:,

. , .

..
1975

,

i.
/7-Port star coupler data bus integrated with ughe!
Fault,,Tolerant-Digital-Airborne-Dat System to
carry'flight-control signals. Goal: evaluation
of FOC data bus for multiplexed signals in fly-by-
wire flight.control system.

:'

NASA
Kennedy Space Ctx.
w/contractors:
Corning Glass '

Works
ilarris, Inc.
oEMR.,*.Telepletry
ikoherent Assoc.

.

40(1.5 Mb/s)
Channels +
mix of var.
analog data,
voice, Arid
videci

.

1.8 km

.

Ptototypefield trial
(incerbldg.) plannecf
to be operational
eSrly 1976.

4

.
.

.

1975
.

. .0....,

Uses 16-fiber armouredcaille, directly - Buried
and/or duct-pulled; overall system design include!
multiplexing on single fibers. Goals evaluition
of FOC as potential future replacement for NASA
(KSC)'s 4000 km wideband cable

, .

'

.

' .
. .

Naval Electronics
Laboratory Center

.

.

Total
data
bus
cable
length
68'm

_

4

Airborne avionics
systems'evaluation

.

1974 to
present

.

. .
Replacement Of 576 m of copper wire connecting
A-79'aircraft cockpit with avionics bay and tac-
tical computer with 68 m of optical cable; multi-
plexing reduced number of'signal channels from 118
to 13, total cable + connector weight from 14.5 kg
to 1.2 kg, at lowecost. t

vs% '...

Collins Radio-t
(Rockwell-
Int,ernat'l Cdcp-c.k., C

.

s

, ...

.

.

800 kb /s
(100, voice
channels)

.

.

,

0.5 km;
30 m .

between
regen.
repeater
,stations

1,

.

Prototype interfacility
digital intercom system

.

4 I
.

.

.

.1975

.

Full-duplex (TDM-multiplexed) operation with,2
optical cables replacing 200 copper wire pairs;
design emphasis: low cost, reliability, flexibilit!
fot other digital applications:. optical sources,
detectors, cables built into commercial BNC
connectors. .Planned extension of interbldg. links
to 1 km and 44.7 Mb/s.

n

Harris Elec* .

Systems Div.
.:

80 MHz

.

.

.

300 m

.

.
.

Laboratory experiment
.,

r .
.. ,

--"\-

.

c.,

1975

,
. 6

FDM multiplexing (usinip_l low-loss bundle),ofthre(
5 MHz video channels, three 4 MHz digital chanriels
and three 1 MHz audio channels: modified SMA

.,

connectors; compensation schemes under consideratil
to_pvercome LED nonlinearity for improved inter-
modulation performance.modulation
. ..

Xerox
Palo Alto Res. Ctr.

150 Mb/s 500 m
, .

Laboratory_experiment,
.

-
O I

. ...,
.

1975

.

.
.

Single fiber with new-type stripe gepmetry laser/L1
yields'high coupling efficiency, low pulse disk
persion; planned up-dating; interbuilding link;!
360 m Cable, 6 independent channels.

to I
- ,

ITT-EO Products
oDivision k.30 Mb/s'

6.8 km Laboyatory experiment

.

1975
IT Graded index ITT fiber; ITTlaser transmitter;

PIN detector. - --
_ .

228 .
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THE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIERS

Optical' Fibers and Cables

Corning Glass Works marketed' the'first commercially-avail-able ruggedized cable.last year under the trademark CORGUIDEIn addition toits domestic market, Corning has announced
international-agreements with several wes' European cable
manufacturers,'involving'export of low-loss fibers.

The Electro-Optics Division of ITT has developed several,,t,.type's of fibers and ruggedized cables aimed at militarysystems but potentially applicable to commercial markets.ITT ha's recently issued its fir*t data sheets detailing aline of general-purpose fiber cables (Electronics, L916).
.

General Cable Systems Corporation announced (in their 1974

L.

'annual report) the equipping of their laboratory with new
apparatus capable of proiduoiAg optical cable-in quantities

Iadequate for evaluation in future- field tests. 'General
iCable (private

comminication,.telegramfrom G. H. Foot to Al,G. Hanson, March-19761-is supplying the fiber cable for the'
0.upcoming GTE field test.

'Established volume-manufacturers of medium- and high-loss
fibers (e.g.', Galileo Electro-Optics Corporation and Valte

,Corporation, Electro Fiber Optics Division), are producingfibers and fiber_bundles with attenuation in the 10 dB/km orless region. -New, small firms devoted exclusively toproduction of low-iossijacketed fibers are being formed.
(e.g., Fiber Communication, Inc., and.Fiber Optics Corp.)..
Some of the optical fiber manufacturers, ,although not pe haps
deeply involved in systems technology,, offer relatively
uncomplicated systems as.commercial items. Various manulac-turers offer fiber-te ination hardware ranging from simple
end-ferrules to,sophi ticated multiple-access couplers.

Devices

,

Intensive R&D continues in.the development of efficient,
fast-response semiconductor optical sources (LED's and.
,injection lasers) and sources (PIN photodiodes and avalanche,
photodiodes) for FOC systems application's. The technological,

230
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status of protOtype FOC ,systems attests to the current
success of tas overall effort; and steady progress,is being
made in further optimiZation of such paramete9s as source/fiber
coupling efficiency, device'lifetimet7%etc.

The R&D activities of some device manufacturers are not
limited to the optoelectronid transducers but extend to
development of various stages of systems hardware ranging
froth integral connector4ackaging of .fibers and sources (or
detectors), transceiver modules providing compatible.oRtical/
electrical interfacing, to prototype sytems.. Some are
planning ahead for the rapidly-growing need for test instru-
mentation.

-Firms heavily committed. to the device field include: RCA;
Texas Instruments; Hewlett-Packard; Motorola; Laser Diode
Labs.,'Inc.; Spectronics, Inc.;. ITT; and EG&G. Electrical
connector manufacturers who have announced developmental
work in;FOC connectors' include ITT/Cannon; Deutsch; and
' AMP, Inc. .

Systems

I

o
Systems R&D is evolving from laboratory breadboard circuits' -

to experiMental field trials in hostile environments and in
some commercial applications. Telephone network andDOD/NASA-
oriented operational prototypes are in the forefront for
predictable economic reasons: Well-defined futureapplica-
tions of sufficient size as to promote eceinomies of scale in
production. Tn comparison with DOD and telephone companies,
the commerbial.market and.the nonmilitary Government agency
markets.are npt yet as clearly defined in terms of volume
potential for specific applications -- a deterrent to final-
izedAdesign of sophisticated systems. There are also
obvio proprietary` constraints inhibiting public discldsure
of specifications of commercial systems priop to marketing.
Technblogy tra sfer from,D0D- and NASA-sponsored work will
undoubtedly the appreciable level of privately-
funded advanc R&D now under way in the private sector.

One of the most extensive,corporate R&D systems efforts is
being conducted by ITT in their EleCtro-Optical Prpducts
Division: Partially DOD- sRonsoredr the-effort is heavily
systems and component oriented, using ITT components such as
lasers, connectors, fibers, ands cables,. as. well as commer-

4 cially-availablecomponents where applicable. They have
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'recently ,acquired 'a military contract
system and have announced a product l'

'44 cables, and-connectors.!

Collins''" Radio (Rockwell International Corp.) has.published
details of an experimentaf system (see table 1) and bas
announc d preent in-house efforts including a 0.5 km
interf cility link,' an intercomputer feasibility link, a X100

.MHz (a proximately) laser receiver, and a di:gital'receiver
fOr a telemetry.bysteffiS.

Hewlettl-Packard has developed a prototype 10 Mb/d,transmit-
receive l module, which they estimate will cost approximately -

$50 in production quantities. The TTL-compatiblemodule is
designed for systems .operation up to'600 m or, at a lowered
capacity of 2 Mb/s, up to 1 km. Hewlett-Packard is.now
working on a second generation system designed fOr 30 mi5/s
over a 600 m path. Hewlett-Pack4rd's projections aerie for
off-the-shelf systems sales by the end of 1977. Their imme-
diate goal is for sort-haul,.low-bst, high-perforffiance
medical applications (e.4.', connecting some 15 medical
instruments).- Other perceived applications for such an '

,optical data bus include distributed instrumentatio stems,
interconnecting computer renibte terminals, multiple remote.
sensors, central prodessing units, progi-ammable-calculators,
storagesystems, and vaious multiplex signals. They have
alsO examined building interconnect systems with capacities
up to 100 Mb/s.

deliver a 2 km
,

e of lasers, fibers,.

...

-..-
.

.

, ..,

The experimental Xerox system shown in ,table 1 indicates
thei- interest it evelopment of broadband,interbuilding

.

.....-- -, systems capabilit .
,

Q

.
u .

vii
'tliarris:Eleztro ysTems bivision's multiplexingexperiment,
detailed in to e 1, is an example of one approach to low- .

cot sytems des n,, Commercially-available optical sources,
detect s, and fibers are employed, 5...lith design emphasis
u2on optimized elecmtronic circuitry.

,

A = few
..or

..

arefew qderately-high 'capacity, short-haul systems re be-
ginning to appear oAkthe commerical n\arket from firms with
DOD systems-design.experience; One firm, Spectrbnics, Incl., .

(see Wright-Patterson-in table 1), which formerly was exclu- _,)

sively a device house,'has announced the availability of one 7

',analog and', two di4ital,systems, with a maximum7datrate of
10 Mb/s.. ,

.
.. ,

0 4
'''

Other firms, such ap Hughes Research Labs ,(see table 1) and
TRW, are involved in contractual government roc support and I

. ,.,..
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have not announced commercial systems. IBM has presented
analytical papers disscussing FOC potential in computer
interconnect. A few firms (e.g., American Laser Systems,
Inc.; Quadri Corp.; Develco, Inc.; end Meret, Inc.) offer
inexpensive, short-haul, moderate"capacity general-purpose
commercial systems for a variety of applications including
use in hostile industrial environments (e.g., where high
electromagnetic interference levels require heavy shielding
of metallic conductors). Mergers,Such as the recent Valtec-
Laser Diode Laboratories will create new systems capabili-
ties.

THE UNIVETSITY COMMUNITY

A majority, of U. S. colleges and universities with large
electrical engineering and/or optical departments has become
concerted with-optical communications, usually ,both through-
the-atmosphere and'4uided-fiber transmission. A'significant
Portion of the R &D at.the universities is sponsored through,
an on-going program of, the National Science Foundatiam
(NSF). The NSF promotes an active interchange between re-
searchers and thebroad, potential user community by means
Of semiannual Grantee-User meetings..

The university effort tends to bb largely devoted to funda-
mental research areas, but covers a broad spectrum ranging
from basic materials research to systems performance analy-
sis. Some typical NSF-sponsored program areas include
theoretical and experimental investigations of integrated-
optics technology, development of continuous-wave dye lasers,
design of high-efficiency Modulators, exploration of the
application of detection theory to quantum communication
systems, and acougto-optical switching. Much of the impact
of the university researchefifort will be upon the next

-generation of FOC systems, in which, for example, integrated-
optical circuitrys expected to replace at least a portion
of the present electronic switching functions, pushing the

*optical/electronic interface ftirthE.r into terminal equipment.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

.

The Potent41 for use of fiber optic cable. for 'military .

communications (DOD), is extensive. .Applications are many -a

and may'soon include: (1) long-haul time division multiplex,
-- ovrt
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(2) base distribution for telephony, (3). remote antenna
.

connect for satellite ground stations to base terminals, (A)
computer interconnects, and (5) long-haul pulse code modula-
tion for high bit rate transmission.

TN
Consideration is'being giVen to substitution, of fiber optic
cables for the conventional hard wired communication cables
and harnesses aboard ships and on aircraft.

DOA has announced its commitment to the gradual conversion
of military telecommunication systems fr& analog to digital

l'P

circuitry. T ese requirements for digital transmission have
caused attent' n to'be focused on FOC where the combination- -

of directly m dulated sources (semiconductor laser erodes or
light emitting diodes), low attenuation fiber optic cable,
and highly efficient solid state optical detectors,will make
possible TDM systems at10 to 100 Mb/s over several kilo-
meters without the necessity for repeateth.

,

The necessary input-output-access requirements of a telecom-
munication system have caused the development of a variety
of coupling and distribution components, such as "STAR" and
"T" couplers. This makes possible various types of radial,.
loop, or Trdistributions-and provides accessibility to'the
telecommunication systems with considerable flexibility ip-

.netwokk architecture.
systems

DOD has sizeable fiber optic communication programs in all
three major branches of the services and has established a
TriServices Committee to coordinate development activities
in the military to prevent costly duplication of designs and
systems.

.1

-Listed below are some of the major laboratories involved in
extensive optical communications:

(1) U. S. Naval Electronics Laboratory Center -- con-
, cerned with shipboard communication links and

services in high'interference environments. .3

(2)' U. S. Air Force Avionics Laboratory --,Concerned
with the development of fiber optic data bu links
for onboard aircraft communications.

.(3) U. S.- Erectronic,,Communications Command (Ft.
Monmouth)' ,-..,,concerned with a wide variety of base
communication networks.

e-
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(4) U. S. Naval Electronics Systems Command -- evalua-
ting fiber optic undersea cables for Certain

.applications as alternatives to, conventional cable
'systems. ---'

(5) U. S. Army. CoMmunications Command -- concerned
with the wideband communication link between
satellite grourid terminals and conventional digital
communication links such as the DCS.

The Naval Electronics Laboratory, San Diego, has'demonstrated
a large number of laboratory, land transmission, aikcrafti.°
and shipboard systems in which military specifications
qualified components are becoming available to meet the
rigorous environment in which these systems must.operate.
Fiber optic computer interconnects have been established at
Cheyenne Mountain,, Colorado. Demonstration systems have
been developed for aircraft, as for example, the ALOFT -A -7
eircraft modifications -- glass fiber cable for copper cable
harness. Shipboard digital systems for intraship communica-
tions are operational.

For a variety of reasons, the Armi considers fiber cable to
be an attractive alternative to its existing metallic cable

A facilities. The Army is impfessed wi,t46fiber ,cable's
tance to croea-talk (95 dBm), its quality of nonradiating

.(thus improving security), its immunity to electromagnetic
,interference, itfs 4lative reduction in weight and volume
per *lit of bandwidth, and its requiring fewer repeaters for
long-haul trunking lines.

A recent review (Dworkin; et al., 1975) was given on the
applications of optical igaveguides to Army communications.
Reproduced below is a table summarizing Army applications:

Short Distance
100m

Summary cif Army Applications foi' Fiber OpteAgs

Moderate Distance
200m - lkm

1) Intra - shelter wiring:

2) Avionics data bus.

3) Antenna connection.

4) Base information trans-
fer evsteM.

(

1) Command post distfibution.

"2) Special weapOns systems
(CE

'3) Field computer interconnect.

4) Base information transfer
system.

-235 444
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Lang Distance
lkm+

1) bown hill PCM cable.

2) 60 km PCM cable runs.

.3) Base information transfer
. system.'



The table gives applications Tor various expected lengths of
links and various formats of data rate and signal'modulation.
TWo major applications are:

o Long-haul TDM trunkingto
of 2-20 Mb/s at distances up to 64 kilometers' with
repeaters.

transmit data at rates

o Local distriOution of analog voice and 3264 kb/s
continuously variable slope delta.modulation'voice
of distances of a few hundred meters..

The extensive efforts by several DOD organizations indicate
that major R&D efforts in FOC are well under way under DOD
auspices.

.1.

;

,7

w

)

2,36
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2,, INTERNATIONAL STATUS,

JAPAN

Extensive R &D efforts are under way in axesof FQC: fibers, optoelectronic devices, modulatio ech-niques and hardware, and telephone network-compati
prototype systems. Illvo/vement includes Japanese gove nment
facilities (e.g., the Electrotechnical Laboratory he
Electrical Communications Laboratories), major in al
firms (e.g., Nippon Electric Companyt,,d0Opon Glass ks,-Fujuitsu, and Hitachi; and universities (e.g., Tohoku
University and the Tokyo Institute of Technology). The
programs are mostly large and generally government-funded.

Based upon the developmental level of numerous prototype'
slthtems (see table 2 .go-i\example), innovative technology
transfer is quite'' effective.

The extent (and effectiveness) of the Japanese commitment'
short-term FOQ involvement combar9d, for example, to the
United 'States and the bnite Kingdom. The first reported
Japanese FOC investigations began in 1970. The intervening
years have revealed very rapid progress: An early accom-

plishment was their development of the fib-st graded-index
optic fiber. Marketed under the trademark.SELFOC (for
"self- focusing "), 'the fiber minimizes optical pulse disper-
sion, thus permitting more .favorable trade-offs of large
,kandwidth and long transmission paths. (Variations of this
raded-index fiber design-are now under development in emery

country heavily committed to FOC technology'.) In addition
to continuing refinement of fiber production, Japan has .

developed laser diodes; detectors, and interfacing h&rdsare
to implement experimental'multikilometer FOC links with at
least 123 Mb/s capacity. There has also been a' governmeAt_
commitment to apply FOC to community communication diatri-,
bution systems.

UNITED KINGDOM :

a The United Kingdom has a smaller R&D effort im,FOC _than
Japan but appears to be ahead of itS' European competition in
reported development of hardware. With the exception of the

. 4
0
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Table 2. Representative Foreign Experimental/Prototype Fiber Optical Communication Systems.

_

tOUNTRY - kIRR.OR PTT
c

TRANSMISSION
RATE

PATH
LENGTH t

0

DEVELOITENTAL STATUS
4

DATE
ANNOUNCEp

. '

SPECIAL FEATURES: PROPOSED APPLI-
CATIONS/NEXT GENERATION UP-DATING .

Japagi$ Nippon
Electric

.

Color TV or
600 Tel.
channels

--
.

Lab, prototype;
simulated 2 km path

1975 21km operational field test (Osaka,
Japan) scheduled late 1975

Japan
"

i

.

Nippon
Electfic

I .

7.8 Mb/s

.

2.8 km

.

.

Lab. experiment;
total systems analysis

N,
.

.

1975
.

4-fiber ruggedized cable; hardware
pompatible with existing 40 Mb/s'
digital trans. system; extendable
to 20 km link using 3 repeaters;
field tests in planning stages as
of June 1975

Japan
,

Nippon Tel.
and Tel./
Fujitsu Lab.

.

32,064 Mb/s 3 km Lab. experiment

-

.

1975
.

pigital video-phone transmission
using regenerative repeaters

Japan Fujitsu Lab. 400 (4),/s 4 km Lab. experiment 1975 Spliced 1 km length fibers

Japan Nippon Elect.
Nippon Sheet

Glass

123.49 Mb/s 2 km
.

.-

Lab. experiment 1975'

_

500 m-length cables mated with low-
loss connectors

U.K.

.

.

.

Post Office
Res. Dept.

.

.

8.448 Mb/s Goal: 1 km
.

.

Lab. prototype

,

.

1974

_

Lensed, demountable couplers; design,
goal: extension to 6 km repeater
spacing with improved-transmission
on fibers; future field trials
dependent upon economic analysis ,----

U.K.
.

.

.

Post Office
, Res. Dept,

139.264 Mb/s
.

.7
s

.

Lab. experiment , Goal:
Ldte 1975

.

.

Experimentation, with their 'near
monomode' high-purity glass fiber
(core diameter 10 pm)

.

U.K. Plessy Tele.
Res. LTD

_,

_

%,448 Mb/s

iN.W

.
1

1.48 km

,

Inter/intra Bldg.
prototype

(

'

1974

1
.

Evaluation of multi-teralinal link
(pulled through existing ducts)

',for possible 'wired city' broadband
local network. incl. CATV

France

.

,

CNET S

....

Min. 8 Mb/s

-),

Goal: 5 km

.

.

Lab. statistical
Analysis of componentry

et

PTT field tests scheduled to be
operational by late 1981

France CGE .

'

8Mb/s

.

7
.

.

Lab. experiment Goal:
Late 1976

.

, . --

. .

West Germany
Tefunl,!an

,

250 Mb/s
. 7

.

Exp. demonstration 1973

lb
Binary mirk of d4gital TV transmission
tentative schedule for PTT link
demonstration: late 1977

West Germany

.-
. '''s

. ,

AEG
Telefunken

1QO Mb /s

1

200 m Lab. experiment
. .

1975
.

Simulated 3 km link; S/N,ratio
permits 3 km link using an equal-

ization. network
.

.

.

Canada e Bell Northern
Research

17
>100 MHz 7, Lab. prototyPt

:

1975, Applications goal: wide -band analog
distribution network, incl. color TV

.

Canada ,

.

.

Bell Northern
Research

45 Mb/s

.

, Lab. prototypes
,

1975 Applications goal: digital trans-
mission of voice video, and data

,

Lr
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military and, particularly, avionicS applications (reported
. to be, comparable to those of the United States), the primary

U.K. commitment is toward-application in its PTT network.The main government center for these efforts is the BritishPost Office Research' Development (PORD), which has been
involved in a broad range of R&D,'from development of fibers
and devices tq experimental systems testing and character-
ization. Majdr indu'strial efforts in fiber, device,' and
systems developmentl,are under way at the Standard Telecom-munications LaboratNry (STL) -- an ITT subsidiaty. In the
words of C. P. andbarid of STL (in addressing a 197,5 FOC
symposium) there is "... a close interaction between basic
technology and Systems development". gtrong emphasis is
being placed upon practical systems aspects of FOC; e.g.,
lowered costs, cable installation, minimizing the number of
repeaters, and simplifying ma.4ntenance.

A

FRANCE

ThefFrench may have laggdd behind the United States, Japari1
and the,United'Kingdom in the start up of FOC technolqgy.
They now appear to be strongly,- committed to catching up,
with major emphasis upon systems applications. The_lack of
a domestic source of fiber production has beep consideeed by
many to be a significant hindrance to France in the inter?
national' market; however! the teaming of Thomson-CSF with -

Pilkington of the U. K. to market small. FOC links' (using
ThomsOn optoelectronic devices and hardware and Pilkington
'fibers) may.point to at least a short-term,solUtion to this
problem.

The French PTalliS also now involved in the pulling of a
number ofstate bf the art types of fibers at the Centre
National d'Etudes Telecommunications (CNET). laboratories.,
The commercial firm, Compagnie Generale.d'Electricite
.(CGE), is developing fibers and fiber cables and has entered
into an interim ag'reement. with Corning Glass Works (United,
States) for annual:purchase of an apprebiablevolume 16w7
loss fibers. Cabling would be provided as their'bwn add-on.

Most FOC work in France is 'directed toward long range PTT
applications and is being carried out by CGE and Thomson-CSF
in conjunction with the CNET, the national telecommunica
tions research center, and the PTT. The level of effort
indicates a firm commitment of the national 'PTT to. FOC
application in the French telephone system. The confidence

23
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in riongovernment markets is reflected by the fact that the
. CGE is funding more than 50 percent of its own FOC develop-

mental program: (The rest is CNET-sponsored.) CGE plans to
have an experimental t Mb/s system in operation by late
1976.

WEST GERRANY

The German FOC efforts are laigely confined to the research
laboratories of the industrial telecommunication giailtSt
Siemens AG, SEL (Standard Electrik Lorenz, the ITT tbsid-
iary) and AEG-Telefunken, one of the primary suppliers and
research organizations for the German PTT.

Tal three ccImpanies have large programs under way in fiber
development, devices, and systems characterization. Jenaer
Glaswerk Schott and Sohne, one of the world's largest manu-
facturers of optical glass and fused silica, supplies high-

, purity bulk glass and quartz for fiber manufacture by the
other Geiman firms.. There is every reason to expect that
Germany will develop a high performance llow-loss) 'family
of fibers for its own needs and fo'r tilidebabroad.

j re
The majority of the German effort ii aimed at ling-term
applications to the national telephone network: long-haul,

4 , high-clapacity digital transmission. AEG-Telefunken has
demonstrated experimental systems with up to 250 ,Mb/s
capacity and. is currently concentrating R&D efforts upon two
distinct systems, one operating,at 35 Mb/s, the second at'
140 ,Mb/s. The-!former may be operational in late 1937 as a ,

prototype. In the commercial side, Telefunken has,marketed
Ain early 1975) an FOC 'dab% link kit" aimed at the intra-
office industrial communications market.

CANADA

Canada is a relative newcomer to the YOC Mostof the
reported work.is being done by Bell Northern"Reselkch (BNR),
the R&D arm of Bell Canada, the major Canadian telephone
utility, and Northern Electric, Bell-Canada's manufactgring
subsidiary. BNR has been involved,since.1971'in.the develop-
ment of FOC boTponents, subsystems, and systems. ,Strong,.
emphasis has been placed upon optimization.of sources,
detectorg, and 8onneotors for use with single-fiber cables.

240



The wire and cable division of Northern Electric has a
complementary program unar way in developing low-loss fiber:

,

and multiple-fiber cables designed so':that individual fibers
Can carry independent channels.

.

Feasibility and systems engineering,studies at BIER have been
- directed toward analog systems beyond 100 MIN, and digital
systems up to 150 Mb/s. The analog work is directed toward
distribution of wideband services, including color video in
metropolitan areas, and a switchable, customer interactive
broadband facility. System design analysis and market
applications evaluation for digital systems are aillidat
voice, video, and data transmisSiqn in the 45-150 Mb/s
range. Short intercity trunks are.being considered as

.potential markets. Time frames are n t known,.

L-/
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APPENDI)(1
A

,DEVELOING,TECHNOLOGIES AND THE VITALITY

OF THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY

INTRODUCTION

At the request of the Deputy Msist'ant Secretary foi'Science
and Technology, a selection ofLsignificant semiconductor'
device technologies was examined to determine,. their signifi-
cancS to-the electronics industry over the next few years.
The study, was pares of a larger cnvestigation to explorg_Ways
to imprOve the worldwide compet'ti'Ve position of the Un
States' in this field.

. 4i)

e A
4

The technological topics were c
group of senior'scientific staf
Technology. Divisionof the Nati
(NBS) as bging the ten n-mostesig
impact ors. the commercial. and do
tronips,industry. They were:

4

psen in consultation with a.
members of. 0e Electronic
al Bureau of Standards
fiCant interps of their

sumef-sectOrSp7f-the elep-

Cliarge-coup$Sd'deyices (CCD's)
. ,Surface,acoustIc wave '(SAW) sdevices.,-"

0- Mic processors ;and themories.,:
A- M #3.c.4 Tin i',A.Aegrated circuits.

. Bybriedq4near-j. feirated c,irqpits.r ' ,

MicrallyWq signa _devices... 7 .

Micrdkow'powbrdevickg... , a

SiliconOn-sapphirel(SOS) ineeci te4Acircuits.
ImproVed photolithograplac tech qlogfr4'

.

pImproved component religbilitg
'';:,e1 , '' - .

.).
,

.
ae* -..,. i- s. , ,N

. ,,07
$ In addition, itght applicatipn,areg;s4Cf_preserit or poteritaal
significance were chosen: ,

c. ,f1;" : !

Cable television (CATV) osystents.
,,

Electronip fund transfer ..4yr6ms- 01FTS).:
Land mobile radio

- nc(iludin personal paging- systems),.
A , ,TV telephones. .

: r,, .

. . Satellite.communications:
'''1.741;1'.. Data networks., .

Seoure civilian'aommunIcations

s(scrambil.ers).
.). ,TV receivers and other broadc t and Citizen's' Band

_radio equipment. f : 4
, 41.
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The first six of these weresuirjects of study by,agencies
participating,in the overall,investigation, and the remaining
two were added bY-the'writer. Particular attention was

4/0

given to the effects ofthe selected- technologies'on these
applications, though other important applications-of the'

,technologies were considered where approriate.

Becaus,p only two weeks were available for study', most
informationof the nformation gathered from industry was obtaihed by

telephozie. A study of,CCD technology had'been made during
September for another purpose, and some of t4is information
was useful in'this instance. Visits wer' made to three
companies of ,particular significalzce. Be'cause much of -the
detaildd technicaLAnd finanCial information from the industry
is propiietary, the Information is not associated with its

source in this report.

TP'E TEN TECHNOLOGIES

The following sections deal with each technology in turn, -
,- including a brief'ddscriptibmof..the deVice, its general

utility, a more detailed discussioebf its impact on the
selected applicdtions, and a sumtary.regading the state of

the maturity of the'sub'ibt and future development possibili-
ties. .

,r 4
I' . - .

Charge-CoupledDeviCes,,

Charge - coupled devices (CCD's) use-much metal-of-Ride-semiCon-

ductor (MOS) technology in their manufacture, and can be'
regarded as a subset of that class of device. They are,--1

basicd111, linear arrangements oVregions in a silicon body,

each region being able to contain'a paCket of.electric.

charge. By manipulating the potentials of metal regions
overlyingnd insulated from the silicon, ihe charge packets

can be transferred from regibn to neighboring region. The

charges may represent the ones and zeroed of digital infor-
mationkqr may )Qave a bcoPtinuous" distribution of agnit des
representing dnaldg (linear) inforpatin; Tus CCD's /have

uses'ats both digital and linear devices.

The packets of.charge are departures fromequilibrium and'
will day in' times of the order of second's-'at. most. Linear
information thus must be used befbre it is lbA. Digital
information can be recirculated and regenerated: :Operation

is always dynamic'.0

. F-2
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'CCD 's are important_ digital memory devices. They have a
deirable combination of density ofotorage .(64 k bits /cm2
at present), data transfer rates to 100 Mb/s, and low
powet(0.2 pico Joule/bit transfer). In linear applicatiops,
CCD's ale useful for signal ptocessing and for optical *imaging. Processingtexamplesincludd variable time, delays,
Correlators, fast Eacrier transforms, and filters of variouskinds. Optical imaging CeD's operate by absorption of
visible light in the device,'which creates electron-hole
pairst These charges are. Collected .packets whdse
,magnitude depends on the local light level. The packets are
then shifted serially out of the deviCe to generate a video

.waveform for a varie-ty of uses. In the laboratory it cS--now
possible for a CCD of ti 1 cm2 to generate,a,full 380'x'488
element array of picture elements,,corresponding to a completeTV picture frame. Such devices will be commercially a-

%.vailable in one to two years. The sensitivity, Cif these
images is such that a"(marginally) useful picture can be
obtained at-such low light levels that the.brightest ele-`pents of the picture are represented by only 15 electrons
per packet.

The major cdmmercial impact of these devices in the n ar
term (< 5 years) will be as medium-speed-memories for
computer's, as sensbrs of light (certain 'TV cameras,. fOr
example), and in signal processing in specialized communica-
tions equipment, in the above order; Present commercially 4available memories are quite cost competitive at 0.01 to0.05 /bit, compared with cores !at 0.1 to 0.2 /bit and -
other semiconductor memories at 0.1 to 1.0 Mblt.' CCD
memories have greater access times, however,'since they are,
serial devices and not truly random access as these other
means are. They are alsb volatile, losing their stored data -

when.poWer is i'emoved,'whereas cores are not. *"
...----.

CCD's are -only now beginnAng to'emerge as,commercial products.'\
'Widespread applicatio must await appropriate system_i*,e- `,7'

0design, whichwi411 re uire.a year or two' at least. Costs, .
..1,t..as. is typical in 'the semiconductor indutry with new con-

cepts, will drop by'a factor,of tenAn,five years and'more
slowly thereafter. The Thiited States` (Bell) originatecrthe, .CO.and ha6 at least a two'..Tear technological lead in bring-
ing it to'market. Once a component is generally available, ,

of course, anyfree 'world pquipment manufacturer is able to '
use it; and any leaf we hdkre will depend on our ability to
desigri and manufacAur equipment competitively.. J'-.\

k ., . %
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'Surface Acoustic Wave Devices

Surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices make use of ultrasonic
waves propagating along,the surf4ce of a piezoelectric
crystalline substrate. Generation and detection of the waves
is done by metallic electrodearrays in the form of inter-
digitated comb-like,pattetns., The electrode depositicin and
patterning is by vans of standard integrated-circuit
methods: vacuum deposition and photolithography., While
these are not semiconductor devices,, being entirely passiVe ,

and using insulating substrates, their manufacture is by
identical processes and thus semiconductor manufacturers are
well able to make them. The valuable properties of the
devices are obtained by designing the electrode patterns in
particular ways which are very amenable to mathematical

analysis.
0

,

SAW devices can perform filtering, .transformation, convolu-
tion, and delay, functions of great sophistication. In
principle they are low cost (11-. $1 to $5) and straightforward
to apply. SAW's are useful over the range 10 to 1000-MHz, .

--though ark giyen device can only operate over a 2 to 1
111100fieeluency ange. Practical bandwidths range from 0.5 to 40
pefcent of he center frequency in filter applications.
Minimum inter ibn losses of 0.5,d8 can be achieved, though
a dB is the minimum in simple devices. Desired attenuations
of 'up to 80 d8 are .possible, with shape factors 'as low as
1.2 atd less than 0:1 dB passband ripple. These character-
istics are iA44#Ydually as good as can be obtained by any -

other available,means, and can be obtained in SAW devices in
combinations not available in'other ways.

Applications exist in all radio communications equipment and
in most wired communications systems, the exceptions, being
at frequencies less that 10 MHz where the inqvased physical
size of SAW's implieg'a noncompetitive cost (primarily
material). .Since these devices are quite new,,most of their
development has been supported by DOD for military systems.
The first large civilian application has just been made in
one manufacturer's TV receiver as a replacement for IF

- transformers. .

A cost analysis (from another source than that company)"'
shoks the present IF amplifier circuit costing $6.001 and an
equivalent using SAW filtering (without the cost of the
filter) costing $4.50. Thus the SAW filter must cost less,
than $1.50.to displace the old technique (a4tuned trans-

.. former). The-analysis also shows the present cost of the

n
1
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SAW filter to be $3.00, i'eaching g.00 after 2 million units
-are produced. Thlis'a total excesk-cost Of $23 million must ,1

be dealt with in some way before thej-iew technology will be
in.an economic position to take over this application on a
large scale. This 'situation is commonly encount'4'red in7the
application of new methods where the'existing.way of perform-
ing the func,tion is satisfactory and has matured to a"low
'cost. New technology alone is not attractive; the cost must
be less.

Similar IF filter applications 'exist in all radio receivers,
though the frequenCy is too low in AM:broadoast receivers.,
for use, of SAW filters, (The 'exception is 'academic.
Virtually no AM broadcast receiver40\are made 'in this country
today.) Receivers for'fand and aeronautical mobile services
and other commercial equipment can stand the extra initial
cost of SAW filters better than consumer products such as-TV
or Citizen's Band "radio.

Other larg(=APplica ons exist in he telephone
industry. Long-distance transmis ion-of voice; video, and
data is done by-gro4ing individual nairow=bandwidth
channels together into wideband,signals and transmitting
these via coaxial cable, microwave relay stations, or
satellites! Each Signal channel must be separated from the,
others at some point, and filters are required for this.
'SAW devices can do this function, but will do so only'when
the cOmbination-oof dedst and Performance is:right.

Laboratory development is being done,on SAW resonators,
w h are essentially very narrow bandwidth filters of high
Q 14se permit oscillator circuits to be made, working at
f

y uerwies up to 1 GHZ,with-stabilities of 1 ppm-over,%
1 IC temperature range. Conventional crystal oscillators
are limited to frequencies below 100 MHz, higher frequencies
requirilg subsequent multiplier circuits-. Thus there are.
good prospects for simplifying the frequency control circuits
of-very-high and ultra-high frequenCy communications equip-
ment, but three to five years will pgss before this can
occur to any significant degree.'

The more-exotic functions of convolution, transformation,,,
and adaptive filtration will be used in specialied systems,
mOstly military, and will "penetrate civilian applications
only Slowly. Means to do Such operations at low"_cost have
not been available before, so there are noedevreloped high-
volume applications. When functions, are available,tlingeniOus
circuit designers often find unexpected uses foz them, SQ it
will, be interesting to.see, what happens.. Prediction is
hazardous.

.
. ,F -5
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SAW's are in an earlier stage of than LCD's.
Their elegant simplicity and low-cost potential are powerful
stimulants, but low cost must be at hand before large-scale
use will-occur. . ,.

/

Microprocessors and Memqries

A microprocessor is the data processing heart of a,computr
made n the form of a single integrated circuit. Of itself
it is not.a complete computer. At least an additional IC
(memory) is required, and usually also some circuitry,for
communication with the user. Practical computers using
microprocessors can be constructed on a single circuit board°
half the size of this page. They have capabilities cm-

\ parable to a small minicomputer of three years ago in speed,
instruction repertoire, and utility; A microcomputer on -a
single board cart be bought today fdtr less thar $400.

Since th microprocessor requires memory, both are ;considered
here. Microprocessors_were developed for two reasons.
First, as costs of computers,- and later minicomputers, came
down their applications grew enormously. The microprocessor
is the logical ne4 step. Second, the 1:;er Of very Com-
plex specially designed integrated circalTs is increasing
rapidly. These are required for a variety of systemsin
which a unique design is cost advantageous or for which the
desired functions,are not otherwise available: The design
Cost of a large integrated circuit is substantial. If the
Production run is long, that cost can be distributed among a ,

large number of pieces'..- But many special applications
require only a small total production of the circuit, which
may have no other uses. Thus the design cost per uhit is
.intolerably high. Microprocessors offer'an alternative
approach. .Rather than designing a Spedial ICi g midro-
processor ofstandard design is used in association with a
Special read-only memory (ROM) whiCil programs the micrO-
krocessor tQ_provide the functions bf the special IC.

This approach has other advantages- Complex equipment'
designs are not always 'entirely tight the first time, or
application requirements pay dhange with time. In either
base the special IC may have to be hanged and the entire
design cost incurred again. The tithe required to redesign
and to produce the first samples of the,nw-circuit are
often long'enough to_be a problem as well. But 4,31th the

4-
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microprocessor/approach, only the pfogram needs to be changed.
The ROM containing the program is'h standard production part .which has the program permanently installed after manufacture.A modified ROM can be programmed and installed in'minutes
at low cost.

Applications of microprocessors are developing rapidly. In
the consumer area thtliare alreadyin sewing'machines, wash-
ing machines,, and calculators. In communications they are'"Used in point-of-sale terminals (electronic cash registers),
,remotecomptter terminals (thus in data networks) , and in
test and measurement-instruments used to maintain communi-
cations systemg. Costs range from a few. dollars upwards.

Future applications are certain to be many.' One example
will illustrate the*poesibilitiO. Recently announced was a
tuner'tor'a TV receiver which the set owner can program to
select an channel andturnthe set on_and off at any time
with a 5- minute -time resolution. An.entire week's,pro- '

gramming cycle can'be accommodated. It is a Japanese
development and, while not explicitly stated in the news
release; probably contains a microprocdssor.

MemOries useful in these applications abound.. In addition
'to CCU- .,memories, there are bipolar and MOS semiconductor
memories. All have attributes of speed, storage density,'
access time, and power requirements in differing combinav
tions which .suIt.eacii to various uses. There are.also many
types of ROM's: t

PROM
REPROM
EAROM
RMM

1

programmable ROM (only onc14)
re-programmable ROM , 414 .

electrically alterable ROM
read-mostly memory (similar td,EAROM)

, .

Other types of ROM's will no doubt arise. The Point is that
the components are available to support the *pplication of
microprocessors to an extrordinary variety of jobs. The
only limitations dre economic.

Monolithic Licnear4Integrated Circuits

The earliest moriblothiC IC's were digital for two reasons:
saturated logic is relatively 'easy to.implement, and the
computer indUstry had 4 need for large numbers of a very 'few
circuit types.. In,contrast, linear circuitsare much



,

more difficult too design without adverse behavior over a
range of temperatures and there Are many different complex
operations to be done. Further, those products which use
linear circuitry in large enough nuriibers,to be.attractive
markets are mostly consumer products and thus e*tremely
cost-sensitive.

The technical problems have been overcome; and monolithic
linear IC's are available to perform most of the functions
required in TV receivers, mobile radio equipment, stereo and
FM equipment, and related hardware. The limitations are in
frequency (not over % 50,,,MHz) and power (generally < 1-watt
per package, < 5 watts with special cooling). Both of these -

lintits will be relaxed to some degree with time but probably
not beyond 100 MHz,and 20 watts for lack of economic in-
centive as much as any other reason. -Functions outside
those limits or4xposed to voltages over 20 volts are more
economically done with'discrete.components:

The economic limitations are still partly with us, however.
The TV receiver history illustrates this. At a time in the
mid sixties when AM ,and FM receivers were virtually all
solid-state, the donversion of TV receivers from tubes to
'discrete semiconductors was only starting. A TV set is much
more complexand tube designs were well matured and thus low
in cost. Displacementon a 'cost basiS was difficult and re-
design for solid state was a,substantial inves t. The
motivation for small, compact audio, quipment AQ not apply'
to TV since the picture tube dictates the miniMum feasible
size. 2The transition was evolutionart'and took several
years.` There are still sets made with vacuum tubes.

Design for integration requires the circuit to be suitably
partitioned, and the approach to this varies from one
manufacturer to another. Many TV manufacturers do nbt make
semiconductors and have been reluctant to give their circuit
design responsibility to their parts supplier. Yet this is
required if an IC design of TV sets is to be done. One
large TV manufacturerestimates that the industry is about
50 percent oS the way toward the maximum feasible use of
integrated circuits. )

One comment was received duripg'this study which may e of
interest. Considerable circuit board, assembly work f r TV'
has gone.offshore, mainly to the Far East.', With the
iroduction of IC's into his designs, one set manufacturer
has found it more economical to return this work as far as
Mexico and is studying the feasibility of repatriating it
altogether by addition of more automation to controrthe
labor' cost contenti.

4F-8
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. In commercial telecommunications equipment the ise of IC'S
also appears to be growing gradually. The'inyestment in
product design is substaytial, and itbdesign will not be done,

solely to use%new technology.' There must be either a \
performance imprdvement, a -cost improvement, ok both. Since
much of 's equipment now uses discrete solid-state cir- .

cuity, til advantages Of better .reliability and reduced
,

power consumption are already being enjoyed.

Hybrid Linear Integrated Circuits

. /

This technology uses a glaSS
.

or ceramic substKate on which
conductors are depogitedi and digcrote parts are finally
assembled. In concept a hybrid IC is a printed circuit much:
reduced in size. There, are significant perifbrmance.advan-,-
tages to this approach. Operation at microwave frequencies ,

is possible with controlled impedance transmission lines.
Deposited ,resistors`can be trimmed to9(close tolerances.
Transistors and IC's, which are mounted directly on the,
substrate withoutprevious packaging, can be tested and A

selected beforehand to have-the desired characteristics,
The additional control afforded by this approach permits
hybrid circuits, to have greater linearity ah4 much bettOr/,
controlled' electrical characteristics generally than morio7
lithic TC'S. The major disadvantages are larger size and
substantially higher cost.

Arybrid circuits are used whbre either very high accuracy of
.

responSe or operation at high frequencies is required.
Important applications exist in CATI( systems, UHFcommuni-
cations, satellite systems, and instruments used for de101op-
ment and maintenance work. Nearly all,these applications,
require that the hybrid assembly be specially designe'd,sb°
there are relatively few standard prodUcts.on the market.,'
Those that do

instrumentation
are mainly for anpalog computer applica-

tions or for systems of only peripheral.,
importance.tothis study. the technology is approaching
.maturity, and costs are stable.'

Atv 4.0 ..

Microwave Signal Devices:

Included in this category are specialty transistors,,, variable
capacitance diodes,,tunneldiodes, and related low-power _

Devices. At frequencies Much above 100 MHZ,:the parasitic
iftductances and capacitance of conventional device packages



become significant uncontrolled circuit elements. Therefore, )

making the devices mor expensive. The active semiconductor
special packaging is necessary t,o reduce these pOrasitics,

part of the device is also smaller to reduce capacitances
and transit times. ,For these reasons microwave devices cost

Imore and have quite ow power dissipation capabilities,
. -. -.,:- , .

The rice must be paid for operation.up to 1 GHi, needed for
TV receiver ttiners and for_input circuits bf UHF receivers

' in land and aeronautical mobile service. There-is no bther
Solid-state way to proVide active device functimis at less'
cost. Improvements in manufacturing prOcesses for these :'

devices can reduce costs and improve performance. Present
1 photolithography is pressed to its limits to make UHF bipolar
transistors with 1 um widb lines in metalli 2kation patterns. -,

substantial-advance in photolithography would haVe,a bene-
ficial fleet-On both ccs ana performance. -

Microwave 'Power Devices

s i NThese devices are used to generate signals of appreciable
power (100 milliwatts to 100 watts or more) at frequencies
over 100 MHz. ,Special power transistors'are the most , timportant economically,' although avalanche diodes and
"travelidg-wave, vacuum,tubes are 'useful above about 1 GHz.
UHF power transistors share the uoblems of the signal
devices mentioned-above: *special packaging, very finely ,

detailed geometries, and high prices. -Costs are coming down
on the u al learning curve,'ana have finallli-beciame loW
enough that poWer transistors have displaced vacuum tubds in
the high - power, stages; of UHF transmitters up to' 50 -100 watts
during the lagt few years. This goal had also been desired?
for performance reasons: nodkarmup time and greater physi6a1

- ruggedness are important attributes in mobil,e equipment.
, , r '

ri

, The device technology is gradually maturing, extending
useful performance to 1 GHz at a few watts power level.

, 7
This hap allowed greater design freedony,i4,CATV systems in
which it had beenNpecessary to, translate signals above
channel 13 down into unused channels in'the loWer ranges.
Since some TV sets do not reject adj4eent-channel signals ds
well as they should, this practice oaten resulted in inter-" 0

terence in the, desired picture from ,,signal in a neigh-
, boring channel. "
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In satellite transmitters it is still necessary to use
traveling-wave tubes` for- high-level signal generation.

, Vacuum tubes are not as rugged as transistors and they are
subject to wearout mechanisms not-shared by transistors.
Other applications above 1 GHz, such as telephone microwave
relay systems, could, use transistors when they become avail-
able. Groundvbased systems can,have their tubes replaced.,
This is diffiCult in a satellite. The motivation for de-
velopment exists and progres's is being made.' It will still
be several years before substantial transistor power is(

"available at, say, 5 GHz,.

Silicon-Oa-Sapphire Integrated Circuits' ,

Silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) is a technique for making very
high-speed integrated circuits by epitaxially growing single-
crystal silicon layers on sapphire (A1203) substrates. The
IC is Formed in the sili13-uirlayer in a conventional way,
except that isolation regions between the active areas in

: the siAicon are etched entirely away. In this way 1.ie

active areas have much reduced interactions with one another
And operation at higher freqUencies is:possible. There are
some major technical-problems-of-a detailed nature O
solved before SOS is a candidate for serious consideration,
'in'civilian applications. One company tInselek) which
intended to make this devicefamily'its raison d'etre has
gdne bankrupt. The major'efforts to bring-SOS to market are.
being done by RCA and AutoneticS. Some military applications
haVe been undertaken.

The major applications foreseen'for SOS are in high-speed
digital systems which would impact data networks and possi-.

satellites for digital data handling. -,:At-the moment SOS.
must be regarded'as an unproven techndlogy which may or may
not survive. Considerable DOD support is being given to
deVelopment work, and several years will pass before SOS
will be widely Available bommerdially if, its problems can be
solved. Even if this occurs it will be mdre expensive than
other digital IC's because of the cost of sapphire substrates
Snow $20-30,eath).

1

Improved Photolithographic Technology
;

This topic hasbeen referred to previously in se al places.
It is a process 'technology of althost uni ersal utflity

114.01,4
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in making semiconductor devices. For many purposes it is
entirely satisfactoryrbut when one. is trying to make very
complex, finely detailed structures, then serious problems
arise.

As a technology in itself, photolithography,includes-many
operations. A'high-precision drawings of the pattern to be-
created is first made at many times larger scale than the
Nal product. This is often done by computer- controlled 4
drafting equipmerit. This drawing may be as large as two
meters square. It is photographically reduced to-an inter-
mediate size in special room-sized cameras with lenses
designed especially, for this use. The reduction ratio is
typically 10 or 20 fold. .The intermediate image is again
reduced by .5 or 10X in another camera to a single image on a
precision glasS plate at the final size,.

This single image is 'used in a step- and - repeat camera to
generate a master plate, on glass, containing a. multitude of
exact copies. The master.is used to make intermediate
&asters by contact printing, which in turn are used to.
contact print working copies on glass for use in semiconduc-
tor processing., A set of.working photomasks to make an
integrated circuit may be as many as five different patterns,,
of the" "Varida kinds neededril) be used in sequence. All
must regiiter precisely with one another.

In typical use, an oxidized silicon slice is coated, with a
photosensitiAre material. (resist) which is expoSed to light
through the photomask. The pattern thus exposed is developed,'
leaving a patterned layer of resist on the slide. The ex-
posed areas are etched to remove the silicon dioxide and
the resist is then stripped off. The slice may then.be
given a diffusion treatment at high temperature to create a
pattern of Impurities in its surface and thus form a part of
its intended structure. Subsequent patterns must register .

properly with-the first,' requiring use Of very precise
alignment equipment to position the mask and the slice'
correctly before exposure. )

Problems arise in'ecrery conceivable way. .Obviously any
flaws in the'pattern on the slice will cause diffusion to
occur in unwanted areas or no diffusion desired areas,.. -

Dirt, scratches, or emulsiOn failures at ny point in the
mask-making or wafer - processing sequence all cause trouble.
Although these are not basic technologic 1 problems, they
are real and they cause yield losses in anufacturing.
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In practice, the limiting line width in common use today is
about 5 pM. With caree,this can be cut in half. A very-few
devices, mostly microwave transistors, are'made with 1 pm
lines. ?there ate serious measurement problems in, simply
inspecting masks to. see if the proper line .width 'exists to
begin with. To prOvide'a point of departure, NBS is devel-
oping, as a standard reference item,a plate containing
lines of 1 pm width and up. Since these 'dimensions are very
near the theoretical resolutiori of optical microscopy, there
are'no sharp edges in the image to measure In a high
density microcircuit there may be thousands of,lines in each
of the several masks in a set. Verification of patterns:and
their fidelity to the original design is next to impossible.

. 7
The'glass plates on whi6h masks are made must be flat and
smooth to within a few micrometers. Only one U. S. manu-
facturer makes sufficiently flat glass (Kodak); Its process
is Proprietaryq As lines injoatterns.get smaller, the need
for flatter plates is more pressing.* For the most demanding
applications (making large CCD's is an example }, 61-11S, 'one in
30 pli'tes is flat, enough.

Patterns with line widths less than"/ pm must be:genera'ted .

using electron -beam or x-ray exposure. Tftis is a-radical
departure from existing methods. further, the alignment of
each new mask to the preceding one'is impossible byoptical
microscopy.' Therefore, any signifioan advanceiin this
direction' (making devices smaller and thus more of them per
IC)' will require a major,deVelopment,effort and creation of

k
a whole new array of expensive equipment to supplement the
existing expensiye equipment:

,

Another approach to more complex IC's is to keep the minimum
liPe width the same and use larger areas. At present:most,
manufacturers are '11mi-tee-to 6 x 6 mm devices. lbe'limita-
tiOn is imposed by the inability of existing 10X reduction
lepses to resolVe 2 pm,lines over larger areas'. Ap option
which will allow doubling the size (4X area) £o,12
is )to do a 5X reduction instead., This moves the problem
baC)( one step to the intermediate reduction level,' where one
muse'then maintain, 10 pm lines overa_60 x 60 mm.phttern.
Development of better lenses is requiredif a aarger,size
device is to be made.
,

As .device 'area is ,increased, one reaches a point' vibere the
yield of good devices drops to nearly zero. -W,he.easonis
that the incidence of fatal defects is random, at some
nuniber per unit area. With larger and larger "3 devices,

1
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-the-probability of the device containing at least one flaw
rises. With experience, the,liMiting'size has increased as
process'controls have improved. Today the maximum size is
about 7 to 8 mm on a side at a marginally acceptable yield.

'The above discussion can only highlight the problems in
photolithography. The economic loss to the semiconductor
industry due to limitations in photoprocessing is 'in the
hundredi of millions of dollars annually, it being a major

*source of yield loss today. There is a wealth of supporting
information at NBS on this subject, and a .program to address
some oftthe problems inmeasurepient.

Improved Component Reliability

.

Reliability is not a technology; it is an'attri4utet, It is
a property as much desired of systems as components;lhowever,
one cannot.build reliable systems without,reliable parts, so
.we mill.start there.' . .

.
.

Reliability starts with careful design. In an ,integrated
circuit 'there is more t,h4n- one aspect of',this. The' circuit
design must be right; and so must the process desisgn, A-

package design,. and final' test and evaluation designs. A .

design weakness in any of these areas :can negate the most
careful work' elsewhere. -.

.

. .

The execution of the designs must be well done.° It is in
this area that most weaknesses arise. Semiconductor manu-
facture j4--a long, complex,sequence of operations. The
require tents for cleanliness and precision in many steps are
extreme. In a great many of these steps, there is no wayltoN
measure how well the operAtiOh has been.done. How clean is
a freshly cleaned Surface?. In many .eases, a,'monolayer is, .

far too much of an impurity level (I:40S devices). The measure-
ment may be destructive, or So'laborious.as to be far tad::
expensive, or so imprecite or insensitive as to be worth-1'
less.

.

Thus most semiconductOr probess operations are done
0
op

faith, followinginstructiops. Operations such as cleanillg
are overdone' in order.to b' "sure." 'Yet yields are low at

7
times-and high at others. Even neighboring. wafer in the
Same lot can differ It is not known why.

-
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ihe U. AEL semiconductor industry ships about $2.5 billion
worth of product annually. It is estimatqd that the industry
average yield. is around 50. percent.' This does not .imply.

thdt the output would be $5 billion,at 100 Percentyield
with the same labor, since' the loss it not all taken at the
'end .of. the process. Much culling of unsuitable material
occurs alongthe way. It is probably fair to say the loss
is c (4106,to $1 billion. The oppottdnity for 'saving is
eno us, and so is the jeb of dei7ising measurements an
contr s which would enable, manufacturing operations

:avoid t loss. The reasons for'the NBS/ARPA,prograrr for
impro a ent of in-process measurement in the industr are
evie

With the above very brief discutsion as background, one as
good reason to, suspect that variability in manufacturing
processes without adequate measurements and-eontrOls 1'40
lead 'ta less than ideal.reliability of the.product. Com-
plaints from users abdund. At recent,FDA/NBS symposium on
cardiac pacemakers, the frustration of the manufacturers
with their -Inability to get sufficiently reliable semi-
conduetorswas very cleL..

.

The.miiitay and space,lelectronics programs havelor 'y
\

years been struggling with the same probkem.,'They ha;
developed .a pragmatic approach: 'if the devices are'nOt
inherently reliable, find testing and screerang methodt to
weed out the unreliable ones.'The apprclEtTis not altogether
sucessful "(the pacemaker problems occuf with the best aerospace
grades of_aevicet), but it helps:

11
. . .

In our infarMation gathering for this study, we were told:

-improvement is crucial to matntaining the U. S.
.world' position in electronics: -- Texas Instruments

,

. Greater reliability voUld obviously, impact the business, but,
it is not possible to quantize its effect. -- Jerrold Corporation

WatkinsJohnson is most interested-t4seeing an improvement
in reliability.

Thete responses are typical.

With regard to reliability of systems in the telkcommuni-
cationsvfield, the range is very wide. Here more than, in

F-15..
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components one can relate design:care and Conservatism,to
.improved.reiiability', at least on the average. We were
told by another company than Sony that Sony's.TV sets are t4e
most reliable in the 1.1,S. market. `They-are also-higher-
.priced than others. In Europe -- where owners expect their
'TV-sets to have appreciably better quality and lohger life
than Americans expect of their sets -- set's cost more
than in this country. In commercial equipment these dif7_
ferences in national market preferencesgare absent. Every
manufacture F strives for some optimum balance between quality
(including keliabilitY) and ,cost.

'

Unfortunately, semiconductor..devices -are the ],east reliable
electronic components (possibly_excep.4Ang'vacuum tubes, for
which no.data are athand). .The feature article in Electronics
for October 2, 1975,'presents evidence that component failure
rate' trends over the last 'five years are at best level, and
for transistors are getting worse. This is disquieting. The
artiple questions whether the same care is being taken in
manufacture today as in former years.

The un.c.ern of the industry is obvious,, but there are few
sound suggestions for solutions. Exper6.encein other
product areas teaches that care and control in manufacturing
is necessary to make quality products. More care And more
controrin semiconductor factorieS might do the same.

f)

APPLICATIONS OF THE TECHNOLOGIES
0 No1,77'.

In the following paragraphs, each.of the Applications 'Under
study is discussed briefly to bring into perspeCtive the

. technologies which are, useful in each, application.

p

Cable Television (CATV) Systems
,

The essential technologies here are hybrid linear IC's-arld
microwave (or at least_ UHFr power transistors. CATV sysfems,
transmit many TV signals by cal:4e over entire cities.
Large.humbers of repeaters a'e required to overcome cable
losses and to make up the poWeelost at the cable' termina-
tions in subscribers' hornet. Because many repeaters are'
cascaded, nonlinearities are cumulative;and great. care
must be taklp to reduce these inaccuracies to the pinimum.

F-16
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Dev opment of UHF monolithic linear IC's would be a cost
reduction.. So. would the use of broadband, fiber optic trans-

.missi n systeMs. Cable losses are 3 to 5 dB per hundred
m= a -s, whereas fiber_optic losses are an order of magni-

e less.

The anpual electronic hardware value in this application
is about $100 million. A major supplier stated that "a.
little fiore Sensible" regulatory approach i needed. A
potential CATV service has to deal with the Federal Communi;
cations' Commission (FCC) first, then with the target Qom-
munity and its government, and finally, with the FCC again.
At best, two sets of authorities, having different aims and
Outlooks, are involved.limplification of the regulatory
environment would stimulate growth of CATV systems.

Electronic FUnds Transfer Systems

. _

There are no technological barriers here at all. The neces-
sary computers and means of digital communications all exist
today. Problems in regulation, security, and lack of inter-
system data transmission standards abound:

10
Land. Mobile, Radio (including personal paging systems)

c-

While microwave power and ignal devices and hybrid IC. tech-
nology areneeded and use ,'the state of these arts is
adequate. SAW's and monolithic linear IC's will provide,

',lower costs in time. There are regulatory, oomplications
here,. also.

The industry is exposed to growing' competitiVerpressure from
foreign manufacturers.' One U. S. ManufactUrer said that
his creative and aggressive use of hybrid IC methods had
arlowed him to enlarge his domestic share of hand-held trans-
ceiver equipment (wal4A-talkie) sales and to penetrate the
European market:significantly.-

TV Telephones.,

.

One major effort to provide this service in the'early 1970's
'failed for, cost and human factorsareasons. There are con -'

. tinUingefforts to achieve a viat4d cost/value ratio. Over-
,all, this ' application ust be regarded as teChnqlogically

-F-17
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immature except for specialized cases which are too few in
number to make'the idea commercially successful at,present.
Theentire system is 'being. Worked upon, and there seemslittle that theGovermient could do now which would be
helpful.

(
.

Satellite Communication

,---' , ,*Hardware in this service uses nearly-every technology in
this study. Reliability, ligh weigh't, And low power demand
are overriding considerations in the satellites themselves.
Except for reliability problems and microwave-power tran-
sistors,.the technologies, are adequate'. Both of these topics
have been discussed. 4

Data Network&

. a, *.- These exist, are growing rapidly,' and are not being limited -
.

by technology. There is no doubt that microprocessor&will s4
cause drattic changes in' the archipeeture of. data metworks-
and in their cost. and usefulness,"Jbut-these effects will ''' ,,_take place without Government intervention in the technology. -,

J.
.,

There are-serious regulatory-problems. : .

Because data networks
are so varied and changing .rapidly,,sOlutiorLof the regula- i"
tory quegtions Will require an uncommim amount of wisdom and
flexibility. .

,
.

.
. i

,
.

. .>
,

Secure.Civilian Communications (icramblers

0.A 1972 NBS survey-proviOed the basis or the following. There
are aboUt 170,000 polk6e par,radios a d 66,000 police porta-
ble radios in the United States. Of Oiese, 9 percent had
voice scramblqt on'theth. An addAional 52 percent:wouid,
have scramblers if'the Cost were notpd high., This represents'
about 1p.,poo Potential sales in police service. There are
no doubt other potential 'bales as welly especially; in tele-.
phones.

It is chnically quitet'feadiple,to-4o voice scrambling
using either CCD or SAWdevices which May be cheap enough

)

9
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'forthis appliCation. Perhaps teNatiOnal Institute of --

Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice or another appropriate
agency could encourage such a development.

4$1.Ag

A TV Receivers and Other Broadcast and.
Citizen's Band Radio Equipment

110

These applications are grouped becausa there is one common
dominant factor: as ultimate consumer products, cost is a
key item in making design decisionS. All the technology in
the world will not be used unless it.is less'expensive than
te present way of doing the job.---,1

, -

The use of SAW filters and monolithic linear IC's in'these
applications has been discussed above. Both of these are

.being introduced in TV sets as their costs come down.,.being
0

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT. is

. A

IL The-existence of new device technology does not Of itself
guarantee its use. 'Particularly in civilian applications,

.

.__. reduced copt,is the most important factor.
,..

..:(..-

U. S. industry representatives state unequivocally that
,

their needs are.for improved manufacturing methods, not tech-
nology. Our productivity is not as good as that of our

,.)
.

foreign competitors.,1,and they have access to new technology
alms& as soon as Tele do.

Government actions to'simplifli and make consistent the re-
lations between regulatory bodies anddthe industry would be
welcomed. Polic;iesare desired which will encourage'the
industry to reinvest in more efficient production tools and

,

to improve productivity. -

We have a technological ]gad o<iti the rest of the world. We
can design 'to use ts technology as..well'as aillyone'VWe
are.no-t able to exp.]. it either the technology or,the designs
in the world market as well- as ,foreign producers, because .

they can mak .quality prqducts at lower costs than we do.

6
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APPENDIX G
a.

COMPANIES INTERVIEWED V THE TASK FORCE,

Aeronutronic Ford Corporation
Palo Alto, California

I

September 10, 1975

Contact: Harry J.'-Goett
Western Development Laboratories Division

American Telephdne and Telegraph
Company

Washington, D.C.,

September 23, "1975

Contact: Marvin Haltom, Communications Supervisor
Richrd Hake, Director of Government Communications
Beg Givens, Assistant Vice President, for
FederalAgencies

,Avantek, Inc. , September 8, 1975
Santa Clara, California

Contact: Lawrence R. Thielen, President and Chairman
FOrrest F. Fulton, Jr., Vice President,

Telecom Division
Robert E. Goff, DireOtor of Marketing, MIC

and Components Divisi
Robert W. Bendorf, International Sales Manager

Bell LabOratories : October 10, .1975
Holmdel, New Jersey

Contact: Solomon J. Buchsbaum, Vice President - Network.
Planning and Customer Services

David Thomag
0

Boe.4ng Computer Servivs, Inc.
Dover, New Jersey

September 11, 1975

Contact: John S. Gilbert, Director of InternatiorTal
Operations

California Microwave
Sunnyvale, California '

Contact: .D. B. Lesson, Vice Presiikelit

G-1
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'Collins Radio Group) Rockwell
.International

Richardson, Texis

Contact:

September 151 1975

Thomas A. Campobasso, Vice,President.and
, General-Manager .

Tariq,Aziz, Manager, International Satellite
CoMmunications Marketing

D6h Smith, Director
'
International Marketing,

Microwave

Computer .5iences Corporation September 12, 1975
Falls Church, Virginia

Contact: William A. Kuhn, Vice President, Program
Development, International Programs

Comtech Laboratories, Inc.
'Smithtown, New York

September i9, 1975

Contact: Donald Campbell, Vice President, Technidal
PlAnning

Jack Green, Chairman of the Board

Control Data Corporation
Arlington, Virginia'

September 19, 1975

Contact: Earle If. Lerette, Special Assistant to the
Chief Executive Officer

Control Data Corporation
. October 2, 19-75

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Contact: Wilpur D. French, General Manager, Pan Am Far
East Data Services and Systems Operations

KentH. Stow, Technical Development, Control
Data Technotect Inc.

lqbarles W. Bahan,* Vice Preiident, COMSOURCE,
(Service ,Bureau COrporation

*New contact for CDC key focal( point is Mr. P: C. Onistad,
Service Bureau 'Company, Greenwich Connecticut.

c



Cook Electric Company ,

Morton Grove, Illi4cis
September 11, 1975

Contact: Gerard. Meyer, President, C-Trade, Inc.
(international marketing subsidary)

Cornell University
Ithaca; New York;

Contact: Raymond Bowers, Program on Science, Technol;ogy
and Society

Jeffrey Frey, School of Electrical Engineering

SeptembeT 1 1975

The Cyphernetics Corporati on
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Contact: kenneth Lochner,-President
John C. Duffendack, Vice President,

Telecommunications Systems

September 16, 1975

Data Resources, Inc. September 15, 1975'
Lexington, Massachusetts

Coritact: Charles Warden, Vice President
Dennis O'Brien, Vice President., Marketing,
Canada/Western Europe

Ralph DeMent, Manager41TelecomMu4cations,Serices

Farinon Electric
San Carlos, California

September 10, 105

% -

Contact: Weston C. Fisher, Vice Chairman I
6

William 0. Craddock, VicePresident, Operations

.General Electric Company September 19, 1975.
Lynchburg, Virginia

Contact: 'Richard P.'diffora, Vide President, r 4 a6

:Communications Projects,
H. Speight Overman, Strat6gicIplanning Analyst
Al Giesseinan, Manager, Product Planning*

Z-3
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' General Electric Company September'23, 1975
Rockville, Maryland

contact: Gerhard Mueller, Manager, International Operation
RobertStreight,-Manager, International Market
Development .

Peter Salisburyy Manager, Strategy, Development,
Strategy* Planning Operation

'Granger Associates September 9, 1975
Menlo Park, California

a

Contact: Jack L. Shephard;-president -
Kevin Giffen, t6.pketingrand Sales Manager
Robert W. Berg, Director of Marketing

Generl Telephone and Electronics -September 18, 1975
Stamford, Connecticut

Cbntact: James L. Clark, Vice President Communications Products
and President of'GTE Satellite Corp.

Led L.'Davenport, President,-GTE Laboratories, Inc.
Jane-Davis, Deveity Washington Representative, GTE

International-Imo.
John.V. Hefferman, Staff Assistantto the Presiderit,

GTE Service Corp.
William.R. Malone, Vice President GTE Corp.
Roy C. Megargel, Senior Vice.President/Telecommuni-

cations Division, GTE International Inc.
Claude E. Munsell, Vice President /Telephone Operations

Staff, GTE Service Corp.

General Telephone and Electronics September 22, 1975
Stamford, ConnecticUt

Contact: Alexander E. patterson Jr., President, 6TE InfOrma-
tion Systems, 'Inc.

. Hughes Aircraft Company September ii, 1975
-El Segundo, 'California k

4

Contact: R. W. LYngren, Director .of Administrationilnd
Services .

I/
a
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IBM Corporation -SepteMber'22, 1975
Armonk, New York

Contact: Fred Warden, Director of T4ecommunibations
Relations ,

ICC/Milgo
Miami, Florida

September19, 1975

Contact: E.');Ileckner, Vice President for Operations,
Milgo and President, ICC

H. Moore, Manager, ICC Export Company

ITT September 17, 1975
New York,,New York

Contact: Lynn Ellis, Director of Telecommunications

E. F. Johnson Company- Septergber 11, 1975.
Waseca, Minnesota

acintact: Richard E: Horner, President-
Jim Hemans, FOreign Sales

Martin Marietta &)rporatiom
, September 15, 1975

'14 Orlando; Florida
.

0- e t
Contact: 'Greorge F. Mansur, Vice President 0

Harold W. Clark, Marketing Director,.
Communications and Eeectronics

e 1

Microwave Asociates, Inc. September 17, 1975
Burlinton,Massachusetts

Contact:. John. Van,. International Marketing Manager

Mc4oroola, Inc.
Schaumberg,'Il.linois

September 12,',1975

Zontat: Jamei Searle, Vice Pr'eident and Manager, Latin
American, 'Distribution

Martin Cooper; Vice, President, and Division
Director of Systems,0p2erations

.

Cury.s J. Schultz, Die4atory International
Engineering. .

N-

' k
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North Electric Company September 12, 1975
Galion, Ohio

1

Contact:, J. 1. McDavid, Vice President, Corporate Planning
Chuck Conry, Vicei President, Government Products
Morris Horrell, Vice President, Product Development

Rapidata, Ind. September 11, 1975
Fairfield, New Jersey

Contact: I. M. Auld, Vice President, International
Curt M. Huff, AssiStant Vice President, Operations
Stephen Pritchard, International Sales

Raytheon Data Systems
. Norwood, Massachusetts

Contact: Hugh Bannon, Marketing Manager
.johnCaligdirei Export Manager.

elt

1.1

ISeptemberT3, 1975

RCA Corporation 4 October 16, 1975
New Fork, New York

Contact: William/Webster, Vice President, Laboratories
Stephen S. Barone, Vice President, Licensing
Alan D. tordoneVice,Preaident, International

Licensing
James Hillier, Executive Vice iresiipent, Research
'and Englneeriftg..

,

RCA Communicati,ons Systems
\Meadow ,sands, i'vAnslvania

1

September 18, 1975.

Contact: Ray Hamblett, Manager, International Sales,
MobileOmmunicatiOns Systems

Malcolm L. Stephenon, Manager, Systems Engineering,'
Mob,ile Communications Department

,

f
Rc\ckwell In

.

'DoWney, 'California
.

i .
.

Cotact: Gene Freeman, Space Division
-

i

September-11, 1975

G-6 n
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Sanders Data Systems,, Inc.
Nashua, New Hampshire

September 17, 1975

Contact: M. Andrew Haladej, Vice Presilent, Business
Development

. Charles L. Register, Vice' President, Corporate
Staff

r

Scientific-Atlanta Septemb`er -17, 1975
Atlanta,.Georgia

Cwitact: Sid Topol, President

The Singer C6mpany
New York, New York

September 22, 1975

aContact: Clark B. Robbins, Manager, Advanced Systems

Stroniberg- Carlson Corporation September 10, 1975
Rochester, New York

Contact: John Fairfield, Vice'President, International
Joe Kotzin,rManager, International Programs

TRW, Inc.
Redondo Beach, California

.00

September 12, 1975

Contact: James Burnett, Senior Vice President,_TRW Systems
Group.
,,

.''.
..

. Jan Roos, Systems and Energy .

, $

Texas Instiuments
Dallas, Texas

t%

Contact: Fred Bucy, Vice President and Chief Operating
Officer

Norman Neuriter, Manager, International Agsiness
Development

Charles.Phipps, Manager, Stfategic Planning

1

aeptember 26, 1975
, October 7, 1975

Tymshare, Inb.
Capertino, California

September''17, 1975 ,

Contact:` Thomas J,;- "O'Rourke, President
Warren/prince, Vice President, Data pervices

Division
Y

A
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Wescom, Inc.
Downers Grove, Illinois Ir..

P',

Contact: Alan Brown, President

,eptember la, 1,975

7

.Roger McLain, International Marketing

Zenith Radio
Chicago,' Illinois

Contact: Robert Adler, Reearch Vice. President

7.

October 8, 1975-

R,

.

,
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'APPENDIX H

ABBREVI1TIONS A ACRONYMS

ac \ - alternating current
-Aerosat aeronautical satellite systdm planned

for the future
AFB' - Air Flirce Base
'AFSATCOM - name of Air Force satellite' ' 40
ALASCOM- - AlaskaCommunications division'..of RCA
ALOFT c - name of Air Force program
ANL - amplitude modulation

.

AMOS 1. - Army Medidal Outpatient System
AMP, Inc. Amphenol, Inc. -

ANIK - name of CanOian satellite-n\
-APCO. ',- Associated Public-Safety ComAtnications

Officers. .

ARBITS. - Army Base information Transfer SystemARPA '-- Advanced Research Projects _Agency
-ATCAP -' Army. Telecommunications Automatibn-

. 0,

Program
ATS --c Applications Technology Satellite *
AT&T

-,
..,.- American Telepho ejand Telegraph'Company

f , Autodin -' Automatic Digital Network (DOD)

i BNR, - Bell Northern Research \

C
CAI
CATV

>s

CBS
CCV
CCIR'

2!.r Celsius,: .

computer-aided'instruction .

,- community ntenna.television (cable
television) -

- Columbia Broadcasting.System-
- charge-coupled -device
- International Radio Consultati\ie

Committee
OCITT - 'International-Telephone and,Telegraph

0 Conguitative Committee , ..'
CCTV 4 - closed circuit teldiasion-
cE , - Compagnie Generale d'Etudes TelecOMmuni-

cations
'CM qpntimeter , '--.0,0

STET - Centre )National d'Etudes Telecomnunicar
tions .

-- Fr'e World Coordinating .Committe
- Communications 4atellite OorPdration
- name Of COMSAT satellite '

CoCom
'COMSAT
COMSTAR

r

A
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CORGUIDE - optical fiber trade name
CRT - cathode -fay tube . /

. -

CTAB - Department of Commerce.Technical Advisory
Board

CfAC

.orCTC .

CTS
CVSD

Not",

- Cable Television Technical AdviSory
Committee r'

- Central Texas College
- Communications Technoldgy Satellite
- continuous variable slope delta

dB - decib
dB/km - decibe s per kilometer
,dEm -. decibe s relative to 1 milliwatt
dBW - decibels relative to 1 watt.
dc - direct current

:
.

DCPRS -, Data Collection Platform RadiokSet .

DOD -- Department of Defense .

DOMSAT - ddmestic satellite
DSC

. - 'directzsatellite.dommunication .-
USCS , - Defense Satellite Communications System
-DTM -' Director of Telecommunication's Manage ent

- (obsolete)
.

EFTS ,

1

.

ansfer.syStem
/

- electronic fund transfer
-EAROM - eledtrically alterable read-only memory ,

ExIm Export-Import Bank'
'2

N ,

- carrier frequency ,.
JCC -1 Federal ComminicationslCominissiont
-FDA i -- Food andoDrug Administration .

'FDM :-., frequency divisionmultilexing
FLTSATCOM Fleet Satellite Communications System
FM a --0 frequently inodulatiOn '' .

FOC .

.

- fiber optic dommunicatiansr
,

GENESYS
GHz - ,gigahertz
GLOBECOM - ,Global Communications d' ision of RCA
GNP- - Grogs National Product "
(SATE - General Satellite Co

d
tion ,

GTE- . - GeneralTelephone an Electronics

- Graduate.Eng ineering Education System

'-

IBM ,...--, International-Buainess.Malines Corporation.
. IC,. - integrated, circuit ,

IEEE - Institute of, Electrical and Electronics
Engineers

5

IF - intermediate frequendy

1,

e

O
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INTELSAT - 'International Telecommunicat,ions
Satelliteodonsortium (

IRAC - Interdepartment Radi6 Advisory. Committee
IT'S - - Instructional Television Fixed Seivice
ITT .- I, - International Telephone and Telegraph

. w Corporation.
ITU - International Telecommunication ;Union

/

- kilo
- kilobits per second
- kilohertz . 5

- kilometer
Kennedy Sp'ace Center (NASA)

- kilowatt

k ,

kb/s
kHz
km
KSC
kW

LEAA
LED,
LES

R

-. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
- light-einitting diode,
- name of"Lincoln abs.L (MIT) satellite
- 'land mobile radio

m - meter
MARISAT Maritime Satellite. System
'Marots- , - maritime satellite' system° in deirelopment
Mb/ - megabits -per second

.

MOS - metal-oxide-sdmiconductor
Me nav -110°A U. 5,1 Navy itulti-media telecor&rencing

t --.'program to serve isolated units ,.i
MHz megahertz

.

MIT co, ,

- -,, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MITRIX *- 'Mitre CorpOration two -way' broadband systeIti

.mm
, thilAimeter' ,

i- message teleco$Muncations ServiceMTS
k

11M .. .-- micrometer.
/*

.., \ .
.

.
,-

- National' Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners. _

National Aeronautics and Space AdministFa-
,

tion
- ,Nation4 Bureau of Standards
- National Oce'aniq and Atmospheric Administra-

, , ..4,-- ,.tion .
.

'- . ,NSF - National Science Foundation
, .

, .

.OT - Offige or.Telecommunicaltibris
. . ',; eOTP .- Ofiice of .Telecommunications Policy_

,
,

PBS
. - PubliC Broadcasting Service

...

PCM , -' pulie'code modulation ,

NARUC

RASA

4NBS J

NOAA.,

1+43
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PIN
PLATO

'PM
PORD
ppm
PROM
.PTT

Q_

RCA
RCC
R&D
RELAY
REPRO.

RMM
ROM .

SAB
SAM
SATCOM
SAW
SBS,

SEL
SEtFOC
SITE

Skynet
SMR
SMS/GOES
S/N
SOS,
SPAs
STL
Symphonie
SYNCOM

"Tn
TDM
TDMA
TELEAT

Te).ex

410.1

1
posit ve-intrinsic-negative
Progr ed Logi& fe44Automati,d

Operation
Jthase moulation
(British) (Post Office Research

,part per million
programmable read-only memory
post, telegraph, and teleph-one

quality factor of a resonator

- Radio Corporation of Ameglica
radio common carrier
research and development

- name of satellite
- reprogrammable readtonly memory
-. radio frequency
- read-mostly memory (similat to EAROM),
- read-only memory

Space Applications Board
.surface-to-air missile
hame of RCA satellite
surface acoustic wave (device)
Satellite Business Systems
Spndard Electrik Loreni
trade pamefor "self-focusing"
ShipbOvd Information, Training and

Entertainment

Teaching

.Development

organization.'

4.x.- A satellite wstem
SpeCial,Mobile Radio

- Weather satellite system
' signal-noise (ratio)

- silicon-on-sapphire
- State Planning AgepCies a.

- Standetd TelecommunicatiOns Laboratory,
- 'name of satellite
- Synchronous communication,- Satellite

- circuit confi uration.'
7 time division multiplexing
- Time'Division Multiple Access
- 'name of both' the 'Canadian satellite

corporation and the satellite'
Automatic Teletypewriter Exchange Service

(of Westen Union)

fi-tc#4
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IP,

TICCIT .. Time-Shared Interactive Computer=Controlled., , Information Television (System)' TTL 4
"-- transistor-transistor 'logic*:TV ;television-

. A
it"

U. K. r Uhitdd Kingdom
.ultra-high frequency * -- .

.i1 S, Army ElectroniCs Command '(obsolete)
U. S. Milifarl Academy (West Point).

'.- ,Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics
. *

UHF
USAECOM
USMA
USSR

,VHF - very-high frequency

WARC - World AdMinistrative Radio oConferenceWATS - .wide area telecommunications serviceWESTAR.., - name of Western"Union Satellite
ANI,, 2

- ,` ti
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